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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis examines aspects of monastic engagement with sickness and healing in early 

medieval England through the study of medical recipes in non-medical manuscripts written or 

known in England up to A.D. 1100. The significance of these texts, which have been preserved 

outside of the much-discussed vernacular compendia, lies not only in their value as overlooked 

medical sources, but also in their demonstration of the variety in production and use of 

manuscripts in later Anglo-Saxon England. The relationship of these recipes to the vernacular 

medical compendia provides evidence for the existence of complex textual and monastic 

networks, and suggests that there was a vibrant and dynamic tradition of the study of medicine 

in late Anglo-Saxon England which was supported by a greater number of copies of medical 

recipe texts than have survived. The manuscript situation of these recipes indicates selection 

and curation on the part of the scribe or the person directing the copying and, consequently, 

invites consideration of the epistemological reasons for those devoted to a religious life to take 

an interest in the theory and practice of medicine. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis examines aspects of monastic engagement with sickness and healing in early 

medieval England through the study of medical recipes in non-medical manuscripts written or 

known in England up to A.D. 1100. The significance of these texts, which have been preserved 

outside of the much-discussed vernacular compendia, lies not only in their value as overlooked 

medical sources, but also in their demonstration of the variety in production and use of 

manuscripts in later Anglo-Saxon England. The relationship of these recipes to the vernacular 

medical compendia provides evidence for the existence of complex textual and monastic 

networks, and suggests that there was a vibrant and dynamic tradition of the study of medicine 

in late Anglo-Saxon England which was supported by a greater number of copies of medical 

recipe texts than have survived. The manuscript situations of these recipes indicate selection 

and curation on the part of the scribes or the persons directing the copying and, consequently, 

invites consideration of the epistemological reasons for those devoted to a religious life to take 

an interest in the theory and practice of medicine. 

 

Anglo-Saxon monks and nuns were interested in many subjects beyond the correct performance 

of the liturgy, and from the earliest days of Christianity in England they imported books and 

praised their teachers for the breadth of their knowledge as much as their spiritual depth. 

Benedict Biscop and Ceolfrið made several journeys to mainland Europe, particularly to Rome, 

to bring back more books to furnish the libraries of Wearmouth and Jarrow, and the letters of 

the Bonifatian missionary circle are full of requests for copies of books.1 Both Bede and Aldhelm 

praised the breadth of the curriculum on offer at Canterbury during the archiepiscopacy of 

Theodore (c. 668–690), Aldhelm having been a student there, and Bede having studied the 

work of some of the graduates of that school.2 Bede reported that the curriculum in late-seventh 

century Canterbury included ‘poetry, astronomy, and computus’ in addition to the study of 

scripture .3 Aldhelm, in a letter to Leuthere bishop of Winchester (bp. 670–676) reflected on his 

education at Canterbury, presumably under the instruction of Theodore and Hadrian, and said 

that in addition to being taught about poetry, music, astronomy and computus, he had also 

studied Roman law (‘legum Romanarum’).4 Theodore seems to have known some medicine, 

                                                   
1 On the journeys of Benedict and Ceolfrið see Bede, Vita beatorum abbatum in C. Plummer (ed.), Venerabilis Baedae Opera 
Historica (Oxford, 1896), pp. 364–87. For the Bonifatian correspondence see M. Tangl (ed.), Die Briefe des heiligen 
Bonifatius und Lullus, MGH Epistolae: Epp. Sel. 1 (Berlin, 1916), and E. Emerton (trans.), The Letters of Saint Boniface 
(New York, 1940). 
2 Bede tells us that the school ‘attracted a crowd of students into whose minds they daily poured the streams of 
wholesome learning.’ Bede, HE IV.2: ‘congregata discipulorum caterua scientiae salutaris cotidie flumina inrigandis 
eorum cordibus emanabant.’ 
3 Bede, HE, IV.2: ‘ita ut etiam metricae artis, astronomiae et arithmeticae ecclesiasticae disciplinam inter sacrorum 
apicum uolumina suis auditoribus contraderent.’  
4 Aldhelm, Ep. ad Leutherium, in R. Ehwald (ed.), Aldhelmi Opera, MGH SS Auct. Ant. 15 (Berlin, 1919) pp. 475–478, 
esp. p. 476; M. Lapidge and M. Herren (trans.), Aldhelm: The Prose Works (Cambridge, 1979), pp. 152–153.  
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for as Bede reported in an incident discussed in Chapter Four, that Bishop John of Beverley 

castigated the nuns of Watton for bleeding a nun on the wrong day according to the teachings 

of Archbishop Theodore, his former schoolmaster.5 Michael Lapidge believes that education in 

the quadrivium subjects (geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, and musical harmony) did not long 

outlast the school superintended by Hadrian, and indeed, there are very few surviving Anglo-

Saxon manuscripts that address these topics specifically, but it is clear that the curriculum-

adjacent subject of medicine continued to be studied, translated, and augmented by the literate 

Anglo-Saxon community even after the other subjects had been set aside for a curriculum more 

closely focussed on the trivium.6  

 

One other small portion of Theodore's medical knowledge has possibly survived in the text 

known as his Iudicia or Canones Theodori, which are a summary of his teachings on penance and 

ecclesiastical discipline that were supposedly collected by one of his pupils, Eoda.7 One of the 

iudicia contains a recipe to cure dysentery, which involves combining the gall of a hare with 

pepper.8 Hare gall without any pepper is used to treat eye disease in the Otho recipe collection 

and in a related recipe in Bald's Leechbook (BLBI.ii.14), but there is no obvious relationship 

between the Latin recipe of Theodore and the Old English recipes of Otho and Royal.9 Hare 

gall as a medical ingredient is also found in the Latin collection of recipes known as the Medicina 

de quadrupedibus, which is derived from a late antique medical compendium attributed to a fourth 

century physician Sextus Placitus of Papyra; Theodore's recipe is not the same as any recipe in 

that collection either, but the late-antique Mediterranean medical precedent means that the 

attribution should not be dismissed out of hand.10 Lapidge also identified another manuscript 

St Gallen, Cod. Sang. 44 that may be indicative of the study and teaching of medicine at 

Canterbury by both Theodore and Hadrian.11 Cod. Sang. 44 (s. ix2/2) contains an extensive 

collection of medical treatises in Latin and has, on p. 229, an ‘antidote of Theodore’ (antidotarium 

teodori), which is immediately followed on p. 230 by an ‘antidote of Hadrian which is the best 

                                                   
5 Bede, HE, V.3: ‘memini enim beatae memoriae Theodorum archiepiscopum dicere, quia periculosa sit satis illius 
temporis flebotomia, quando et lumen lunae et reuma oceani in cremento est.’ 
6 M. Lapidge, ‘The Library of Byrhtferth’, in R. Gameson (ed.), The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain (Cambridge, 
2011), pp. 685–693, esp. pp. 686–687. 
7  The Canones Theodori are edited in P. W. Finsterwalder (ed.), Die Canones Theodori Cantuariensis und ihre 
überlieferungsformen (Weimar, 1929). 
8  Finsterwalder, Die Canones Theodori, p. 325, ‘leporem licet comedere et bonum est pro desinteria et fel eius 
miscendum est cum pipero pro dolore.’ 
9 See Otho 8.1 in Appendices I and IV, and Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 32–33. 
10 A comparative edition of the Latin and Old English versions of this text is H. J. de Vriend, The Old English Herbarium 
and Medicina de Quadrupedibus, EETS O.S. 286 (Oxford, 1986), pp. 248–53 
11 M. Lapidge, ‘The School of Theodore and Hadrian’, Anglo-Saxon England 15 (1986), pp. 45–72, esp. p. 50. 
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for many maladies’ (antidotum adrianum quod est optimum multis infirmis).12 Lapidge did not insist 

upon a direct link between Cod. Sang. 44 and the seventh-century school at Canterbury, but 

instead he recommended an investigation of those texts as some Canterbury material has 

survived in mainland European recensions, and those two names in sequence are an attractive 

juxtaposition for Anglo-Saxonists.13 

 

We can build up a picture of the intellectual interests of Anglo-Saxons in religious orders by 

studying the surviving manuscripts that were produced or studied in early medieval England. 

By comparing the catalogues and lists in ASMABH and Michael Lapidge's The Anglo-Saxon Library 

it is possible to arrive at a figure of around 370 biblical or liturgical manuscripts and manuscript 

fragments that have survived from pre-1100 England, in comparison to almost 900 non-

liturgical books.14 The lower number of surviving liturgical books, however, should not be 

attributed to a relative lack of interest in the liturgy among the Anglo-Saxons. Liturgical books 

necessarily reflect the current forms of the liturgy, which evolved over the Anglo-Saxon period 

and in the centuries afterward – these changes made both the texts themselves and the textual 

formats obsolete as new collections and orders of readings, hymns and prayers were developed 

as a response to new practices.15 Some liturgical manuscripts would also have been used several 

times a day in the performance of the monastic offices, and so their bindings would have been 

subject to more wear and tear, and their pages would have been more vulnerable to accidental 

damage than a non-liturgical manuscript in the possession of a religious house; this may have 

led to a more frequent cycle of destruction and replacement of worn liturgical manuscripts than 

non-liturgical manuscripts in the Anglo-Saxon period. Later, the Protestant Reformation in 

England led to the looting and destruction of monastic property, and liturgical manuscripts 

                                                   
12 St Gallen, Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. Sang. 44. The medical material in the manuscript is catalogued in A. Beccaria, I 
codici di medicina del periodo presalernitano, Storia e letteratura 35 (Rome, 1956), pp. 364–368, no. 129; and discussed in 
H. E. Sigerist, Studien und Texte zur friihmittelalterlichen Rezeptliteratur, Studien zur Geschichte der Medizin 13 (Leipzig, 
1923), esp. pp. 78–79; and J. Autenrieth, ‘Medicus vir iustus et bonus. Zu einer lateinischen Version des 
hippokratischen Prognosticon im Cod. Sangallensis 44’, in O. P. Clavadetscher, H. Maurer, and S. Sonderegger 
(eds.), Florilegium Sangallense. Festschrift für Johannes Duft zum 65. Geburtstag (Sigmaringen, 1980), pp. 1–13. 
13 On the glossaries and the survival of Theodore and Hadrian’s teaching see P. G. Rusche, ‘Dioscorides’ De Materia 
Medica and Late Old English Herbal Glossaries’, in C. P. Biggam (ed.), From Earth to Art: The Many Aspects of the Plant-
World in Anglo-Saxon England: Proceedings of the First ASPNS Symposium University of Glasgow, 5-7 April 2000 (Amsterdam, 
2003) pp. 181–194, esp. pp. 191–192; P. Lendinara, Anglo-Saxon Glosses and Glossaries (Aldershot, 1999); and ‘The 
World of Anglo-Saxon Learning’ in M. Godden and M. Lapidge (eds.), The Cambridge Companion to Old English Literature 
(Cambridge, 2nd ed., 2013), pp. 295–312.  
14 See ASMABH and M. Lapidge, The Anglo-Saxon Library (Oxford, 2005), esp., pp. 63–65. 
15 H. Gneuss has noted that there are no surviving Anglo-Saxon antiphoners or epistolaries, and hardly any graduals, 
homiliaries or legendaries. See H. Gneuss, ‘Liturgical Books in Anglo-Saxon England and their Old English 
Terminology’, in H. Gneuss and M. Lapidge (eds.), Learning and Literature in Anglo-Saxon England: Studies Presented to Peter 
Clemoes on the Occasion of his Sixty-Fifth Birthday (Cambridge, 1985), pp. 91–141, esp. p. 94. See also R. W. Pfaff, 
‘Liturgical Books’, in R. Gameson (ed.), The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain (Cambridge, 2011), pp. 449–459; 
and H. Gittos, ‘Is There Any Evidence For the Liturgy of Parish Churches in Late Anglo-Saxon England? The Red 
Book of Darley and the Status of Old English’, in F. Tinti (ed.), Pastoral Care in Late Anglo-Saxon England (Woodbridge, 
2005), pp. 63–82. 
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would have been very much of the old regime to all but the few Tudor theologians with 

Archbishop Parker's sensibilities.  

 

Nevertheless, although it would be inaccurate to take the quantities of the various types of 

manuscripts that have survived as indicative of absolute preference, the 900 non-liturgical 

manuscripts that have survived are representative of the general exegetical, grammatical, 

scientific, and literary interests of Anglo-Saxon men and women in religious orders. The 

medical texts that have survived from Anglo-Saxon England include not just medical recipes, 

but medical treatises too including works by Galen and anonymous treatises on disease and the 

functions of various parts of the body (see Table 1). Study of and interest in medical texts seems 

to have been a standard part Anglo-Saxon monasticism, not just because of the potential to 

apply such treatments to sick individuals, but, as part of a general purpose to understand God's 

creation as fully as possible. 

 

Treatises on the natural sciences, computus, and encyclopedic texts were popular in Anglo-

Saxon England and a number of manuscripts that contain total or partial copies of the most 

famous early medieval examples of the genre, the De natura rerum and the Etymologiae of Isidore 

have survived. Bede was inspired to write his own encyclopedic treatise, also called De natura 

rerum, which combined the content of multiple early medieval encyclopedic texts with his own 

observations. 16  Computus material can also be found in many surviving manuscripts. 

Understanding computus, or at least, how to read computus tables, was important for the 

accurate planning of the liturgical year, but the astronomy and mathematics behind the tables 

was studied in the eighth century by Bede in his De temporum ratione and De temporibus and in the 

late-tenth century by Abbo of Fleury; both authors refined and improved the methods for 

computistical calculations rather than simply summarising previous work.17 

 

A diagram often attributed to Byrhtferth of Ramsey (c. 970–1020) offers one of the most striking 

expressions of how an educated Anglo-Saxon monk might have understood the structure of 

God's creation.18 

 

                                                   
16 C. B. Kendall and F. Wallis (eds. and trans.), Bede: On the Nature of Things and On Times, Translated Texts for 
Historians 56 (Liverpool, 2010).  
17 See F. Wallis (ed. and trans.), Bede: The Reckoning of Time, Translated Texts for Historians 29 (Liverpool, 1999); 
Kendall and Wallis, Bede: On the Nature of Things; E. Dachowski, First Among Abbots: The Career of Abbo of Fleury  
(Washington DC, 2008); R. Wright, ‘Abbo of Fleury in Ramsey (985–987)’ in E. M. Tyler (ed.), Conceptualizing 
Multilingualism in England, c. 800–c.1250 (Turnhout, 2011), pp. 105–120. 
18 F. Wallis (ed., and trans.), ‘2. Computus Related Materials: 20. Byrhtferth’s Diagram’ The Calendar and the Cloister: 
Oxford, St John’s College MS17 (Montreal, 2007) <http://digital.library.mcgill.ca/ms-17>. 
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Image 1: Oxford, St John's College MS 17, f. 7v, ‘Byrhtferth's Diagram’. 

The diagram does not survive in any Anglo-Saxon manuscripts, but the arrangement is 

attributed to Byrhtferth in an early Anglo-Norman manuscript (Oxford, St John's College, MS 

17) where it is captioned: ‘[h]anc figuram editit bryhtferð (sic) monachus ramesiensis coenobii 

de concordia mensium atque elementorum.’19 The diagram echoes many of the themes that are 

present in Byrhtferth's writings and links the four ages of man with the  humours, the winds, the 

seasons, the cardinal directions, the zodiac, the lunar months, and the elements by arranging 

them in interlocking geometric shapes. The diagram is simple and complex at the same time 

and while it contains many subtle expressions of early medieval natural philosophy, at its most 

basic level, the diagram is an exegetical exercise that describes the numerological perfection of 

the Creation.20  

 

The Anglo-Saxons did not have a universal ontology in the manner of Plato or Aristotle, but 

they had systems for explaining natural phenomena that included health, humoral theory, and 

disease, and that fused Classical science with Christian teachings about the role and power of 

God and His interest in mankind.21 The study of medicine and medical recipes was not an 

essential part of the monastic vocation, but such texts could be read not only for their practical 

value in terms of how to treat the sick, but also for their intellectual value in bringing the reader 

towards an understanding of the bodies that God had created, and the purposeful uses that 

God's creation could be put to in order to ease pain and restore balance and health to a troubled 

body. The parallels between the uses that medical texts could be put to on the body and the 

                                                   
19  ‘Byrhtferth the monk of Ramsey Abbey, set forth this diagram of the agreement of the months and the elements.’ 
Ibid.  
20 Ibid. 
21 Balancing or addressing the humours is a regular feature of the recipes in Bald's Leechbook and the Old English 
Herbarium and among my corpus of recipes, humours (wætan) are referred to in several of the BL Harley 55 recipes. 
See also L. Ayoub, ‘Old English wæta and the Medical Theory of the Humours’, The Journal of English and Germanic 
Philology 94.3 (1995), pp. 332–346. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy 
copyright requirements.
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power of prayer and effective ministry to improve or strengthen the soul were clear to writers 

such as Ælfric who made specific reference to ‘Christ the healer’ in one of his homilies and refers 

to him as Christus medicus in others.22  

 

Codicology and monasticism overlap in the difficulty of categorising medical recipes, charms, 

and prayers. The Anglo-Saxon charms and their contexts have been the focus of dedicated 

studies already and so have not been a major part of this project, but they are frequently found 

alongside both medical recipes and prayers in Anglo-Saxon manuscripts including those that 

have been the focus of this project.23 CCCC 41 contains several charms in its margins as well 

as a recipe text, the recipe in Vespasian D. xx is an addition to a pre-existing charm for 

toothache, and the final recipe on Wellcome 46 recommends that the liverwort required for an 

ointment for liver disease be ‘carried home under the knee’ (‘bere hi man ham onder cneowe’), which 

was presumably intended to increase the potency or the efficacy of the plant.24  

 

Prayers too, like charms and medical recipes are texts designed to bestow a benefit upon a 

particular individual and prayers are another class of text that were often added onto flyleaves 

and margins of manuscripts, as well as being a genre of text that could form the main subject of 

a manuscript. Two of the manuscripts in my corpus are prayerbooks: Galba A. xiv and Titus 

D. xxvi, but they also had recipe texts added as part of the main program of copying. Both 

manuscripts are the work of multiple scribes and they are also curated and organised 

productions, which implies that the inclusion of the medical recipes alongside the prayers was 

deliberate and directed: even if the precise intention behind their inclusion cannot be 

determined, the choice is important. 

 

The preservation of medical recipe texts in Anglo-Saxon England, whether in the larger 

compendia, or in the smaller groups and single texts of my corpus illustrates that Anglo-Saxons 

in religious houses were interested in medicine, health, and healing, otherwise they would not 

have expended the effort on copying, organising, and translating these texts. The medical 

                                                   
22 D. Fleming, ‘Jesus, That is Hælend: Hebrew Names and the Vernacular Savior in Anglo-Saxon England’, The 
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, 112.1 (2013), pp. 26–47. 
23 See L. Olsan, ‘The Inscription of Charms in Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts’, Oral Tradition 14.2 (1999), pp. 401–419; 
‘Latin Charms of Medieval England: Verbal Healing in a Christian Oral Tradition’, Oral Tradition 7.1 (1992), pp. 
116–142; A. Hall, Elves in Anglo-Saxon England: Matters of Belief, Health, Gender and Identity, Anglo-Saxon Studies 8 
(Woodbridge, 2007); K. L. Jolly, ‘Anglo-Saxon Charms in the Context of a Christian World View’, Journal of Medieval 
History 11.4 (1985), pp. 279–293; Popular Religion in Late Saxon England; ‘Prayers from the Field: Practical Protection 
and Demonic Defence in Anglo-Saxon England’, Traditio 61 (2006), pp. 95–147; B. Murdoch, ‘Charms, Recipes and 
Prayers’, in B. Murdoch (ed.), German Literature of the Early Middle Ages, The Camden House History of German 
Literature, 2 vols. (Woodbridge, 2004), pp. II.57–72. 
24 On the marginalia of CCCC 41 see: T. A. Bredehoft, ‘Filling the Margins of CCCC 41: Textual Space and a 
Developing Archive’, The Review of English Studies 57 (2006), pp. 721–732; R. J. S. Grant, ‘Cambridge, Corpus Christi 
College, 41’, in ASMMF 11 (New York, 2003); S. L. Keefer ‘Margin as Archive: The Liturgical Marginalia of a 
Manuscript of the Old English Bede’, Traditio 51 (1996), pp. 147–177; and  S. M. Rowley, The Old English Version of 
Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica, Anglo-Saxon Studies 16 (Woodbridge 2011). 
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recipes in non-medical manuscripts are signs of particular interest in those individual or groups 

of recipes such that the location of their preservation did not matter as much as the simple act 

of storing the formulae for safe-keeping and later consultation. Although none of the recipes in 

my corpus appear to be the direct exemplar of any in the larger recipe compendia, collections 

such as Bald's Leechbook, Lacnunga, and Leechbook III may have been assembled, in part, from 

exemplars similar to my corpus where they could be inserted into a larger collection piece-by-

piece as they were needed, in between larger excerpts from existing collections such as the 

Passionarius or the Liber tertius. 

 

Flyleaf and marginal additions, which feature regularly in my corpus, were undoubtedly not the 

only scribal stints of ‘rough drafts’ and ‘research notes’ that occurred in Anglo-Saxon England, 

but many of the other examples of these texts would have been copied onto parchment scraps, 

which have, understandably, not survived. In the case of the medical recipes, where much of 

the material and training must have been aurally transmitted, it is especially important to 

examine the texts that were written down and to consider why literate precision may have 

superseded aural familiarity in these particular instances.25 One reason to copy a recipe may 

have been due to a concern that the correct ingredients or process would not be remembered. 

Early medieval medical recipes often lack general details such as a precise method, but the 

features common to them are the specifics such as the names of the ingredients and their 

individual preparations, which are specific to each recipe unlike the general process of making 

e.g. a poultice. Some of the recipes may have been added to parchment scraps spontaneously, 

but others may have been added at the behest of a particular authority who required their 

collection such as (possibly) the Bald of Bald's Leechbook or the work of the scribes of Sloane 1621 

who may have been working at the direction of Abbot Baldwin.26   

 

Although they are by no means the only examples of the phenomena, these recipes also 

represent the developments that the codex underwent during the early middle ages as scribes 

experimented with various aspects of the technology of the book: the permeability of the 

manuscript as an object, genre and curation, mise-en-page, decoration, and calligraphic 

hierarchy, as well as with their own personal relationships with books as objects. These texts –

non-biblical and fragmentary – require us to ask in each instance why that text is in that space, 

                                                   
25 A. Van Arsdall, ‘Medical Training in Anglo-Saxon England: An Evaluation of the Evidence’, in P. Lendinara, L. 
Lazzari, and M. A. D'Aronco (eds.), Form and Content of Instruction in Anglo-Saxon England in the Light of Contemporary 
Manuscript Evidence: Papers Presented At the International Conference, Udine, 6-8 April 2006 (Turnhout, 2007), pp. 415–434. 
26  For the many competing theories about the compilation of Bald's Leechbook see: M. L. Cameron, ‘Bald's 
Leechbook: Its Sources and Their Use in Its Compilation’, Anglo-Saxon England, 12 (1983) 153–182; R. S. Nokes, ‘The 
Several Compilers of Bald’s Leechbook’, Anglo-Saxon England, 33 (2004) pp. 51–76; C. B. Voth, ‘An Analysis of the 
Tenth-Century Anglo-Saxon Manuscript London, British Library, Royal 12. D. xvii’ (unpubl. PhD dissertation, 
Cambridge, 2015). For the compilation of Sloane 1621 see D. Banham, ‘Medicine At Bury in the Time of Abbot 
Baldwin’, in T. Licence (ed.), Bury St Edmunds and the Norman Conquest (Woodbridge, 2014) pp. 226–246. 
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who might have put it there and why was this the best place to store that information. In these 

recipes copied into non-medical manuscripts it is possible to see the notes of persons in a 

religious life engaging with the practicalities of disease, pain and death, and the natural and 

supernatural order of the world. 

 

Chapter 1 introduces the corpus that forms the nucleus of this thesis and situates it within the 

larger discussions pertaining to the major Old English medical compendia, i.e. Bald's Leechbook, 

Lacnunga and the Old English Herbarium. The chapter also summarises the prevailing views of the 

theory and practice of medicine in late Anglo-Saxon England and argues that the corpus of 

recipes adds an important dimension to our understanding of the varied contexts in which 

medicine could be a part of religious life. 

 

Chapter 2 provides a summary of the manuscript items that constitute the corpus and situates 

the recipe texts themselves in their immediate manuscript contexts. The chapter concludes with 

an examination of the corpus as a whole, and describes the particular areas of variability, 

similarity, and difference that will be the focus of the following chapters. 

 

Chapter 3 builds on the work by Audrey Meaney in her ‘Variant Versions’ article which 

identified medical recipes in Bald's Leechbook that had a cognate recipe in either Leechbook III or 

in other medical manuscripts.27 In this chapter I apply Meaney's approach to my corpus and 

compare the recipes therein with cognates in Bald's Leechbook, Lacnunga and the Old English 

Herbarium. I examine the evidence for direct exemplar-copy relationships between the surviving 

manuscripts that contain medical material, and I discuss the significance of the differences 

between the surviving witnesses to a recipe text. I also consider the medical recipes that have 

only been preserved within my corpus as they are an important subset of the total number of 

medical recipes written or known in England before 1100. The corpus of medical recipes in 

non-medical manuscripts shows that the processes of creating, curating, and copying medical 

texts was not confined to the stints that produced the large vernacular medical compendia, and 

provide evidence for additional manuscript copies of medical recipes that would otherwise be 

unknown to us.  

 

Chapter 4 discusses the corpus in relation to what is known of the practice of medicine in Anglo-

Saxon England. The chapter includes a survey of the sources that identify individual medical 

practitioners in Anglo-Saxon England, what sort of training and reputation they may have 

enjoyed, what sorts of materials they might have had access to (both ingredients and texts), and 

                                                   
27 A. L. Meaney, ‘Variant Versions of Old English Medical Remedies and the Compilation of Bald’s Leechbook’, 
Anglo-Saxon England 13 (1984), pp. 235–268. 
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discusses whether there is any additional evidence for the use of medical texts that can be 

determined from this corpus. I also consider who might have used or sought out the corpus of 

medical recipes that form the nucleus of this discussion, and explore whether the corpus can be 

used to provide any additional evidence for the practice of medicine in Anglo-Saxon England. 

 

Chapter 5 situates the corpus within Anglo-Saxon manuscript culture by considering how and 

why these texts came to be included in their respective manuscripts and what their inclusion 

suggests about late Anglo-Saxon scribal training, manuscript storage, the use of books in 

religious houses, and the circulation of texts in Anglo-Saxon England. The chapter discusses 

the variety in scribal quality represented within the corpus and considers what this may mean 

in terms of writing as a skill within a religious house, and the circumstances which might lead 

to formal or informal scribal stints in a manuscript. The codicological situation of the recipes 

within their manuscripts is also considered, both as a topic in its own right and for what it might 

tell us about access to ink and parchment, memory, and note-taking in an Anglo-Saxon religious 

house. 

 

In sum, this thesis argues that the content of the medical recipes preserved in non-medical 

manuscripts is important not just because the content has been overlooked, but also for our 

understanding of early medieval textual transmission as some of these recipes can also be found 

in the main medical collections, whereas others are the only known witnesses to these texts. 

These recipes have been copied by scribes of varying competence, into flyleaves and margins, 

as well as part of the main textual programme in some manuscripts. The manuscript contexts 

of these recipes, which were copied by men and women in religious orders, allow us glimpses of 

the people who inhabited Anglo-Saxon religious houses, used manuscripts and cared about 

sickness and healing enough to participate in the preservation of medical recipe texts. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

This project examines manuscripts and medical recipes, their storage, curation, and circulation 

in early medieval England, and considers how the technology of the codex had an effect on the 

copying and preservation of medical recipes in early medieval England through the 

amplification of mnemonic convenience and the stabilisation of fixed texts.28 The project also 

explores the complementary monastic interest in the study and practice of medicine in early 

medieval England, and takes as its core a group of largely overlooked medical recipe texts. The 

core group of medical recipes, those in non-medical manuscripts that were written or known in 

England up to A.D. 1100, are important both for the additional details that they contribute to 

traditional historico-medical discussions, but also because these texts are excellent points of 

departure to examine questions relating to scribal and monastic practices in early medieval 

monasteries in England. This project asks and tries to answer how and why these recipes came 

to be copied into their particular manuscript spaces, and what those recipe texts might tell us 

about the people who preserved them. 

 

One of the main themes of this thesis is a consideration of the actions of reading, writing, and 

interacting with the medieval codex, and how the processes of text-storage and retrieval allow 

us to approach the social and ecclesiastical contexts of Anglo-Saxon medicine in less familiar 

ways. This project owes as much to Marshall McLuhan and his Gutenberg Galaxy, J. L. Borges 

and his ‘Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis Tertius’, and Umberto Eco and his imaginary library of lost 

monastic texts as it does to M. B. Parkes, Michael Lapidge, Bernhard Bischoff, Richard 

Gameson, N. R. Ker, and T. A. M. Bishop and their studies of early medieval manuscripts and 

scribes.29 The technology of the handwritten codex is a particular milestone in the history of 

information storage and retrieval, and although it is tempting to categorise the evolution of 

writing technology in Europe according to the dominant surface medium – from monumental 

stone surfaces, to clay and wax tablets, to papyrus scrolls, to parchment codices, to paper (and 

printing), to electronic storage formats – the period of the parchment codex included a range 

of technological developments to do with page layout and genre, and redistributions of access 

                                                   
28 On medieval memory and the book see M. J. Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval Culture, 
Cambridge Studies in Medieval Literature (Cambridge, 2nd ed., 2008), esp. pp. 274–338. 
29 M. McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of Typographic Man (London, 1962); J. L. Borges, ‘Tlön, Uqbar, Orbis 
Tertius’, in Ficciones (London, 1993), pp. 5–21; U. Eco, The Name of the Rose (London, 2004); M. B. Parkes, Their Hands 
Before Our Eyes: A Closer Look at Scribes: The Lyell Lectures Delivered in the University of Oxford 1999, Lyell Lectures (Aldershot, 
rpr. 2008); Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Library; B. Bischoff, Latin Palaeography: Antiquity & the Middle Ages (trans.) D. Ó. Cróinín 
and D. Ganz (Cambridge, 1990); R. Gameson, The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain: Volume 1 c. 400–1100 
(Cambridge, 2011); N. R. Ker, Medieval Libraries of Great Britain and Ireland: A List of Surviving Books (London, 2nd ed., 
1964); T. A. M. Bishop, Notes on Cambridge Manuscripts I–VII, Transactions of the Cambridge Bibliographical Society 
1.5, 2.2, 2.4, 3.1, 3.5, 4.1 (1953–1964). 
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to literacy according to class, gender and profession.30 All of these features laid out in miniature 

(and miniatures) in the manuscripts that contain medical texts, whether those items were wholly 

dedicated to medicine or not, in the use of manuscripts and their flyleaves as permeable objects 

to store ‘extra’ text, as the functions of the codex underwent incremental development in the 

Anglo-Saxon period. 

The Oral Transmission of Medical Recipes  

The Anglo-Saxons are unusual among the literate cultures and peoples of early medieval 

western Europe because not only did they copy and preserve medical recipes and treatises from 

the Greco-Roman worlds via their Latin versions, but also they translated some of those texts 

into their native language. In addition, the Anglo-Saxons wrote down medical recipes and ideas 

that have no direct classical source and so may in fact preserve either older Germanic ideas 

about medicine health and sickness, or contemporary innovation and practice within the 

medical recipe genre. Medical recipes are a type of composition that in theory anyone in Anglo-

Saxon England could have had a hand in creating: the memory of a particular group of plants 

that helped Ecgbert recover from his cough or soothed Ælfwynn's sore skin could be shared 

among family and friends for decades before eventually reaching the ears of a scribe who wrote 

it down and added it to a larger collection of recipes. The non-literate members of Anglo-Saxon 

society who undoubtedly tried to soothe coughs, calm troubled stomachs, and save the dying 

are much harder to identify in the primary sources, but they may well have known and 

remembered multiple medical recipes, particularly when one considers that the vernacular 

medical recipes of early medieval England in their written forms seldom record precise 

ingredient quantities. In many cases early medieval medical recipes are just the name of an 

affliction, a list of ingredients, and then a series of preparation instructions, which do not differ 

very much from how we might remember the process to cook a meal we have made several 

times before. There are indeed some medical recipes preserved in Anglo-Saxon manuscripts 

with long list of ingredients and preparation instructions that required multiple steps, but it is 

by no means unusual for the directions to require the practitioner to prepare two or three items 

according to very simple instructions, e.g. BLBI.lx.5 [w]iþ bryne wad gecnua wyl on buteran smire 

mid.31 When we read the medical recipes in Old English that appear to lack a classical source, 

                                                   
30 See Bischoff, Latin Palaeography; C. H. Roberts, and T. C. Skeat, The Birth of the Codex (Oxford, 1983); R. Gameson, 
‘From Vindolanda to Domesday: The Book in Britain from the Romans to the Normans’, in R. Gameson (ed.), The 
Cambridge History of the Book in Britain: Vol I (Cambridge, 2011), pp. 1–10; N. Lewis, Papyrus in Classical Antiquity (Oxford, 
1974); T. C. Skeat, ‘The Length of the Standard Papyrus Roll and the Cost-Advantage of the Codex’, Zeitschrift für 
Papyrologie und Epigraphik 45 (1882), pp. 169–175. 
31 ‘For a burn, crush woad, boil it in butter and smear [the burn] with it.’ My translation. Cockayne, Leechdoms II, 
pp. 132–133. 
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it may be that we are seeing a glimpse of the intersection of oral and literate culture where a 

scribe captured a text that had previously only been recited.32 

 

In order to study the corpus of medical recipes in non-medical manuscripts effectively it is 

necessary to ask why these texts were preserved within those specific manuscript contexts: who 

copied those recipes, who might have had access to those recipes, why did scribes copy those 

recipes into those manuscripts and why were those particular recipes selected? Only a very small 

proportion of the Anglo-Saxon population was literate and literate people were overwhelmingly 

concentrated in the secular and regular religious houses, so the task of this project is to unpack 

some of the reasons why oral culture, medicine, literacy, monastic research, and manuscript 

culture collided to preserve these medical recipes in non-medical manuscripts, and then to look 

at the return arc of what these recipes might be able to add to our understanding of healing, 

writing, and thinking in Anglo-Saxon England.33 

 

Medical manuscripts in Anglo-Saxon England 

Our understanding of Anglo-Saxon medicine is shaped by a complex network of sources, 

themes, and inferences, but there is a central cluster of texts – four recipe collections – that have 

formed the foundation of every study of the subject. The research questions that define the 

extent and limits of this thesis are the product of a desire to explore what was happening around 

those four large vernacular recipe collections according to their textual, social, and monastic 

contexts by addressing the smaller nodes in the network of early medieval medical culture that 

have been preserved in the pages of prayer-books, and albums of natural science. Although the 

focus of this project is, obviously, the medical recipes that have been preserved outside of the 

large vernacular medical compendia, it is necessary to introduce the reader to these texts and 

their manuscripts, in order to create the skeleton which will be fleshed out by the later 

discussions and connections between non-medical recipe texts, their manuscripts, and their 

wider monastic contexts. 

                                                   
32 On the importance of tacit knowledge in medical texts see A. Van Arsdall, ‘The Transmission of Knowledge in 
Early Medieval Medical Texts’, in F. E. Glaze and B. K. Nance (eds.), Between Text and Patient: The Medical Enterprise 
in Medieval and Early Modern Europe, Micrologus’ Library 39 (Florence, 2011), pp. 201–215. 
33 On literacy in Anglo-Saxon England see below, and see C. Briggs, ‘Literacy, Reading and Writing in the Medieval 
West’, Journal of Medieval History 26.4 (2000), pp. 397–420; M. R. Godden, ‘Literacy in Anglo-Saxon England’, in R. 
Gameson (ed.), The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain (Cambridge, 2011), pp. 580–590; M. Gretsch, ‘Literacy and 
the Uses of the Vernacular’, in M. R.  Godden, and M. Lapidge (eds.), The Cambridge Companion to Old English Literature 
(2nd ed., Cambridge, 2013), pp. 273–294; and S. Kelly, ‘Anglo-Saxon Lay Society and the Written Word’, in R. 
McKitterick (ed.), The Uses of Literacy in Early Mediaeval Europe (Cambridge, 1990), pp. 36–62. 
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Bald's Leechbook and Leechbook III 

London, British Library Royal 12 D. xvii is a manuscript that contains medical recipes in Old 

English, probably copied at Winchester in s. xmed, and written a single scribe.34 The codex is 

comprised of two medical works: the first item is divided into two books and is known to modern 

scholarship as Bald's Leechbook (I and II) (ff. 1r–109r); 35 the second item is known as Leechbook 

III.36 Bald's Leechbook takes its name from the colophon copied at the end of BLBII which names 

Bald as the owner of the book (see Image 2 below). The Royal manuscript itself is not the 

original manuscript that was made for Bald and there may have been more than one generation 

in between the original and the Royal manuscript.37 The original copy of Bald's Leechbook is 

believed to date from the reign of King Alfred (r. 871–899), but the Royal manuscript copy also 

contains additions to the original compilation including an epistolatory group of recipes 

purportedly from Elias III the Patriarch of Jerusalem (r. 879–907) to Alfred, that was added 

towards the end of the second book (BLBII.lxiv).38  

 

The Royal manuscript is the earliest of the surviving large vernacular medical receptaria from 

Anglo-Saxon England and its contents reflect a long and complex process of research, copying, 

translation, collation, and organisation. The recipes have been organised into groups so that 

the recipes in BLBI are concerned with external disorders, and the recipes in BLBII are 

concerned with internal disorders. Within BLBI and BLBII the recipes are presented broadly a 

capite ad calcem, which was one of two systems for organising medical recipes that had been 

popular since antiquity, the other being the organisation of recipes by their primary ingredient. 

The recipes in Bald's Leechbook are in Old English, but many, if not most can be traced back to 

Latin receptaria: by the time Bald commissioned his recipe manuscript towards the end of the 

                                                   
34 The case for and against a Winchester origin of the Royal manuscript has been most recently analysed in Voth, 
‘An Analysis’, esp. ch 3, and below fn. 221. 
35 The most widely available complete edition and translation of Bald's Leechbook is in Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 1–
299. A facsimile edition, which also includes useful palaeographical discussion is C. E. Wright, Bald's Leechbook: British 
Museum Royal Manuscript 12 D xvii, Early English Manuscripts in Facsimile 5 (Copenhagen, 1955), and Marilyn 
Deegan produced a critical edition of Bald's Leechbook for her PhD thesis in M. Deegan, ‘A Critical Edition of MS BL 
Royal 12 D xvii, Bald's Leechbook’ (unpubl. PhD dissertation, Manchester University, 1988). The works by both 
Deegan and Wright lack translations of the recipes. Conan Doyle also edited and translated Bald's Leechbook as an 
appendix to his thesis and his notes on the late-antique sources for the recipes are particularly valuable: see C. Doyle, 
‘Anglo-Saxon Medicine and Disease: A Semantic Approach’ (unpubl. PhD dissertation, Cambridge, 2017). Christine 
Voth’s PhD thesis treats the Royal manuscript as a whole and while she does not edit or translate the entire 
manuscript, she provides palaeographical and linguistic analysis of both Bald's Leechbook and Leechbook III: see Voth, 
‘An Analysis’. 
36 The standard edition and translation of Leechbook III is Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 300–360. Sections of Leechbook 
III have been analysed by C. Voth, see Voth in note 35 above. The text has also been edited and translated by Olds 
in an unpublished dissertation that is not widely available: B. M. Olds, ‘The Anglo-Saxon Leechbook III: A Critical 
Edition and Translation’ (unpubl. PhD dissertation University of Denver, 1984). 
37 See Nokes, ‘Several Compilers’; Voth, ‘An Analysis’. 
38 Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 288–291. BLBII.lxiv: ‘Þis eal het þus secgean ælfrede cyninge domne helias patriarcha 
on gerusalem.’ / ‘All this Dominus Helias the patriarch of Jerusalem ordered to be said to King Alfred.’ My 
translation. On the context of this recipe see A. L. Meaney, ‘Alfred, the Patriarch and the White Stone’, AUMLA: 
Journal of the Australian Universities Language and Literature Association 49 (1978), pp. 65–79. See also Voth, ‘An Analysis’, 
esp. pp. 158–168, who argues that the Elias recipes are the first of a series of additions to BLBII. 
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ninth century, Anglo-Saxon scholars must have read and translated hundreds of Latin medical 

recipes in manuscripts that have otherwise not survived in any physical form.39 The Latin 

medical recipes collections that were mined and translated by some of their Anglo-Saxon 

readers have not left a physical trace: the only reason we can be so sure that some Anglo-Saxons 

encountered even excerpted forms of these late-antique texts is because of the surviving Old 

English translations; no others would have been able to translate the texts into Old English, nor 

needful of such translated material.40 

 

The overlooked sibling to Bald's Leechbook is Leechbook III (ff. 109r–127v).41 Cockayne believed 

that Bald's Leechbook and Leechbook III were all part of the same original compilation, indeed, he 

called them ‘Leech Book I’, ‘Leech Book II’ and ‘Leech Book III’ and his title for the final item 

has persisted. Despite the way the texts have been copied into the Royal manuscript, it is 

unlikely that Leechbook III was the final part of the original compilation made for Bald.42 

Although the mise-en-page at the end of Bald's Leechbook and the beginning of Leechbook III makes 

it appear as if they should be treated as one coherent textual unit, they were probably originally 

separate receptaria that a scribe who worked on one of the ancestors of the Royal manuscript 

brought together, presumably because of the similarity of their content. Bald's Leechbook ends 

with a colophon on f. 109r, ll. 1–6 and then Leechbook III begins immediately on line 7 with only 

a double-height but otherwise undecorated majuscule-wynn to mark the start of the new text. 

The Royal scribe regularly decorated the beginning of major new sections within the 

manuscript, compare the decorative wynn that marks the beginning of the first recipe text on f. 

111r and the plain majuscule-wynn that begins Leechbook III (f. 109r), which suggests that the 

beginning of Leechbook III took the Royal scribe by surprise (see Image 2). Although it could be 

argued that the Royal scribe did not think that the Leechbook III table of contents was a part of 

that text, or as important as the beginning of Leechbook III chapter 1, the beginnings of the tables 

of contents in Leechbooks I and II are both more elaborately decorated than the opening of the 

Leechbook III table of contents. The Leechbook II table of contents is useful for comparative 

                                                   
39 The sources include the Herbarium Pseudo-Apuleii, Liber tertius (pseudo-Galen), Medicina Plinii, Passionarius Galeni, 
Physica Plinii, Practica Alexandri, and more, see Doyle, ‘Anglo-Saxon Medicine and Disease’, esp. ‘Appendix’, pp. 219–
290. See also M. L. Cameron, ‘The Sources of Medical Knowledge in Anglo-Saxon England’, Anglo-Saxon England 
11 (1982), pp. 135–155; Bald’s Leechbook: Its Sources’; ‘Bald’s Leechbook and Cultural Interactions in Anglo-Saxon 
England’, Anglo-Saxon England 19 (1990), pp. 5–12. Liber tertius is edited and discussed by K.-D. Fischer, ‘Der 
psuedogalenische Liber Tertius’, in I. Garofalo and A. Roselli (eds.), Galenismo e medicina tardoantica: Fonti greche, latine e 
arabe (Naples, 2003), pp. 101–132; ‘Galeni qui fertur Ad Glauconem Liber tertius ad fidem codicis Vindobonensis 
109’ in I. Garofalo and A. Roselli (eds.), Galenismo e medicina tardoantica: Fonti greche, latine e arabe (Naples, 2003), pp. 
285–354. For a good introduction to Galen see R. J. Hankinson (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Galen (2008). 
40 On extracts, recompilation and the instability of late antique medical texts see F. Wallis, ‘The Experience of the 
Book: Manuscripts, Texts, and the Role of Epistemology in Early Medieval Medicine’, in D. G. Bates (ed.), Knowledge 
and the Scholarly Medical Traditions (Cambridge, 1995), pp. 101–126. 
41  Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 300–360 is the standard edition and translation. See also Olds, ‘Anglo-Saxon 
Leechbook III’. There is a translation of Leechbook III in S. Pollington, Leechcraft: Early English Charms, Plantlore and 
Healing (Hockwold-cum-Wilton, 2000) – which is of significantly higher quality than his commentary on the text. 
42 Cockayne, Leechdoms II, p. xx. 
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purposes as it does not have the significance of being on the opening leaf of the manuscript, but 

although it begins on the same page as the final recipe in Leechbook I, the Royal scribe left a line 

intentionally blank before beginning the Leechbook II table of contents, and supplied a large 

decorative initial for the first letter of the text (Image 3), and both of these features are absent 

in the treatment of the opening of the Leechbook III Table of Contents, which suggests that either 

it was similarly undifferentiated in the Royal exemplar, or that the Royal scribe intended for 

Leechbooks II and III to be treated as part of the same textual unit. 

  

 
Image 2: London, British Library, Royal 12 D. xvii f. 109r, ll. 1–10. Note how the Old English text 
begins immediately after the Latin colophon without any space between the two texts. 

 

Image 3: London, British Library, Royal 12 D. xvii, f. 65r, ll. 1–10. Note the decorative quality of 
the majuscule wynn in comparison to the opening word of Leechbook III on line 7 of Image 2 
above. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright 
requirements.

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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One of the main arguments against Leechbook III being ‘part three’ of the original Bald's Leechbook 

is that it contains a small number of recipes that are also found in Bald's Leechbook which itself 

shows no internal repetition.43 The recipe repetition in Bald's Leechbook  and Leechbook III suggests 

that Leechbook III was compiled separately from a common stock of circulating recipes, the 

original manuscripts of which have not survived. The existence of smaller groups and extracts 

of medical recipes that were in circulation in Anglo-Saxon England is a topic that will be revived 

in Chapter Three, which compares the recipes in my corpus to their ‘variant versions’ in the 

larger receptaria. In addition to the repetition argument, the content and organisation of 

Leechbook III does not strongly resemble the content of Bald's Leechbook beyond the fact that both 

contain medical recipes in Old English: Leechbook III does not have such a strong sense of a capite 

ad calcem and the content of the recipes has been described (or criticised) as being of a more 

superstitious or magical character.44 

Lacnunga 

BL Harley 585 is a manuscript of unknown provenance that can be dated to the first half of the 

eleventh century based on its script.45 Similar to BL Royal 12 D. xvii, it is a composite medical 

manuscript as it contains two vernacular receptaria: the enlarged Old English Herbarium on ff. 

1r–129v; and Lacnunga ff. 130r-151v, 157r-193r. Lacnunga has been one of the most studied and 

edited of the Anglo-Saxon medical receptaria, but not one of the most kindly treated as it mixes 

medical recipes with charms and prayers, and offers ointments for common medical complaints 

alongside cures for supernatural afflictions. One of the mid-twentieth century editors of Lacnunga 

Charles Singer wrote in his contextual commentary on the text that ‘dark ages medical 

manuscripts are partly mere literary material and in places hardly more than scribal exercises’, 

which is nonsense, but at least provides a neat antithesis to the present project.46  

 

                                                   
43 See Voth, ‘An Analysis’, pp. 47–49 for a comparison of the material in Bald's Leechbook and Leechbook III. Voth notes 
that: ‘[t]here are only a handful of remedies in common between BLB and LBIII, and the few that do cover the same 
diseases have enough variations to indicate that these recipes are not witnesses to the same source.’ p. 47. See also, 
Meaney, ‘Variant Versions’. 
44 See Olds, ‘Anglo-Saxon Leechbook III’, but see also A. Van Arsdall, ‘Challenging the “Eye of Newt” Image of 
Medieval Medicine’, in B. S. Bowers (ed.), The Medieval Hospital and Medical Practice (Aldershot, 2007), pp. 195–208. 
In her analysis of the Royal manuscript Voth determined that the original Leechbook III was compiled in Wessex in 
the early decades of the tenth century, see Voth, ‘An Analysis’, esp. pp. 158–169. 
45 ASMABH, no. 421. Lacnunga is edited by Cockayne in Leechdoms III, pp. 1–80, but the best edition is E. Pettit, Anglo-
Saxon Remedies, Charms and Prayers from British Library MS Harley 585, Mellen Critical Editions 6 A–B (Lewiston, 2001). 
The text was also edited by J. H. G. Grattan, and C. J. Singer, Anglo-Saxon Magic and Medicine: Illustrated Specially from 
the Semi-Pagan Text ‘Lacnunga’, Publications of the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum New Series vol. 3 (London, 
New York, 1952) and their edition and commentary had a powerful impact on how Lacnunga was treated by users of 
their preparation of the text. On the dating of the script, see P. A. Stokes, English Vernacular Minuscule From Æthelred to 
Cnut, c. 990 – c. 1035 (Cambridge, 2014) pp. 118, 128–129. 
46 Grattan and Singer, Anglo-Saxon Magic, p. 24. 
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Lacnunga begins with recipes that address complaints of the head and the eyes, but the top-to-

toe order does not persist through the rest of the 191 recipes.47 Wherever it was created, the 

original compiler clearly had access to a large library of healing and beneficial texts beyond the 

translations of the standard classical receptaria, as many of its recipes, charms and prayers are 

found elsewhere in Anglo-Saxon manuscripts.48 

Old English Herbarium 

The Old English Herbarium is the only one of the large vernacular receptaria from Anglo-Saxon 

England to have survived in multiple copies. 49  The text of the Old English Herbarium is a 

translation and compilation of seven Latin medical receptaria and treatises that often circulated 

together from a relatively early period after their composition under the usual title Herbarium 

pseudo-Apuleii.50  

 

The text of the Old English Herbarium is usually divided into two parts: the first consists of 

translations and adaptations of De herba uettonica (attributed to Musa in the Latin tradition), the 

Herbarium pseudo-Apuleii, and the Liber medicinae ex herbis feminis and Curae herbarum of pseudo-

Dioscorides; and the second part, known as the Medicina de Quadrupedibus consists of Liber de 

taxone, a treatise on the mulberry, and the Liber medicinae ex animalibus  a compilation of animal-

derived medical recipes.51 The material in the receptarium portion of the Old English Herbarium 

and the Latin Herbarium pseudo-Apuleii is organised into chapters not a capite ad calcem but 

according to the herb whose properties are being described, so chapters 1–3 are devoted to 

uetonnica/bisceopwyrt (‘betony’), arniglosa/wegbræde (‘plantain’), and pentafilon/fifleafe (‘cinquefoil’) 

respectively.52 Four manuscript copies of the Latin Herbarium of pseudo-Apuleius that were written 

or known in England before A.D. 1100 have also survived.53 The Old English Herbarium text is 

not just a direct translation of the group of texts that make up the Latin Herbarium of pseudo-

Apuleius, instead the Anglo-Saxon translators adapted and expanded the late Classical material 

from North Africa and perhaps Mediterranean Europe, to which they added their own notes 

and plant descriptions. These psuedo-Apuleian texts are the only extensive receptaria from 

                                                   
47 I have used Pettit's count of the recipes as his is the standard modern edition and translation. Cockayne, Leechdoms 
III pp. 1–80, counted 118 items.  
48 See Pettit Anglo-Saxon Remedies, I.151–165. 
49 London, British Library, Cotton Vitellius C iii; London, British Library Harley 585; and Oxford, Bodleian Library 
Hatton 76 – ASMABH, nos. 402, 421e, 633. The text is edited in de Vriend, Old English Herbarium; translated in A. 
Van Arsdall, Medieval Herbal Remedies: The Old English Herbarium and Anglo-Saxon Medicine (London, 2002); and presented 
in facsimile edition with a commentary in M. A. D'Aronco and M. L. Cameron, The Old English Illustrated 
Pharmacopoeia: British Library Cotton Vitellius C III, Early English Manuscripts in Facsimile 27 (Copenhagen, 1998). 
50 The standard edition is E. Howald and H. Sigerist (eds.), Antonii Musae de herba vettonica liber, pseudo-Apulei herbaruius, 
anonymi de taxone liber, Sexti Placiti liber medicinae ex animalibus, etc., Corpus Medicorum Latinorum 4 (Leipzig, 1927). See 
also P. Diegpen, ‘Zur Tradition des Pseudoapuleius’, Janus 29 (1925), pp. 55-70 and 140–160. 
51 See de Vriend, Old English Herbarium, pp. lv–lxviii. 
52 de Vriend, Old English Herbarium, pp.1–3. 
53 Oxford, Bodleian Library, Ashmole 1431; Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley 130, Oxford, Bodleian Library 
Hatton 76, and Herrnstein, Bibliothek der Grafen Nesselrode, 192 (destroyed) – ASMABH, nos. 527, 549, 633, 831.4. 
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Anglo-Saxon England where both ‘halves’ of the translation process have survived, and they 

are suggestive of an ecclesiastical medical culture that was extremely comfortable reading, 

translating, and adapting medical material.54 

Manuscript Terminology – How Did The Anglo-Saxons Describe Their Medical 

Books? 

Although the term ‘non-medical manuscript’ is a modern imposition, there is good evidence 

that the concept of a manuscript item designed for and devoted to the preservation of medical 

recipes was a familiar one within a literate Anglo-Saxon context. Not only do we have the items 

discussed above, whose sole content is medical recipe material, but we can study the book 

terminology that the Anglo-Saxons used to describe their own manuscript collections. There 

are three manuscripts with Anglo-Saxon booklists that make explicit reference to a medical 

book: London Society of Antiquaries 60; Arras, Bibliothéque Municipale, 849 (539); and 

Bodleian Library, Auct. D 2 14.55 

 

 London Society of Antiquaries 60 is the Peterborough Liber niger, a mid-twelfth-century 

cartulary that contains a copy of the Peterborough refoundation charter of bishop Æthelwold 

of Winchester (bp. 963–984). 56  The E-version of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records that 

Æthelwold, who was consecrated bishop of Winchester in 963, decided to restore all of the 

religious houses that had been destroyed by the Vikings, and that at the time in Peterborough 

ne fand þær nan þing buton ealde weallas 7 wilde wuda (‘there was nothing to be found there but old 

walls and wild woods’).57 The refoundation charter includes a list of  21 books donated by 

Æthelwold and the tenth item of the list is a medicinalis book. Æthelwold, as bishop of Winchester 

presided over one of the wealthiest and most productive scriptoria in the latter half of the Anglo-

Saxon period, which may be how, as a member of the Benedictine order he was able to donate 

                                                   
54 See M. A. D'Aronco, ‘The Botanical Lexicon of the Old English Herbarium’, Anglo-Saxon England 17 (1988), pp. 
15–33; E. Kesling, ‘Translation Style in the Old English Herbarium’, Notes and Queries 63.1 (2016), pp. 9–14; P. G. 
Rusche, ‘The Translation of Plant Names in the Old English Herbarium and the Durham Glossary’, in P. Lendinara, 
L. Lazzari, and C. Di Sciacca (eds.), Rethinking and Recontextualizing Glosses: New Perspectives in the Study of Late Anglo-Saxon 
Glossography (Porto, 2011), pp. 395–414; and L. Voigts, ‘A New Look at a Manuscript Containing the Old English 
Translation of the Herbarium Apulei’, Manuscripta 20 (1976), pp. 40–60, and ‘The Significance of the Name 
“Apuleius” to the Herbarium Apulei’, Bulletin of the History of Medicine 52.2 (1978), pp. 214–227. 
55 For a full list of Anglo-Saxon booklists see M. Lapidge, ‘Surviving Booklists from Anglo-Saxon England’, in M. 
Lapidge, and H. Gneuss (eds.), Learning and Literature in Anglo-Saxon England: Studies Presented to Peter Clemoes on the Occasion 
of his Sixty-Fifth Birthday (Cambridge, 1985), pp. 33–90. 
56 The charter is on ff. 39v–40v. London, Society of Antiquaries, MS 60. S 1448. The charter is printed in A. J. 
Robertson (ed.), Anglo-Saxon Charters (Cambridge, 2nd ed., 1956), no. 39, pp. 72–75. See also, Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon 
Library, pp. 134–136, and ‘Surviving Booklists’, pp. 33–90, no. iv. 
57 ASC E 963, S. Irvine (ed.), The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle A Collaborative Edition 7: MS E (Woodbridge, 2002); M. Swanton 
(trans.), The Anglo-Saxon Chronicles (London, rev. ed., 2000).  
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twenty-one manuscripts to the library of a religious house. 58  The specific identity of the 

medicinalis book mentioned in the donation is unknown and the word medicinalis alone is not 

enough to speculate about whether its contents included medical recipes or medical treatises, 

or both, but the use of the word medicinalis shows that a manuscript item could be categorised 

in such a way and that the composer of the list felt that such a category-designation was the 

most useful and appropriate way to describe the contents of the manuscript. 

 

In the refoundation charter booklist, there is a clear linguistic division in the titles as only one 

item is described in Old English: an cristes boc mid sylure berenod (‘a gospel book adorned with silver’ 

– this has not survived). The other items are either listed according to their common Latin titles 

or they are described in Latin, e.g. Vita eustachii (‘Life of St. Eustace’), Liber miraculorum (‘Book of 

Miracles’). Medical recipes and medical texts were one of the many types of text composed and 

read in both Latin and Old English in early medieval England, so it may be the case that the 

medicinalis book recorded in the donation list contained material in Latin rather than Old 

English. One detail that prevents us from using the linguistic division of the list to confirm the 

language of the manuscript is the date of the donation. Æthelwold died in 984 so if the cristes boc 

was a copy of the gospels in Old English then this would make it one of the earliest discrete 

copies of the vernacular gospels.59 The Lindisfarne Gospels received their Old English gloss c. 

950–970, and although Bede was supposedly translating the gospel of John into Old English 

while on his deathbed, a complete set of freestanding vernacular gospels does not seem to have 

existed before c. 990 when the Wessex Gospels were composed.60 Whether the medicinalis book 

was in Old English, or Latin, or both, it is important to note that such a book was among the 

items Æthelwold considered a useful gift to for the starter-collection of a refounded Benedictine 

library.  

 

The booklist in Arras, Bibliothéque Municipale, 849 (539) is, at 33 manuscript items, longer 

than the Peterborough list and it contains a similarly enigmatic and unidentified liber 

                                                   
58 On Æthelwold's life and career see B. Yorke (ed.), Bishop Æthelwold: His Career and Influence (Woodbridge, 1998), and 
M. B. Parkes, ‘The Palaeography of the Parker Manuscript of the Chronicle, Laws, and Sedulius, and Historiography 
at Winchester in the Late Ninth and Tenth Centuries’, Anglo-Saxon England 5 (1976), pp. 149–171. 
59 For a discussion of terminology relating to liturgical books see Gneuss, ‘Liturgical Books’ – Gneuss identifies the 
term cristes boc with ‘gospel book’. 
60 Note that this manuscript item is described as the “Wessex Gospels” in the British Library online catalogue, but is 
usually referred to as the “West Saxon Gospels” in the scholarship. See L. Nees, ‘Reading Aldred’s Colophon for the 
Lindisfarne Gospels’, Specululm 78.2 (2003), pp. 333–377; J. Fernández Cuesta and S.-M. Pons-Sanz (eds.), The Old 
English Gloss to the Lindisfarne Gospels: Language, Author and Context, Buchreihe der Anglia 51 (Berlin, 2016); ‘Cuthbert's 
Letter on the Death of Bede’, in B. Colgrave, and R. A. B. Mynors (eds. and trans.), Bede's Ecclesiastical History, Oxford 
Medieval Texts (Oxford, 1969), pp. 580–586. The text of the Wessex Gospels is edited in B. Thorpe, The Anglo-Saxon 
Version of the Holy Gospels (London, 1842), and discussed in U. Lenker, ‘The West Saxon Gospels and the Gospel-
Lectionary in Anglo-Saxon England: Manuscript Evidence and Liturgical Practice’, Anglo-Saxon England 28 (1999), 
pp. 141–178. 
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medicinalis.61 The manuscript is a copy of Augustine, Tractatus in evangelium Ioannis and the booklist 

is an addition to f. 159r that records the donation c. 1070 to the church of Saint-Vaast of Sæwold 

the former abbot of St Peters, Bath, who fled to Flanders after the Norman Conquest. Some of 

the entries in this book list are in Old English, which led Michael Lapidge to presume that 

Sæwold had transported all of the books in the list from St Peters to his new home in Flanders 

and he says the list may be taken as ‘evidence of the personal library of an English ecclesiastic 

at the time of the Conquest.’62 For our purposes, the most important things about this list, and 

the liber medicinalis entry in particular, is that once again liber medicinalis was a useful descriptive 

term for an early medieval manuscript, and that it was possible that a high-status cleric could 

own and perhaps take an interest in medical texts and ideas, and that when fleeing, it was one 

of 33 manuscript items that he chose to take with him on his journey.  

 

The previous two examples demonstrate the use of Latin descriptors to identify medical books, 

but there is also concurrent evidence of the use of the vernacular to identify and describe 

medical manuscript items in Anglo-Saxon religious houses. Bodleian Library MS. Auct D 2 14 

is an Italian gospel book of s. vi/vii that was in England by s. viiiex.63 The current manuscript 

item includes flyleaves that were not part of the original Italian manuscript, but which were 

added after the book reached England.64 The final flyleaf, which is the subject of this discussion, 

contains a late-eleventh century list of books associated with the Abbey of Bury St. Edmunds 

and which includes an entry for a lece boc, (‘medical-recipe book’).65 The Auct D 2 14 list may 

in fact be a record of manuscripts on loan to particular individuals from a communal store of 

books: the first section of the list begins [þ]as bocas haueð Salomon preost (‘Salomon the priest has 

these books’), while other sections begin 7 Wulfmær cild [...] 7 Sigar preost etc. (‘And the child 

Wulfmær [...] And Sigar the priest’) with each name followed by a few manuscript items.66 A 

medical book appears twice as þe lece boc in the Auct. D 2 14 booklist, first as an erased entry 

under the name Wulfmær cild and secondly under the name Sigar preost.67 The function of the 

definite article þe in relation to the entries is unclear. The þe may indicate that it was the abbey’s 

                                                   
61 The booklist has been printed and discussed in P. Grierson, ‘Les Livres de l’Abbé Seiwold de Bath’, Revue Bénédictine 
52 (1940), pp. 96–116. Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Library, pp. 136–139, and ‘Surviving Booklists’, pp. 33–90, no. viii. 
62 Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Library (Oxford, 2005), p. 136.  
63 Lapidge, ‘Surviving Booklists’, pp. 74–76. 
64 There is nothing to suggest that the flyleaves were added to what is now Auct D 2 14 in the Middle Ages. Ganz 
summarises and agrees with the posititions of Ker, J. Brown and M. Lapidge who all argue that there is ‘no valid 
reason’ to suggest that the manuscript (i.e. the Italian gospel book) was ever at the Abbey of Bury St Edmunds. See 
D. Ganz, ‘The Annotations in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Auct. D. II. 14’, in R. Gameson and H. Leyser (eds.), Belief 
and Culture in the Middle Ages: Studies Presented to Henry Mayr-Harting (Oxford, 2001), pp. 35–44. 
65 The list is on f. 173r. The list is printed and discussed in Lapidge, ‘Surviving Booklists’, pp. 74–76; and also 
Robertson, Anglo-Saxon Charters, pp. 250, and 501.  
66 Both Lapidge and Ganz have discussed the loan theory. Lapidge, ‘Surviving Booklists’, p. 74; D. Ganz, ‘Anglo-
Saxon England’ in E. Leedham-Green and T. Webber (eds.), The Cambridge History of Libraries in Britain and Ireland: Vol. 
1 (Cambridge, 2006), pp. 91–108, esp., p. 98. 
67 Lapidge read the letters lece in an erasure in Wulfmær's section of the list, but Ker read the letters as litle. See 
Lapidge, ‘Surviving Booklists’, p. 74, and Ker, Catalogue, no. 290. 
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only lece boc and having been returned by Wulfmær it was then loaned to Sigar. It is also possible 

that the scribe had in mind a standard receptarium and which was colloquially designated as 

the medical book: Banham has very plausibly suggested that this book could be BL Sloane 1621, 

a late-eleventh century Latin antidotarium associated with Abbot Baldwin, which contained a lot 

of medical recipes and treatises new to England at the time.68 Although the leceboc may have been 

assigned as reading for Wulfmær and Sigar without any degree of choice on their parts, the 

brief descriptions of their rank are still worth a moment of consideration. The loan to Wulfmær 

of (possibly) the only leceboc belonging to the community at the Abbey of Bury St Edmunds is of 

particular interest because he is described as a cild. Cild in this case probably means that he was 

still within the period of his novitiate, and this in turn may mean that at Bury St Edmunds the 

oblates studied medicine as part of their curriculum.69 Alternatively, it may mean that Wulfmær 

in particular needed to study medical recipes because he was being prepared for an adult role 

with a particular focus on the care of the sick, but unfortunately, nothing is known of his 

adulthood.70 The circumstances that may have led Sigar the priest to consult a medical recipe 

book are a little different. Sigar as a preost could have had many roles within his community, but 

as he does not appear in any other sources, it is not possible to ascertain whether he had a 

particular responsibility for the care of the sick. Nevertheless, as a leceboc text is not a liturgical 

or exegetical text, this admits the possibility the he may have chosen to borrow and study the 

book out of duty or even personal interest rather than having had it assigned to him. 

Unfortunately, as we know nothing else about either Sigar or Wulfmær any further speculation 

as to their roles within the Bury St Edmunds community will be an exercise in frustration. 

 

The Auct D 2 14 booklist was copied by two scribes: Michael Lapidge described their 

handwriting as ‘excessively crude and [...] datable to the late-eleventh century.’71 The poor 

quality of the handwriting on f. 173r is worth brief consideration for what it suggests about roles 

within religious communities and who might have copied, used, or possessed manuscripts. A 

sensible assumption with regard to the two scribes who compiled the Auct D 2 14 list is that 

they may have had fulfilled a librarian role within their community. The exceptionally poor 

scribal performances at a centre such as Bury St Edmunds, which also produced high-quality 

manuscripts in the late-eleventh century, may indicate that either the list-scribes were novices, 

or that not every member of a religious community in late-eleventh century Anglo-Saxon 

England was capable of producing a competent minuscule, even if their role within their 

                                                   
68 Banham, ‘Medicine at Bury’, pp. 226–246, esp. p. 229. 
69 On the teaching and study of medicine at Bury see Ibid., pp. 226–246, esp. p. 238 seq. 
70 On medicine and medical scribes in s. xi Bury see Ibid., pp. 226–246; R. Rushforth, ‘The Eleventh- and Early 
Twelfth-Century Manuscripts of Bury St Edmunds Abbey’ (unpubl. PhD dissertation, Cambridge, 2002); A. 
Gransden, ‘Baldwin, Abbot of Bury St Edmunds, 1065–1097’ Anglo-Norman Studies 4 (1981), pp. 65–76, 187–195. 
71 Lapidge, ‘Surviving Booklists’, p. 74.  
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community involved record-keeping or note-taking.72 Another slightly earlier booklist from 

Bury St Edmunds also survived, but it does not mention a lece boc.73 Oxford, Corpus Christi 

College 197, ff. 107r–v contains a list of liturgical books belonging to Bury St Edmunds in the 

time of Abbot Leofstan (1044–1065) and contains entries such as Brihtric hæfð .i. mæsseboc 

(‘Brihtric has 1 sacramentary), which would  seem to indicate that loaning even liturgical books 

(which make up most of the Auct D 2 14 loans), and recording those loans was an established 

practice in Bury St Edmunds before the Norman Conquest.74 

 

Another contemporary use of a term for a medical book can be found in Bald's Leechbook itself. 

The table of contents contains brief descriptions of the topics covered in each recipe and the 

entry for BLBII.xlii is as follows: 

Læcedomas gif omihtre blod ond yfele wætan on þam milte syn þindende, þonne sceal 
him mon blod lætan on þas wisan þe þeos læceboc segþ, ond be þæs blodes hiwe.75  

The only surviving copy of Bald's Leechbook is not the original manuscript, but the original 

composer of the contents pages either described his manuscript as þeos læceboc (this leechbook), 

or he was copying the description from the source of this phlebotomy text.  

 

The study of Anglo-Saxon manuscripts shows clear evidence of the Anglo-Saxons applying 

concepts of genre and organisation to their books. In addition, as we have just seen, the 

contemporary metadata shows literate Anglo-Saxons thinking about and categorising 

manuscripts by type, both by the main author and text in a manuscript and by broader themes 

and purposes.76 Over the course of the Anglo-Saxon period we also see developments in how 

Anglo-Saxon scholars used the codex to compile and arrange text. Anglo-Saxon clerics 

branched out from recopying liturgical material and the patristic commentaries and treatises 

and developed ‘albums of science’, personal books and the cataloguers’ favourite, ‘the 

                                                   
72 On the Bury St Edmunds scriptorium in the late-eleventh century see Rushforth, ‘The Eleventh- and Early 
Twelfth-Century Manuscripts’; and M. Gullick, ‘An Eleventh-Century Medical Manuscript’, in T. Licence (ed.), 
Bury St Edmunds and the Norman Conquest (Woodbridge, 2014), pp. 190–225, which discusses a Bury medical 
compendium which includes the work of at least 20 scribes, some of whom only wrote very short stints. 
73 Lapidge, ‘Surviving Booklists’, no. vii.  
74 See Robertson, Anglo-Saxon Charters, pp. 192–201; and D. C. Douglas, ‘Fragments of an Anglo-Saxon Survey from 
Bury St Edmunds’, English Historical Review 43 (1928), pp. 376–83. An alternative possibility is that the liturgical books 
were being loaned to rural churches which may account for the preost (‘priest’) designations next to some of the names, 
although priests could belong to monastic communities as well. See Gittos, ‘Is There Any Evidence’ for a discussion 
of the loan of liturgical manuscripts to secular clergy. 
75 Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 168–169, ‘Leechdoms in case inflamed blood and evil humours in the spleen are 
enlarging it, then shall his blood be let in these ways as this leechbook says; and according to the colour of the blood.’ 
(My translation). 
76 As mentioned above, Gneuss, ‘Liturgical Books’, is a very useful article on the specific terminology of liturgical 
books. 
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miscellany’, as they explored the flexibility and depth of the codex as an item that allowed them 

to store, retrieve, and compare text according to their shorter and longer term aims.77 

An Overview of Previous Scholarship Relating to Anglo-Saxon Medicine 

Modern scholarship in relation to Anglo-Saxon medicine began with the editions and 

translations of the vernacular medical compendia by Oswald Cockayne in Leechdoms, Wortcunning 

and Starcraft of early England published as part of the Rolls Series c.1864–1866.78 The editions and 

translations by Oswald Cockayne brought these texts to the attention of a greater number of 

scholars, and so comprehensive research into the history of medicine in Anglo-Saxon England 

became much more feasible. Although Cockayne’s efforts were and are of enormous benefit to 

subsequent researchers interested in Anglo-Saxon medicine, it is nevertheless important to bear 

in mind three significant criticisms of his work in Leechdoms: first, in relation to his archaic 

translation style, which at times occludes the meaning of the text; secondly, with respect to his 

plant identifications, some of which have subsequently turned out to be incorrect; and thirdly, 

the disappointed content of his prefaces to the volumes, which show that he regarded most of 

the recipes he was working on as debased and muddled superstition derived from once glorious 

classical scholarship.79 Indeed, Cockayne begins the Preface to the first volume with the following 

opening sentence: 

It will be difficult for the kindliest temper to give a friendly welcome to the medical 
philosophy of Saxon days.80 

He goes on to say: 

Saxons, Angles, and all the Gothic races were wholly unable to accept, to use, to learn, 
the medical skill of Hellas and of its pupil Italy. The point to which surgery had been 
brought was high; and if we don't say the same of physic, perhaps, we are not very good 
judges, having discovered very few specifics of our own.81 

To have such statements in the opening volume of the best critical editions ever produced of 

these texts by the man who probably knew them better than any other previous scholar set the 

tone for their criticism by all of the subsequent users of his volumes for almost the next century 

of scholarship. 

 

                                                   
77 I have borrowed the term ‘album of science’ from F. Wallis, ‘Albums of Science in Twelfth Century England’, 
Peritia 28 (2017), pp. 195–224. 
78 Cockayne, Leechdoms. 
79 Van Arsdall, Medieval Herbal Remedies, p. 35, and ch. 1, ‘Oswald the Obscure: The Lifelong Disappointments of T. 
O. Cockayne’ for a biography of this singular scholar. 
80 Cockayne, Leechdoms I, p. ix. 
81 Cockayne, Leechdoms I, p. xxi. 
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Cockayne's views of the medical texts that he worked on and the culture that produced them 

led to decades of scholarship that was dismissive of these Anglo-Saxon texts. This attitude to 

Anglo-Saxon medicine espoused in the prefaces to Leechdoms and impressed upon so many 

others has led to the misguided scholarly counter-march of recent years that has focussed too 

much on the potential efficacy of the recipes and jumped too quickly to compare the medical 

recipes with classical medical texts, rather than appreciating the texts for what they tell us about 

the society and intellectual culture that produced them. 

 

One of the earliest surveys of Anglo-Saxon medicine (rather than medical manuscripts and 

texts) was presented by Frank Payne at the inaugural FitzPatrick Lecture to the Royal College 

of Physicians in 1903. Payne's assessment of Anglo-Saxon medicine (and culture) is best 

summarised in his own words: 

The beginning of Anglo-Saxon civilization and learning must be dated from the 
introduction of Christianity to Anglo-Saxon England by Augustine in 597 A.D. This 
must also be taken as the beginning of Anglo-Saxon medicine. For, though there are 
some vestiges of earlier popular medical beliefs based on the heathen mythology, they 
are comparatively scanty and unimportant.82 

Subsequent scholarship has, of course, shown that Anglo-Saxon ‘civilization’ was not simply a 

faded facsimile of a Classical epoch accessible only to those who had known Rome, but that it 

also derived much of its identity and culture from the Germanic, Celtic, and native British 

peoples who inhabited Anglo-Saxon England. Anglo-Saxon medicine too, did not begin with 

the Augustinian mission, for the medical material that Payne dismissed as ‘scanty and 

unimportant’ is nevertheless evidence of Germanic approaches to sickness and healing that 

stand apart from (and may pre-date) the contribution of the early Christian missionaries. It is 

also not the case that Anglo-Saxons were ignorant of (or uninterested in) Classical learning.83  

 

Payne however, was not alone in his view of Anglo-Saxon medicine and culture as phenomena 

that derived all of their good from the learning of the Classical world, while simultaneously 

being poor imitations of it. After Payne, the next major discussion of some of the Anglo-Saxon 

medical material was in the work of Godfried Storms with his misleadingly titled book Anglo-

Saxon Magic. The book suffers from its misconceived anthropological approach to the corpus of 

                                                   
82 J. F. Payne, ‘The Fitzpatrick Lecture on the History of Medicine: Lecture I’, The British Medical Journal 1.2217 
(1903), p. 1477. Payne delivered two lectures on Anglo-Saxon medicine in 1903 as part of the FitzPatrick series, the 
second being published as J. F. Payne, ‘The Fitzpatrick Lecture on the History of Medicine: Lecture II’, The British 
Medical Journal 2.2218 (1903), pp. 8–10 and these lectures were subsequently printed together and expanded upon in 
J. F. Payne, English Medicine in the Anglo-Saxon Times: Two Lectures Delivered Before the Royal College of Physicians of London, 
June 23 and 25, 1903 (Oxford, 1904). 
83 See Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Library, pp. 275–342 for the ‘Catalogue of Classical and Patristic Authors and Works 
Composed before AD 700 and Known in Anglo-Saxon England.’ 
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Anglo-Saxon medicine on account of its frequent comparisons to Maori culture, magic and 

medicinal practice. 84  A little after Storms came the work of John Henry Grattan, and 

particularly Charles Singer. Together Grattan and Singer published Anglo-Saxon Magic and 

Medicine, an edition and translation of one of the four large Anglo-Saxon medical compendia, 

the text known as Lacnunga, which is preserved in a single manuscript witness, London, British 

Library, Harley 585, ff. 130r–193r.85 BL Harley 585 is a complex manuscript and the Lacnunga 

text in particular has sat uneasily with many of its earlier editors and translators who have found 

too much superstition and magic in it to take it seriously. As noted above, Grattan and Singer 

can be included among the academics who found the text wanting because it was not sufficiently 

similar to the medical writing of the Classical world.  

 

The second half of the twentieth century and the first decades of the twenty-first century have 

both enjoyed a more positive approach to the Anglo-Saxon medical texts and Anglo-Saxon 

medicine in general.86 Within this new positivism, one of the major trends has been to (attempt 

to) demonstrate the ‘efficacy’ of Anglo-Saxon medicine. Malcolm Laurence Cameron, a former 

zoologist, wrote a series of articles that sought to rehabilitate Anglo-Saxon medicine as effective 

medicine.87 Cameron's work culminated in the book Anglo-Saxon Medicine that brought together 

and expanded upon his initial set of articles.88 One of the main research questions that Cameron 

attempted to answer in his writing was whether Anglo-Saxon medicine might have been effective: 

to that end he suggested that Anglo-Saxon medicine might have been ‘as effective as anything 

prescribed before the mid-twentieth century.’89 Cameron devoted a portion of his writing to an 

explanation of the pharmacological properties of the materia medica (especially the plants) in the 

Anglo-Saxon medical texts. He argued that because some plants were recommended for certain 

conditions, and these plants contain particular compounds that can provoke physiological 

effects, the recipes themselves were probably effective. Cameron was not able to test his 

hypotheses either in vitro or in vivo, but when Barbara Brennessel, Michael Drout, and Robyn 

Gravel tested eleven of the most promising recipes in laboratory conditions, they found no 

pharmacological effect.90  

 

                                                   
84 G. Storms, Anglo-Saxon Magic (The Hague, 1948). 
85 Grattan and Singer, Anglo-Saxon Magic and Medicine. 
86 A pupil of C. Singer, W. Bonser, wrote The Medical Background of Anglo-Saxon England: A Study in History, Psychology, 
and Folklore, Publications of the Wellcome Historical Medical Library 3 (London, 1963), which stands as a bridging 
text between the early- and late-twentieth century interpretations of the history of medicine in Anglo-Saxon England. 
Medical Background is a comprehensive survey of the literature, but at times oversimplifies complex topics to the point 
where some of the intellectual nuances present in the primary sources are lost.   
87 Cameron, ‘Sources of Medical Knowledge’; ‘Bald’s Leechbook: Its Sources’; ‘Bald's Leechbook and Cultural 
Interactions’; and ‘Anglo-Saxon Medicine and Magic’, Anglo-Saxon England 17 (1988), pp. 191–215. 
88 M. L. Cameron, Anglo-Saxon Medicine, Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England 7 (Cambridge, 1993). 
89 Cameron, Anglo-Saxon Medicine, p. 117. 
90 B. Brennessel, M. D. C. Drout, and R. Gravel, ‘A Reassessment of the Efficacy of Anglo-Saxon Medicine’, Anglo-
Saxon England 34 (2005), pp. 183–195.  
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The efficacy debate had continued at a much quieter volume after the Brennessel et al. paper, 

but revived recently in two pharmacological studies. Frances Watkins examined common 

agrimony (agrimonia eupatoria), arctium minus (common/lesser burdock), creeping cinquefoil (potentilla 

reptans), common centaury (centaurium erythraea), hoary plantain (plantago media) and betony (betonica 

officinalis) for their efficacy against gram-positive and gram-negative micro-organisms.91 All six 

plants exhibited antimicrobal efficacy such that Watkins found that: ‘all of the plants would 

have provided some beneficial effect compared to a using plant exhibiting no activity,’ and 

noted in particular that the results of the betony sample was particularly impressive and worthy 

of further investigation.92 Watkins' work on individual plant specimens rather than medical 

recipe combinations, and especially the robust methodology, sets it apart from many of the 

other medieval-pharmacology studies that have been published, and the conclusions stand on 

their own merits.93 Another recent medieval-pharmacology paper by a research group based at 

the University of Nottingham claimed that a recipe from Bald's Leechbook had exhibited 

antimicrobial properties sufficient to inhibit an MRSA infection both in vitro and in a ‘chronic 

wound model’ on a live mouse.94 The results of the study are interesting precisely because the 

research group examined a complete medical recipe for a wænne (BLBI.ii.16) rather than the 

separate efficacies of its constituent ingredients.95 The authors found that their replicated recipe 

‘repeatedly killed established S. aureus biofilms ... and ... methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) 

in a mouse chronic wound model’, but it is a shame that they never addressed whether the 

recipe would have been sufficient to withstand the substantially less sanitary conditions of the 

Anglo-Saxon macrobiome.96 As a separate point, the transcription of the recipe supplied in the 

paper is incorrect in a number of places.97 Although the errors in the Harrison et al. transcription 

do not affect the composition of the recipe, and so have no bearing on the findings of the paper, 

it is disappointing that the primary source should be so poorly represented in such an interesting 

interdisciplinary project. 

 

Although the ‘effective medicine’ research strand has produced  excellent interdisciplinary 

work, this thesis will not concern itself with the potential physiological efficacy of the recipes 

                                                   
91 F. M. Watkins, ‘Investigation of Antimicrobials From Native British Plants Used in 10th Century Anglo-Saxon 
Wound Healing Formulations’ (unpubl. PhD Dissertation, University of East London, 2013). 
92 Ibid., esp. pp. 96–102. 
93 See also F. M. Watkins, et al., ‘Anglo-Saxon Pharmacopoeia Revisited: A Potential Treasure in Drug Discovery’, 
Drug Discovery Today, 16.23–24) (2011), pp. 1069–1075; and F. M. Watkins et. al., ‘Antimicrobial Assays of Three 
Native British Plants Used in Anglo-Saxon Medicine for Wound Healing Formulations in 10th Century England’, 
Journal of Ethnopharmacology, 144.2 (2012) pp. 408–415. 
94 F. Harrison, et al., ‘A 1,000-Year-Old Antimicrobial Remedy with Antistaphylococcal Activity’, mBio 6.4 (2015). 
95 See BL Royal 12 D. xvii, f. 12v, and Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 32–35. Harrison et al., take the word wænne as it 
is used here to mean a sty. Harrison, et al., ‘A 1,000-Year-Old’ Antimicrobial Remedy’. 
96 Harrison, et al., ‘A 1,000-Year-Old Antimicrobial Remedy'. 
97 Cockayne, Leechdoms II, p. 34. See also, Appendix II for my own suggested edition and translation of that recipe. 
The transcription appears to have been made for the paper, as it does not match the standard edition printed by 
Cockayne and is in fact less accurate than his edition. 
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discussed here. Whether or not the medical recipes were effective, educated Anglo-Saxons 

believed them to be so, took an interest in them, and preserved, collated, and shared them. The 

value of the medical texts discussed here does not depend on their ancient ancestors, or modern 

antibiotic properties or their lack thereof: it is to be found in the ways these texts and their 

associated practices were considered to be of value in Anglo-Saxon England. 

 

One could be forgiven for believing that the only medical texts to have survived from Anglo-

Saxon England are the four large recipe collections that are mostly in Old English: Bald's 

Leechbook, Leechbook III, Lacnunga, and the Old English Herbarium. These texts, and their 

manuscripts are extremely rich sources for shaping our understanding of the interest in and 

practice of medicine in Anglo-Saxon England, but they are by no means the only medical texts 

to have survived from the period, and they have perhaps received a disproportionate amount 

of focus when one compares the amount written about those texts and manuscripts to the other 

medical survivors. 

 

Before addressing the corpus of medical recipes in non-medical manuscripts in detail it is 

instructive to survey the other surviving medical texts and manuscripts written or known in 

England before 1100. The following table sets out all of the surviving medical manuscripts and 

medical texts written or known in England before 1100 except those comprising the corpus 

under discussion in this thesis (unless there are any instances of textual overlap). 
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Leechbook III                      *                         
Pseudo-Apuleius, 
Herbarium             *   *  *         x x *     x       
Pseudo-Discorides, De 
herbis feminis             *   *  *         

 
x 

 
x *             

Pseudo-Discorides, 
Curae herbarum             *   *  *             *             
Antonius Musa, De 
herba uettonica             *   *  *         

 
x 

 
x *     

 
x       

Pseudo-Apuleius, Peri 
hermenias   

F
x                                  x         

Galen, Ad glauconem de 
medendi methodi     x   x                                      
Galen, Epistola de 
febribus                        x                       

Galen, Liber tertius     x x x                                      

Galen, De podagra     x                                          
Aurelius, De acutis 
passionibus     x   x                                      
Esculapius, Liber de 
chronicis passionibus     x   x                                  

 
x   

Petrocellus, Practica 
Petrocelli x                          x                   

Peri didaxeon                    *                           
Pseudo-Hippocrates, 
Epistola                        x                       
Pseudo-Soranus, 
Quaestiones medicales x                                              
Quintus Serenus 
Sammonicus, Liber 
medicinalis                                              x 
Sextus Placitus, Liber 
medicinae ex animalibius             *   *              x *     x       

De taxone liber             *   *              x *     x       

De moro             *   *                *             
Poem on Greek medical 
terminology x                                  x           

Treatise on cautery                            x                   

Treatise on urine                        x 
F
x                     

Damigeron, Lapidary                  x       

Medicina Ypocratis          x               

Misc recipes                          
 
x               * 

F
*   

Table 1: This table illustrates the distribution of medical texts in medical manuscripts written or 
known in England before 1100. Texts in Latin are marked with an (x), texts in Old English with a 
(*), and fragmentary texts are marked with an (F). The numbers in [square brackets] in the 
header row correspond to the Gneuss and Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts number where 
appropriate. 

The intention behind presenting this information in tabular form is to draw the reader's 

attention to the number of medical texts that have survived from pre-1100 England and also to 

illustrate the dispersal of these texts in the surviving manuscript corpus. The table highlights a 

number of features about the meta-medical-corpus that are easy to overlook when discussing 

single texts or manuscripts. Although some manuscript items in the table no longer have their 

original form either because they have been damaged and are now fragmentary (e.g. the Omont 

Leaf), or they have been split up and/or rebound with other material (e.g. Harley 55, ff. 1–4; 

Cotton Otho B xi; and the Sloane 498 group) nevertheless, it is still possible to appreciate some 

of the most important trends that the table brings to light while also taking into account the 

codicological complexities of working with these texts and manuscripts. 

 

The majority of the discussion of Anglo-Saxon medicine has centred around the largest 

vernacular compendia, at least in part because Anglo-Saxon England produced the oldest 
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surviving vernacular corpus of medical texts in western Europe. Table 1 shows that interest in 

medicine in Anglo-Saxon England did not only manifest itself in vernacular composition, rather 

it was demonstrably bilingual. The bilingual character of the surviving medical texts written or 

known in Anglo-Saxon England is concordant with the bilingual culture of their places of 

production and use: religious houses. That medical theory and practice should have been 

studied bilingually is not in any way aberrant, but the focus by many scholars on just the Old 

English material, or just the Latin treatises provides a misleading picture of the way in which 

Anglo-Saxons in religious houses would have encountered this material. Table 1 also illustrates 

that the majority of the classical medical treatises that found their way to Anglo-Saxon England 

remained untranslated and in their original Latin forms. Indeed, one of the main ways in which 

my thesis differentiates itself from much of the previous scholarship, is by examining Latin and 

Old English medical recipes side-by-side, treating their monastic manuscript contexts – the 

curation provided by their Anglo-Saxon scribes – as more important than their linguistic 

distinctions. 

 

Table 1 does not show the complementary medical esoterica that also circulated in Anglo-

Saxon England. This material includes prognostic texts that recommended or admonished 

certain actions based on the month, the season, or the phase of the moon all with the tacit 

message that by following the directions one would be more likely to experience beneficial 

effects or alleviate suffering.98 One such example is London, British Library, Harley 3271,  

 a manuscript that for the most part contains grammar and computus texts in Latin and Old 

English.99 There are two medical items in Latin in the manuscript that are both related to the 

prognostic tradition: a text on the ‘medicinal days’, ff. 120v–121r, and a text titled Medicina 

ypocratis ff. 122v–124r.100 Both of these texts discuss days to bleed or refrain from bleeding 

patients, and they recommend treatments such as hot baths for good health. The Medicina 

ypocratis text recommends general dietary adjustments such as: 

In the month of August do not eat cabbages because they are poisonous ...101 

                                                   
98 The best discussion of prognostic material in Anglo-Saxon England is L. S. Chardonnens, Anglo-Saxon Prognostics, 
900-1100: Study and Texts, Brill's Studies in Intellectual History 153 (Leiden, 2007). 
99  ASMABH, no. 435. The manuscript has been digitised and is available to view at: 
<http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Harley_MS_3271>.  
100 The rubric introducing the text states: ‘Medicina ypogratis[sic] quid usitare debeatur per singulos menses’. 
101 BL Harley 3271, f. 123v, ‘Mense Augustus caulos non manducare quia uenefici sunt’. My transcription and 
translation. See L. S. Chardonnens, ‘London, British Library, Harley 3271: The Composition and Structure of an 
Eleventh Century Anglo-Saxon Miscellany’, in P. Lendinara, L. Lazzari., and M. A. D'Aronco (eds.), Form and content 
of Instruction in Anglo-Saxon England in the Light of Contemporary Manuscript Evidence (Turnhout, 2007), pp. 3–34; 
Chardonnens, Anglo-Saxon Prognostics, 900-1100 pp. 38–9, 529–31, 552; and R. M. Liuzza, Anglo-Saxon Prognostics. An 
Edition and Translation of Texts from London, British Library, MS Cotton Tiberius A. iii, Anglo-Saxon Texts 8 (Woodbridge, 
2011), pp. 1–77. 
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Neither the text on the 'medicinal days' nor the Medicina ypocratis recommends the combination 

of two or more edible or potable ingredients into a medicament designed to promote better 

health or relief from pain, and so this item is adjacent to rather than part of the main corpus 

under discussion. 

 

A number of plant glossaries have also survived from early-medieval England. Some of the 

glossaries provide Old English to Latin translations and others are designed to provide 

alternative Latin names for common plants without such a strong focus on bilingual translation. 

Plant glossaries with an Anglo-Saxon provenance or influence have been preserved in the 

following manuscripts: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 144; 102  Durham, Cathedral 

Library, Hunter 100 (ff. 82r–84v); 103  London, British Library, Cotton Cleopatra A iii; 104 

London, British Library, Laud Misc 567; 105  Oxford, Bodleian Library, Barlow 35 (f. 

57v);106Brussels, Bibliotheque Royale, 1828–30.107  

 

The copying of plant name glossaries as discrete textual objects fits in with the concomitant 

bilingual environment of the Anglo-Saxon religious house and the rest of the surviving evidence 

relating to an interest in the theory and practice of Anglo-Saxon medicine. Later in this thesis I 

will develop this argument with specific reference to the texts in my particular corpus, but for 

now the material above should be enough to make it clear that the study of the theory and 

practice of medicine in religious houses in Anglo-Saxon England was pursued by reading both 

Latin and Old English texts. 

Introducing the corpus 

The corpus of early medieval English medical recipes in non-medical manuscripts that 

underpins the following discussion consists of 14 manuscript items that between them, contain 

over one hundred medical recipes. The corpus was curated using Helmut Gneuss and Michael 

Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts: A Bibliographical Handlist; Richard Gameson, The Manuscripts of 

Early Norman England; Neil Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon; and H. O. Coxe, 

Catalogus Codicum Manuscriptorum to gather a list of manuscript items written or known in England 

up to A.D. 1100, by pursuing catalogue descriptions that included the terms ‘recipe’, ‘medical 

                                                   
102 See W. M. Lindsay, (ed.), The Corpus Glossary (Cambridge, 1921). 
103  This glossary has been edited and discussed by B. von Lindheim, Das Durhamer Pflanzenglossar, lateinisch und 
altenglisch, Beiträge zur englischen Philologie 35 (Bochum-Langendreer, 1941). 
104 See Rusche, ‘Dioscorides’. 
105 This is an early-twelfth century manuscript but as its glossary is Latin-Old English it clearly preserves material 
from pre-1100 England. See J. R. Stracke, The Laud Herbal Glossary (Amsterdam, 1974). 
106 ASMABH, no. 541. I have not been able to find an edition or a discussion of this single-page plant glossary in any 
of the major surveys of Anglo-Saxon glossaries.  
107 See Rusche, ‘Translation of Plant Names’, esp. pp. 402–414. 
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recipe’, ‘charm’ or ‘healing prayer.’108 Although this study has been concerned with medical 

recipes from the outset, manuscript cataloguers have employed a variety of terms to describe 

various types of beneficial and curative texts, which in part reflects the disciplinary boundaries 

that treat ‘history of medicine’ as an area of study separate from ‘history’, but which is also a 

response to the difficulties faced when trying to reduce early medieval texts to a single modern 

keyword. In the case of the majority of the texts and manuscript items that make up the corpus 

of this study, the medical recipe items lack the reassuring context of being surrounded by quires 

of similar material and so the textual items indexed under a number of related keywords all 

required scrutiny to ensure that the integrity of the corpus was not compromised by the 

cataloguing fashions of the previous 150 years of Anglo-Saxon scholarship. 

 

As this study is concerned with the medical recipes preserved outside of the larger Anglo-Saxon 

medical compendia, manuscript items were automatically excluded from this study if the 

majority of their content was devoted to medical recipes or medical treatises (e.g. London, 

British Library, Royal 12 D. xvii, which contains the texts of Bald's Leechbook and Leechbook III).109 

The remaining manuscript items then had their ‘recipe’, ‘medical recipe’, ‘charm’ or ‘healing 

prayer’ texts assessed according to the following selection tests in order to ensure that the corpus 

should have a consistent shape and form: 

1) Is the text described as a ‘recipe’, ‘medical recipe’, ‘charm’ or ‘healing prayer’ 

in the primary catalogues, and/or does the text include instructions, which, if followed, 

are intended to improve the health of a patient?  

2) Is the text a medical recipe: that is, instructions for the combination of two or 

more ingredients to be ingested or applied in order to improve the health of a patient? 

3) Is the text very likely to have been written or known in England before 1100 

based on the palaeography of the hand(s) or the history of the manuscript? 

 

The distinction (or lack thereof) between medical recipes, charms, and prayers in pre-modern 

literature is an ineluctable part of any study of these texts.110 For the purpose of this thesis a 

recipe has been taken to be the combination of two or more ingredients, in order to exclude the 

creation of apotropaic tokens, as this mechanism has been extensively discussed in the literature 

on medieval charms.111 Nevertheless, the integral relationships between these categories allows 

                                                   
108 H. Gneuss, and M. Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts: A Bibliographical Handlist of Manuscripts and Manuscript Fragments 
Written or Owned in England up to 1100, Toronto Anglo-Saxon Series 15 (Toronto, 2014); R. Gameson, The Manuscripts 
of Early Norman England (c. 1066–1130) (Oxford, 1999); N. R. Ker, Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon 
(Oxford, 1957); and H. O. Coxe, Catalogus codicum manuscriptorum qui in collegis aulisque Oxoniensibus hodie adseruantur II 
(Oxford, 1852). 
109 ASMABH, no. 479 
110 See L. Olsan, ‘Charms and Prayers in Medieval Medical Theory and Practice’, Social History of Medicine 16 (2003), 
343–366 for an introduction to this topic. 
111 For introductory bibliography see fn. 23 above. 
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for multi-faceted approaches to these texts, and so has supported an inclusive treatment of this 

corpus and its relationship to therapeutic literature of the era. 

 

Two orphaned leaves have also been included within this corpus, as although it is possible that 

they were both originally part of larger Anglo-Saxon medical compendia, it is also possible that 

they were not, and as their content has many features in common with the rest of my corpus, 

and they have been neglected by the major surveys of Anglo-Saxon medical literature the 

uncertainty regarding their provenance does not supersede their value to this study. 

The corpus of Anglo-Saxon medical recipes in non-medical manuscripts 

The table below summarises the manuscript items of the corpus and their main-texts; the 

medical recipes that qualify these items for their inclusion within the corpus will be discussed 

separately below. All of the dating and provenance information in this chapter has been taken 

from Gneuss and Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts: A Bibliographical Handlist unless otherwise 

stated. 

 

No. Shelfmark Main Text 
Date 

Main Text(s) Recipe 
location(s) 

1 Cambridge, Corpus 
Christi College, 41 

s. xi1– ximed Bede, Historia Ecclesiastica 
(Old English version). 

Margins, p. 208, 
326 

2 Cambridge, Corpus 
Christi College, 223 

s. ix3/4 – ixex Texts by or commenting 
on Prudentius 

Flyleaf, p. 2. 

3 Cambridge, Corpus 
Christi College, 356 
pt. iii 

s. x2 or x4/4 ‘Abba’ glossary; Hebrew 
alphabet; recipe. 

Flyleaf, f. 151v. 

4 London, British 
Library, Cotton 
Domitian A. i 

s. xmed, x2, 
x/xi, and 
xi/xii 

Extracts from 
encyclopedic, 
grammatical and 
computistical texts by 
authors including 
Isidore, Bede and Abbo. 

Flyleaf, f. 55v 

5 London, British 
Library, Cotton 
Galba A. xiv 

s. xi2/4 Prayerbook with 
additional encyclopedic, 
liturgical and 
miscellaneous material. 
 
Badly damaged. 

Body text, ff. 
118rv, 136rv, 
139. Badly 
damaged. 

6a London, British 
Library, Cotton 
Otho B. xi 

s. xmed and xi1 Extracts from historcical 
texts and law codes. 
 
Badly damaged. 

See (6b) 

6b London, British 
Library, Additional 
43703 

1562 This is a copy of (6a) 
London, British Library, 
Cotton Otho B. xi made 
by Laurence Nowell in 
1562 before the 
manuscript was 

Body text, ff. 
261r–264v. 
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The manuscripts in the table above date from the end of the ninth century right up to the final 

decades of the eleventh century and contain medical recipe material in both Latin and Old 

English. The corpus as a whole sets my discussion of Anglo-Saxon medicine apart from previous 

research simply by focussing on texts other than the large vernacular receptaria. My corpus also 

differentiates itself from previous studies as it includes medical recipes copied in Latin, it does 

not enforce terminus ante quem of 1066 and it includes both manuscripts originally produced in 

England, and manuscripts produced in mainland Europe and brought to England before 1100. 

Anglo-Saxon monastic medical culture was demonstrably bilingual (see Table 1), did not cease 

the moment that the Normans arrived, and was sustained, like many other parts of monastic 

intellectual endeavours in part by manuscripts imported from mainland Europe. 

damaged in the fire at 
Ashburnham house of 
1731. 

7 London, British 
Library, Cotton 
Titus D. xxvi, 
“Ælfwine's 
Prayerbook” 

1023–1031 Prayerbook with 
additional encyclopedic, 
liturgical and 
miscellaneous material. 
 

Body text, ff. 
16v–17r 

8 London, British 
Library, Cotton 
Vespasian D. xx, ff. 
2–93 

s. x1, (c. 910–
930?) 

Manual of confessional 
and penitential liturgical 
texts and prayers. 

Flyleaf, f. 93r. 

9 London, British 
Library, Harley 55, 
ff. 1–4v 

s. xi1/2 Miscellany including 
medical recipes, laws, 
and a record of land 
holdings. 

Booklet, ff. 1r–3r 

10 London, British 
Library, Royal 15 A 
xxxiii 

s. ix/x or xin Remigius of Auxerre, 
Comm. in Martianum 
Capellam. 

Flyleaf, f. 3v 

11 London, Wellcome 
Library for the 
History and 
Understanding of 
Medicine 46 

s. xiin Orphaned leaf. Recto: 
medical recipes.Verso: 
fragment of patristic 
verse. 

Recto of the leaf. 

12 Oxford, Jesus 
College, 37 

s. xiex or s. 
xi/xii 

Iohannes Diaconus, Vita 
S. Gregorii. 

Flyleaf, f. 155r, 
156v 

13 Brussels, 
Bibliotheque 
Royale, 1828–30 
(185), ff. 36–109 

s. xiin Grammatical and 
etymological notes, and 
miscellaneous additions. 

Flyleaf, f. 109 

14 Louvain-la-Neuve, 
Archives de 
l'Universite 
catholique de 
Louvain, 
Fragmenta H. 
Omont 3, “The 
Omont Leaf” 

s. ixex or s. xin Orphaned leaf. Recto: 
medical recipes in Old 
English. 

Recto of the leaf. 

Table 2: The corpus of non-medical manuscripts written or known in England up to A.D. 1100 
that contain at least one medical recipe. 
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The next chapter will describe each manuscript and its medical recipe(s) in more detail, and 

then the following chapters will discuss the corpus and situate it in the wider context of the 

theory and practice of medicine in early medieval England. The discussion will consider both 

texts and manuscript objects, in order to fit the recipes into what we know of textual networks, 

medical practitioners, and scribal culture in Anglo-Saxon England. This project is about the 

corpus, but it is also about how much we can understand of the theory and practice of health 

and healing when we do not just rely on the large vernacular medical compendia to create our 

sketches of the early medieval England. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THE CORPUS OF ANGLO-SAXON MEDICAL RECIPES IN 

NON-MEDICAL MANUSCRIPTS 

This chapter describes the corpus of medical recipes in non-medical manuscripts in terms of 

their manuscript locations and contexts.112 The purpose of this chapter is not only to familiarise 

the reader with the individual medical recipes and how they are situated within their 

manuscripts, but also to start sketching the outlines of the monastic contexts that contributed to 

the copying of these recipes. 

Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 41 

Date s. xi1/2, additions; s. xi1/2–s. ximed 
Location of 
production 

South England 

Medieval 
provenance 

Exeter, s. xi3/4 

Main text(s) Bede, Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum (Old English version) extensive 
marginal additions including Solomon and Saturn, homilies, recipes, charms. 

Recipe 
location(s): 

Margins, p. 208, 326 

Recipe 
date: 

s. xi1/2–s. ximed 

Recipe 
language(s) 

Old English 

Surrogate Fully digitised on the Parker Library website 
 

This manuscript, a copy of the Old English version of the Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum of 

Bede, was produced at an unidentified location in the south of England in the first half of the 

eleventh century.113 The manuscript is relatively deluxe as it has numerous decorated initials 

(although there are several gaps where the scribe did not complete the decoration e.g. p. 440, 

p. 462) and an illustration of the crucified Christ on p. 484. The manuscript is of a notably large 

size (340x205 mm) and was copied by scribes capable of consistent and calligraphic English 

Vernacular Minuscule. 

 

The Old English version of the Ecclesiastical History was created during the vernacular translation 

programme instigated by King Alfred at the end of the ninth century.114 The Ecclesiastical History 

was one of the most popular non-liturgical texts in early medieval Europe: there are 25 surviving 

                                                   
112 The basic manuscript dates and contents information supplied in the tables in this chapter are derived from 
ASMABH unless otherwise stated. 
113 The text of the Old English version is edited in T. Miller (ed.), The Old English Version of Bede's Ecclesiastical History 
of the English People, EETS O.S. 95, 96, 110, 111 1890–1898, rpr., 1959–1963). The best discussion of the text is 
Rowley, Old English Version of Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica. 
114 J. M. Bately, ‘Old English Prose Before and During the Reign of Alfred’, Anglo-Saxon England 17 (1988), pp. 97–
138; N. G. Discenza, ‘The Old English Bede and the Construction of Anglo-Saxon Authority’, Anglo-Saxon England 
31 (2002), pp. 69–80. 
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copies of the Latin text that were written or known in England before 1100, and 6 of the Old 

English translation.115 Although the ratio of surviving Latin to Old English manuscripts might 

suggest that Old English versions of the Historia Ecclesiastica were not particularly favoured or 

popular, nevertheless the execution of the main text of CCCC 41 strongly indicates that its 

scribes wanted to create a high-quality manuscript. 

 

The main text was copied between generous marginal bounds, and the most notable feature of 

the manuscript is that those marginal spaces attracted a number of unrelated additional texts in 

the early-to-mid eleventh century, relatively soon after the main text was complete.116 The 

additional texts added to the margins are in Latin and Old English and include masses, homilies, 

poetry, charms, and a medical recipe. The additional texts were not added to every empty 

margin: the additions run for a few pages before breaking off and starting again with a new text 

several pages later. The distribution of the marginal texts and the variety of their subjects makes 

it probable that they were not added in a single stint, but that the margins were used over a long 

period of time as the scribes encountered new additional material that they wanted to preserve.  

 

The medical recipe on p. 208 is a treatment for eye pain (wið eah wærce).117  Despite the dispersed 

nature of the additional texts, the medical recipes do not seem to have been placed in their 

margins because of any sort of thematic relationship with the main text – the medical recipes in 

the margins do not abut any medical stories or healing miracles in the Historia Ecclesiasticaʼ.118 

 
Image 4: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS 41, p. 208. The main text, the Old English Bede 
is in the upper part of the image and the recipe text is in the lower part of the image. 

Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 223 

Date s. ix3/4 

                                                   
115 See ASMABH. 
116 See Bredehoft, ‘Filling the Margins of CCCC 41’; Keefer, ‘Margin as Archive’.  
117 The recipes and charms are edited and translated in Cockayne, Leechdoms I, pp. 382–387. 
118 I think it is likely that some of the marginal material has been placed deliberately at specific locations in CCCC41, 
but in the case of the medical recipes discussed here I have not been able to discern a relationship between the recipes 
and the body-text. P. O'Connor has made a preliminary case that there is a relationship between the body-text and 
some of the marginalia and I understand that she is preparing a more detailed study. See P. O'Connor, ‘Marginalised 
Texts: The Old English Marginalia and the Old English Bede in Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 41’, The Boolean 
(2015), pp. 152–157. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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Location of 
production 

Arras, Saint–Vaast 

Medieval 
provenance 

s. ixex Saint-Bertin; s. x1 England 

Main text(s) French regnal list (with additions; four recipes, three medical (s. x); Gennadius, 
on Prudentius (De uiris inlustribus ch. xiii; Prudentius Cathmerinon, Apotheoisis, 
Hamartigenia, (computus note added s. x/xi England), Psychomachia, 
Peristephanon, Contra Symmachum, Dittochaeon, Epilogus; Iohannes Scottus 
Eriugena, Carm. ix. 

Recipe 
location(s): 

Flyleaf, p. 2 

Recipe 
date: 

s. x 

Recipe 
language(s) 

Latin and Old English 

Surrogate Fully digitised on the Parker Library website 
 

This manuscript is a compilation of works by, and commentary on, the late-Roman author 

Prudentius (b. 348, d. 413), and includes a unique copy of a poem by Iohannes Scottus Eriugena 

(c. 810–877) to Charles the Bald.119 The manuscript was copied in mainland Europe in the late-

ninth century probably not long after the composition of the Eriugena poem. Scholars differ on 

the original location of production, ASMABH describes it as a product of the monastery of Saint-

Vaast, but two significant studies of the manuscript describe it as a product of Saint-Bertin, 

where it certainly spent some time as the monks there added a Frankish regnal list to the first 

page of the manuscript. 120 CCCC 223 may have arrived in England with Grimbald, a monk of 

Saint-Bertin, who came to England in the 890s at the request of King Alfred, but the earliest 

datable evidence for its presence in England is an addition in a mid-tenth century English hand 

by a scribe who added the names to the French regnal list of Charles the Simple and Henry the 

Fowler, two Frankish kings who reigned simultaneously until c. 922 or 923.121 

 

By the time the manuscript arrived in England, p. 2 already contained four recipes in Latin in 

a continental hand of s.ixex–s.xin. Three of the recipes are medical texts, and one is a recipe to 

make incense (confectio timiamatis). The palaeographical appearance of the recipes does not 

strongly resemble the hand of the regnal list, but more closely resembles the work of the scribes 

who coped the Prudentius material, which means that if the manuscript was at Saint-Vaast 

                                                   
119 The Anglo-Saxon manuscripts of the works of Prudentius are discussed in G. R. Wieland, ‘The Anglo-Saxon 
Manuscripts of Prudentius's Psychomachia’, pp. 213–231. Wieland also discusses CCCC 223 specifically in G. R. 
Wieland, ‘The Prudentius Manuscript CCCC 223’, Manuscripta 38 (1994), pp. 211–22. The Iohannes Scottus 
Erigugena poem is edited and discussed in M. Foussard, ‘Aulae sidereae. Vers de Jean Scot au roi Charles. 
Introduction, texte, traduction et notes’, Cahiers archéologiques 21 (1971), pp. 79–88, and M. W. Herren, Iohannis Scotti 
Eriugenae, Carmina, Scriptores Latini Hiberniae 12 (Dublin, 1993). 
120  Wieland, ‘Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts of Prudentius's Psychomachia’, at p. 213 says that the manuscript was 
produced at Saint-Bertin – he does not provide a reference, but he is possibly following P. Grierson, ‘Grimbald of 
St. Bertin's’, English Historical Review 55.4 (1940), pp. 529–561, esp. pp. 553. 
121 P. Grierson, ‘Grimbald of St. Bertin's’, pp. 529–561, esp. p. 553. 
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before Saint-Bertin, then the recipes are more likely to have been added in the former place 

than the latter. The three medical recipes are: a potion for a swelling (potio in apostema); another 

potion (or decoction) for a swelling (decoctio ad apostoma[sic]); and a potion for a headache (potio 

ad capitis dolorem). The potio mixtures were presumably meant to be drunk by the patient, as the 

first one specifies when either a hot or cold calice should be administered to the patient and also 

recommends frequent cups(?) of hot goats' milk frequenter lac caprinum calidum, but neither the 

second or third recipes provide any sort of dosage instructions. 

 

An Anglo-Saxon scribe glossed most, but not all of the Latin plant names in the second recipe, 

the potio in apostema, with their Old English equivalents, and a hand that resembles the Old 

English gloss also added a list of Old English plants at the bottom of the page.  

 
Image 5: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS 223, p. 2. Recipe for headache in Latin, and list 
of plants in Old English. 

The list of plants at the bottom of the page does not correspond with any of the sequences of 

plants in the Latin recipes above, nor are they combined with any recommendation for use or 

directions for preparation: the list appears fragmentary as if the scribe was distracted while 

copying a slightly longer text. 

 

The addition of these medical recipes to this Prudentius manuscript by monks on the European 

mainland shows that the practice of recording medical recipes in non-medical manuscripts was 

not confined to Anglo-Saxon England. Indeed, the practice can also be observed in BL Royal 

15 A. xxxiii (see below) and numerous other items that remained in mainland Europe including 

Basel, Universitätsbibliothek, F III 15a. F III 15a is a copy of Isidore, De natura rerum, which was 

probably produced at Fulda, s. viii2/2.122 At least three scribes of contemporary date added 

additional textual items to ff. 17r–18r all of whom wrote a script with ‘insular’ features.123  The 

                                                   
122 A digital facsimile of this item is available here: 
 <http://www.e-codices.unifr.ch/en/searchresult/list/one/ubb/F-III-0015a>. Images of Basel, UB, F III 15a are 
also available in Lowe, CLA VII:842. The material on ff. 17r–18r is also briefly catalogued in Ker, Cat., App. 3, and 
more extensively here: 
 <https://aleph.unibas.ch/F/?local_base=DSV05&con_lng=GER&func=find-
b&find_code=SYS&request=000085409>. 
123 Ker, Cat., App. 3. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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textual additions include a booklist,124 a charm for staunching bleeding,125 and two medical 

recipes known as the Baseler Rezepte: both of the medical recipes are in a mixture of Latin and 

Old High German, and may have been partially translated from Old English.126 

 

The glosses in Old English to the second recipe on CCCC 223, p. 2 are a clear example of 

engagement with those recipe texts by at least one Anglo-Saxon reader, but it is not clear why 

he or she only glossed one of the recipe texts and not all of the recipe items on the page.  It may 

be that the glossator intended to make the potio in apostema and so he or she wanted to double-

check some of the ingredients and record their names in a more familiar form; it may be that 

the Anglo-Saxon glossator could more easily identify the plant names that he or she left 

unglossed, or, alternatively he or she may only have known the Old English equivalents of that 

string of plant names at the beginning of the potio in apostoma. 

 

The list of plant names in Old English at the bottom of p. 2 was presumably important for or 

meaningful to the scribe who added them to the page, but the lack of an obvious context for the 

list makes it harder to interpret. The list of plant names was added to a page which already 

contained medical recipe texts, which, naturally include list of plant names and so the genre of 

the page and the type of additional material it stored had been established by the time he or she 

added that particular list of plants. 

 

The Latin recipes themselves do not appear to have been preserved in any other manuscript 

that survives, so while they may have been stored carefully on this flyleaf by a mainland 

European monk, they did not make an impact in the surviving larger medical compendia once 

the manuscript crossed the sea between France and England.127 

 

 

                                                   
124 The following items provide a good introduction to the booklist: P. Lehmann, Fuldaer Studien, Sitzungsberichte der 
Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, philos.-philol. u. hist. Klasse, 1925 Nr. 3 (Munich, 1925), pp. 4–6, 47–
50; G. Schrimpf, J. Leinweber, and T. Martin (eds.), Mittelalterliche Bücherverzeichnisse des Klosters Fulda und andere Beiträge 
zur Geschichte der Bibliothek des Klosters Fulda im Mittelalter, Fuldaer Studien 4 (Frankfurt, 1992), p. 5 seq. 
125 The charm also appears in London, British Library, Royal 2 A xx, f. 49r, a Southumbrian manuscript of s. ix(in) 
known as the ‘Royal Prayerbook.’ The Royal 2 A xx version of the charm is printed in Storms, Anglo-Saxon Magic, 
no. 60, p. 293, and is briefly discussed in P. Sims-Williams, Religion and Literature in Western England c. 600–800, 
Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England 3 (Cambridge, 1990), p. 299. The Fulda charm is discussed in 
Lehmann, Fulda Studien, p. 47 seq. 
126 The Baseler Rezepte contain some of the earliest surviving examples of Old High German and as such they have 
been edited and discussed extensively. The following item is a good introduction to these texts: Schrimpf, Leinweber, 
and Martin, Mittelalterliche Bücherverzeichnisse des Klosters Fulda. 
127 This was tested by trying multiple keyword searches of eTK, digital resource based on L. Thorndike and P. Kibre, 
A Catalogue of Incipits of Mediaeval Scientific Writings in Latin (Cambridge, MA, 1963) and supplements, but this is not a 
perfect test as although eTK indexes larger medical compendia, it does not include individual recipes, nor does it 
consistently index small groups of recipes. 
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Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 356, pt. iii 

Date s. x2 or s. x4/4 
Location of 
production 

Canterbury, St Augustine's? 

Medieval 
provenance 

Canterbury, St Augustine's? 

Main text(s) “Abba” glossary; Hebrew alphabet; recipe. 
Recipe 
location(s): 

Flyleaf, f. 151v. 

Recipe 
date: 

s. xi 

Recipe 
language(s) 

Latin 

Surrogate Fully digitised on the Parker Library website 

 

CCCC 356 is a composite manuscript, the third part of which, ff. 110–151, is a later-tenth 

century Latin-Latin glossary of difficult Latin words and their more common synonyms that 

was probably produced at St. Augustine's Abbey, Canterbury.128 On the final page of part iii, f. 

151v, a hand that seems to me to be typical of the early eleventh century has added a recipe ad 

omnes tumores (‘for all swellings’). The script of the recipe is clearly Caroline minuscule, with no 

obviously insular or ‘early’ letterforms apart from perhaps dotted-y on line 2 (ydropem, ‘oedema’ 

i.e., ‘hydrocephalus’). Recipes for tumours are a common feature in any of the larger medical 

recipe compendia, but I have not been able to locate a source for this recipe. One particularly 

unusual feature of the recipe is that it calls for animal skin shavings to be cooked until they turn 

into a poultice or a glue, which is not a technique that appears in any of the other surviving 

medical recipes known in Anglo-Saxon England including the obvious potential source of the 

Medicina de Quadrupedibus.   

                                                   
128 The manuscript is described in Bishop, ‘Notes on Cambridge Manuscripts, Part IV’ esp. pp. 334–336. See also 
M. Budny (ed.), Insular, Anglo-Saxon and Early Anglo-Norman Manuscript Art at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge: An Illustrated 
Catalogue, 2 vols. (Kalamazoo, 1997), I.231–243, no, 19. On the glossary see H. Gneuss, Language and History in Early 
England (Aldershot, 1996), esp. pp. 60–87, and M. C. Bodden, ‘Evidence for Knowledge of Greek in Anglo-Saxon 
England’, pp. 217–246 
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Image 6: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS 356 pt. iii, f. 151v. Medical recipe: Ad omnes 
tumores. 

The recipe is not easy to read as the ink is a relatively light brown by Anglo-Saxon standards 

and the page is badly discoloured. The first page of pt. iii, f. 110r, is also similarly discoloured 

and stained (see Image 8 below for a much cleaner page from the inner part of the manuscript), 

which suggests that the manuscript segment was not always bound between protective covers 

and may instead have been a set of unbound quires during the Anglo-Saxon period. Glossary 

manuscripts were intended for educational use, so it is understandable that a less important 

textual item may not have received a substantial binding. The lesser status of this manuscript 

item as a codicological object may also explain why the final page attracted a medical recipe in 

Latin at least half a century after the glossary had been copied: if the scribe were looking for 

somewhere to store (and later retrieve) this medical recipe to treat swellings, then an unbound 

quire booklet may have been one of the more easily accessible and less ‘precious’ items in the 

library collection at St Augustine's Canterbury. In addition, the ‘covers’ of an unbound item 

are a sheet of prepared parchment exposed and ready to receive text and so the efficiency and 

ease with which an additional text could have been stored on f. 151v might have made it even 

more attractive as a place to store a short text which had caught the interest of a particular 

scribe. 

London, British Library, Cotton Domitian A. i, ff. 2–55 

Date s. xmed, x2, x/xi, and xi/xii 
Location of 
production 

Canterbury, St Augustine's Priory? 

Medieval 
provenance 

Canterbury, St Augustine's Priory129 

                                                   
129 The case for the connection of Domitian A. i with the priory of St Augustine, Canterbury was set out by T. A. 
M. Bishop. Bishop established the connection by linking a series of eleven manuscripts through their shared scribes. 
See Bishop, ‘Notes on Cambridge Manuscripts, Part IV’, esp. pp. 334–336. This group of Canterbury hands is also 
discussed in D. N. Dumville, ‘English Square Minuscule Script: The Mid-Century Phases’, Anglo-Saxon England 23 
(1994), pp. 133–164. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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Main text(s) Eight glossaries to lemmata from Isidore, De differentiis rerum [CPL 1202] (s. 
x/xi); Bede, De natura rerum [CPL 1343], ch. ii (s. x2); Isidore, De natura rerum 
[CPL 1188], with world map on f. 37v (s. x2); glossary to Abbo, Bella 
Parisiacae urbis, bk. III (s. xi/xii); twenty-one glosses to Priscian, Institutio de 
nomine et pronomine et uerbo [CPL 1550] (s. xi/xii); computus tables 
(incomplete) (s. xi/xii); Remigius, Commentary to Priscian, Institutio de 
nomine, pronomine et uerbo (s. x med.); Bede, Versus de die iudicii [CPL 1370] (s. 
x med.); two Latin fragments (s. x2?);130 medical recipe (s. x2); booklist (s. x2 
or x/xi). 

Recipe 
location(s): 

F. 55v, a flyleaf, which also contains two Latin fragments and æþestanes 
booklist in Latin and Old English.  

Recipe date: s. x2 
Recipe 
language(s) 

Old English 

Surrogate Fully digitised on the British Library website 
 

BL Cotton Domitian A. i is a manuscript that was begun in the mid-tenth century at St 

Augustine's, Canterbury: the contents of this manuscript have a strong focus on the natural 

sciences and encyclopedic material. Despite the density of the encyclopedic material Domitian 

A. i is a relatively short manuscript, comprised of just 55 folia, and the majority of those leaves 

(ff. 4–37) are devoted to a copy of Isidore's De natura rerum. The manuscript experienced a long 

period of scribal activity as the earliest and largest scribal stint dates from the mid-tenth century, 

but items were still being added to internal blank leaves and its endleaves until the late-eleventh 

or early-twelfth centuries. The Commentary on Priscian's Institutio de nomine, pronomine et verbo (ff. 40r–

51r) and Bede, Versus de die iudicii (ff. 51r–54r) were written in one of the mid-tenth century 

copying stints by the scribe who also wrote corpus item CCCC 356 pt. iii, f. 119rb, although 

the scribe did not write the medical recipe in either case.131 

 
Image 7: London, British Library, Cotton Domitian A. i, f. 42r. 

                                                   
130 My identification. 
131 See Bishop, ‘Notes on Cambridge Manuscripts, Part IV’, esp., p. 334. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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Image 8: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS 356 pt. iii, ff. 119rab, ll. 5–12. 

The final verso of this manuscript, f. 55v, attracted four short additional entries during the tenth 

century: two fragments of Latin poetry, a medical recipe in Old English and a booklist. The 

booklist below the medical recipe explains that: ‘these are the books that were Æthestan's’ ([ð]is 

syndon ða bec þe Æþestanes wæran). The booklist has been printed and discussed several times, most 

usefully by A. J. Robertson, T. A. M. Bishop, and Michael Lapidge.132 Both Robertson and 

Lapidge acknowledge that it is tempting to speculate whether the list might be a record of a 

collection of books belonging to King Æthelstan who is known to have collected and donated a 

number of manuscripts to religious houses during his lifetime.133 Lapidge assigns a date to the 

booklist script of s. x(2/2); the scribe of the booklist uses wæran, which is a past tense verb form, so 

grammatically it is possible for the list of books to be a record of previous royal ownership and 

perhaps donation, but this is unlikely for historical and bibliographical reasons. 134  A. J. 

Robertson pointed out that if King Æthelstan were the previous owner or donator of the list, 

then it is likely that he would have been afforded the appropriate style by the scribe, so ‘these 

are the books that were [King] Æthelstan's.’135 King Æthelstan is styled as such in the surviving 

donation inscriptions written into manuscripts that he donated to religious houses during his 

reign, e.g. in BL Cotton Tiberius A. ii, a gospel book that he gave to Christ Church, Canterbury, 

he is ‘Æthelstan, king of the English and ruler of the whole of Britain.’136  Furthermore, the 

contents of the booklist is at odds with the type of manuscript donated by Æthelstan to religious 

houses: with the exception of BL Cotton Claudius B. v, which is a copy of the Acts of the Council 

of Constantinople, the rest of his manuscript-gifts contain biblical texts, and the contents of the 

Domitian A. i booklist are predominately grammatical items.  

 

                                                   
132 Robertson, Anglo-Saxon Charters, p. 250; Bishop, ‘Notes on Cambridge Manuscripts, Part IV, p. 335; and Lapidge 
‘Surviving Booklists’, pp. 33–90, esp. pp. 50–52. 
133 See S. Keynes, ‘King Athelstan's Books’, in M. Lapidge, and H. Gneuss (eds.), Learning and Literature in Anglo-Saxon 
England: Studies Presented to Peter Clemoes on the Occasion of his Sixty-Fifth Birthday (Cambridge, 1985), pp. 33–89. 
134 Lapidge, ‘Surviving Booklists’, p. 50. 
135 Robertson, Anglo-Saxon Charters, p. 250. 
136 ‘ÆÐELSTAN, Anglorum basyleos, et curagulus totius Bryttannie ...’. Edition and translation Keynes, ‘King 
Æthelstan's Books’, p. 149; ASMABH, no. 362.  

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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The medical recipe begins directly below the last line of the second Latin verse fragment. The 

recipe is for a wen salve (‘wen sealfe’) and it is written in a neat, late-tenth century hand. As far 

as it is possible to tell given the change of script prompted by the change of language (from a 

fragment of Latin verse to a medical recipe in Old English), neither of the scribes who wrote 

the Latin verse fragments seems to have written the medical recipe (or the booklist). 

 

 
Image 9: London, British Library, Cotton Domitian A. i, f. 55v, ll. 3–6. 

 

The medical recipe on f. 55v can be found with minor variations elsewhere in both BL Harley 

585, ff. 138r12–138v13 (Lac. 30) and Wellcome 46, recipe 3.137 The similarity between these 

texts and the implications of a shared, but variant version of an Anglo-Saxon medical recipe 

appearing in three different manuscripts will be discussed below in Chapter Three. 

 

London, British Library, Cotton Galba A. xiv (with Nero A. ii, ff. 3–13) 

Date s. xi2/4 
Location of 
production 

Leominster? 

Medieval 
provenance 

Winchester Nunnaminster? Shaftesbury? 

Main text(s) Prayerbook with computus tables, prayers, hymns, apocryphal letter of 
Christ to Abgar, charm,138 psalter collects, Mass collects, liturgical material, 
litanies, ‘Celtic’ capitella, recipes, hymn, canticle. Badly damaged. 

Recipe 
location(s): 

Body text, ff. 118rv, 136r, 139rv. Badly damaged. 

Recipe 
date: 

s. xi2/4 

Recipe 
language(s) 

Old English and Latin 

Surrogate Fully digitised on the British Library website 
 

                                                   
137 See Appendix for editions and translations of the recipes in Wellcome 46. See Pettit, Anglo-Saxon Remedies, I.18–
19 for an edition and translation of Lac.30. The medical recipe in BL Cotton Domitan A. i is also edited and translated 
in Cockayne, Leechdoms I, pp. 382–383. 
138 The charm, Wið fotcoþe, is not in the same hand as any of the recipe material under discussion. See B. Muir, A Pre-
Conquest English Prayer-Book: (BL MSS Cotton Galba A xiv and Nero A.ii (ff.3-13)), Henry Bradshaw Society 103 
(Woodbridge, 1988), no. 34. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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This manuscript is a badly damaged miscellany of s. xi2/4. Muir, who edited the manuscript, 

remarked that ‘the manuscript is significant in a number of ways, but principally because it is 

not [Muir's emphasis] a formal liturgical book, and yet it is intimately related to the liturgy.’139  

 

Although the manuscript was badly damaged by fire in 1731, it is possible to reassemble some 

of the medical items that the manuscript once contained and analyse the content and context 

of the medical recipe material. In addition, the monastic contexts that led to the preservation 

of these texts are important for understanding the interest in medicine in Anglo-Saxon religious 

houses, and with particular reference to this thesis, for elucidating what sorts of manuscripts 

preserved medical material outside of the main medical compendia.140 

 

A large number of scribes worked on Galba A. xiv (and Nero A. ii ff. 3–13, which contains 

computus tables that were very likely the opening leaves of the original Anglo-Saxon 

manuscript). According to Meaney and my own examination of a digital facsimile of the 

manuscript, the recipe scribe did not copy any other material in either the Galba manuscript, 

or in the related Nero calendrical material.141 Of the text that still survives on f. 118rv it is 

possible to say that the scribe copied the text with a neat and calligraphic hand. Not all of the 

scribes were as competent as the recipe scribe of f. 118rv; Muir noted several instances of text 

‘so plagued by inaccuracies as to make it conceivable that the manuscript was once used as a 

beginner's or novice's exercise book.’142 

 

Muir notes that the manuscript was at first ‘a blank book’ which he describes as ‘bound as a set 

of blank gatherings’, which seems to be the correct assessment of the way the textual boundaries 

intersect with the codicology of the manuscript.143 Muir says that he is ‘not aware of any other 

manuscript from this early period that was produced in this manner’, but even within the corpus 

discussed in this thesis there are a small number of items, e.g. BL Cotton Titus D. xxvii+xxvi, 

and BL Harley 55, ff. 1–4 that have more in common with a personal notebook than a planned 

production.144 

London, British Library, Cotton Otho B. xi (with Otho B. x)  

Date s. xmed, and s. xi1/2 
Location of 
production 

Winchester 

                                                   
139 Muir, A Pre-Conquest English Prayer-Book, p. vii. The manuscript has also been described in E. Bishop, Liturgica 
Historica (Oxford, 1918), pp. 384–391. 
140 There is also a charm in Old English on f. 72r, Wið fotcoþe, that is not in the same hand as any of the recipe 
material under discussion, see Muir, A Pre-Conquest English Prayer-Book, no. 34. 
141 Meaney, ‘Variant Versions’, p. 241. 
142 Muir, A Pre-Conquest English Prayer-Book, p. xiii. 
143 Muir, A Pre-Conquest English Prayer-Book, p. xvi. 
144 Ibid. 
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Medieval 
provenance 

Southwick, Augustinian canons 

Main text(s) Bede, Historia ecclesiastica (f); Bede, Autobiogaphical note; West-Saxon royal 
genealogy; ASC G; Laws, Æthelstan II (f), and Alfred and Ine (f), medical recipes 
(similar to a lacuna in Bald's Leechbook). Badly damaged. 

Recipe 
location(s): 

BL Add 43703,  

Recipe 
date: 

s. xmed, and s. xi1/2 

Recipe 
language(s) 

Old English 

Surrogate London, British Library, Add. 43703, ff. 261r–264v. 
 

Otho B. xi was produced at Winchester between the late-tenth and early eleventh centuries. As 

its full shelfmark indicates, Otho B. xi was once part of the manuscript collection of Sir Robert 

Cotton. Unfortunately, it was one of the manuscript items that was very badly damaged in the 

fire at Ashburnham house in 1731, and it is not possible to read the text on its few charred 

remaining pages. In 1562, the Anglo-Saxon scholar Lawrence Nowell examined that 

manuscript while it was in the possession of his patron, Sir Robert Cecil, and he made a copy 

of it, which is now known as London, British Library, Add. 43703. The transcription that 

Nowell made in 1562 is the only witness to most of the texts originally in the Otho B. xi 

manuscript. 

 

We can be relatively certain about the contents of the original manuscript not only because of 

the Nowell transcript, but also because Otho B. xi was catalogued by Humfrey Wanley in 1705, 

and his catalogue of the items in Otho B. xi can be compared to Nowell's transcription of the 

same item.145 The two partial witnesses to the original manuscript show a general concordance, 

but with one particularly interesting discrepancy.146 The final pages of Nowell's transcription, 

ff. 261r–264v, contain around fifty medical recipes, almost all of which also appear in Bald's 

Leechbook I and II. These medical recipes were part of Otho B. xi at the time of Nowell's 

transcription in 1562, but were probably missing from it by the time Abraham Wheloc used the 

manuscript in preparation for his edition of Bedes Ecclesiastical History (pub. 1643–1644) for 

Wheloc described the items in Otho by saying that a poem known as The Seasons for Fasting – 

which is the penultimate text in Nowell's transcription as it falls between the Bede and the 

recipes – continued ad finem Bedae Sax. MS. Cot (‘to the end of the Old English Bede Cotton 

manuscript’).147 The leaves were certainly missing by the time Humfrey Wanley catalogued the 

                                                   
145 H. Wanley’s catalogue is published in G. Hickes (ed.), Linguarum Vett. Septentrionalium Thesaurus Grammatico-Criticus 
et Archxologicus, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1705) II. 219. 
146 See R. J. S. Grant, ‘Laurence Nowell’s Transcript of BM Cotton Otho B. xi’, Anglo-Saxon England 3 (1974), pp. 
111–124 for a discussion of Nowell’s transcription. 
147 See Grant, ‘Laurence Nowell’s Transcript’, p. 112, n. 4; and A. Wheloc (ed.), Historiae Ecclesiasticae Gentis Anglorum 
Libri V (Cambridge, 1643–������ 
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item in 1705, as Wanley, an excellent cataloguer, says that the poem was the last item in the 

manuscript and truncatum etiam in fine (‘and cut off at the end’).148 If Nowell had not made his 

transcription in 1562, then we would not have any reason to suspect that Otho B. xi had ever 

contained any medical recipes. Since the corpus of Anglo-Saxon medical recipes in non-medical 

manuscripts includes other items of a more informal codicological status, e.g. the ‘notebook’ 

style of Galba A. xiv, and the leaves of Harley 55 it is worth considering whether the medical 

recipes in Otho B. xi might have been a separate gathering or booklet that became attached to 

the main manuscript and then separated at a later date. However, as the penultimate item, The 

Seasons For Fasting is truncated it is likely that the end of that poem and the medical recipes were 

both part of the same quire, which has been lost, and that the medical recipes were not an 

entirely separate gathering.149 Furthermore, Audrey Meaney noticed that the beginning of the 

recipe texts ‘evidently came upon Nowell unawares’ as he transcribed the opening of the recipe 

texts, to wensealf 7 wenbylū (‘for a wensalve and boils’) onto the same line as the final word of The 

Seasons For Fasting on f. 260v (see Image 10).150 Nowell then seems to have noticed that a new 

text had begun and so recopied the opening of the recipes at the top of f. 261r, but this run on 

between the texts present on f. 260v in his exemplar strongly suggests that the recipe texts were 

part of a codicological unit with The Seasons For Fasting rather than having been an entirely 

separate booklet. 

 

 
Image 10: London, British Library, Additional MS 43703, f. 260v, ll. 14–19. 

London, British Library, Cotton Titus D. xxvii+xxvi (‘Ælfwine's Prayerbook’) 

Date 1023–1031 
Location of 
production 

New Minster, Winchester 

                                                   
148 Hickes, Linguarum Vett., II. 219, Otho B. xi, item no. 14. 
149 The poem has been edited by M. P. Richards, The Old English Poem Seasons for Fasting: A Critical Edition, Medieval 
European Studies 15 (WV:Morgantown, 2014). 
150 Meaney, ‘Variant Versions’, p. 246. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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Medieval 
provenance 

New Minster, Winchester 

Main text(s) Lunaria, prognostics, liturgical calendar with necrology, computus material 
(Winchester); Ælfric, De temporibus anni; alphabet with Old English sentences; 
The Passion according to St John; devotions to the Holy Cross; Offices of the 
Trinity, the Holy Cross, the Virgin; private prayers; directions for private 
devotions; note in cryptography; notes on the names of the Seven Sleepers, 
the age of the Virgin, the Ages of the World, the length of Christ's body, on 
the rainbow; Somniale Danielis; charm and medical recipe; rules of 
confraternity; collectar; litany; Evangelium Iohannis (f). 

Recipe 
location(s): 

Body text, BL Cotton Titus D xxvi, ff. 16v–17r 

Recipe 
date: 

1023–1031 

Recipe 
language(s) 

Old English 

Surrogate Fully digitised on the British Library website 
 
Beate Günzel Ælfwine's Prayerbook B.L. Cotton Titus D. xxvi + xxvii, Henry 
Bradshaw Society 108 (London, 1993), no. 70, p. 157  

 

BL Cotton Titus D. xxvii+xxvi (‘Ælfwine's Prayerbook’) was originally one manuscript during 

the Anglo-Saxon period, but it now exists in two volumes. The manuscript was made for 

Ælfwine who became abbot and dean of the New Minster at Winchester in 1031 or 1032 and  

contains a mixture of prayers, liturgical material, computistical material, and scientific material 

– everything an abbot and dean might need. 151  Titus D. xxvii+xxvi only measures c. 

130x95mm, and although if the two parts were reunited it would make for quite a ‘chubby’ 

manuscript, nevertheless the small format may reflect an intention to treat the item as a vade 

mecum from the earliest stages of its conception as small format books like this item, and also 

DCL Hunter 100 (c. 120x80mm),152  and St Cuthbert's Gospel (c. 137x95mm would have been 

easier both to produce and to transport.  

 

The main scribe of the manuscript, although not the scribe of the recipe text, was a monk called 

Ælsinus, who tells the reader both his own name, and the name of the person who owned the 

book in two colophons in Titus D. xxvii, f. 13v. 153 Ælsinus encoded the colophon with the 

‘following consonant cypher’, a popular cypher in the early middle ages that involved 

                                                   
151 On Ælfwine’s role as abbot or dean (and not a ‘deacon’) see B. Günzel, Ælfwine's Prayerbook B.L. Cotton Titus D. 
xxvi + xxvii, Henry Bradshaw Society 108 (London, 1993), pp. 2–3. See also P. Pulsiano, ‘The Prefatory Matter of 
London, British Library, Cotton Vitellius E.  xviii’ in P. Pulsiano and E. Treharne (eds.), Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts and 
Their Heritage (Aldershot, 1998), pp. 85–116. 
152 In the case of Hunter 100, constraining the exquisite decoration within the small format may have been an 
additional challenge rather than a codicological shortcut. The manuscript has been digitised and can be viewed here: 
<https://iiif.durham.ac.uk/index.html?manifest=t1m2f75r801v>.The manuscript is described in R. A. B. Mynors, 
Durham Cathedral Manuscripts to the End of the Twelfth Century (Oxford, 1939). 
153  R. Gameson, ‘Ælsinus’, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/202 (2004). The recipe is edited and 
translated by Cockayne, Leechdoms I, pp. 380–381, and also by Günzel Ælfwine’s Prayerbook, p. 157, no. 70 (ed.), and 
p. 66 (trans.) 
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substituting the vowels in the plain text with the nearest subsequent consonant, so a=b, e=f, 

i=k, o=p, u=x.154  

 
Image 11: London, British Library, Cotton Titus D. xxvii, f. 13v. 

With the cypher transformed and partially corrected it reads: 

Frater humillimus et monachus Ælsinus me scripsit, sit illi longa salus. Amen. Ælfwinus 
monachus aeque decanus me possidet. Amen. 
 
The most humble brother and monk Ælsinus wrote me, let long-lasting health be his. 
Amen. Ælfwine monk and dean owns me. Amen.155 

The recipe text immediately follows a prayer for cleansing the hands and eyes. Günzel's edition 

says that the recipe is confined to f. 17r, but the first line of the recipe Wið þa blegene genim nigon 

ægra, 7 seoð ... is actually at the bottom of f. 16v (see Image 12). The recipe is for blegene (blisters, 

or sore, inflamed skin) and although blisters were a popular topic for medical recipes in the 

classical and early medieval period, I have not been able to discover a cognate recipe elsewhere 

in the stock of surviving medieval medical recipes.  

                                                   
154 For the possible use of this cypher by Ælfwine himself see Pulsiano, ‘Prefatory Matter’, pp. 85–116, esp. 88, 99–
104. For similar uses of this cypher, see B, Bischoff, Latin Palaeography, pp. 177–178. The nun, Hygeburc of 
Heidenheim who wrote the Vita Wynnebaldi and the Hodoeporicon (an account of Wynnebald's travels in the Holy Land) 
c. 785, used a similar code, by replacing each of the vowels with the first few letters of the ordinal value of the vowel's 
position in the alphabet. a = pri, e = secd, etc. The code can also be seen in Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, 
Clm 1086, f. 71v, ll. 4–7.  
155 Edition and translation from Gameson, ‘Aelsinus’. 
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Image 12: London, British Library, Cotton Titus D. xxvi, f. 16v, ll. 12–17. The recipe, ‘Wið þa 
blegene’ begins on the bottom line. 

 

Günzel catalogued the hands in Titus D xxvii+xxvi and attributed both the cleansing prayer 

and the medical recipe to her Scribe H.156  Although the scribe has modified his script to reflect 

the change in the language of the text that he was copying, c.f. g and r in Image 12, nevertheless, 

I agree that the two texts appear to be by the same hand.  

London, British Library Cotton Vespasian D. xx, ff. 2–93 

Date s. x1 (910–930?) 
Location of 
production 

Unknown. 

Medieval 
provenance 

Unknown. 

Main text(s) Penitential manual texts including the Penitentiale Sangermanense or 
Cantabrigiense; confessional prayer. 

Recipe 
location(s): 

Body text, f. 93r 

Recipe 
date: 

s. xi2/2 

Recipe 
language(s) 

Latin 

Surrogate Fully digitised on the British Library website 
 

Vespasian D. xx is a manuscript that is understudied and somewhat overburdened with 

palaeographical and codicological quirks. The recipes in Vespasian D. xx have been added to 

the blank pages at the end of a manuscript that contains liturgical material in Latin (ff. 2–86) 

and a confessional prayer in Old English, both in hands of s. x1.157 On the final page of the 

                                                   
156 See Günzel, Ælfwine's Prayerbook, esp. pp. 10–11. 
157 The prayer in Old English has been edited by H. Logeman, ‘Anglo-Saxon Minora’, Anglia 11, pp. 97–120, esp. 
pp. 97–100. 
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manuscript, two scribes with hands of s. xi2/3 have added two medical texts in Latin, which 

means that the medical recipes were added over a century after the main texts had been copied. 

 

The major catalogues and descriptions of Vespasian D. xx do not agree with regard to its 

codicology, which has a bearing on how we should interpret the medical material in that item. 

ASMABH treats ff. 2–86 as one unit, and ff. 87–93 as another: Gneuss and Lapidge in ASMABH  

used David Dumville's work on the Vespasian manuscript to assign ff. 2–86 a date of s. xmed, the 

Old English prayer a date of ‘s. x1, c. 910 x c. 930’, and the Latin medical material to s. xi2.158 

Both Neil Ker and The British Library however, treat ff. 2–93 as a single item.159 Dumville 

disagreed with Ker's assessment of the unity of the manuscript and said that he ‘mistakenly’ 

treated the stints in ff. 2–92 as contemporaneous with one another.160 Dumville's assessment of 

the manuscript was informed by his framework for the phases of square minuscule, to which he 

had assigned relatively narrow dating bands: he regarded Vespasian D xx ff. 87–93 as a separate 

unit to ff. 2–86 because in his opinion the hand of the Old English prayer on ff. 87–92 was an 

example of his ‘Phase I’ (c. 910–930) and the Latin liturgy an example of the scribal work 

produced in the mid-tenth century. 161  Dumville and Ker's codicological assessments of 

Vespasian D xx are incompatible because Ker's codicological assessment of the unity of the 

manuscript means that Dumville's phases had placed a chronologically later text in an earlier 

position in the manuscript if the separate sections were all originally one unit as Ker 

suggested.162The situation of Vespasian D xx ff. 87–93 matters because the interpretation of the 

late-eleventh century medical additions to f. 93 changes depending on whether it was the final 

leaf in a small separate libellus or a quire in a larger liturgical manuscript. 

 

In my opinion ff. 87–93 lack the distinctive signs of single-quire libelli such as folds or excessive 

staining.163 In addition, it is clear that the parchment leaves of ff. 2–86 and ff. 87–93 were 

                                                   
158 ASMABH, nos. 395 and 395.5, and Dumville, ‘English Square Minuscule Script: The Mid-Century Phases’.  
159 Ker, Catalogue, no. 212, p. 278. Ker described the Old English on  ff. 87–92 as contemporaneous with ff. 1–61, 
and as having a similar script to the Latin on ff. 62–86. The British Library treats ff. 2–93 as a unit without 
describing any particular palaeographical or codicological features. 
<http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Cotton_MS_Vespasian_D_XX>. 
160 Dumville, ‘English Square Minuscule Script: The Mid-Century Phases’, esp. p. 135, n. 13.  
161 The major parts of Dumville's work on the phases of square minuscule can be read in the following items: D. N. 
Dumville, ‘English Square Minuscule: The Background and Earliest Phases’, ASE 16 (1987), pp. 147–79; ‘Beowulf 
Come Lately’, Archiv für das Studium der neueren Sprachen und Literaturen 225 (1988), pp. 49–63; ‘The Anglo-Saxon 
Chronicle and English Square Minuscule’, in D. N. Dumville (ed.), Wessex and England from Alfred to Edgar: Six Essays 
on Political, Cultural, and Ecclesiastical Revival, Studies in Anglo-Saxon History (Woodbridge, 1992), 55–139; English 
Caroline Minuscule and Monastic History: Studies in Benedictinism, AD 950–1030, Studies in Anglo-Saxon History VI 
(Woodbridge, 1993); ‘English Square Minuscule Script: The Mid-Century Phases’; ‘English Script in the Second 
Half of the Ninth Century’, in D. N. Dumville (ed.), Anglo-Saxon Essays, 2001–2007, The Centre for Anglo-Saxon 
Studies, University of Aberdeen (Aberdeen, 2007), pp. 183–204. 
162 For Dumville's dating of the Old English prayer, which he assigns to his ‘Phase I’ see: Dumville, ‘English Square 
Minuscule Script: The Mid-Century Phases’, pp. 134–135. 
163 On libelli see P. Robinson, ‘The Format of Books: Books, Booklets and Rolls’, in N. Morgan, and R. M. Thomson 
(eds.), The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain: Vol. II (Cambridge, 2008), pp. 39–54, esp. p. 50 seq. 
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prepared at the same time as they share the same page layout of 14–15 lines, ruled far enough 

apart to allow for comparatively ‘large’ script. If one looks at Image 13 of f. 86r in the British 

Library digitisation, clear pricking marks are visible on the outer edge of the leaf, and the 

extreme edge of f. 88r is visible underneath it (f. 87r has been trimmed slightly more closely and 

its pricking is not visible): f. 88r has visible pricking marks that line up with those on f. 86r. 

 
Image 13: London, British Library, Cotton Vespasian D. xx, f. 86r with f. 88r pricking visible. 

If I am correct and the pricking and ruling unites ff. 2–93, then Ker's belief that the Latin and 

Old English stints are contemporary is more likely to be correct than David Dumville's 

theory.164 I think it is possible, too, that the current f. 2 was not always the first leaf in the 

manuscript unit as it lacks a littera notabilior of appropriate grandeur when compared to the rest 

of the decorative initials in the Latin material. I think it is possible that ff. 87–93 could have 

been an initial quire in the manuscript, and that it became detached in the Anglo-Saxon period, 

and reattached at the end of the manuscript, and then in the latter half of the eleventh century, 

what was now the final flyleaf, f. 93r, received the additional medical material. The possibility 

of ff. 87–93 having not always been in its current position would also explain why f. 86v is blank 

save for an (incomplete) outline sketch of a dove, if f. 86 were, at one point, the last leaf in the 

manuscript.  

 

The medical text in Vespasian D. xx to treat toothache (ad dentium dolorem) was copied by two 

scribes.165 Neither Scribe 1 nor Scribe 2 writes with a particularly calligraphic book-hand. The 

performance of Scribe 1 is particularly poor, with a number of wobbly ascenders and descenders 

and many inconsistent letterforms; it seems entirely possible to me that neither Scribe 1 or 2 

was in the habit of writing regularly. Further to this, Scribe 2 takes over from Scribe 1 abruptly 

in the middle of a line, not even at a syntactic pause, which is suggestive of something unusual 

                                                   
164 Ker, Catalogue, no. 212, p. 278; Dumville, ‘English Square Minuscule: The Background, pp. 147–179, esp. p. 135. 
165 The charm and recipe are edited and discussed by Storms, Anglo-Saxon Magic, pp. 289–290, although he treats 
them as one item. 
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taking place during the copying of these recipes. It may have been the case that the last leaf of 

Vespasian D. xx was the only empty leaf that the two scribes could get their hands on or were 

allowed to write in, as it was a relatively old item at the time. If you were not a regular scribe, 

or if, perhaps, your religious house was so small that it lacked the facilities and materials for the 

regular copying of manuscripts, then the preservation of notable or interesting textual fragments 

might have had to take place in otherwise unlikely spaces.166 In any case, the two scribes were 

both clearly interested in the recipes such that it seemed better to them to copy the recipes than 

to not copy them, and they worked together to preserve the material to the best of their abilities. 

In this instance, it is likely that copying into an old penitential manuscript was preferable to not 

writing at all. 

London, British Library, Harley 55, ff. 1–4 

Date s. xi1/2 
Location of 
production 

York or Worcester 

Medieval 
provenance 

Worcester 

Main text(s) Medical recipes; laws (Eadgar II and III); land record 
Recipe 
location(s): 

Ff. 1r–3r 

Recipe date: s. xi1/2 
Recipe 
language(s) 

Old English 

Surrogate Fully digitised on the British Library website 
 

Harley 55 is a gathering of four ‘half sheets’, which were probably an unbound booklet during 

the Anglo-Saxon period.167 The booklet contains a large group of medical recipes that are  

closely related to the Bald's Leechbook text group (see Chapter Three), a copy of the lawcodes 

Eadgar II and III, and finally a statement by Oswald, archbishop of York and bishop of 

Worcester concerning a grant of land. 168  Ker believed that the booklet was ‘intimately 

                                                   
166 If Vespasian D. xx had originally been copied at a larger religious house in the early-tenth century, it may have 
become useless, defunct, or a little old-fashioned and so passed along to a smaller house which lacked manuscript 
items. This possible transfer of a slightly antiquated item to a smaller and (possibly) less literary house might explain 
both the chronological gap between the main text and the additional recipes, and also the inconsistent scribal 
performances. 
167 On booklets see Robinson, ‘Format of Books’ pp. 39–54, esp. p. 50 seq.; and ‘Self-Contained Units in Composite 
Manuscripts of the Anglo-Saxon Period’, Anglo-Saxon England 7 (1978), pp. 231–238. Wilcox also describes some of 
the best examples of these, interestingly, all homiliaries, in J. Wilcox, ‘Ælfric in Dorset and the Landscape of Pastoral 
Care’, in F. Tinti (ed.), Pastoral Care in Late Anglo-Saxon England (Woodbridge, 2005), pp. 52–62, esp., pp. 60–61.  
168 The lawcodes are edited in F. Liebermann (ed.), Die Gesetze Der Angelsachsen, 3 vols. (Halle, 1903), I.194–198, and 
I.200–206 and translated in Robertson, Anglo-Saxon Charters, pp. 20–23, and 24–29, and also EHD, nos. 40–41. The 
land grant, S1453, is edited in Robertson, Anglo-Saxon Charters, pp. 110–113, no. 54, and translated in EHD, no. 114. 
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connected with Archbishop Wulfstan’, and indeed, his hand has been identified as one of the 

interlinear annotators on ff. 3v–4v.169  

 

Each text in the booklet is written by a different scribe and there are additions in at least three 

other hands. 170  The scribes of the law code and the land grant have considerably more 

‘cramped’ hands than the medical recipe scribe despite using the same 25-lines-to-the-page 

ruling that the scribe of the medical text uses. The scribe of the medical text has a very clear 

and slightly rounded hand that demonstrates a good sense of proportion when working with a 

pen slightly thicker than the ones used by the other two scribes in the booklet.171  

 
Image 14: London, British Library, Harley 55, f. 1r, ll. 1–5. 

It is not clear if the Harley 55 gathering was always a loose collection of sheets, or if it was 

originally the final few leaves in a manuscript that like many of the other items in this corpus 

‘attracted’ additional material. What is particularly interesting about Harley 55 ff. 1–4 is the 

range of texts that the gathering attracted: an excerpt from a medical compendium (most of the 

recipes in Harley 55 are to do with treating serious medical incidents such as fainting, paralysis, 

or stroke), an excerpt from a law code, and a peculiar land ownership document. Whether 

Harley 55 was a temporary repository for texts that were important to Scribes 1–3, or whether 

all three scribes were directed to copy these items by a single person, perhaps Wulfstan, into his 

own personal ‘notebook’, it is an unusual collection of material to be found in such close 

proximity. 

London, British Library, Royal 15 A. xxxiii 

Date s. ix/x or xin 

                                                   
169 Ker, Catalogue, no. 225. Stokes, English Vernacular Minuscule, p. 59 and n. 130, see also ‘Appendix’, Harley 55: Hand 
4. On identifying Wulfstan's hand see N. R. Ker, ‘The Handwriting of Archbishop Wulfstan’, in P. Clemoes, and K. 
Hughes (eds.), England Before the Conquest: Studies in Primary Sources Presented to Dorothy Whitelock (Cambridge, 1971), pp. 
315–331. Ker identified Wulfstan's hand in ten manuscripts. 
170 In his ‘Appendix’, Stokes identifies 7 different hands on Harley 55: three main hands H1–3, and four annotators 
H4–7, see Stokes, English Vernacular Minuscule, ‘Appendix’. 
171 The hand seems to me to resemble S1399, BL Add. Char. 19797. The charter is printed in E. A. Bond, et al., 
Facsimiles of Ancient Charters in the British Museum, 4 vols (London, 1873–1878), IV.7, no. 19; and briefly discussed in 
Dumville, English Caroline Script, p. 67, n. 297; Robertson, Anglo-Saxon Charters, p. 421. 
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Location of 
production 

Rheims 

Medieval 
provenance 

England (Worcester?) by s. x2/2 

Main text(s) Remigius of Auxerre, Comm. in Martianum Capellam. 
Recipe 
location(s): 

f. 3v 

Recipe date: s. x2 
Recipe 
language(s) 

Latin 

Surrogate None. 
 

Like CCCC 223, BL Royal 15 A. xxxiii is a manuscript that was written in mainland Europe 

(in modern-day France), had a medical recipe added to it mainland Europe, and then was 

brought to England during the Anglo-Saxon period.  

 

The manuscript belonged to the monastery in Rheims where Gerbert of Aurillac (b. c. 950, d. 

1003), later Pope Sylvester II, lived, and on one of the opening leaves, f. 1v, he wrote his name 

in Tyronian script.172 On, f. 240, there are additions in an English hand of s. x2 which means 

that Gerbert cannot have written his name in the book long before it came to England 

(presumably c. 970–1000). 

 

On f. 3v, in a hand thought to be Gerbert's as well, a scribe has added a potio contra ficum (a recipe 

to treat haemorrhoids). 173  The hand is neat and consistent, and the recipe calls for the 

combination of several ingredients in order to create an effective treatment.174 I have not been 

able to find evidence of this recipe anywhere else in the surviving Anglo-Saxon medical corpus, 

so although the recipe may have travelled from Rheims to England, it did not enter into the 

wider circulating corpus of medical texts based on the surviving evidence and may only have 

been known to those keen to study Remigius' Comm. in Martianum Capellam, the potential 

audience for which may not even have included every single member of the religious house at 

Worcester. 

London, Wellcome Library for the History and Understanding of Medicine, 46  

Date s. x/xi,175 with additions, s. xi and s. xii.176 

                                                   
172 See B. Bischoff, Manuscripts and Libraries in the Age of Charlemagne, (ed. and trans.), M. Gorman, Cambridge Studies 
in Palaeography and Codicology, 1 (Cambridge University Press, 1994), p. 132; and see also M. Passalacqua, 
‘Gerberto di Aurillac correttore di manoscritti classici’, in La Tradition Vive: Melanges d'histoire des textes en l'honneur de 
Louis Holtz (Turnhout, 2003), pp. 317–320 and plates on following 3 pages. 
173 Ibid. 
174 An edition of this text has been published in M. Esposito, ‘Irish Commentaries on Martianus Capella’, Zeitscrift 
für celtische Philologie 9.1 (1913), pp. 159–163, transcribed for the author by a Mr Wyatt. The edition is not particularly 
accurate, so I refer the reader to my edition and translation in the Appendix. 
175 Ker, Catalogue, no. 98. Note that in 1957, the leaf had not yet been bought by the Wellcome Library and was in 
the collection of Lanhydrock House, Bodmin. 
176 ASMABH, no. 523. 
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Location of production ?Canterbury177 
Medieval provenance ?Canterbury.178 
Main text(s) Orphaned leaf. Recto: medical recipes in Old English. Verso: 

fragment of patristic verse (CPL 641, SK 12730).179 
Recipe location(s): Recto of the leaf 
Recipe date: s. x/xi 
Surrogate Digitised and available at the Wellcome Collection online image 

repository. Search for: “L0021267”  
 

Wellcome 46 is an orphaned leaf, which contains five medical recipes in Old English that were 

added in the late tenth or early eleventh centuries. Although since the time of its copying it has 

been shorn of many of its contextual signifiers it is still possible to piece together something of 

the history and provenance of this leaf through careful research.  

 

The five medical recipes describe treatments for: heart pain (‘wið heorte æce’); sickness in the lungs 

(‘wiþ lungen adle’); swellings or tumors (‘wyrcean þe sylf wenn sealfe’); again, swellings or tumors (‘wiþ 

wennas sealf’); and sickness in the liver (‘wiþ lifer adle’).  

 

Wellcome 46 was discovered in the late nineteenth century by William Alnutt, a manuscript 

curator at the Bodleian library, who was conducting an inventory of the house of Lord Robartes 

of Lanhydrock, Cornwall, after the contents of the library had been damaged by fire. Alnutt 

found Wellcome 46 being used as a wrapper for a copy of a schoolbook, Mosselanus' Tabulae de 

schematibus and tropis, published in 1558 in Antwerp.180 It is possible that the manuscript of which 

Wellcome 46 was formerly part was in Antwerp in the mid-sixteenth century. The tide of 

Protestantism that swept through England in the sixteenth century, washed through most of its 

religious houses, and saw unfashionable (or newly heretical) material sold off and destroyed.181 

In 1549 Bishop John Bale described the shipment of manuscripts out of England saying: 

Some they sold to the grossers and sopesellers, and some over see to the bokebynders, 
not in small nombre, but at tymes whole shyppes fulle, to the wonderynge of the foren 
nacyons.182 

                                                   
177 This suggestion is based on my own research and will be discussed in a future article. 
178 Ibid. 
179 The recipes were first edited, but not discussed to any great extent in E. A. Napier, ‘Altenglische Miscellen’, Archiv 
für das Studium der neueren Sprachen 84 (1890), pp. 323–326; the first translation of the recipes into English was published 
by F. N. L Poynter ‘An Anglo-Saxon Medical MS.; And News From Three Countries’, Illustrated London News, (1956) 
p. 1066. 
180 M. Purcell, ‘The Library at Lanhydrock’, The Book Collector 54 (Summer 2005), pp. 195–230. 
181 See C. E. Wright, ‘The Dispersal of the Monastic Libraries and the Beginnings of Anglo-Saxon Studies: Matthew 
Parker and his Circle: A Preliminary Study’, Transactions of the Cambridge Bibliographical Society 1.3 (1951), pp. 208–237. 
182 J. Bale, The Laboryouse Journey & Serche of John Leylande, for Englandes Antiquitees Geuen of hym as a Newe Years Gyfte to 
Kynge Henry the VIII in the XXXVIII. Yeare of his Reygne, in W. A. Copinger (ed.), Bibliographiana 1 (Durham, 1895, 
2015 repr.). 
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The practice of using leaves from obsolete manuscripts either as wrappers or to strengthen the 

bindings of newer manuscripts or printed books was a common occurrence.183 Jane Roberts in 

her Guide to Scripts has also discussed the practice, noting that: ‘at home seventeenth-century 

schoolboys wrapped their books in parchment folders made out of illuminated leaves from 

Psalters’.184 The Lanhydrock House library collection has two copies of Mosellanus' Tabulae 

published before 1560, but according to Paul Holden, manager of Lanhydrock House for the 

National Trust, only one of the copies had an outer wrapper as far as the Lanhydrock records 

show.185� 

 

Lanhydrock House has no record of the purchase of Mosellanus' Tabulae de schematibus et tropis, 

but the text was probably acquired in the seventeenth century by Hannibal Gammon (d. 

1650/1), a clergyman and friend of John, Lord Robartes of Lanhydrock (b. 1606, d. 1685), who 

assembled a large library for his patron.186 Gammon worked at the Bodleian Library and 

Robartes attended Oxford University in the early seventeenth century, which is presumably 

how they met one another. At that time Oxford was one of the centres of the European book 

trade, largely thanks to the university, so the Mosellanus book, possibly wrapped in Wellcome 

46, probably entered the Lanhydrock collection during his lifetime. In 1799 a ‘quantity of old 

books’ valued at £62 7s 0d was being kept in the servants’ quarters of the house, but alas the 

inventory does not list the individual titles.187 

 

Whatever the later history of Wellcome 46, the leaf is a remarkable survival in the history of 

Anglo-Saxon medicine as it shows three contemporary scribes working together to collect 

medical recipe material, and adding it to what almost certainly must have been an early 

medieval flyleaf. 

Oxford, Jesus College 37 

Date s. xi2/2 or s. xiiin 
Location of production Hereford? 
Medieval provenance Hereford 
Main text(s) Vita Sancti Gregorii, medical texts, letter, charm 
Recipe location(s) Body text, f. 156r 
Recipe date(s) s. xi2 or s. xiiin 
Recipe language(s) Latin 

                                                   
183 An image of a sixteenth-century schoolbook wrapped in cuttings from a medieval manuscript can be found in N. 
Pickwoad, ‘The Use of Fragments of Medieval Manuscripts in the Construction and Covering of Bindings of Printed 
Books’, in L. Brownrigg, and M. M. Smith (eds.), Interpreting and Collecting Fragments of Medieval Books (Los Altos Hills, 
2000), pp. 1–20, esp. see fig. 14 and p. 12. The schoolbook in question is now Windsor Castle, Library of St George’s 
Chapel, M. 169.� 
184 J. Roberts, Guide to Scripts Used in English Writings Up To 1500 (London, 2005), p. 5. 
185 P. Holden, National Trust, pers. comm. 
186 A. Duffin ‘Gammon, Hannibal’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (2004). 
<http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/10329>). 
187 Purcell ‘Library at Lanhydrock’, p. 197. 
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Surrogate No surrogate available. 
 

Jesus College 37 is an unusual late-eleventh or early-twelfth century copy of Paul the Deacon's 

Vita Sancti Gregorii. The manuscript is large and handsomely written, however there are a 

number of codicological curiosities including multiple poorly prepared pages with either 

excessive hair, or in some cases blood-stained capillaries. The size of the manuscript pages 

indicates that several animals were prepared incorrectly, rather than just one or two whose skins 

were then cut into multiple sheets.  

 
Image 15: Oxford, Jesus College MS 37, f. 35r showing bloodstained capillaries. 

 

The manuscript is not lavishly decorated, but litterae notabiliores and rubrics are distinguished by 

size and script, and also by the occasional use of different coloured inks. The red ink used in 

parts of the manuscript has been prepared very poorly, so much so that it resembles the colour 

of a modern orange highlighter, and appears grainy and chalky, rather than a wash of smooth 

pigment. Red ink was the second most commonly produced after the brown-black oak gall ink 

used for standard body-text passages. Although it is not unusual for early-medieval red inks to 

have faded to orange, or even light grey, the appearance of the red ink in this manuscript is in 

a particularly poor state in terms of its colour and texture and I believe that it should be taken 

into account in any assessment of the environment in which this manuscript was produced. The 

poor-quality ink, combined with the defective pages raises questions as to what sort of resources 

were available to the religious house that produced the manuscript. As the manuscript is large 

and neatly written it does not automatically suggest an economically or culturally impoverished 

house. The text, although interesting and particularly relevant to an English house as it contains 

the story of Gregory's decision to bring about the conversion of the English, is not an essential 

monastic text. Everything about the manuscript suggests that as a relatively high status non-

essential item it should have been the work of a religious house with ample resources, but the 

poor-quality pages and pigment suggest a house unable to replace the defective items. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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Whatever the precise circumstances of the production of Jesus 37, the final few leaves attracted 

additional material, including some medical texts. The first medical texts are in Latin, and are 

to be found on f. 156r in a hand of the late-eleventh or early-twelfth century. The first item on 

the page is a prayer for women who are in labour, followed by a recipe to reduce vomiting, and 

two for swellings or ulcers (ad cancrum). The recipes on f. 156 are all in the same hand and in a 

hand that I could not detect elsewhere in the manuscript.  

 

The final charm text is in a hand of s. xii med, so even though it is beyond the scope of this 

discussion it is still worth acknowledging the much later addition to the manuscript and the 

continuing practice of adding medical material to flyleaves in that religious house. 

Brussels, Bibliotheque Royale, 1828–30 (185), ff. 36–109 

Date s. xiin 
Location of production ? 
Medieval provenance Abbey of Anchin 
Main text(s) Hermeneumata pseudo-Dositheana (B); glossaries (including five Latin-

Old English class lists); grammatical and etymological notes; 
prayer; medical recipe; list of Roman numerals; Jerome, Liber 
interpretationis hebraicorum nominum; Remigius of Auxerre, Comm. in 
Martianum Capellam bk iv (f). 

Recipe location(s) Flyleaf. 
Recipe date(s) s. xiin 
Recipe language(s) Latin with one plant name in Old English 
Surrogate ASMMF 13 (2006), no. 19 

 

The manuscript is an early-eleventh century encyclopedic miscellany of uncertain provenance. 

The manuscript include a number of glossaries, (including plant glossaries) and grammatical 

and encyclopedic material.188 ASMABH does not suggest where the manuscript might have been 

produced, but the two main hands are clearly English. The manuscript has been annotated by 

contemporary Flemish hands, and the only traceable medieval provenance for the manuscript 

is the Abbey of Anchin, and so the manuscript was either produced in England and then quickly 

transported to mainland Europe, or it was produced by two English scribes working in mainland 

Europe.189 

 

The medical recipe is in Latin on f.109r, the final leaf in the original manuscript. The English 

hand and a single Old English plant name in the recipe means that it is included in this corpus 

                                                   
188 The plant glossaries have been discussed most recently in Rusche, ‘Translation of Plant Names’, pp. 395–414, 
esp. pp. 402–414. See also, P. Rusche, ‘The Sources for Plant Names in Anglo-Saxon England and the Laud Herbal 
Glossary’, in P. Dendle, and A. Touwaide (eds.), Health and Healing from the Medieval Garden (Woodbridge, 2008), pp. 
128–144. 
189 See R. Gameson, ‘L'Angleterre et la Flandre aux Xe et XIe siècles: le témoignage des manuscrits’, Société des 
historiens médiévistes de l'enseignement supérieur public 32 (2001), pp. 165–206, esp. p. 188. 
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even though the place of production is not absolutely certain. On the rest of f.109r are three 

short Latin texts in a neat Anglo-Caroline minuscule hand: a reference to Isidore, De coniugio on 

lines 1-10, a short prayer on lines 11–16, and on lines 17–23, and then finally a medical recipe 

for those who wish to be well ([q]uisquis uult fieri sanus), a similar type of recipe to promote general 

health as is found in the Old English recipe in my corpus item Galba A. xiv which has a recipe 

to maintain the general health of the body ([t]o gehealdenne lichoman hælo). 

 

 

Louvain-la-Neuve, Archives de l'Universite catholique de Louvain, Fragmenta H. 
Omont 3, "The Omont Leaf". 

Date s. ixex or s. xin 
Location of production England 
Medieval provenance Unknown 
Main text(s) Medical recipes 
Recipe location(s) Body text, recto 
Recipe date(s) s. ixex or s. xin 
Recipe language(s) Old English 
Surrogate Bella Schauman and Angus Cameron, ‘A Newly Found Leaf of 

Old English from Louvain’, Anglia: Zeitschrift für Englische Philolgie 
95 (1977), pp. 289–312. 

 

The Omont Leaf contains eleven medical recipes in Old English on its recto and  is an orphaned 

fragment that dates from the late-ninth or early-tenth century.190 The recipes on the Omont 

Leaf are concerned with treating complaints of the torso and lower limbs and the recipes have 

been organised in top-to-toe order, which suggests that material relating to the head and upper 

limbs may have existed once on the (now lost) preceding verso. Neil Ker dated the leaf to s. xin, 

but Schauman and Cameron, in their article editing and discussing the leaf, dated it to s. ix2/2.191 

Whether the leaf is a late-ninth or early-tenth century production, the Omont Fragment is one 

of the oldest surviving manuscript items written or known in England that contain medical 

material.192 Many of the medical recipes in the corpus defined in this thesis, and in the larger 

medical compendia may be copies of material that is as old, if not older than the Omont 

Fragment, but this item is, based on its manuscript context, the oldest surviving vernacular 

collection of medical recipes. 

 

                                                   
190 A microfiche facsimile of the leaf exists in R. Bremmer and K. Dekker, ASMMF 13, no. 322 and supplementary 
book pp. 114–115. The leaf has been edited and translated by B. Schauman and A. Cameron, ‘A Newly Found Leaf 
of Old English from Louvain’, Anglia: Zeitschrift für Englische Philolgie 95 (1977), pp. 289–312. See also N. R. Ker, Suppl., 
no. 417 for a discussion of the palaeography. 
191 Ker, Suppl., no. 417; Schauman and Cameron, ‘Newly Found Leaf’. 
192 J. Bately rejected Schauman and Cameron's dating, and agreed with Ker’s in her article summarising the extant 
surviving prose in Old English datable to before the reign of King Alfred in Bately, ‘Old English Prose’, esp. p. 102, 
n. 62. 
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The Omont Leaf is roughly contemporary with, or one generation younger than, the original 

compilation and copying of Bald's Leechbook (not the later copy of that text which exists in BL 

Royal 12 D. xvii), a text closely associated with the court of King Alfred. The Omont Leaf, the 

original Bald's Leechbook, and the preservation of some medical recipes and charms that are 

clearly much older than their surviving manuscript contexts (e.g. ‘The Nine Herbs Charm’ 

Lac.79, which is extremely difficult to interpret, but invokes Woden on line 32) provide evidence 

for a much longer-term trend of interest in the theory and practice of medicine in the vernacular 

as well as Latin for much longer than the span indicated by the surviving major medical 

compendia. 

 

The medical recipes on the Omont Fragment were copied by a single scribe who wrote with a 

consistent, but rather unimpressive hand: although the scribe's performance is not particularly 

calligraphic, it is the work of a person who was accustomed to writing in Old English. The script 

has a strong sense of cue-height, but it lacks the compressed aspect that characterises the 

standard square minuscule of tenth century England. 193  If the Omont Fragment is 

contemporary with the reign of King Alfred, a period in which the king himself lamented the 

poor quality of English learning then it is an even more remarkable specimen for being so 

accomplished.194 King Alfred's complaint about literary culture is borne out by the lack of 

surviving ninth-century manuscript material – a lacuna cannot be wholly attributed to the 

Vikings –and the often poor quality of what has survived, c.f., the late-ninth century Anglo-

Saxon regnal genealogy that survives in BL Add. 23211, f. 1r.195  

 
Image 16: London, British Library, Additional MS 23211, f. 1r, ll. 16–21. 

If the Omont Fragment is the work of the generation after King Alfred, then it is good evidence 

his emphasis on reviving scholastic skills was successful, as within no more than one or two 

                                                   
193 See Dumville, ‘English Square Minuscule: The Background’. 
194 In his Preface to the Old English translation of the Cura Pastoralis by Gregory the Great, Alfred wrote: ‘Learning 
had declined so thoroughly in England that there were very few men on this side of the Humber who could 
understand their divine services in English or, or even translate a single letter from Latin into English: and I suppose 
that there were not many beyond the Humber either. There were so few of them that I cannot recollect even a single 
one south of the Thames when I succeeded to the kingdom.’ S. Keynes, and M. Lapidge (trans.), Alfred the Great: 
Asser’s Life of King Alfred and Other Contemporary Sources (London, 2004) p. 125. 
195 D. N. Dumville described the ‘few surviving specimens from the second half of the ninth century’ as ‘rather 
bedraggled and scruffy’. See Dumville, ‘English Square Minuscule: The Background’ esp. p. 156. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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decades of his translation programme educational revival, scribes were producing neat, if not 

particularly stylish book hands when copying vernacular text. 

CONCLUSIONS  

This is the first time that all of these recipe texts have been presented together and discussed in 

detail. It is my intention in assembling this corpus to assess why these texts inhabit their 

particular manuscript spaces. There are trends that reveal themselves along the lines of 

language, or manuscript placement, or the quality of the scribal hands, but each of the medical 

texts catalogued above is a juxtaposition of text and space that is so unusual as to have largely 

slipped through the gaps in our discussions of early medieval medical theory and practice in 

England.  

 

These recipes lack the genre-confirming repetitive certainty of being part of large medical 

receptaria, so we, as modern readers, need to think about how to approach these texts, and how 

to understand the related categories or healing charms and prayers. The following three 

chapters will approach this corpus by systematically examining the relationships of the texts to 

each other and to the larger vernacular receptaria (Chapter Three); by expanding the discussion 

and exploring what we understand of the medical knowledge, interest, and practice in early 

medieval England (Chapter Four); and  by considering how the particular codicological 

placement of the recipes indicates the circumstances of the recipes’ copying and the scribal 

culture that produced these texts (Chapter Five).  
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CHAPTER THREE: THE CIRCULATION AND POPULARITY OF THE 

MEDICAL RECIPES IN MY CORPUS 

The larger Anglo-Saxon medical recipe compendia are mosaics: their texts were assembled 

from multiple sources that had been reshaped, translated, and adapted by a succession of 

designers in order to realise composite reinterpretations of what manuals for health and healing 

could look like. The surviving larger Old English medical receptaria have visible designs in the 

sense that they have defined shapes, sizes, and intentions in their current manuscript forms: 

they contain selections of texts that have been arranged into a particular order, and the volumes 

function as efficient repositories of assorted, but curated recipe texts for health and healing.   

 

To continue the mosaic analogy, the pieces of tile cut down and reassembled to make a new 

visual impression are the various source texts (whether written or oral) that lie behind the 

surviving early medieval medical recipes in their surviving textual forms. For, in order for the 

recipes derived from Classical sources in Bald's Leechbook, Leechbook III, Lacnunga, and the Old 

English Herbarium to have been translated into Old English, the Latin formulae that those recipes 

are derived from must have been encountered by Anglo-Saxon readers who were able to 

translate those texts. In addition, the larger Anglo-Saxon medical receptaria contain recipes in 

Old English that do not have an identifiable Classical source and so these recipe texts may 

instead reflect contemporary Anglo-Saxon medical invention, or the transmission of earlier 

Anglo-Saxon medical ideas and practices. Furthermore, some of the medical recipes in my 

corpus are similar to recipes and to recipe groups that have been preserved in the larger medical 

manuscripts. Although the recipe-mosaics that make up my corpus do not allow the 

reconstruction of a single pointillistic image or chain of recipe-transmission, these tesserae-texts 

can still show us aspects of the construction of the mosaic, or in this case, the contexts which led 

to the preservation of these recipes.  

 

For example, when we look at Bald's Leechbook or Lacnunga we can see the layers of effort and 

curation that went into sourcing the recipes and producing these particular textual 

arrangements, but the early medieval effort and research undertaken to collate the recipes has 

not survived in the form of additional manuscript evidence. My corpus does not preserve the 

material that led to the production of the specific manuscript instances of any of the surviving 

medical receptaria in Old English, but it does preserve concomitant and consequent processes 

of extraction and preservation. In addition, the survival of additional copies of particular recipes 

in my corpus allows us to compare the similarity and difference of two or more witnesses to a 

text, which in turn often provides clues about the number of intermediary copies that there 

might have been or the ways people might have been interested in studying or using these texts 
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depending on the amount of emendation (or lack thereof) that a particular recipe-text 

underwent in subsequent copies. 

 

This chapter will examine the textual and manuscript relationships of the major vernacular 

medical compendia with the recipes in my corpus by analysing all of the items in my corpus 

that have, to use Audrey Meaney's term, a ‘variant version’ elsewhere in the surviving medical 

literature.196 Audrey Meaney used the term in an article where she found and explored all of 

the medical recipes in Bald’s Leechbook that appear elsewhere in the surviving medical material, 

an article that has had an obvious and profound impact not only on this chapter, but on this 

project as a whole. Meaney's article was primarily interested in reconstructing the history of the 

Royal manuscript text of Bald's Leechbook, and so the direction of her interest flowed toward 

Bald's Leechbook rather than away from it, but this chapter inverts the direction of that research 

and also extends the methodology to the ‘variant versions’ of recipes in the Lacnunga and the Old 

English Herbarium, which I have identified within my corpus. 

 

The primary focus of this chapter is an examination of the evidence of the transmission of 

medical recipes in England up to the year 1100 A.D., because understanding whether two 

manuscripts have a direct copy-exemplar relationship, or if there might have been lost copies 

in between, or in addition to what now survives, and considering where scribes might have seen 

or heard these recipes helps us to imagine what a monastic textual network might have looked 

like in Anglo-Saxon England, and how monks may have planned and executed complex 

research and curated projects. 

 

Recognising the transmission of these texts, and exploring the similarities and differences 

between the surviving recipe variants is important as one of the particular aims of this project 

is to discuss the study of medicine as a part of the Anglo-Saxon monastic epistemological 

framework in order to complement many of the projects that have discussed Anglo-Saxon 

medicine in terms of the history of science. 

 

BALD'S LEECHBOOK 

Many of the recipes in my corpus can also be found in Bald's Leechbook, although the relationship 

between the Royal manuscript and each of the shared recipe-texts or groups in my corpus is 

not straightforward. For example, the recipes on BL Harley 55 ff. 1r–3r, which begin [w]ið þære 

healf deadan adle (‘for the “half dead” sickness’) are almost certainly a copy of a group of recipes 

                                                   
196 Meaney, ‘Variant Versions’. 
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that are missing from the Royal manuscript copy of Bald's Leechbook. The Royal manuscript 

version of Bald's Leechbook has contemporary contents pages at the beginning of Leechbooks I and 

II which provide a number for each chapter and a brief outline of the conditions treated by the 

recipes in that chapter. An entry for BLBII.lix (or ‘lviiii’ as it is in the manuscript) is listed in the 

contents page for Leechbook II: [l]æcedomas wiþ þære healf deadan adle (‘recipes for the “half dead” 

sickness’), but there is no corresponding chapter in the main part of Royal as at least one quire 

has been lost from the manuscript exactly where we would expect to find BLBII.lix. 

 

 
Image 17: London, British Library, Royal 12 D. xvii, f. 63v. The image shows the contents page 
entry for Leechbook II ch. lix. 

 
Image 18: London, British Library, Harley 55, f. 1r. This shows the opening lines of the recipe 
collection in that manuscript. 

 

Oswald Cockayne noticed that the recipes in Harley ff. 1–3r matched the order of the recipes 

in the BLBII.lix table of contents and since the BLBII.lix recipe section is missing from the 

Royal manuscript, he printed the Harley recipes in their place.197 When Audrey Meaney 

                                                   
197 Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 280–289. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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examined the Harley recipes for her analysis of the variant versions of Bald's Leechbook she 

suggested that the Harley items might have been copied directly from the missing Royal 

gathering before it was lost.198 In support of that suggestion she pointed out not only the 

similarity of the order of the recipes in the BLBII.lix table of contents and in the Harley 

manuscript, but she also suggested that the language used by both is very similar.199 The only 

example that Meaney used in support of that argument is that the Harley text preserves an 

unusual word in Old English, emmicel for efen- which she argued is closely associated with the 

idiolect of the Royal texts.200 The Royal manuscript is believed to be a Winchester production, 

but Harley 55 ff. 1–4 is associated with Wulfstan of York (d. 1023) and was, in any case, in 

Worcester by the beginning of the thirteenth century so how and when the Harley scribe 

encountered this set of recipes cannot be reconstructed with any certainty unless we take it as 

evidence of the ‘monastic textual network’ that is so often posited.201 

 

Christine Voth briefly discussed the Harley 55 recipes in her PhD thesis and she suggested that 

a parent-child copying relationship was possible based on the similarity of the BLBII.lix table 

of contents and the content of the Harley recipes, but she did not specifically compare the dialect 

of the Harley recipes to the Royal idiolect.202 Whether or not the Harley 55 recipes were copied 

directly from the Royal manuscript, the existence of the Harley recipes is important for several 

reasons. First, and most obviously, the Harley manuscript preserves recipe texts that would 

otherwise be unknown to us. Second, the Harley recipes show that either the Royal manuscript 

itself was accessible to scribes who were probably not part of the Winchester community, or 

alternatively, that there were other extremely similar copies of the Royal manuscript (there must 

have been at least one other, as the Royal manuscript is not the original Leechbook manuscript 

that Cild made for Bald) that contained a similar organisational structure to Royal, as the 

recipes in the Harley manuscript follow the outline description of BLBII.lix that is set out in the 

Royal manuscript's ch. lix contents entry. Nevertheless, there is a discrepancy between the 

number of items in the Royal manuscript table of contents entry for BLBII.lix (21 items) and 

the number in the Harley chapter (24 items).203 The difference in the number of recipe items is 

yet another reminder that understanding transmission of these texts is far from simple no matter 

how many similarities we are able to identify between the surviving texts. In addition, it is 

interesting that the Harley scribe chose (or was directed) to copy a whole chapter from Bald's 

Leechbook rather than to make an abridged Leechbook of his own by selecting a few recipes from 

                                                   
198 Meaney, ‘Variant Versions’, p. 240. 
199 Ibid. 
200 Ibid. pp. 235–268, esp. p. 240, and Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 280–289.  
201 ASMABH, no. 412; Voth, ‘An Analysis’; and Cameron, ‘Bald's Leechbook: Its Sources’. 
202 See Voth ‘An Analysis’, esp.  p. 150. On the dialect of the Royal manuscript in general and how it may or may 
not differe from the original Bald's Leechbook see Voth, ‘An Analysis’, esp. pp. 39–50. 
203 Also noted by Voth, see Voth ‘An Analysis’, p. 150. 
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lots of different chapters. Whoever copied or commissioned the Harley copy of the Leechbook  

recipes must have had a particular purpose for the recipes in mind, whether it was to do with 

their study or their use, for even the copying of a single chapter is still evidence of interest and 

selection, even if the idea(s) that lay behind that selection are no longer clear. 

 

The other item in the corpus which preserves a substantial portion of material that can also be 

found in Bald's Leechbook is Otho B. xi, or, more correctly, Lawrence Nowell's 1562 copy of that 

manuscript, which is now known as BL Add. 43703. Almost all of the Otho B. xi recipes (of 

which there are around fifty) have direct analogues in Bald's Leechbook but unlike the Harley 55 

collection, which appears to preserve a particular sequence of texts that can be cross-referenced 

to the Leechbook II contents page, the Otho B. xi recipes have been cherry-picked from both 

Leechbooks I and II, and so we are able to compare the full recipe texts for almost all of the Otho 

recipes with their Royal manuscript equivalents. 

 

Neil Ker was the first to notice the similarity between the Add. 43703 recipes and the Bald's 

Leechbook material, and he printed a summary of the concordances between the recipes in Otho 

B. xi and the Royal manuscript.204 Both Roland Torkar and Audrey Meaney have attempted 

to unpick the relationship between the Otho and Royal manuscripts as, even though both are 

almost certainly Winchester productions (Otho B. xi contains the ‘Winchester’ recension of the 

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle to c. 1001), the complete recipes that exist in both manuscripts are not 

identical. 205 I have produced a comparative table of the complete Otho and Royal texts, which 

for size reasons, has been placed in Appendix IV, but the similarity of some of the recipes can 

be seen in the example below.  

Otho 2.1 
Wiþ pocce on eagum, genim wad, ond ribban, ond hleomocan, well in meolce, in 
butran is betere, ond wyrc beþinge.206 
 
BL Royal 12 D. xvii, ff. 13v–14r 
Wiþ pocce on eagum genim wad ond ribban ond hleomocan wyl on meolce, on buteran 
is betere, ond wyrc beþinge.207 

If all of the recipes in Nowell's transcription and the Royal manuscript were as closely aligned 

as the example above then that would be very strong evidence for Otho having been directly 

                                                   
204 Ker, Catalogue, no. 180, pp. 230–234. 
205 See Meaney, ‘Variant Versions’, esp. pp. 246–50; and R. Torkar, ‘Zu den ae. Medizinaltexten in Otho B. XI und 
Royal 12 D. xvii, mit einer Edition der Unica (Ker, No. 180 art. 11a-d)’, Anglia: Zeitschrift für Englische Philolgie 94 
(1976), pp. 319–338. 
206 ‘For pustules on the eye, take woad, and lambstongue, and brooklime, boil in milk, [although] in butter is better, 
and make a remedy.’ 
207 After Cockayne, Leechdoms II, p. 36. 
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copied from Royal, but that degree of similarity between Otho and Royal is the exception rather 

than the rule. If one compares the Otho and Royal recipes as a whole then it becomes clear 

that there is extensive orthographic variation between the two groups of recipes, which can be  

attributed to a combination of the Otho scribe's personal preferences, the Otho scribe having 

had an exemplar manuscript of Bald's Leechbook that was not the Royal manuscript, and the 

accuracy of Nowell's transcription. Set out below is a study of some of the ways we can test and 

examine the relationship between the Otho and Royal versions of the recipes, because even 

though none of the tests provide sufficient proof that the Royal manuscript was or was not the 

exemplar of the Otho recipe collection, the similarities and variations between these texts 

nevertheless are interesting case studies in the practices of textual transmission in early medieval 

England.  

 

If we compare the spelling of some of the most commonly written words in Otho and Royal 

then there are some trends that can easily be identified: Otho strongly prefers in for Royal's on, 

and Otho spells the OE verb willan (‘to boil’) using e (8 occurrences), y (3 occurrences), i (1 

occurrence) as a root vowel, whereas Royal strongly prefers y (10 occurrences) to e (2 

occurrences) in the stem. In both of these cases though it is possible that the Otho scribe was 

copying from the Royal manuscript, and simply emended the spellings according to his own 

preferences, although these differences do not exclude the possibility that the Royal manuscript 

was not the exemplar for Otho, simply because these and other minor orthographic variations 

show that the Otho recipe texts occupy a very different phonological space to the Royal texts. 

 

The degree and cause of the phonological variation between the Royal and Otho recipes is hard 

to assess accurately because, since the Otho recipes are no longer legible and scholars must rely 

on Nowell's transcription of the manuscript, it is not certain whether the errors and variations 

in the ‘Otho’ text are in fact down to Nowell himself rather than the Otho scribe. Raymond 

Grant compared the surviving portions of the Old English version of Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica 

in the Otho manuscript with Nowell's transcription and he showed that although Nowell's 

transcription is very diligent, he frequently misread letters and he does not seem to have 

attached much importance to preserving vowels, particularly the Old English æ, frequently 

transcribing it as a, e, or ea.208  

 

The Otho manuscript also preserves a number of readings which render the Old English 

nonsensical, such as: meoloð for in ealoð (Otho 6.2), mæges for in æges (Otho 7.1b) and mæsten for in 

æstan (Otho 13.1).  

                                                   
208 See Grant, ‘Laurence Nowell's Transcript’, esp. pp. 118–124. 
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Image 19: London, British Library, Add. 43703. A compilation image showing Lawrence Nowell's 
mistranscription of in for m. 

 
All three errors are of the same type, the misreading of in for m, and having studied Nowell’s 

handwriting closely, I am sure that he meant to write an m in all of those cases, as although his 

i and n are sometimes cojoint, his i almost always has a dot above the minim stroke.  

 
Image 20: London, British Library, Add. 43703, f. 262v. An example of Lawrence Nowell's in. 

What I am not sure about is whether there was an m present in any of those locations in the 

original Otho version, but I am inclined to think that these errors were were introduced by 

Nowell as in all cases a prefixed m produces a word that looks plausible in Old English, but 

does not actually make sense when one is reading (and translating) the recipe. I do not think a 

native Old English speaker such as the Otho scribe would have made such errors, but I do think 

that Nowell might have succumbed to such a misreading. 

 

Nowell's lack of attention to the vowels in the Otho manuscript makes it harder to prove or 

disprove that the Otho manuscript was not copied from the Royal manuscript, but Roland 

Torkar, Robert Fulk, and Christine Voth have been able to show that the linguistic features of 

the Otho text resemble an earlier and more Anglian form of Old English than those of the 

Royal text.209 This means that the Otho scribe, who was probably copying his recipes in the 

eleventh century, may have been copying a witness to the Bald's Leechbook recipes that was c. 

100–150 years old. Since both Otho B. xi and the Royal manuscript of Bald's Leechbook were 

both probably copied at Winchester, it is possible that the exemplar for the Otho copy of the 

recipes was also used in the compilation of the text of Bald's Leechbook made by Cild for Bald. If 

the Otho scribe was using some of the materials that were gathered by Cild and Bald to make 

their large recipe compendium, then that may explain why the Otho recipes are ‘out of 

sequence’ with Bald's Leechbook and jump between different topics and treatments. 

 

In most cases where there is an analogue in the Royal manuscript of Bald's Leechbook to an Otho 

recipe there is a higher degree of variation between the recipes than in the Otho 2.1 example 

                                                   
209 See Torkar, ‘Zu den ae. Medizinaltexten in Otho B. XI und Royal 12 D. xvii’, pp. 319–338, esp. pp. 331–338; 
R. D. Fulk, ‘Old English wærc: Where Does it Hurt? South of the Thames’, ANQ: A Quarterly Journal of Short Articles, 
Notes and Reviews 17.2 (2010), pp. 7–12; and Voth, ‘An Analysis’, esp. pp. 117–127. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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quoted above, however those differences are not sufficient to prove whether the Otho recipes 

were copied directly from the Royal manuscript: 

Otho 16H and 16.1 
Wiþ wlættan. Þæm men þe hine ne liste metes ne lyþes, oþþe in magan untrum sie, 
oþþe bytere ræce: eorþan gealla ond pipor drince on wearmum wætere .iii. bollan on 
neaht nestig. 

BLBI.xix.1 
Wiþ wlættan: þam men þe hine ne lyst his metes ne liþes oþþe on magan untrum sie, 
oþþe bitere hræce: eorð geallan, ond pipor drince on wearmum wætere þry bollan fulle 
on niht nestig. 

 

In the example above, the Otho recipe does not have the word his which appears in the phrase 

ne lyst his metes in the Royal version, but the missing his could just as easily be attributed to eyeskip 

or editorial brevity as to a different exemplar. One interesting difference in the example above 

is that Nowell’s transcription uses the Roman numeral version of the number 3, i.e. iii to 

describe the recipe dosage, but the Royal version writes the number out in full as þry. The 

manner of specifying dosage instructions by using a cardinal or a numeral is not consistent 

between Nowell's work and Royal (see table below): both the Nowell transcription and the 

Royal manuscript using Roman numerals and Old English cardinal numbers to express dosage 

instructions so I do not think the style of the dosage instructions can be used to determine the 

precise relationship between Otho and Royal.210 These differences and the consistent, but 

minor orthographic variation between the two passages are not enough to determine whether 

Otho was or was not copied directly from Royal. 

 

Otho Recipe 
Number 

Otho Dosage Bald's Leechbook 
Equivalent 

3.3 þry dagas þry dagas 
4.3 six dagas vi dagas 
13.4 iii dagas þry dagas 
16.1 iii bollan þry bollan 
18.1 þrio niht þreo niht 

Table 3: Comparison of dosage instructions between recipes in Nowell's transcription of the Otho 
B. xi recipes and the Royal manuscript of Bald's Leechbook. 

Some recipes in the two manuscripts have just enough variation that it is possible that the Otho 

material was not copied directly from the Royal manuscript. 

 
Otho 13.4 

                                                   
210 The fact that Nowell’s transcription includes both Roman numerals and cardinal numbers in Old English should 
be another point in favour of the accuracy of his transcription. 
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Eft wiþ eagena myste: eorþgeallan seaw, þæt is hyrdewyrt, smire in þa eagan sio sien 
biþ þy sceappre. Gif þu hunig tu dest þæt deah. Genim þonne þære ilcan wyrte godne 
gelm gedo in ceac fulne wines ond geseoð oþþe nete ær iii dagas. Ond þonne hio 
gesoden sie awring þa wyrt þurh clað of ond þæs woses geswettes mid huni(g)e gedrince 
ælce dæge niht nistig bollan fulne. 
 
BLBI.ii.11 
Wiþ eagena miste eft eorðgeallan seaw, þæt is hyrdewyrt smire on þa eagan sio syn biþ 
þy scearpre. Gif þu hunig to dest þæt deah, genim þonne þære ilcan wyrte godne gelm 
gedo on ceac fulne wines ond geseoþ ofnete ær þry dagas, ond þonne hio gesoden sie 
awring þa wyrt of ond þæs woses geswettes mid hunige gedrinc ælce dæge neaht nestig 
bollan fulne. 

The differences in this example are not just orthographic. The Otho recipe preserves an extra 

bit of information, as it instructs the reader: awring þa wyrt þurh clað whereas the Royal manuscript 

just tells the reader to squeeze the plants awring þa wyrt of with no mention of a cloth. There are 

at least three possibilities to account for the clað in the Otho recipe. The first and simplest 

explanation is that if the word is in Royal, but not Otho, then Otho cannot have been copied 

from Royal, but that is a big assuption to hang upon (the absence of) one word. It may instead 

be the case that Otho exemplar lacked the word clað (as the Royal manuscript does) and so the 

Otho scribe inserted the word clað to improve the clarity of his text and standardise the idiom 

of the recipe – the wringing of plants through a cloth in order to extract a mixture of juices free 

from debris is an exceedingly common instruction in the recipe texts.  

 

The Otho recipes also contain a number of textual variants that are usually worse than the 

variants found in Royal, but I think there is one reading that is better in Otho than in Royal. 

Otho 4.2 is a recipe for heart pain and it says that it can be used if weaxeð wund on þære heortan (‘if 

a wound is growing in the heart’). The instruction that the recipe can be used to treat a wound 

is repeated at the end of the recipe: [þ]u sceal bion se wund gehæled (‘[b]y that the wound will be 

healed’). The Royal manuscript instead says it can be used if wyxþ wind on þære heortan (‘if a wind 

is growing in the heart’), although the final sentence of the Royal recipe is the same as Otho 

and says that if one uses the recipe sio wund gehæled (‘the wound will be healed’). 
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Image 21: London, British Library, Additional MS. 43703, f. 261v (crop). The image shows the 
words weaxeð wund and then later se wund gehæled. 

 

 
Image 22: London, British Library, Royal 12 D. xvii, f. 22r. The image shows the words wyxþ 
wind and then later sio wund gehæled. 

Theories of medicine and disease in Anglo-Saxon England included ‘dangerous winds’: indeed, 

one of the recipes for maintaining general health that is found in the Galba manuscript in my 

corpus says that it is good against ‘evil winds’ (yfelre lyfte) and BLBII.lxv.3 which is related to the 

Galba recipe uses the same phrase. However, the Otho manuscript clearly has wund both times, 

and the Royal manuscript states at the end of the recipe that the wund will be healed. I think the 

Otho transcription preserves the better reading, but the difference of an i and a u in Otho and 

Royal is insufficient evidence to say that the Otho recipes were definitely not copied from Royal, 

particularly as Nowell did not always transcribe vowels accurately. The wind/wund variance fits 

in the category of evidence against a parent-child relationship between Royal and Otho, as 

child-manuscripts do not generally preserve better readings than the ones preserved in their 

parent-manuscripts, but is not enough to prove or disprove the precise nature of the 

relationship. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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Audrey Meaney noticed that even though many of the Otho recipes are very similar to recipes 

in the Royal manuscript of Bald's Leechbook, among the Otho B. xi recipes, there are seven 

complete recipes, and a fragment of an eighth that are not directly paralleled anywhere in Bald's 

Leechbook.211 Meaney suggested that these could be from one of the other missing chapters in 

Leechbook II,  in this case ch. lvi on bowel disorders, as although the incipits do not match 

perfectly, there are strong verbal parallels between the description in the contents of the Royal 

manuscript and the text of those recipes in Otho B. xi.212 The recipes in Otho that may be 

related to the missing recipes in Bald's Leechbook ch. lvi have the headings wiþ ut syhte (‘for 

diarrhoea’) and gif utgong forseten sy (‘if evacuation is blocked’, i.e. ‘for constipation’) in Nowell's 

transcription. In the Leechbook II contents pages, the entry for ch. lvi indicates that the chapter 

contained a discussion of tacn be utsihte ... ond hu mon hie scyle laacnian (‘signs of diarrhoea ... and 

how it should be treated’), and gif mon utgang næbbe (‘if a person is not able to evacuate’, i.e. ‘if a 

person has constipation’).213 I agree with Audrey Meaney that the similarities between the Otho 

bowel disorder recipes and the chapter headings for Bald's Leechbook II, ch. lvi are significant 

rather than accidental, especially given that the rest of the Otho recipes are derived from the 

text of Bald's Leechbook, but that does not mean that the Otho recipes were copied directly from 

Royal, as we have seen in the case of the Harley recipes that it was possible that more than one 

version of Bald's Leechbook existed in early-eleventh century England. 

 

If the Otho recipe scribe was able to browse the Royal manuscript or one of its exempla in order 

to curate his own selection of medical recipes at roughly the same time that Harley 55 was being 

copied from either the Royal manuscript or one of its exempla, then both the Harley 55 recipes 

and the Otho recipes show monks engaging with the Bald's Leechbook text, reading it, and 

curating it around fifty years after the Royal manuscript was copied, and around a century after 

the original was probably created. 

 

The Otho recipes are also interesting because not only was the Royal manuscript of Bald's 

Leechbook also a product of the Winchester scriptorium but, according to Janet Bately the parts 

of Otho B. xi that are still legible seem to show that the scribe who copied the Royal manuscript 

also wrote the copy of the Historia Ecclesiastica in Otho B. xi, and was also the third scribe of the 

                                                   
211 Meaney, ‘Variant Versions’, p. 246. 
212 Ibid. 
213 Ibid. 
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A version of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle for the years 924–955 in CCCC 173.214 The leaves of Otho 

B. xi where the recipes were copied are missing and so it is not possible to see whether the scribe 

who wrote Historia Ecclesiastica in that manuscript and the Royal copy of Bald's Leechbook also 

wrote the recipes in Otho, although it is unlikely as it would require that scribe to have had an 

exceptionally long scribal career (all of his other stints are dated to s. xmed or s. x3/4 and the Otho 

recipes follow partially legible material that appears to be s. xi1. The relationship between the 

scribes and texts of the Otho and Royal manuscripts demonstrates that there was a continuing 

interest in medical recipes in Winchester in the tenth and eleventh centuries and that the 

Winchester library and scriptorium had almost certainly preserved either the original Bald's 

Leechbook or the materials that had been gathered together by Bald and Cild in order to make 

their customised recipe collection. 

 

The Otho B. xi and the Harley 55 manuscripts in my corpus contain the largest amount of 

material that is shared with the Royal manuscript of Bald's Leechbook, but they are not the only 

items in my corpus that contain material from Bald's Leechbook. BL, Cotton Galba A. xiv contains 

two medical recipes that are designed to protect and promote the general health of the body 

and versions of those recipes can also be found in Bald's Leechbook: 

Galba 1.1 
To gehealdenne lichoman hælo mid drihtnes gyfe þis is æþele læcedom: genim mirran 
ond gegnid on win, swylc sye tela micel steap ful, ond þige on niht nestig; þonne 
restan wille, þæt gehealdeð wundorlice lichoman hælo ond hit eac ðeah wið feondes 
yflum constungum.215 
 
BLBII.lxv.3 
To gehealdanne lichoman hælo mid drihtenes gebede, þis is æþele læcedom: genim 
myrran ond gegnid on win swilce sie tela micel steap ful ond þicge on niht nestig, ond 
eft þonne restan wille þæt gehealdeþ wundorlice lichoman hælo ond hit eac deah wið 
feondes costungum yflum.216 
 
Galba 1.2 
Þonne is eft se æðelesta læcedom wið þam ylcan: genim myrran, ond hwit recels, 
sauinan, ond saluian, ond wurman, ond þæs rycelses, ond myrran sy mæst, ond þa 
oþere syn awegene þæt þara efenfela; ond ætsomne on mortere ond gegnide to duste, 
sette under weofod þonne Cristes tid sy, ond gesinge man þreo mæssan ofer þa þry 
dagas oð midne winter ond æt Sancte Stephanes tide ond Sancte Iohannes euangelista 

                                                   
214 See J. Bately (ed.), The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle A Collaborative Edition 3: MS A (Cambridge, 1986), p. xxxiv; Parkes, 
‘Palaeography of the Parker Manuscript’, pp. 149–171, esp. p. 158; Ker, Cat., no. 180, esp. p. 233; D. Ganz, T. 
Webber, and R. Rushforth, ‘Latin Script in England c. 900–1100’, in R. Gameson (ed.), The Cambridge History of the 
Book in Britain (Cambridge, 2011), p. 189; and Voth, ‘An Analysis’, esp. pp. 29–39 and 117–127. The G version of 
the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle that is preserved (damaged) in Otho B. xi is edited in A. Lutz, Die Version G der angelsänchsischen 
Chronik (Munich, 1981) esp. pp. xxvii–1. 
215 After Muir, A Pre-Conquest English Prayer-Book, pp. 150–151. 
216 After Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 294–297. 
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ond on þa þry dagas þige on wine on niht nihstig ond þæt þær to lafe sie þæs dustes 
hafa ond heald. Hit mæg wiþ eallum fær untrymnessum ge wið fefre ond wið lecten 
adle ge[...] ge wið attre ge wið yfelre lyfte. Gewritu eac secgaþ se þone læcedom begæð 
þæt he hine mæge gehealdan .xii. monað wiþ ealre untrymnessa frecenissum.217 
 
BLBII.lxv.4 
Þonne is eft se æþelesta læcedom to þon ilcan: genim myrran ond hwit recels ond 
safinan ond saluian ond wurman ond þæs recelses ond myrran sy mæst, ond þa oþre 
syn awegene þara sien emfela ond ætsomne on mortere gegnide to duste sette under 
weofod þonne cristes tid sie ond gesinge mon .iii. mæssan ofer þa .iii. dagas on midne 
winter ond æt Stefanes tide ond Sce Iohannes euanglista ond þa þry dagas þicge on 
wine on neaht nestig ond þæt þær to lafe sie þæs dustes hafa ond geheald; hit mæg wiþ 
eallum fær untrymnessum, ge wiþ fefre, ge wiþ lencten adle, ge wiþ atre, ge wiþ yfelre 
lyfte. Gewritu eac secgeaþ se þe þone læcedom bega þæt he hine mæge gehealdan .xii. 
monaþ wiþ ealra untrymnessa frecenesse.218 

The differences between the Galba recipes and the Royal manuscript versions of the recipes are 

similar to the differences between the Otho and Royal recipes. Muir identified the similarity of 

these recipes to BLBII.lxv.3–4, and the similarity between the texts is so great that he was able 

to reconstruct some of the damaged words in Galba from the Bald's Leechbook text in BL Royal 

12 D. xvii.219 Orthographic variation between the two versions of the recipe is extensive, but 

that alone is not enough to say that one definitely was or was not copied directly from the other. 

Audrey Meaney concluded that the Galba and Royal recipes ‘go back to a common original’ 

rather than that Galba was copied from Royal.220Meaney argued that Galba preserved a more 

logical reading, mid drihtnes gyfe (‘by the Lord's grace’) instead of mid dritnes gebede (‘with the Lord's 

prayer’), and that Galba also contained some of the earlier word-forms also found in the Otho 

recipes such as efenfela and sauinan for emfela and safinan. The linguistic trends in Otho of in for on 

and wel for wyl are not present here to provide additional determinative information, but I think 

that the degree of difference between the Galba and Royal recipes makes it more likely that 

they share a common exemplar rather than that the Galba recipes were copied directly from 

Royal. 

 

The final item in my corpus that shares recipes with the Royal copy of Bald's Leechbook has 

probably the most complex textual relationship between its texts, its manuscripts, the original 

Bald's Leechbook and the surviving copy of Bald's Leechbook in the Royal manuscript copy. The 

Omont Leaf is the only manuscript item in my corpus that contains material that is also found 

in Bald's Leechbook and which predates the Royal copy of that text. Although it is difficult to 

                                                   
217 After Muir, A Pre-Conquest English Prayer-Book, pp. 150–151. 
218 After Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 294–297. 
219 See Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 294–7, and Muir, A Pre-Conquest English Prayer-Book, no. 70, n. 1. This item is part 
of Wanley, Librorum Veterum Septentrionalium Catalogus (Oxford, 1705) (rpr. Menston, 1971), p. 231. 
220 Meaney, ‘Variant Versions’, p. 241. 
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assign a precise copying date to the Omont Leaf, current scholarship places it as a late-ninth or 

early-tenth century production on palaeographical grounds, which makes it at least a generation 

older than the mid-tenth century Royal manuscript of Bald's Leechbook, but roughly the same age 

as the original copy of Bald's Leechbook, which is believed to have been produced during or just 

after the reign of King Alfred.221 

 

The Omont manuscript has recipes that have a textual parallel in Bald's Leechbook, as well as 

some that can be linked to a different surviving recipe collection, the Lacnunga, or in the case of 

around a third of its recipes, some that have no known surviving parallel. The table below 

compares the Omont recipes with the cognate recipes that have been identified by Audrey 

Meaney, and Edward Pettit, the most recent editor of the Lacnunga text.222  

 

Omont 
No. 

Omont Text OE Med 
Corpus Ref 

OE Med Corpus Text 

1.1 Wið yflum ond miclum 
footsuilun: cnua beolonan 
moran suiðe, lege on ða foet, hiæ 
geðuinað ond alne ðone ece 
wundurlice afirrað. 

  

1.2 Eft to ðon ilcan: genim ðære 
læssan mucgwyrte moran, cnua 
wel, gemæng suæ calde wið 
hunig. Ete ðæt gemong on 
marne, ond ðonne he restan 
welle: ðæs ilcan lecedom mæg 
wið ðehwærce. 

  

1.3 Gif foet, oððo sconcan, oððo 
cnio suellen, genim neodowarde 
beolonan oððo eolectran – 
gecnua suiðe, wið smæng wið 
maelum hwætemeolwe; gecneed 
to dage. 

Lac.79 Gif fot oððe scancan swellan: 
nim neoðewearde betonican 
oððe elehtran; cnuca hy swiþe; 
mængc wiþ smale hwætenan 
meoluwe; clæme on þæt 
geswel. 

2.1 Wyrc god dust to rotigendum 
dolge: nim acrinde ond 
slahðornes wyrtrum(an) rinde 
innewarde. Adryg, wyrc to 
duste. Ðæt bið god in dolg to 
scædenne. 

BLBI.xxxviii.5 Eft dolhsealf god: acrind –
adrige þa rinde ond swiðe 
smale gecnuwa ond adelf 
niþeweardne slah ðorn ascaf 
þa ytemestan rinde ond swiðe 
smale gecnuwa asiftsmale 
þurh smæl sife do begea 

                                                   
221 N. R. Ker proposed a Winchester origin for the manuscript in Ker, Cat., no. 264. J. Bately identified the hand of 
the Royal manuscript as her ‘Hand 3’ of the Parker Chronicle (CCCC MS 173) who was responsible for the entries 
for 924–950, 710, 955, and the deleted entry for 956. The scribe is also the main hand of the damaged copy of the 
Old English translation of Bede’s Historia Ecclesiastica in BL Cotton Otho B. xi, which is one of the manuscripts that 
is discussed as part of my corpus of non-medical manuscripts that contain medical recipe material. See Bately, Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle A Collaborative Edition 3: MS A, p. xxxiv. See also Voth, ‘An Analysis’, esp. ch 3; Parkes, ‘Palaeography 
of the Parker Manuscript’, pp. 149–171. A Winchester origin for the Royal manuscript has been disputed in Dumville 
‘Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and English Square Minuscule’. 
222 Meaney, ‘Variant Versions’; and Pettit, Anglo-Saxon Remedies, esp. I.163–165. 
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emfela þæt mela bið god on to 
sceadenne. 

2.2 Ðis dust is good to scedenne gif 
men foet suellen ond ða tan 
cinen. Ne weet ðu ða foet ond 
hie sie stille ðendon ðu hine 
lecnige. 

  

3.1 Wið foet adle. Wyrc scoas of 
seles felle. Do on ða foet, ond 
hiæ biað sona soel. 

  

3.2 To ðon ilcan ...   
4.1 Wið lendwærce: wyrc gyrdels of 

seles felle, gyrd mið ond he bið 
hal. 

  

5.1 Wið ðehæci, wyrc drenc: nim 
eofordrotan, walwyrt, do in win, 
oððo in god waelcalo. Drince on 
naehtnistig bollan fulle. 

BLBI.xxiii Eac to drenc, pipor, win, 
wealwyrt, hunig ... 

5.2 Wyrc him aec god bæð, 
eapuldorn, slahðorn, aesc, 
cuiicbean, aac, eofordrote, 
aescðrote, eolone, biscopwyrt, 
ifign, betonica, ribbe, rædic. 
Waelle ðis all in wætre, ond ðis 
is god baeð wið ðehæci. 

BLBI.xxiii ... apuldor, þorn, æsc, 
cwicbeam, eoforþrote. 
æscþrote, elone, bisceopwyrt, 
ifig, betonica, ribbe, rædic, 
spracen, pipor, hwit cwudu, 
cost, gingifer, moniaca, netle, 
blinde netle, wirc þis to 
drence. 

6.1 Wið aslepnum lic: genim 
neoðowardne seecg, waell in 
wætre. Lege hatne stan in. Let 
rican on ðæt liic ðær hit aslepne 
sie. 

BLBI.xxiii.1 Gif þeoh slapan adelf 
nioþoweardne secg wyl on 
wætere læt seocan on þæt lim 
þætte slape ... 

6.2 Wyrc him aec gode salfe: genim 
ða readan netlan ond 
hræfnesfot. [Wæ]ll in suines 
smeorue ond scepes, ond in 
butran ond scipteorwe. [Smir]e 
mið ða salfe ðæt lic ðær hit 
aslepen sie. 

BLBI.xxiii.1 ... smire mid sealfe þe mon þus 
wyrce of swines smerwe, 
sceaps smeru, butere, 
sciptearo ... 

6.3 [Aec swi]lce is oðer god salf to 
ðon ilcan: peopor, hwitcudu, 
[swegles e]apol, suefl, cost, ecid, 
oele. 

BLBI.xxiii.1 ... pipor, hwit cwudu, swegles 
æppel, swefl, cost, eced, ele, 
hwerwette, rædic, eolene 
bisceopwyrt, sealt æsc, 
apuldre, ac, þorn. 

Table 4: A table comparing the Omont Leaf recipes with similar recipes that have survived 
elsewhere in the Old English medical corpus. 

 

In the following paragraphs I will use Bald's Leechbook to refer to the original recipe compendium 

produced by Cild for Bald, and ‘the Royal manuscript’ to describe the surviving mid-tenth 

century copy of that text. The clauses in the Omont Leaf that resemble material preserved 

elsewhere in the surviving Anglo-Saxon medical corpus show, at the very least, an established 

medical idiolect by the early tenth century, but these similarities also preserve traces of complex 
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routes of medical recipe transmission and circulation. Whether the Omont Leaf was known to 

the Bald's Leechbook compiler or the other way around, the textual parallels are so slight that one 

possibility that we must consider when thinking about the study and pratice of medicine in early 

medieval England is that significant emendation may have been normal practice when copying 

and preserving medical recipe texts, although this practice would seem to have become less 

popular in later centuries. This explanation could also be tested against the differences between 

the Latin and Old English versions of the Herbarium complex and the general difficulty in 

identifying the unquestionably Classical sources of many medical recipes that are preserved in 

the Old English receptaria. An alternative possibility is that the differences between the Omont 

Leaf recipes and their Royal parallels may indicate that there was more than one Old English 

translation of some of these recipes, and that these translations may have even been based on 

slightly different Latin versions of these recipes, as in the Omont and Royal versions of these 

recipe texts phrases are displaced or missing, and ingredient lists are not the same even though 

the underlying structure and a few shared key words clearly indicate a common ancestor. For 

example: 

Omont 2.1 
Wyrc god dust to rotigendum dolge: nim acrinde ond slahðornes wyrtrum(an) rinde 
innewarde. Adryg, wyrc to duste. Ðæt bið god in dolg to scædenne. 
 
BLBI.xxxviii.5 
Eft dolhsealf god: acrind –adrige þa rinde ond swiðe smale gecnuwa ond adelf 
niþeweardne slah ðorn ascaf þa ytemestan rinde ond swiðe smale gecnuwa asiftsmale 
þurh smæl sife do begea emfela þæt mela bið god on to sceadenne.223 

Omont 2.1 has a much shorter version of the recipe to make a powder to treat a rotting wound 

found in BLBI.xxxviii.5, but Bald's Leechbook omits the related material that follows Omont 2.1, 

where the reader learns that the same powder is good to treat swollen feet: [ð]is dust is good to 

scedenne gif men foet suellen ond ða tan cinen, and which also goes on to provide application 

instructions for treating that particular affliction.224 

 

The substantial difference between the Omont recipes and the text of the Royal manuscript is 

an important landmark in the study of both medicine and textual transmission in Anglo-Saxon 

England. It is more evidence, if any more were needed, that far more recipe texts, and 

manuscripts or scraps of vellum with medical recipes on them must have existed than have 

survived to the present day. That the Omont Leaf and the Royal manuscript can be so different 

at a distance of fifty years, which is roughly the span of time between the Royal manuscript and 

                                                   
223 Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 92–95. 
224 Omont 2.2. 
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the Otho and Harley collections, suggests that in late-ninth and early-tenth century England 

there must have been a lot of medical recipe material available in translation or that was in the 

process of translation, which is the only way to account for the family resemblance, but genetic 

differences between the Omont Leaf recipes and the recipes in Bald's Leechbook.  

MY CORPUS AND LACNUNGA 

One of the the recipes in the Omont collection is also similar to a recipe preserved in Lacnunga.  

Omont 1.3  
Gif foet, oððo sconcan, oððo cnio suellen, genim neodowarde beolonan oððo eolectran 
– gecnua suiðe, wið smæng wið maelum hwætemeolwe; gecneed to dage. 
 
Lac.79    
Gif fot, oððe scancan swellan: nim neoðewearde betonican oððe elehtran; cnuca hy 
swiþe; mængc wiþ smale hwætenan meoluwe; clæme on þæt geswel.225  

The degree of difference between the Omont recipe and Lac.79 means that it is extremely 

unlikely that the Lacnunga scribe was using the Omont Leaf as his or her exemplar. First, the 

Lacnunga version of the recipe omits the suggestion that it can be used to treat swollen knees 

(‘cnio suellen’) that is present in the Omont recipe. This omission can probably be explained as 

a simple case of deletion by a scribe at some point in the transmission of the recipe, but there is 

also the very small possibility that by the time the Lacnunga version of the recipe came to be 

written down, someone who had tried the recipe to treat swollen knees had not been impressed 

by the results and so he or she shortened the list of ailments that the recipe could treat. In 

addition, the Omont recipe is the older of the two, but it is corrupt, as the phrase wið smæng wið 

maelum hwætemeolwe does not make sense, but the Lacnunga version of the recipe does not preserve 

that corrupt reading. The Lacnunga version of the recipe preserves the correct reading mængc wiþ 

smale hwætenan meoluwe and also gives directions for how the recipe is to be used clæme on þæt geswel. 

The Omont version omits the application instructions, but it contains the additional direction 

that whoever is making the recipe should knead the ingredients to a dough (‘gecneed to dage’). 

The combination of the omissions in Lac.79, the better readings that the short text preserves, 

and the absence of any other Omont material in the Lacnunga means that the shared recipe in 

these two manuscripts derives from a common original that may have circulated in Anglo-

Saxon England in more than one version for the Omont Leaf and Lacnunga to have preserved 

such different but still identifiable versions of such a short text. 

 

                                                   
225 Lac.79. The correspondence between these two recipe texts is noted in Pettit, Anglo-Saxon Remedies, I.164 and 
Schauman and Cameron, ‘Newly Found Leaf’, pp. 291–293. 
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The Omont Leaf is not the only item in my corpus that contains recipe material that can also 

be found in Lacnunga. The Latin charm and recipe for tooth pain in Vespasian D. xx, is also in 

Lacnunga, although once again, there is a significant degree of difference between the two 

versions of the text. 

Vespasian D. xx 
Ad dentium dolorem.  
Petrus sedebat super petram et manus suas tenebat ad maxillas suas. 
Et dixit Iesus: “Petre quid tristis sedes?” 
“Domine uermes [...] in me. Fac mihi benedictionem quam fecisti Lazaro quem 
resuscitasti de mortuis in nomine patris et filii et spirtu sancti. AMEN.” 
 
“Adiuro te migrane per patrem et filium et spiritum sanctum, ut tu amplius non possis 
stare nec in faucibus nec in dentibus nec in capite tuo. In nomine patris et filii et spiritus 
sancti. amen.” 
 
Accipe saxifraga id est grumin, et petrosino, et ambrosiana, et apia, et tanesia, et mitte 
simul, et de[co]quo eas, cum uino in olla noua ita ut tribus uitibus suffundes eas de 
uino, ut ad medietatem perueniat, et postea da infirmum bibere. 

 
Lac.158 
Cristus super mamoreum sedebat; Petrus tristis ante eum stabat, manum ad maxillum 
tenebat, et interrogabat eum Dominus dicens: “Quare tristis es Petre?” 
Respondit Petrus et dixit: “Domine, dentes mei dolent.” 
Et Dominus dixit:“Adiuro te migranea uel gutta maligna per patrem et filum et spiritum 
sanctum, et per celum et terram, et per xx ordines angelorum, et per lx prophetas, et 
per xii apostolos, et per iiiior euangelistas, et per omnes sanctos qui Deo placuerunt ab 
origine mundi, ut non possit diabolus nocere ei, nec in dentes, nec in aures, nec in 
palpato, famulo Dei, illi non ossa frangere, nec carnem manducare, ut non habeatis 
potestatem nocere illi non dormiendo, nec uigilando, nec tangatis eum usque lx annos 
et unum diem.” 
Rex pax nax in Cristo filio. Amen. Pater noster.226 

There are some key features common to both texts such as the basic premise of a conversation 

between Christ and Peter, Peter's toothache, Christ's command [a]diuro te migranea that the pain 

should no longer trouble Peter (and by extension any later beneficiary of the charm), and a list 

of body parts where the pain may no longer remain, although the list itself is not the same in 

these two texts as Vespasian has: nec in faucibus, nec in dentibus, nec in capite tuo and Lacnunga has: 

nec in dentes, nec in aures, nec in palpato. Nevertheless, there are obvious and significant differences 

                                                   
226 Edition and translation after Pettit, Anglo-Saxon Remedies’, I.108–109. ‘Christ sat upon a marble [stone?]; Peter 
stood sad before him, holding his hand to his jaw, and the Lord questioned him, saying: “Why are you sad, Peter?” 
Peter replied and said: “Lord my teeth hurt.” And the Lord said: “I adjure you migraine or malignant drop by the 
Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit and by heaven and earth and by the twenty orders of angels and by the sixty 
prophets and by the twelve apostles and by the four evangelists and by all the saints who have pleased God from the 
beginning of the world, that the devil cannot harm him, the servant of God, neither in the teeth, nor in the ears, nor 
in the palate, neither break his bones, nor chew his flesh, so that you may have no power to harm him, neither in 
sleeping nor in waking, nor may you touch him for sixty years and a day.” Rex, pax, nax in Christ the Son. Amen. 
Our Father.’ 
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between these two texts such that the Vespasian version is clearly not a direct copy of the 

Lacnunga version or its exemplar, but it is also evident that both texts share a common ancestor.  

 

The Petrus sedebat charm appears in several other medieval manuscripts without a recipe to make 

a curative potion, and so the combination of texts that is preserved in the Vespasian version is 

important as it represents a different branch in the traditional circulation of this text.227The 

Vespasian version is corrupt in places, and that corruption is at least in part the fault of the two 

scribes who copied the Vespasian text as they do not appear to have been able to read their 

exemplar, which caused both the gap after uermes and the nonsensical demo rtumtto, for which I 

have suggested the emendation de mortuis. Nevertheless, the Vespasian text preserves the better 

opening Petrus sedebat super petram which is a clever pun on Peter's name and the Latin word for 

rock. Jesus made a similar pun in Matthew 16:18 when he handed over the earthly manifestation 

of his mission: tu es Petrus, et super hanc petram aedificabo Ecclesiam meam.228 The Vespasian version 

is of particular interest in relation to the transmission of this text as it continues the ‘rock’ puns 

in the appended recipe, although the translation is not straightforward. Storms, one of the first 

editors of the Vespasian recipe, translated  grumin as ‘probably gromwell’, the Greek name for 

which is lithodora or ‘stone gift’ which fits in with the stone and rock pun at the beginning of the 

text, and with the two plants either side of it. The name of the first plant saxifraga translates as 

‘stone breaker’ from Latin saxum (‘stone’) and frangere (‘to break’), and the next plant, parsley, is 

petroselinon in Greek, i.e. ‘rock celery’.229 The Lacnunga version lacks the opening pun altogether 

as the scene begins with Jesus rather than Peter sitting upon a stone (mamoreum) of some kind. A 

third, abbreviated version of the charm exists in the early medieval English manuscript corpus 

in Bod. Lib. Junius 85 where only the incipit is supplied: [w]ið toð ece: sanctus Petrus supra marmoream 

... .230 The Junius version of the charm combines elements of the openings of both the Vespasian 

and Lacnunga version: Peter is the subject in Junius as he is in the Vespasian version, but he is 

sitting on a marble item (‘marmoream’) as Jesus is in the Lacnunga version, and so the 

Petrus/petram pun has again been lost. The brevity of the Junius version suggests that the charm 

was so well known that only the opening words were necessary, in this case sanctus Petrus supra 

                                                   
227 See Storms, Anglo-Saxon Magic, pp. 288–290. The charm also appears in Oxford, Bod. Lib, Rawlinson C 814 (S.C. 
12654), a s. xiv1/2 copy of an Anglo-Norman medical compendium where it has the Lacnunga-type incipit: Christus 
sedebat super petram marmoream and no recipe, and also Cam. Trin. Col. O.5.32, ff. 13v–14r, with the incipit Sanctus 
Petrus sedebat supra petram but again without a recipe. See T. Hunt, and M. Benskin (eds.), Three Receptaria from Medieval 
England: The Languages of Medicine in the Fourteenth Century, Medium Ævum Monographs n.s. 21 (Oxford, 2001), esp. p. 
16 for a catalogue and description of the Rawlinson manuscript. See T. Hunt, Anglo-Norman Medicine: Volume II The 
Shorter Treatises (Cambridge, 1997), p. 232 for the Trinity manuscript. See also E. Bozóky, ‘Mythic Mediation in 
Healing Incantations’, in S. Campbell, B. Hall, D. Klausner (eds.), Health, Disease and Healing in Medieval Culture 
(London, 1992), pp. 84–92; L. Olsan, ‘The Corpus of Charms in the Middle English Leechcraft Remedy Books’, in 
J. Roper (ed.), Charms, Charmers and Charming (London, 2009) pp. 214–237;and T. Kencis, ‘St. Peter's Routes In Latvia: 
The Case Of Super Petram Charm-Type’, Incantatio 3 (2013), pp. 100–109. 
228 [T]hou art Peter; and upon this rock I will build my church. 
229 Storms, Anglo-Saxon Magic, pp. 289–290. 
230 Oxford, Bod. Lib. Junius 85, f. 17v, ll 16–17. 
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marmoream, in order for the speaker to complete the rest of the invocation and provide relief to 

the person with toothache. 

 

Both the Vespasian and the Lacnunga texts contain additional details that would have been 

familiar to anyone who had had a Christian education: in the Vespasian text, Peter asks Jesus 

to bless him the way that he did to Lazarus when he raised him from the dead.231  The 

information in the Lacnunga text is more esoteric and invokes the protection of various heavenly 

orders by their number and role, and also sets a limit on the protection, saying that Peter (or 

any later user of the charm) shall be protected for ‘sixty years and a day’, whereas the Vespasian 

text places no such temporal limits upon its efficacy. The Vespasian text has a shorter 

benediction than the Lacnunga text, but it adds a direction to make a herbal decoction in wine 

in order to soothe the tooth pain with both heavenly and earthly administrations. The potion 

recipe was probably in the exemplar that the Vespasian scribes copied because the extreme 

difficulty that both scribes had with a relatively short, simple, and apparently widely known text, 

makes it unlikely that they would have had the necessary literacy skills to append the recipe text 

to the end of the charm themselves. What is so interesting about the Vespasian version of this 

text is that both scribes clearly had a strong desire to preserve a copy of this text for themselves, 

even though the first scribe seems to have struggled to control his or her pen and neither scribe 

seems to have been able to read the exemplar.  

 

The Vespasian version of this text is also further evidence of the way medical texts in Anglo-

Saxon England could be adapted, whether or not they were also subject to the process of 

translation into the vernacular. The recipe for a medical potion appended to the Vespasian 

version is not just an additional text added to a ‘recipe’ page as is more the case with Wellcome 

46 and Corpus 223. The medical potion that forms the latter part of the Vespasian D. xx text 

is a deliberate addition or construction as it is not a coincidence that the first three plant-

ingredients have names relating to stones and rocks, particularly when the Vespasian version of 

the toothache conversation between Peter and Jesus preserves the ‘rocky’ pun on Peter's name. 

The toothache charm and recipe in Vespasian D. xx is significantly more sophisticated than its 

palaeographical and codicological contexts immediately suggest and is an important example 

of the breadth of material that is preserved in my corpus from terse instructions in the 

vernacular, to multi-layered theologically influenced Latin texts for healing that fall somewhere 

between a recipe, a charm, and a prayer and show that someone at some point in the history of 

the text was capable of understanding and making botanical jokes in Latin. The substantial 

variation between the Vespasian version of the Petrus sedebat text, the Lacnunga version and the 

                                                   
231 This story is only in John 11:1–44. 
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fragmentary Junius version of this recipe are clear evidence that there must have been several 

other versions of this recipe that existed in early medieval England at various times. The brevity 

of the Junius version also attests to this, as by then it must have been so popular or commonly 

known that some people in medieval religious houses may have been able to recite it as they 

would a prayer or another commonly used text, when only the incipit had been supplied for 

guidance. 

 

There is one recipe in my corpus that appears in not one, but two corpus items, and in turn, it 

can also be found in one of the larger vernacular receptaria. This reproduction-in-triplicate, 

given the relative dates of the manuscripts involved is one of the most important case studies in 

this section. The recipe in question is a preparation for a wen sealfe, and it can be found in 

Domitian A. i, f. 55v, among the recipes preserved on the Wellcome Leaf, and also among the 

recipes in Lacnunga. 

Domitian A.i, f. 55v: 
Þas wyrta sceolon to wensealfe: elene, garleac, cearfuille, rædic, næp, hremnes fot, 
hunig ond pipur. Cnucige ealle ða wyrta ond wringe þurh clað, ond wylle þonne on 
þam hunig(e).232 
 
W46 3.1  
Hat wyrcean þe sylf wenn sealfe: man sceal niman clæne hunig swylc man to blacan 
briwe deþ ond wyllan hit neah briwes þicnesse, ond niman rædic ond elenan, fillan ond 
hrefnes fot, næp, cnocian swa man betst mæge, ond wringan þonne þa wyrta ond 
geotan þæt wos þær to ond þonne hit beo forneah gewylled cnucian godne dæl garleaces 
ond don þærto ond piperian swaswa þe þince. 
Lac.30 
To wensealfe: nim elenan ond rædic ond cyrfillan ond hræmnesfot, Ængliscne næp ond 
finul ond saluian ond suþernewuda ond cnuca tosomne ond nim garleaces godne dæl 
cnuca ond wring þurh clað on gemered hunig þonne hit swiðe gesoden sy þonne do ðu 
pipor ond sideware gallengar ond gingifre ond rinde ond lawerbergean ond pyretran 
godne dæl ælces be ðære mæðe ond syððan hit swa gemænged þara wyrta wos ond þæt 
hunig þonne seoð ðu hit twa swa swiðe swa hit ær wæs þonne hæfs þu gode sealfe wið 
wennas ond wið nyrwet.233 

Although the Wellcome Leaf recipe is longer than the one in Domitian A. i, the list of plants in 

both recipes is almost identical: the only significant point of difference between the two 

                                                   
232 My edition and translation: ‘These plants can be made into a salve for swellings: elecampane, garlic, chervil, 
radish, turnip, lesser celandine, honey and pepper. Crush all the plants and wring [them] through a cloth, and boil 
them in the honey.’ Also edited and translated by Cockayne, Leechdoms I, pp. 382–383. 
233 My edition. Pettit (trans.) Anglo-Saxon Remedies, I.18–19. ‘For a wen-salve: take elecampane and chervil and 
hræmnes fot, English næp and fennel and sage and southernwood, and pound together, and take a good deal of garlic; 
pound, and strain through a cloth into purified honey; when it has thoroughly boiled then add pepper and zedoary, 
galingale and ginger and cinnamon bark and laurel-berries and feverfew, a good deal of each according to the 
strength, and after the juice of the plants and the honey has been mixed thus, then boil it twice as strongly as before; 
then you will have a good salve for wens and shortness of breath.’ 
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ingredient lists is the cearfuille in BL Cotton Domitian A. i and the fillan in the Wellcome Leaf 

recipe. Bierbaumer's study of Old English plant names records the various to fillan in early 

medieval manuscripts, although it does not supply the Domitian reading as a lemma.234 One of 

the glosses to fillan in other Anglo Saxon manuscripts is ‘chervil’, which is what we find in 

Domitian A. i's cearfuille, so if we assume that both go back to an original plant designation of 

‘chervil’ for the third ingredient in the main list of plants then there is total similarity between 

the two plant lists. 

 

The first half of Lac.30 has a number of similar ingredients to both Wellcome 46 3.1 and the 

recipe in BL Cotton Domitian A. i although the order of the ingredients is not the same. The 

table below shows the similarity of the ingredients and directions in the three recipes: I have 

taken the ingredients and directions in Wellcome 46 3.1 as the base from which to design the 

table. All of the ingredients and the most important preparation directions in both Wellcome 

46 3.1 and the recipe in Domitian A. i are included in the table.  

Ingredient/Direction W46 3.1 Domitian A. i Lac.30 
‘wen salve’ Yes Yes Yes 
-hunig clæne hunig Yes gemered hunig 
rædic Yes Yes Yes 
elenan Yes Yes Yes 
fillan Yes cearfuille cearfuille 
hræmnes fot Yes Yes Yes 
-næp Yes Yes ængliscne næp 
‘wring through cloth’ Yes Yes Yes 
garleaces Yes Yes Yes 
piperian Yes Yes Yes 

Table 5: A comparison of the ingredients in Wellcome 46 3.1, Domitian A. i 1.1, and Lac. 30. 

 

The second half of Lac.30 introduces new ingredients not found in either of the other recipes, 

and indeed these ingredients are more ‘exotic’ including gallengar (‘lesser galangal’) and gingifre 

(‘ginger’).235 The ingredients listed in Lac.30 that do not appear in either Wellcome 46 3.1 and 

Domitian A. i are the following: finul; saluian; suþernewuda; sideware; gallengar; gingifre; rinde; 
lawerbergean; and pyretran. 

 

Although all three clearly go back to a common original, I do not think that a direct exemplar-

copy relationship exists between any combination of the recipe texts in Domitian A. i, Wellcome 

                                                   
234 P. Bierbaumer, Der botanische Wortschatz des Altenglischen II: Lacnunga, Herbarium Apuleii, Peri Didaxeon, Grazer Beiträge 
zur englischen Philologie II (Bern, 1976) p. 46, and Der botanische Wortschatz des Altenglischen III: Teil: Der botanische 
Wortschatz in alt-englischen Glossen, Grazer Beiträge zur englischen Philologie III (Bern, 1979), p. 93. 
235 As noted by the editors of the Dictionary of Old English Plant Names, the word ‘gallengar’ is derived from Arabic, and 
this is the only instance of the word in Old English. For a history of the complex use of the plant name ‘ginger’ in 
English see A. S. C. Ross, Ginger: A Loan-Word Study (Oxford, 1952). See also, K. Scarfe Beckett, Anglo-Saxon Perceptions 
of the Islamic World, Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England 33 (Cambridge, 2003). 
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46 3.1, and Lac.30; nevertheless, I think it is possible to identify some of the details of the 

arrangement of their relationships. I think the texts of Wellcome 46 3.1 and Domitian A. i are 

more closely related to each other than to Lac.30, as the former two items lack the second set 

of recipe ingredients (other than the pepper (OE: pipor) that begins þonne do ðu pipor ond sideware 

in Lac.30.236 The second set of ingredients in the Lac.30 version of the recipe contains several 

ingredients that would probably have been difficult to obtain in Anglo-Saxon England, and 

which implies that the recipe ultimately derives from a Mediterranean context. At some point 

it seems that a shorter version of the recipe was produced with fewer internationally grown and 

traded ingredients other than pepper, which seems to have been a comparatively common in 

monastic houses in early medieval England. I think that the Domitian and the Wellcome Leaf 

versions of the recipe derive from the recension with the more easily obtained ingredients.  

 

Whatever their relationships, the similarity between the recipe preserved in Domitian A.i, 

Wellcome 46 3.1, and Lac.30 provides strong evidence for additional medical recipes 

circulating alongside the known corpus in the four main vernacular medical compendia, and 

this strengthens one of the core arguments of this thesis that in order to fully engage with the 

surviving medical culture of Anglo-Saxon England one has to look at recipes recorded in non-

medical manuscripts so as to more fully understand the possibility for and the impetus to study 

medical recipe texts in Anglo-Saxon England. 

 

MY CORPUS AND THE OLD ENGLISH HERBARIUM 

I have already discussed the medical extracts in BL Galba A. xiv on ff. 118rv that are derived 

from Bald's Leechbook, but on the leaves designated ff. 136r and 139rv there is additional medical 

material that is derived from one of the many texts that are included under the general 

designation of The Old English Herbarium. Stephanie Hollis and Michael Wright studied the 

surviving fragments of ff. 136, 139 and determined that the texts in Galba A. xiv preserve an 

otherwise unknown variant of the Liber de taxone, which is the first part of a composite group of 

medical texts known as the Medicina de quadrupedibus. The Latin version of the Medicina de 

quadrupedibus circulated with the Latin Herbarium pseudo-Apuleius complex, and its Old English 

translation circulated with the Old English Herbarium complex. Hollis and Wright describe the 

version of Liber de taxone in Galba as ‘a record of a more active process of compilation of new 

remedies’ because based on the amount of space available on the leaves, and the remaining 

                                                   
236 ‘fennel; sage; southernwood; zedoary; galingale; ginger; cinnamon bark; laurel-berries; feverfew’ according to 
Pettit, Anglo-Saxon Remedies, I.18–19. 
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visible portions of words, the text in Galba has been shortened and rewritten compared to all 

of the other surviving copies of Liber de taxone in Latin and Old English.237 

 

As a result of extensive damage sustained during the Cotton fire of 1731, Galba A. xiv has 

undergone extensive conservation work, and during one phase, it was unbound and rebound 

incorrectly so that some leaves are no longer in their original position.  Muir, the manuscript's 

editor, discerned that the current f. 136 originally stood after the current f. 139 and both of 

these leaves originally followed the leaf that is now designated f. 151v, which would, if all of the 

other conjectures about the original order of the leaves is correct, make this medical text the 

last item in the manuscript.238 Humfrey Wanley edited the manuscript when it was in slightly 

better condition than when Muir studied it, and Wanley was able to read a small portion of the 

text on f. 139.239 Muir printed Wanley's reading of the text and, according to Wanley, the 

treatments are derived from the teeth, right foot, loins, and the gall of a badger.240  

 

Therefore, both of the medical texts in Galba A. xiv were known elsewhere in England before 

1100. Indeed, of the 104 items catalogued by Muir, he was only able to identify ten as having 

no known analogues, so it seems likely that this book was drawing on the best of what someone 

or several people had read or had to hand and wished to preserve in a single and singular 

mnemonic repository.241 Both of the medical recipe texts in Galba are shorter extracts, or even 

significant adaptations of much longer texts, but particularly in the case of the Liber de taxone 

material in Galba it is not possible to say whether these emendations were carried out by the 

Galba scribes, or were taken from their exemplars, or represent a combination of both of those 

processes.  

 

The Herbarium material in its Latin and Old English versions was by far the most popular of the 

receptaria collections known in early medieval England if we are to judge by the number of 

surviving manuscript witnesses to those texts, so I think it is interesting that among the recipes 

preserved in my corpus it is under-represented compared to the number of recipes that have a 

twin (or close relative) in Bald's Leechbook. The Galba extract is not even from the ‘main’ text in 

that collection, i.e. the translation of the Herbarium of pseudo-Apuleius, but rather from one of the 

shorter accompanying texts that was entirely devoted to creating medical recipes derived from 

                                                   
237 S. Hollis, and M. Wright, ‘The Remedies in British Library MS Cotton Galba A. xiv, fos 139 and 136(r)’, Notes 
and Queries 41.2 (1994), pp. 146–147. 
238 Muir, A Pre-Conquest English Prayer-Book, p. 168. See also Hollis and Wright, ‘Remedies in British Library MS 
Cotton Galba A.xiv’ pp. 146–147, esp. p. 146a. 
239 Wanley, Librorum Veterum Septentrionalium Catalogus, p. 231 
240 Wanley’s description is as follows: ‘Virtutes quae insunt dentibus superioris maxillae, dextro pedi, lumbis (broc.) et felli Mellis 
sive Taxi, cum Exorcismis praeparandis.’ Wanley, Librorum Veterum Septentrionalium Catalogus, p. 231.  
241 Muir, A Pre-Conquest English Prayer-Book, p. xxv. 
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parts of the badger known as Liber de taxone. The relative obscurity of the text, and the extent to 

which the Galba fragments suggest that it had been adapted in that particular instance suggest 

to me that (at least some of) the producers of the Galba manuscript must have been deeply 

interested in preserving and studying this text, as they may have gone to significant effort to 

make a copy, and they may have seen and passed over other items that may have been 

circulating with Liber de taxone such as the Herbarium of pseudo-Apuleius and the treatise on the 

mulberry tree. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Of the recipes in my corpus that have a cognate elsewhere, the overwhelming majority of those 

are to be found in Bald's Leechbook, which suggests that it was, and was compiled from, some of 

the most popular medical texts available in Anglo-Saxon England. Although the evidence is 

fragmentary such that this discussion can only be speculative, the way that groups of recipes, or 

even entire chapters have been preserved in my corpus suggests that the way Bald's Leechbook 

had been curated and collated was thought to be very appealing and useful by some of the later 

readers who encountered that text, and indeed the Royal manuscript stands as a testament to 

the perceived utility and scholarly interest of the whole work and the similar Leechbook III. Many 

of the manuscripts in my corpus are early-eleventh century manuscripts that contain one or 

multiple recipes that are also found in the Royal version of Bald's Leechbook, and so this recipe 

diaspora makes it likely that Bald's Leechbook retained its popularity, and that there may have 

been other copies of it, or some of its chapters even after the Royal manuscript copy had been 

made. In the next chapter I will discuss what can be established about the users of these recipes, 

whether they were the people who wrote the recipes on scraps or into the larger compendia, 

and who also probably transmitted many of these procedures orally, which may account for 

some of the variance in the surviving manuscript witnesses to these texts.  

 

The recipes that have not featured in this chapter are also important – all of the medical recipes 

which are in my corpus and do not have an identifiable cognate somewhere can be added to 

the summary total of medical knowledge and recipe texts written or known in Anglo-Saxon 

England. The existence of this small group of recipes which are, in terms of surviving 

manuscript witnesses, hapax legomena, again encourage us to imagine even more manuscripts and 

collections of medical recipes that were being devised, translated, collected and shared in Anglo-

Saxon England than we would have need to conceive of if we just examined the larger 

vernacular medical compendia. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE STUDY AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE 

Monasteries as Medical Spaces 

In the words of Maxims I a wide-ranging wisdom poem preserved in Exeter Cathedral Library, 

MS 3501 (‘The Exeter Book’): ‘a wound must have a bandage.’242  The poem shares this 

observation as the first in a series of predicate-complements, and while, on the one hand it is a 

banal sketch of the importance of first aid, it is also a useful reminder that everyone, young or 

old, lay or clerical, male or female experiences health and disease, injury and healing, and pain 

and relief during their lifetime. These are universal experiences, but our understanding of the 

processes of the short-, medium-, and long-term care of the sick in monastic and lay populations 

is far from complete. The primary sources that have survived from early medieval England that 

describe or elucidate the study and practice of medicine at that time are from almost exclusively 

monastic contexts, and they reveal far more about the study of medicine as a theoretical 

discipline than  as a practical framework and its integration in Anglo-Saxon social behaviours.  

 

Monastic Infirmaries 

None of the recipes in my corpus either describe or refer to a formal hospital or infirmary space, 

i.e. a room or building designated as the primary space for the care of sick and injured members 

of a community, whether among the regular, secular or lay populations. The lack of references 

to hospital spaces in the corpus is consistent with the rest of the early medieval English sources, 

which contain very little strong evidence for formalised care of the sick in designated locations 

such as infirmaries in Anglo-Saxon England.243 Hospitals, as in discrete, independent spaces for 

medical care emerged in mainland Europe in late Antiquity, but there is little evidence their 

existence in England before the Norman Conquest.244 

 

                                                   
242 ‘Wræd sceal wunden.’ Maxims I, l. 152. G. P. Krapp, and E. V. K. Dobbie (eds.), The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Record: The 
Exeter Book, ASPR, 6 vols. (New York, 1936), III.156–163. I would like to thank Abigail Steed for bringing this 
reference to my attention. 
243 The best recent study of the possibility of the existence of hospitals and infirmaries in Anglo-Saxon England is J. 
Bolotina, ‘Medicine and Society in Anglo-Saxon England: The Social and Practical Context of Bald's Leechbook 
and the Lacnunga’ (unpubl. PhD dissertation, Cambridge, 2016). See also, C. Lee, ‘Disease’ in D. A. Hinton, S. 
Crawford, and H. Hamerow (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of Anglo-Saxon Archaeology (Oxford, 2011), pp. 704–723. 
244  See H. W. Dey, ‘Diaconiae, Xenodochia, Hospitalia and Monasteries: “Social Security” and the Meaning of 
Monasticism in Early Medieval Rome’, Early Medieval Europe 16.4 (2008), pp. 398–422; P. Horden, ‘The Earliest 
Hospitals in Byzantium, Western Europe, and Islam’, The Journal of Interdisciplinary History 35.3 (2005), pp. 361–389; 
N. Orme, and M. Webster, The English Hospital 1070–1570 (London, 1995); Bolotina, ‘Medicine and Society’, esp. 
pp. 78–86. 
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The most compelling archaeological evidence for formalised medical care having existed in 

Anglo-Saxon England is not in the literary sources, but in the archaeological records. A team 

led by P. J. Huggins studied a cemetery-site in Nazeingbury, Essex, which has a number of 

unusual features that may be indicative of long-term care for the sick.245 Huggins et al., noted 

that the burials dating from the middle-Saxon period at the site fall into three particular 

demographics: a large number of the burials was of women of relatively advanced aged with 

few skeletal signs of having undertaken hard manual labour or having given birth – which, taken 

together, are suggestive of having belonged to a religious community;246 there was a smaller 

group of (mostly) male burials whose remains showed evidence of hard labour – perhaps local 

tenants and farmers who supported the female religious community; finally there was a small 

but significant group of burials which showed significant skeletal abnormalities.247  The skeletal 

remains with the greatest pathology included a male in his fifties with healed bilateral femur 

fractures and bowed legs, as well as osteoma or osteosarcoma on the left leg, and an ankylosis 

on a finger of the left hand;248 a female aged over 50 with extensive osteo-arthritis and a possibly 

malignant osteoma of the skull;249 and two adult females who showed no evidence of tooth wear, 

which Putnam argued suggested the long-term administration of a specialised soft diet.250 Other 

skeletons showed,  hydrocephalus, a spine stuck at right-angles possibly as the result of long-

term tuberculosis, and Down's Syndrome. 251  The remains with these acute and chronic 

pathologies belonged to people who had lived well beyond infancy, in some cases into advanced 

adulthood, and Glenys Putnam who carried out the skeletal analysis of the Middle Saxon graves 

believed that these people would have lived with life-long, restrictive disabilities that would have 

required care from those around them.252 Some of the skeletons undoubtedly belonged to 

people who simply engaged in long-term manual labour while sustained by an early-medieval 

diet and material environment – stress fractures and large-joint osteo-arthritis are not 

uncommon in today's populations despite our much more comfortable environment, but the 

degree of chronic illness and disability in combination with the high proportion of female 

skeletons, and the putatively designated ‘Church’ buildings are compatible with arguments for 

at least some designated spaces for medical care and convalescence having existed in Anglo-

                                                   
245 P. J. Huggins, G. Putnam, R. M. Huggins, and K. N. Bascombe, ‘Excavation of Belgic and Romano-British farm 
with Middle Saxon cemetery and churches at Nazeingbury, Essex, 1975–6’, Transactions of the Essex Archaeological Society 
10 (1978), pp. 29–117. Huggins et al., date activity at the cemetery to c. 660–870 based on the historical boundaries 
of the Christianisation of Essex, broad range carbon-14 dating, and pottery evidence. 
246 86 females, 32 males, 2 possible females, 2 possible males, and 15 unsexable – Putnam's assessment of the sexual 
imbalance is that it must have been due to ‘selectivity in the population itself’. Huggins et al., ‘Excavation’, esp. pp. 
55–56. 
247 Ibid., esp., pp. 47–63. 
248 Ibid., p. 57. 
249 Ibid. 
250 Ibid. 
251 Ibid., esp., pp. 47–63. 
252 Ibid. 
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Saxon England.253 Nazeingbury, even in its prime, was not a large or important religious centre, 

and so if it was able to provide long-term care for the sick, then it is possible that similar 

convalescent and restorative care was available elsewhere.254  

 

Among the manuscript sources, there is an architectural plan of a monastic foundation that has 

survived from early medieval Europe. The plan, which is dated to the early-ninth century, is 

known as the St Gall Plan and can be found in St Gallen, Stiftsbibliothek, Codex Sangallensis 

1092.  

 

 
Image 23: St Gallen, Stiftsbibliothek, Codex Sangallensis 1092. The image shows one of the 
buildings designated for the care of the sick, the ‘domus me / dicorum’. 

 

The St Gall plan is a plan for an ideal Benedictine monastery, but that monastery was never 

built, and so it never grew out of its parchment incubator. The St Gall plan was designed at the 

monastery of Reichenau, probably by the Abbot Haito, and it was received by Abbot Gozbertus 

of St Gall c. 820.255 It is not wise to use the plan as proof of the features and dispositions of the 

                                                   
253 Ibid. 
254 See discussion in Bolotina, ‘Medicine and Society’, pp. 16–18,  also, M. A. D'Aronco, ‘The Benedictine Rule and 
the Care of the Sick: The Plan of St Gall and Anglo-Saxon England’, in B. S. Bowers (ed.), The Medieval Hospital and 
Medical Practice (Farnham, 2007), pp. 235–251, esp. pp. 247–248. 
255 See W. Horn and E. Born, The Plan of St. Gall: A Study of the Architecture and Economy of, and Life in a Paradigmatic 
Carolingian Monastery, 3 vols., California Studies in the History of Art 19 (Berkeley CA, 1979), I.10–11; and P. 
Ochsenbein and K. Schmuki (eds.), Studien zum St Galler Klosterplan (St Gallen, 2002). For the Reichenau identification 
see B. Bischoff, Mittelalterliche Studien: ausgewählte Aufsätze zur Schriftkunde und Literaturgeschichte, 3 vols. (Stuttgart, 1966–
1981) I.41–49. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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monasteries of western Europe as they existed in the ninth-century, but rather what the idea 

medieval Benedictine community could, and should be according to an early-medieval member 

of that order. There are several rooms and buildings dedicated to the support of the sick on the 

St Gall plan, including a chapel for the sick, a house for bloodletting, a house for the physician 

and the critically ill, an infirmary, an infirmary kitchen and bathhouse, and a medical herb 

garden.256 The amount and type of space dedicated to the care of the sick on the St Gall plan 

suggests that its creator believed that a large Benedictine monastery should and could sustain 

the physical and spiritual care of multiple patients and that such services could be a sustainable 

and constant part of monastic daily life. 

 

Medical Ingredients 

Some of the recipes in my corpus contain ingredients that suggest that their composition or 

formulation originated in a religious house and that the composer envisaged that anyone who 

might attempt to make the recipe would also be a member of a religious community. The two 

legible recipes in Galba A xiv (ff. 118rv) are in Old English and they both call for myrrh (myrran), 

which if it was to be found anywhere in Anglo-Saxon England, it would probably have been in 

the environs of a regular or secular community as it was a standard component of incense 

preparations used in the liturgy.257 Both of the Galba recipes also list wine (win) as one of their 

ingredients, and although there is evidence that wine was traded and possessed outside of the 

church in later Anglo-Saxon England, religious houses would have major participants in the 

wine trade because of its use in the liturgy as well as its value as a high-status commodity.258 

The second of the two Galba recipes also combines the preparation of the ingredients with the 

masses for the 25th to the 27th of December (gesinge man þreo mæssan ofer þa þry dagas oð midne winter 

ond æt Sancte Stephanes tide ond Sancte Iohannes euangelista).259 The recipe directs the person preparing 

the ingredients to place them under the altar on those feasts before consuming the potion: it is 

not impossible that a layperson could have had access to a church during important festival 

days, but the composer of the recipe may have imagined that any subsequent users of the recipe 

                                                   
256 St Gallen, Stiftsbibliothek, Codex Sangallensis 1092 
 <http://www.stgallplan.org/StGallDB/plan_components/public_list_berschin_english>. For a thorough 
discussion of the plan see Horn and Born Plan of St. Gall, esp. I:311–321, and II:175–188. 
257 Muir's edition of the entire Galba manuscript includes a useful introduction to it in Muir, A Pre-Conquest English 
Prayer-Book. 
258 On wine in Anglo-Saxon England in religious and lay environments see: D. Banham, Food and Drink in Anglo-Saxon 
England (Stroud, 2004), pp. 48–50; and A. Gautier, ‘Alcuin, la bière et le vin: Comportments alimentaires et choix 
identitaires dans la correspondance d'Alcuin’, Annals de Bretagne et des Pays de l'Ouest 111.3 (2004), pp. 431–441. 
259 ‘[L]et someone sing three masses over them for the three days of midwinter, and at St Stephen's tide and St John 
the Evangelist's ...’ 
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would be people who lived and worked in close proximity to a church and a part of a community 

that was able to participate in the liturgy every day.260 

 

The recipe in Titus D. xxvi, (‘Ælfwine's Prayerbook’) also presents a fusion of the standard 

medical text formulae with the appurtenances of Christian rites. Ælfwine was dean, and then 

abbot and bishop of the New Minster Winchester, and it is probable that Titus D. xxvi was 

made for him as a personal handbook while he was still dean.261Even if we set aside the very 

obviously monastic context of the manuscript and its owner for the time being, the recipe itself, 

calls for unconsecrated oil (unhalgodes eles), which only makes sense if the composer of the recipe 

lived in an environment that made regular use of consecrated oil. The oil, whether consecrated 

or unconsecrated, was olive oil, and so it would have had to be imported into Britain.262 Olive 

oil was not used for cooking purposes in Anglo-Saxon England, but it was a necessary part of 

the celebration of the sacraments of baptism, ordination, and extreme unction.263 In the eighth 

century Alcuin wrote that he was sending some oil back to Britain so that his former master 

Colcu could share it among other episcopal sees because it was so hard to find in Britain.264 By 

the late-tenth century, olive oil may have been a slightly less constrained luxury as it was one of 

the imported items listed by the merchant in the Colloquy of Ælfric, although Ælfric’s fictional 

merchant was keen to remind his audience of the danger to his life with each sea voyage.265 

Ælfric seems to have known of the culinary uses for olive oil, but assumed that the audience of 

his sermons did not, because in one sermon he described how ‘oil grows on trees, just like wine 

does’ and in that sermon and another he included the contextual information that ‘they 

[Italians] eat oil in that country with their food as we do butter.’266 

 

                                                   
260 Banham, Food and Drink, pp. 48–50; and Gautier, ‘Alcuin, la bière et le vin’, pp. 431–441. 
261 Günzel, Ælfwine’s Prayerbook, pp. 1–4. 
262 See Banham, Food and Drink, p. 60; and A. Gautier, ‘Cooking and Cuisine in Late Anglo-Saxon England’, Anglo-
Saxon England 41 (2012), pp. 373–406. 
263 See V. Thompson, Dying and Death in Later Anglo-Saxon England, Anglo-Saxon Studies 4 (Woodbridge, 2004), pp. 
63–64; F. S. Paxton, Christianizing Death: The Creation of a Ritual Process in Early Medieval Europe (Ithaca, 1990), esp. pp. 
27–30 and 88–89 for the use of oil in the celebration of extreme unction. On olive oil not having a culinary use see 
Banham, Food and Drink, p. 60; and Gautier, ‘Cooking and Cusine’, esp. pp. 393–394. 
264 ‘... aliquid de oleo, quod vix modo in Britannia invenitur, ut dispensares per loca necessaria ...’. Alcuin, Ep. 7, in 
E. Dümmler (ed.), Alcuini siue Albini epistolae, MGH Epp. 4 S., Epistolae Karolini aevi II (Berlin, 1895), pp. 31–33. 
265  ‘Purpuram et sericum, pretiosas gemmas et aurum, uarias uestes et pigmenta, uinum et oleum, ebur et 
auricalcum, æs et stagnum, sulfur et uitrium et his similia.’ See Ælfric, Colloquy, in G. N. Garmonsway (ed.), Ælfric's 
Colloquy, Exeter Medieval English Texts (Exeter, 1978), p. 33. ‘Purple and silk, precious stones and gold, various sorts 
of clothing and herbal preparations, wine and oil, ivory and brass, coper and tin, sulphur and glass, and similar 
things.’ (My translation). 
266 ‘Ele wyxt on treowum, eall swa win deð’ J. C. Pope (ed. and trans.), Homilies of Ælfric: A Supplementary Collection, 
EETS O.S. 259–260, 2 vols. (London, 1967–1968), Hom. 17 - ‘Homily for the Tenth Sunday After Pentecost.’ The 
remark about Italian oil consumption being like English butter consumption: ‘hi ðicgað on ðam earde ele on heora 
bigleofum, swa swa we doð buteran’, is in his ‘Homily for Tenth Sunday After Pentecost’ and his ‘Homily for the 
Feast of St Benedict’, in B. Thorpe (ed. and trans.), The Homilies of the Anglo-Saxon Church: The First Part Containing the 
Sermones Catholici or Homilies of Ælfric In Original Anglo-Saxon with an English Version, 2 vols. (London, 1844–1846) II.178–
179. 
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If we take a moment to strip the medical recipes in my corpus of their manuscript context and 

simply assemble them all into one large atemporal group, then we can consider the breadth of 

the ingredients required to constitute any one of them, and also the permutations of spaces and 

places necessary to mix the recipe ingredients in the proper way. For example, two of the recipes 

on the Wellcome Leaf call for fresh, animal-derived ingredients: one recipe calls for a hen’s 

eggshell-full of melted butter (hennescille fulle gemyltere buteran), but the fifth explicitly says that the 

liverwort (liferwyrt) necessary for the recipe should be boiled in milk from a cow of one colour 

(anes hiwes cumeolce), which would have required whoever was preparing the recipe to obtain fresh 

milk of a particular quality in order to satisfy the directions of the recipe. Our hypothetical 

medicus or læc needed to have at his or her disposal a huge variety of fresh and dried native herbs, 

fruits and vegetables, liquids such as beor (a fruit-alcohol),267 ale, water, and honey, and also the 

rarer and more exotic ingredients such as olive oil, wine, and spices that would have had to be 

imported.268 As I began the research for this project I had assumed that the single or small 

groups of recipes might reflect sets of more easily available ingredients, something like a ‘store 

cupboard’ recipe, and while that does seem to be true of the recipe for blegnes (blains) in Ælfwine's 

Prayerbook, the majority of the recipes in the corpus, even outside of the large groups in Harley 

55, Otho B. xi and Omont, still require at least one ingredient that might have been difficult or 

expensive to obtain such as oil, wine or frankincense.  

Medical Language(s) in Anglo-Saxon England 

LATIN 

Every medieval text, including the medical recipes and treatises that make up both my corpus 

and the surviving stock of medical recipes from early medieval England has a ‘date of copying’, 

i.e., a single point in time in which that instance of the text was created. In the case of a 

substantial amount of the medical material that has survived from Anglo-Saxon England, those 

texts and treatises also have a clear pre-850 origin, either in the medical texts of Antiquity, or 

in the traditions that existed alongside or outside of the Classical curriculum as some of the 

recipes may reflect native Anglo-Saxon medical practices and may have existed in oral form for 

a long time before being written down.269  It is not always possible to ascertain when or where 

the Anglo-Saxons encountered the majority of the treatises and medical recipe collections that 

have survived, but based on their ingredients and stylistic features many of the Old English 

medical recipe texts are clearly derived from Late Antique Latin recipe collections. These Latin 

recipe compendia must, necessarily, have been translated into Old English by an Anglo-Saxon, 

                                                   
267 C. Fell, ‘Old English Beor’, Leeds Studies in English 8 (1975), pp. 76–95; Banham, Food and Drink, pp. 49–51. 
268 Banham, Food and Drink.  
269 See Cameron, ‘Sources of Medical Knowledge’, pp. 135–155 for an introduction to this topic. See also K. Jolly, 
Popular Religion for a discussion of how a related type of text, ‘charms’, may have crossed over into written textual 
forms having previously existed as oral compositions. 
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for no one apart from the Anglo-Saxons would have wanted to consult medical recipes in Old 

English rather than (or alongside) Latin, but the manuscript evidence for this process does not 

include the original Latin exemplars.270 One of the strongest pieces of primary evidence for the 

lost Latin medical books is a mid-eighth century letter from Cynehard, bishop of Winchester to 

Lull archbishop of Mainz, where Cynehard reassures Lull that the Winchester community has 

many medical books, but says that his community is struggling to identify and obtain the 

ingredients mentioned in those books: 

Indeed, if you will obtain any books of secular knowledge unknown to us [please send 
them to us] such as on medicinal things, of which we have quite a few here, but the 
foreign ingredients which we find written in them are unknown to us and difficult to 
obtain.271  

The complex case of the Latin Herbarium of pseudo-Apuleius and the related vernacular 

compilation known as the Old English Herbarium reflects the Latin heritage and bilingual 

syncretism of medical texts in early-medieval England.272 The earliest copies of the Herbarium 

complex to have survived from England are the Old English versions in BL Cotton Vitellius C 

iiii, BL Harley 585, BL Harley 6258b, and Bod. Lib. Hatton 76 and pre-date the surviving 

Latin versions that were produced in England.273 The Herbarium of pseudo-Apuleius was a popular 

recipe collection and Latin copies must have existed in England by the late-tenth or early-

eleventh century when the Harley 585 translation was produced. The Latin Herbarium 

exemplars that were used by the Anglo-Saxon translators have not survived, although a 

manuscript that was destroyed in the conflict of the Second World War and may have contained 

a ninth-century illustrated Latin version of the Herbarium of pseudo-Apuleius is believed to be of 

English origin. If the identification of the manuscript's contents was correct, then had the 

manuscript survived, it would be at least as old as the Omont Leaf, the oldest manuscript in my 

corpus and the oldest surviving manuscript item from Anglo-Saxon England that contains a 

                                                   
270 Two recent theses by Conan Doyle and Emily Kesling have examined these translation practices. See Doyle, 
‘Anglo-Saxon Medicine and Disease’; and E. Kesling, ‘The Old English Medical Collections in their Literary 
Context’, (unpubl. DPhil dissertation, Oxford, 2017). Doyle's work also attempted a systematic identification of the 
Latin sources for the Bald's Leechbook recipes. See also Cameron, ‘Sources of Medical Knowledge’, and ‘Bald's 
Leechbook: Its Sources’. 
271 ‘Nec non et, si quos saecularis scientiae libros nobis ignotos adepturi sitis, ut sunt de medicinalibus, quorum copia 
est aliqua apud nos, sed tamen sigmenta ultramarina, quae in eis scripta conperimus, ignota nobis sunt et difficilia 
adipiscendum [...].’ Tangl, Die Briefe des heiligen Bonifatius und Lullus, no. 114. An earlier editor of the text, P. Jaffé, 
suggested reading pigmenta for sigmenta, and suggested reading ultramarina as a word to denote the blue mineral or 
pigment. Sigmenta is a hapax legomenon, and I think that it can securely be emended to pigmenta. I do not think Jaffé’s 
‘ultramarine pigment’ idea need be entertained for two reasons: first, I have not been able to find an example of the 
term ultramarina in Anglo-Latin literature where it is used to refer to the mineral or the pigment, and second, there 
are contemporary examples of the term pigmenta being used to describe aromatic herbs, spices, and medical 
ingredients. A clear example of the use of pigmenta to describe medicinal ingredients can be found in the St Gall 
Plan where the infirmary house (domus medicorum) has an armarium pigmentorum (a medical ingredients 
cupboard), and all of the scribal and literary activities are located in other buildings on the plan. 
272 See ‘Introduction’ de Vriend, Old English Herbarium, and my summary in Chapter One. 
273 Bod. Lib., Ashmole 1431, and Bod. Lib., Bodley 130. 
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medical recipe.274 Latin medical recipes have also been preserved in another Harley 585 text, 

Lacnunga and in the pre-1100 medical compendium Sloane 1621 associated with Baldwin of 

Bury St Edmunds.275 Latin medical receptaria survive much more frequently after the Conquest 

in manuscripts such as BL Cotton Faustina A. x, a manuscript of the early-twelfth century which 

has a group of medical recipes in Latin and Old English copied into the middle of the Rule of St 

Benedict, Oxford, St John's College MS 17, an early-twelfth century encyclopedic manuscript 

that contains a group of Latin medical recipes, and Durham Cathedral Library, Hunter 100, 

another early-twelfth century encyclopedic manuscript, which contains not one, but two groups 

of medical recipes.276  

 

The items in my corpus that contain medical recipes in Latin are: CCCC 223; CCCC 356 pt. 

iii, BL Cotton Vespasian D. xx, BL Royal 15 A. xxxiii, and Oxford, Jesus College 37, but the 

linguistic constitution of this corpus is more complicated than can be represented in a single list. 

The recipes in CCCC 223 and Royal 15 A. xxxiii were added in mainland Europe where both 

of those manuscripts originate from. CCCC 223 was made at Saint-Vaast in Arras and it spent 

time at the monastery of Saint-Bertin before being moved to England in the first half of the 

tenth century.277 Royal 15 A. xxxii was produced at Rheims in the late-ninth or early-tenth 

century, and remained there for a least half a century before being transported to England in 

the latter-half of the tenth century. CCCC 223 has four recipes in Latin on one of the front 

flyleaves: the first is actually a recipe for incense rather than a medical recipe, but the next three 

items are all to treat bodily ailments. Royal 15 A. xxxiii has only a single recipe on one of the 

front flyleaves, possibly in the hand of Gerbert of Aurillac, who went on to become Pope 

Sylvester.278I have not been able to identify these recipes anywhere else in the surviving Anglo-

Saxon medical recipe corpus, which means that of all the readers who browsed or carefully 

studied these imported manuscripts, although some of them may have noticed the recipe texts, 

if there was any particular interest in these medical recipes it has not survived in the manuscript 

record. 

 

                                                   
274 The manuscript in question is Herrnstein, Bib. der Grafen Nesselrode 192. See K. Sudhoff, ‘Codex medicus 
Hertensis (Nr. 192)’, Archiv fur Geschichte der Medizin 10 (1917), 265–313. See also ASMABH no. 831.4. 
275 For the introduction of Latin medicine to England see: D. Banham, ‘A Millennium in Medicine? New medical 
texts and ideas in the eleventh century’, in S. Keynes, and A. P. Smyth (eds.), Anglo-Saxon Studies Presented to Cyril Roy 
Hart (Dublin, 2006), pp. 230–242; ‘Medicine at Bury’; and ‘England Joins the Medical Mainstream: New Texts in 
Eleventh-Century Manuscripts’, in H. Sauer and J. Storey (eds.), Anglo-Saxon England and the Continent, Essays in Anglo-
Saxon Studies 3; Medieval & Renaissance Texts & Studies 394 (Tempe, AZ, 2011), pp. 341–352. 
276 See F. J. Álvarez López, ‘Monastic Learning in Twelfth-Century England: Marginalia, Provenance and Use in 
London, British Library, Cotton MS. Faustina A. X, Part B’, Electronic British Library Journal (2012), pp. 11.1–8; Wallis, 
‘Calendar and the Cloister’. 
277  See Wieland, ‘Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts of Prudentius's Psychomachia’, pp. 213–231 at p. 213 says that the 
manuscript was produced at Saint-Bertin – he does not provide a reference, but he is possibly following Grierson, 
‘Grimbald of St. Bertin’s’, pp. 529–561, esp. pp. 553. Wieland also discusses CCCC 223 specifically in Wieland, 
‘Prudentius Manuscript CCCC 223’. 
278 See the entry for Royal 15 A. xxxiii in Chapter Two. 
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There are only three items in my corpus that contain Latin medical recipes that were themselves 

copied in England before 1100. Oxford, Jesus College 37 is a late-eleventh or early-twelfth 

century copy of Paul the Deacon's Vita Sancti Gregorii. The final few leaves of the manuscript 

contain additional material, including medical additions. The first set of medical texts is in 

Latin, and can be found on f. 156r in a hand of the late-eleventh or early-twelfth century. The 

second medical addition was certainly written after 1100, probably in the mid-twelfth century 

and so it is excluded from this study. The first item on f. 156r is a prayer for women who are in 

labour, followed by a recipe to reduce vomiting, and two for swellings or ulcers (ad cancrum). The 

recipes to reduce vomiting and swellings both address universal ailments of the medieval (and 

modern) experience, but, as far as it is possible to tell, this manuscript resided at, and was 

probably the production of the monastery in Hereford, so it is not immediately clear why the 

monks might have found a prayer to ease labour particularly useful. Nevertheless, it is one of 

the earliest surviving texts from England that aims to ‘improve’ childbirth, as the sections on 

female-specific medicine (including labour) are missing from Bald's Leechbook aside from their 

descriptions in the Royal 12 D. xvii contents pages. I have not been able to find equivalent 

recipes in Latin or Old English among the surviving body of medical recipes that were written 

or known in Anglo-Saxon England. 

 

The Latin recipe on the final leaf of CCCC 356 pt. iii is the oldest Latin medical recipe (in terms 

of its date of copying) in my corpus. The recipe is very unusual as it calls for the skin of an 

animal, preferably a bull, to be shaved and the shavings gathered up and boiled into a sticky 

poultice. This recipe is unlike anything else to have survived in the Anglo-Saxon medical 

collections and is almost certainly derived from a Classical recipe collection, although I have 

not been able to identify the source.  

 

The final item in my corpus with a Latin medical recipe text is BL Cotton Vespasian D. xx. At 

least some of the texts in the manuscript date from the early tenth century, but the medical 

texts, which are on one of the final flyleaves, date from the late eleventh century. The first 

medical text is a charm to cure toothache and the second is a medical recipe for head pain 

(migranum). Neither of the medical texts has a precise analogue, but Godfried Storms identified 

similar versions of the charm in circulation in Britain and mainland Europe even as late as the 

19th century.279 

                                                   
279 See the edition and discussion in Storms, Anglo-Saxon Magic, pp. 289–290, although he takes the charm and the 
recipe as one item.  
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OLD ENGLISH 

The rest of the medical recipe items in my corpus are in Old English. In terms of the language 

of the recipes in my corpus overall, although five manuscripts in my corpus contain Latin 

medical recipe items, which is a large minority of the corpus, nevertheless the actual number of 

individual medical recipes in Old English puts the Latin medical recipes in my corpus very 

much in the minority as there are fewer than ten individual recipes in Latin in my corpus, but 

over one hundred recipes in Old English. The recipes are derived from a variety of sources and 

often have surviving cognates as I demonstrated in Chapter Three. What follows here is a 

discussion of the significance of the use of the vernacular for medical texts in Anglo-Saxon 

England. 

 

That so many of the larger Anglo-Saxon medical compendia are in the vernacular should not 

be passed over or taken for granted. Anglo-Saxon England is the only region of early medieval 

western Europe from which a substantial amount of vernacular medical material has survived, 

and it is worth considering why that might be the case whether in relation to the items in my 

corpus or the wider collection of surviving medical literature. Among my corpus the recipe texts 

in CCCC 41, Domitian A. i, Galba A. xiv, Otho B. xi, Titus D. xxvi, Harley 55, Wellcome 46, 

and the Omont Leaf are in Old English. 

 

The reasons for the use of Old English alongside or instead of Latin is something that has 

occupied some of the greatest scholars of Anglo-Saxon England, for it is represented extensively 

in almost every genre, even though the evidence for Old English literacy, never mind Latin 

literacy, outside of monastic environments is very limited.280 In the case of medical recipe texts, 

even the most famous compendium in Old English, Bald's Leechbook actually derives most of its 

material from classical Latin sources (although it does not explicitly acknowledge any of them), 

and of course the Old English Herbarium is a translation (and adaptation) of an established group 

of Latin medical treatises.281 One of the most famous groups of medical recipes to have survived 

from Anglo-Saxon England is the material supposedly sent by Elias, Patriarch of Jerusalem to 

                                                   
280 For an introduction to the use of Old English, any one of the following works might serve as a good starting point. 
D. Donoghue, Old English Literature: A Short Introduction (Oxford, 2004); R. D. Fulk, C. M. Cain and R. S. Anderson, 
A History of Old English Literature (Oxford, 2003); M. R. Godden and M. Lapidge (eds.), The Cambridge Companion to Old 
English Literature (Cambridge, 1991); D. F. Johnson and E. Treharne (eds.), Readings in Medieval Texts: Interpreting Old 
and Middle English Literature (Oxford, 2005); K. O'Brien O'Keeffe, Reading Old English Texts (Cambridge, 1997); E. G. 
Stanley (ed.), Continuations and Beginnings: Studies in Old English Literature (London, 1966); P. E. Szarmach (ed.), Old English 
Prose: Basic Readings (New York, 2000). 
281 For the ultimate sources of many of the recipe texts in Bald's Leechbook see Nokes,‘Several Compilers’; D. Banham, 
‘Dun, Oxa and Pliny the Great Physician: Attribution and Authority in Old English Medical Texts’, Social History of 
Medicine 24.1 (2011), pp. 57–73; Cameron, ‘Bald's Leechbook: Its Sources’ pp. 153–182; and Doyle, ‘Anglo-Saxon 
Medicine and Disease’. 
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Alfred for ‘constipation, pain in the spleen, diarrhoea, and “internal tenderness”.’282 If we take 

it as a truth that Elias did write to Alfred, he surely did not write to him in Old English, indeed, 

he probably composed his letter in Greek, and yet the text appears in Bald's Leechbook 

(BLBII.lxiv) without any reference to the process of linguistic transformation that the text had 

undergone probably only a few years before it was added to the first Leechbook compilation.283 

In these cases, someone, or indeed many people, expended time and effort to convert and adapt 

these texts into Old English, which does not immediately make sense. Thinking specifically 

about both the study and practice of medicine, the use of the vernacular hints at three not 

mutually exclusive explanations. 

 

First, since all of the surviving medical manuscripts date from the reign of Alfred or later, it may 

simply be the case that, as he so memorably lamented in his preface to the translation of 

Gregory's Pastoral Care, the standard of Latin learning had become so bad, that access to medical 

recipes depended on being able to access them in the vernacular.284 In later periods, some senior 

clerics clearly had misgivings about the general literacy of the secular clergy: Wulfstan's Canons 

of Edgar specify that a priest should never celebrate the Mass without using a mass book: ‘but let 

the canon be before his eyes, let him look upon it if he wishes, lest he make a mistake.’285The 

Enchiridion by Byrhtferth of Ramsey contains frequent references to lazy and ignorant clerks, 

who he sets up as the reason for his creation of his computus manual, his implication being that 

they were too stupid or poorly educated to understand the pre-existing texts on the subject.286 

One manuscript that may be a response to poor levels of clerical literacy also contains a recipe 

that belongs to my corpus. BL Cotton Vespasian D. xx contains penitential mass texts that have 

been written out by syllable rather than according to conventional word division. The syllabic 

separation of the Latin in Vespasian D. xx may have made it easier for priests with substandard 

Latin to sing the liturgy with less room for error.  

 

                                                   
282 Keynes, and Lapidge, Alfred the Great, p. 270, n. 220. See also Meaney, ‘Alfred, the Patriarch and the White Stone’, 
pp. 65–79; and D. Banham, ‘Arestolobius, the Patriarch of Jerusalem and Bark That Comes From Paradise: What 
Did the Orient Mean to the Compilers of Old English Medical Collections’, International Congress on the History of 
Medicine, Proceedings of the 38th International Congress on the History of Medicine (2005) 459–468. 
283 Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 174–175, 288–291. Part of this chapter has been lost due to the loss of at least one 
quire from Royal 12 D. xvii, and so it is possible that the recipe text may originally have been supplied with a 
contextual preface, but that cannot be proven. On Elias’ correspondence with Alfred see Voth, ‘An Analysis’, pp. 
158–168 - Voth suggests that the letter may have been translated into Latin in Rome. 
284 King Alfred, ‘Preface to the Pastoral Care’, in Keynes and Lapidge, Alfred the Great, pp. 124–128. See also, M. R. 
Godden, ‘King Alfred’s Preface and the teaching of Latin in Anglo-Saxon England’, English Historical Review 117 (2002), 
pp. 596–604; and Gretsch, ‘Literacy and the Uses of the Vernacular’. 
285 Wulfstan, Canons of Edgar, 32: ‘ac beo se canon him ætforan eagum. Beseo to, gyf he wylle, þæ læs þe him misse.’ 
R. Fowler (ed.), Wulfstan's ‘Canons of Edgar’, EETS O.S. 266 (London, 1972), pp. 8–9. 
286 P. S. Baker and M. Lapidge (eds. and trans.), Byrhtferth's Enchiridion, EETS S.S.15 (Oxford, 1995); R. Stephenson, 
‘Scapegoating the Secular Clergy: The Hermeneutic Style as a Form of Monastic Self-Definition’, Anglo-Saxon 
England, 38 (2009), pp. 101–135, and The Politics of Language: Byrhtferth, Aelfric, and the Multilingual Identity of the Benedictine 
Reform, Toronto Anglo-Saxon Series (Toronto, 2015). 
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Image 24: London, British Library, Cotton Vespasian D. xx, f. 30r, ll. 1–4. The words have been 
divided by syllable, which is not a practice that I have come across in any other Anglo-Saxon 
manuscript. 

 

Secondly, it may be the case that vernacular medical recipes were a part of the literary landscape 

of Anglo-Saxon England because they were part of its aural and oral culture. Medical recipes 

whether in large compendia, and particularly in non-medical manuscripts, may represent the 

points at which medical material was moving between oral and literary milieux, where the act 

of preserving the material was more important than the languages they were being preserved 

in. Adjacent to this is the evidence for some recipes having been taken down from dictation, 

particularly those which preserve fragments of Celtic or Ancient Greek where the scribe has 

done his or her best with the orthography of clearly unfamiliar words that he was hearing, and 

so produced a near-nonsense transcription.287  

 

Finally, the use of the vernacular might suggest that people interested in medical texts and using 

medical recipes simply preferred working in their native language. The standard Latin medical 

recipe formulae should not have posed a problem to someone accustomed to reading and 

studying Latin regularly, but in addition to the references to the poor Latin of some monks 

discussed above, Banham and Voth have argued insightfully that although it may be possible 

to study medical recipes in an additional language, it is probably easier to use one in one's native 

                                                   
287 See H. Meroney, ‘Irish in the Old English Charms’, Speculum 20.2 (1945), pp. 172–182; J. Borsje, ‘Celtic Spells 
and Counterspells’, in K. Ritari, and A. Bergholm (eds.), Understanding Celtic Religion: Revisiting the Pagan Past, New 
Approaches to Celtic Religion and Mythology 1 (Cardiff, 2015), pp. 9–50, esp. pp. 34–35, and A. H. Blom, ‘Linguae sacrae in 
Ancient and Medieval Sources: An Anthropological Approach to Ritual Language’, in A. Mullen and P. J. James 
(eds.), Multilingualism in the Greco-Roman Worlds (Cambridge, 2012), pp. 124−140, esp. pp. 136–137, although Blom 
describes the manuscript Hunter 100 as ‘early-eleventh century’ when the manuscript is early-twelfth century. Blom 
also thinks that some of the ‘garbled’ language in the copy may be due to the ‘intricacies of copying Insular script’, 
but I think it is also possible that the first scribe to copy the recipe (probably not the Hunter 100 scribe, although it 
is not attested anywhere else) may have been writing from dictation and may not have understood everything that 
he was hearing. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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language.288 The treatment of illnesses and injuries would have entailed a certain amount of 

pressure for the practitioner and so medical apparatuses (including recipe collections) that 

reduced barriers to beginning treatment whether consciously or unconsciously, may have been 

preferred and selected for preservation and compilation whenever and wherever they were 

encountered. 

Medical Practitioners and Early Medieval England 

MEDICAL MANUSCRIPTS IN MY CORPUS ASSOCIATED WITH PARTICULAR INDIVIDUALS 

One of the key questions that I wanted to try to address in this study was whether I could use 

the corpus to add to our understanding of who might have been studying and practicing 

medicine in early medieval England. It turned out, as with most research questions, that the 

answer was neither as straightforward nor as definite as one could hope for. There are three 

items in my corpus that can be linked to a named individual. The first of these cannot be linked 

to anyone who lived in Anglo-Saxon England, but the example neatly encapsulates many of the 

recurrent themes in this corpus.  

Gerbert of Aurillac 

One criterion for inclusion in my corpus was that the recipe had to be written or known in 

England by 1100, which means that the recipe for haemorrhoids on a flyleaf in Royal 15 A. 

xxxiii counts because even though the manuscript and its additional recipe were copied in 

mainland Europe, the manuscript was in England by the end of the tenth century. The recipe 

was added to flyleaves that have attracted a number of miscellaneous fragments of texts, 

including the name of Gerbert of Aurillac written in Tyronian script on f. 1v.289 The recipe to 

treat haemorrhoids is on f. 3v and is in a hand that is believed to be Gerbert's.290 Gerbert went 

on to become Pope Sylvester II, but he is believed to have travelled and studied quite extensively 

in his youth at Vic, near Barcelona, and also to have been part of a delegation that visited al-

Hakam II (r. 971–976) in Cordoba where he may have encountered Greek, Jewish and Arabic 

scientific texts.291 If Gerbert had had contact with Greek, Arabic, or Jewish scientific texts and 

practices then this might explain why there are some unusual ingredients in his potion for piles. 

Among the 22 ingredients listed in the recipe is gamandreia which is almost certainly ‘germander’, 

a member of the teucrium family and the Royal recipe contains one of the earliest references to 

                                                   
288 D. Banham and C. B. Voth, ‘The Diagnosis and Treatment of Wounds in the Old English Medical Collections: 
Anglo-Saxon Surgery?’, in L. Tracy, and K. DeVries (eds), Wounds and Wound Repair in Medieval Culture (Turnhout, 
2015) pp. 153–174. 
289 See Bischoff, Manuscripts and Libraries, p. 132; and see also Passalacqua, ‘Gerberto di Aurillac’, pp. 317–320 and 
plates on following 3 pages. 
290 Ibid. 
291 See M. Zuccato, ‘Gerbert of Aurillac and a Tenth-Century Jewish Channel for the Transmission of Arabic 
Science to the West’, Speculum 80.3 (2005), pp. 742–763 for a good summary of the theories about Gerbert's studies. 
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this ingredient in western Latin sources. Wherever the recipe ultimately derives from, for a 

reason now unknown to us Gerbert felt that it was important to preserve that medical recipe, 

and that the best possible place to do it at that time was in a manuscript of one of Remigius' 

commentaries. 

Ælfwine of Winchester 

The second item in my corpus with a strong personal association is the recipe for blegne (blains) 

that is in Ælfwine’s Prayerbook. As I mentioned above, Ælfwine was dean, and then abbot and 

bishop of the New Minster Winchester, and it is probable that Titus D. xxvi was made for him 

as a personal handbook while he was still dean.292 So many scribes contributed to the volume 

that it is not possible to say for certain whether the single recipe in the manuscript was added 

at his explicit direction or thanks to the initiative of the scribe who copied the recipe. This 

eclectic selection may reflect either Ælfwine's private interests, or the broad nature of his 

administrative duties. Ælfwine, being dean and then abbot of the New Minster would have had 

many administrative responsibilities that would have made him one of the most outward-facing 

members of his house, and one of the most likely to have provided ministry and advice outside 

the walls of the New Minster.293 

Wulfstan of York 

The final item in the corpus that has been associated with a particular person is the Harley 55 

gathering of leaves 1–4. The booklet contains a large group of medical recipes, a copy of the 

lawcodes Eadgar II and III, and finally a statement by Oswald, archbishop of York and bishop 

of Worcester concerning a grant of land.294  Ker believed that the booklet was 'intimately 

connected with Archbishop Wulfstan', and he was able to identify Wulfstan as one of the 

interlinear annotators on ff. 3v–4v.295 Wulfstan did not gloss or annotate the medical recipes on 

ff. 1–3, but the booklet may have been copied at his direction, as such a practice is associated 

with the group of texts and manuscripts known as 'Wulfstan's Commonplace Book'. The core 

group of texts in those manuscripts (no two surviving copies are quite the same) focus more on 

liturgy, penance, and church canons, but the collection includes more eclectic material 

supposedly curated and collated on Wulfstan's behalf.296 Wulfstan straddled the temporal and 

                                                   
292 Günzel, Ælfwine's Prayerbook, pp. 1–4. 
293 See Günzel, Ælfwine's Prayerbook, pp. 2–3, and J. Backhouse, D. H. Turner, and L. Webster (eds.), The Golden Age 
of Anglo-Saxon Art, 966–1066 (London, 1984), no. 61. 
294  The lawcodes are in Liebermann, Die Gesetze Der Angelsachsen, I.194–198, and I.200–206 and translated in 
Robertson, Anglo-Saxon Charters, pp. 20–23, and 24–29, and also EHD, nos. 40–41. The land grant, S1453, is edited 
in ARobertson, Anglo-Saxon Charters, pp. 110–113, no. 54, and translated in EHD, no. 114. 
295 Ker, Catalogue, no. 225; Stokes, English Vernacular Minuscule, p. 59 and n. 130, see also ‘Appendix’, Harley 55: Hand 
4. On identifying Wulfstan's hand see Ker, ‘Handwriting of Archbishop Wulfstan’. Ker identified Wulfstan's hand 
in ten manuscripts. 
296 See D. Bethurum, ‘Archbishop Wulfstan's Commonplace Book’, Publications of the Modern Language Association of 
America 57.4 (1942), pp. 916–929, and A. Orchard, ‘The Library of Wulfstan of York’, in R. Gameson (ed.), The 
Cambridge History of the Book in Britain (Cambridge, 2011), pp. 694–700 for an introduction to this topic. 
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spiritual realms of power in early eleventh century England and his surviving writings indicate 

his wide-ranging interests. If Harley 55, ff. 1–4v was copied at his behest, then quite why he was 

so interested in that particular group of medical recipes must remain a mystery as they are not 

annotated in any way (as a writer of law codes and archbishop of York, his potential interests in 

the second and third texts are undoubtedly easier to entertain). Yet if we are to accept that the 

leaves are associated with him in a personal capacity, then we must accept that he, a senior 

ecclesiastical figure, had an interest in possessing (if not a specific use for) this particular group 

of Old English medical recipes, and that alone is worth adding to the portrait of him as the man 

of ‘homilies and lawcodes’ that dominates discussions about his life and work. 

 

MALE AND FEMALE MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS IN ANGLO-SAXON ENGLAND 

Although some items in my corpus have an association with particular named individuals, the 

majority of the recipe items in my corpus have no such association that might tell us who was 

interested in reading and preserving these recipe texts. One item in my corpus contains a trace 

of an anonymous medical practitioner is Ha 4.1 as it preserves a very rare stylistic feature among 

the surviving medical recipes: the use of the first-person pronoun ‘I’ or ‘ic’ as it is in Old English. 

The author of the recipe said that not only had he written this recipe ic ... write, but that he had 

written others that his readers should also try [c]unna ... eac. As discussed in Chapter Three, the 

Harley 55 recipes are believed to replicate a lost chapter in Bal'’s Leechbook, which means that 

they may ultimately derive from a Latin exemplar, but even if that is the case, it is interesting 

that the translator chose to preserve the first-person pronoun – I have found only three other 

examples, which are reproduced below: 

BLBI.xxxviii.7 
Gif mon mid treowe geslegen sie oððe mid stane oþþe byl on men gebersteð, to þon 
dolhsealf: gyþrife, ontre, gelodwyrt, sigelhweorfa. Gecnua þa wyrta swiþe, gemeng wel 
wið buteran, ond on þa ilcan wisan gerena þe ic ær cwæþ.297 
 
BLBII.xxxii.1 (extract) 
Wiþ wambe coþe ... gif þæt sar þonne mare sie, do maran ele to, gemeng þonne þa 
þing þe ic ær nemde, gewlece do on.298 
 
BLBII.lxiv.1 (extract) 

                                                   
297 Edition and translation after Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 94–95. ‘If a man is hit by wood or stone [objects], or if 
a boil bursts on a man, [make] for this a wound-salve: cockle, ontre, silverweed, turnsole. Mash the plants thoroughly, 
mix with butter, and prepare in the same way as I said before.’ 
298 Edition and translation after Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 234–235. ‘For stomach disorders ... then if the soreness 
is greater, add more oil, then mix well the things that I named before, and apply lukewarm.’ 
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Tyriaca is god drenc wiþ eallum innoð tydernessum, ond se man se þe hine swa begæþ 
swa hit her on segð þonne mæg he him miclum gehelpan ...þonne gelyfe ic to gode þæt 
hit þam men miclum gehelpe.299 

In Ha 4.1 the author described his own work in terms of what else he had written (ic eac write), 

but in the other examples the authors describe their work in terms of what they have previously 

spoken (cwæþ, nemde) and in what they believe (gelyfe). The choice of verb in all of these examples 

that accompanies the first-person pronoun may preserve something of the composition process 

of each recipe. The Harley 55 example strongly indicates that not only had the author written 

that particular recipe down, but that he had also written others which he wished to recommend 

to his fellow medical practitioners, who he could imagine reading his text themselves.300 The 

authors of BLBI.xxxviii.7 and BLBII.xxxii.1 may have been dictating their medical recipes to a 

scribe, and so verbs of speaking may have been more natural in order to preserve the authority 

of their words, even though they would be encountered in a visual rather than an aural medium. 

It is impossible to prove, but it is unlikely that the speaker in these recipes is the same person 

throughout as there is a great deal of textual distance between the recipes: the evidence 

(discussed above and below) strongly suggests that the original version of Bald's Leechbook was 

compiled from multiple sources that were reorganised and compiled into a coherent structure. 

 

The final ‘I’ in Bald's Leechbook, the one in BLBII.lxiv.1 is the most enigmatic of the group, even 

though we have a better understanding of the source of the recipe. The ‘I’ appears in the 

medical directions that were supposedly sent to King Alfred by Elias the Patriarch of Jerusalem. 

Presumably, the auspicious communication was sent to Alfred in Greek via a Latin translation 

and then translated into Old English either for presentation to Alfred, or by the time it was 

included in one of the later copies of Bald's Leechbook.301 The ‘I’ in that recipe could therefore be 

a record of Elias' own speech, or it could have been present in a pre-existing medical recipe that 

Elias selected for inclusion in his letter.  Despite the anonymity of the original author of the 

Harley 55 recipe, and almost all of the scribes, authors and practitioners who made a 

contribution to the translation or preservation of medical recipes in Anglo-Saxon England, I 

think it is both useful and possible to create a composite picture of the men and women in 

Anglo-Saxon religious orders who were interested in medicine or who were designated as 

                                                   
299 Edition and translation after Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 288–291. ‘Triacle is a good drink for all internal pains, 
and the man who follows what these directions say, may help himself a lot ... then I believe to God (sic) that [the 
recommendations] may help the man a lot. 
300 A. Meaney, ‘The Practice of Medicine in England About the Year 1000’, Social History of Medicine, 13.2 (2000), pp.  
221–237; Bolotina, ‘Medicine and Society in Anglo-Saxon England’. 
301 Alfred’s Latin literacy is a topic that has roused a great deal of debate: for a brief introduction see: J. Bately, ‘Did 
King Alfred Actually Translate Anything? The Integrity of the Alfredian Canon Revisited’, Medium Ævum 78.2 
(2009), pp. 189–215. For a discussion of this group of recipes see Banham, ‘Arestolobius’, and Meaney, ‘Alfred, the 
Patriarch and the White Stone’. 
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doctors in the Anglo-Saxon sources, although the latter is almost certainly a subset of the former. 

It remains the case that people in early medieval England were reading medical recipes (and 

other medical texts) and sometimes they wrote some of those recipes down in manuscripts which 

did not have medical subjects focus of their content. 

A division in the sources 

One of the greatest difficulties that one encounters when trying to comprehend the study and 

practice of medicine in early medieval England is the uneven distribution of the sources that 

mention medical practitioners. The pre-900 sources for the study and practice of medicine in 

Anglo-Saxon England mention multiple medical practitioners (some are even named) and they 

describe specific instances of medical treatments. The post-900 sources are the medical recipes 

and their manuscript contexts: my corpus belongs to this post-900 group. Anglo-Saxon texts 

composed after c. 900 however, are much less descriptive than their pre-900 counterparts on 

the subjects of the study and practice of medicine; we have lots of recipes, but with the exception 

Bury St Edmunds at the time of Baldwin, a much less clear idea of who was using them, and 

where and how they were being used.302 

Female patients and female medical practitioners 

The strongest archaeological evidence for women being active participants in health care in 

Anglo-Saxon England is in the study of the Nazeingbury site mentioned above. The number of 

female skeletons at that site that were of a relatively advanced age, and which showed no skeletal 

signs of parturition, in combination with the number of skeletons of individuals who would have 

had significant long-term diseases and disabilities presents a compelling picture of a group of 

women taking care of people with long term illnesses and disabilities.303 

 

Bede recounts the story of John of Beverley's miraculous cure of the nun Coenburg of the 

convent at Watton (Wetadun) near Beverley.304 Coenburg fell ill while she was being bled, and 

John, when trying to learn more about the circumstances of her affliction, berated the abbess 

Heriburg and her companions for carrying out the blood-letting on an inappropriate day: 

You have acted most foolishly and unwisely to carry out blood-letting on the fourth day 
of the moon ... And what can I do for the girl if she is going to die?305 

According to John of Beverley's understanding of phlebotomy, which possibly derived from the 

school of Theodore and Hadrian at Canterbury, the nun Coenburg had fallen ill because her 

                                                   
302 Banham, ‘Medicine at Bury’. 
303 Huggins et al., ‘Excavation of Belgic and Romano-British Farm’, pp. 29–117, esp. pp. 45–67. 
304 Bede, HE, v.3. 
305 Bede, HE, v.3, pp. 460–461: ‘Multum insipienter et indocte fecistis in luna quarta flebotomando ... Et quid ego 
possum puellae, si moritura est, facere?’ 
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sisters had carried out the bloodletting on a bad day (in this case the ‘fourth day of the moon’), 

and so her sickness and impending death were a direct consequence of their incomplete 

knowledge of medicine and prognostics.306 I am not aware of any other surviving medical text, 

prognostic text, or calendar from early medieval England that specifically condemns blood-

letting on the fourth day of the moon. Both BL Cotton Tiberius A. iii, a handbook of 

miscellaneous monastic texts from Christ Church Canterbury in the first half of the eleventh 

century, and the late-eleventh century manuscript London, British Library, Arundel 60 contain 

lunaria for bloodletting that state that the fourth day of the moon is a good day for bleeding if 

the bleeding is done in the morning (in matutina bona est), but there are a great number of 

surviving Anglo-Saxon texts that are concerned with blood-letting, prognostics, and lucky and 

unlucky days, and the lists of days do not always agree with one another.307 

 

 
Image 25: London, British Library, Arundel 60, f. 1r. Lunarium for blood-letting showing the first 
eight days of the lunar month. 

Although the nuns presumably carried out the bleeding themselves the fact that they asked John 

to intervene in the treatment of Coenberg may indicate that they did not have anyone among 

their community who was capable of treating serious illnesses.  

 

While the next source is not evidence of female medical practice, it is suggestive of monastic 

interaction and treatment of the sick including laywomen. The main text of Jesus 37 is Iohannus 

                                                   
306 Bede, HE, V.3: ‘memini enim beatae memoriae Theodorum archiepiscopum dicere, quia periculosa sit satis illius 
temporis flebotomia, quando et lumen lunae et reuma oceani in cremento est’. This pronouncement is attributed to 
John by Bede and follows his condemnation of the abbess for acting ‘foolishly’, so by the time that Bede was writing, 
it was clearly reasonable for Bede to assume that John had received some medical information from Theodore. 
Nevertheless, the remark about the ‘flowing tides’ is possibly an amalgamation of Bede’s own understanding of the 
importance of the moon, for it was he who identified the association between the tides and the moon, and not 
Theodore. 
307 For an introduction to prognostic texts see: Chardonnens, Anglo-Saxon Prognostics; R. M. Liuzza, ‘Anglo-Saxon 
Prognostics in Context: A Survey and Handlist of Manuscripts’, Anglo-Saxon England 30 (2001), pp. 181–230. See also 
BL Arundel 60, f. 1r, and BL Cotton Tiberius A. iii, f. 65r, ll 1–11. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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Diaconus' Vita Sancti Gregorii, but the medical material on f. 156r includes a prayer to protect 

women in childbirth ([a]d mulierem que partu laborat), alongside the medical recipes. The 

manuscript is associated with the Priory of St Guthlac, Hereford and while the biography of 

Gregory is a perfectly reasonable text to be found in a priory library, it is not immediately 

obvious why the priors should have needed a prayer to ease childbirth unless they were involved 

with the care of the local community, including providing assistance to women in labour. All of 

the recipes are copied in the same s. xi(ex)/s. xii(in) hand, which as far as I was able to ascertain, 

does not appear anywhere else in the manuscript.308 Although it is not clear why the priory of 

Hereford might have needed to record any of the medical texts on f. 156r at the end of the Uita 

Sancti Gregorii, the manuscript itself is full of codicological anomalies, which might be suggestive 

of the general literary standards in the priory at the time and a general lack of appropriate 

writing materials (see below, Chapter Five).  

 

For those not in regular or secular orders it is likely that care for the sick was largely a domestic 

affair, but of the sermons of Ælfric, De auguriis, has a passage that condemns Christians who seek 

advice from ‘foul witches’, by which he presumably means lay-women with a reputation for 

having knowledge of healing practices: 

Neither shall the Christian enquire of the foul witch concerning his health, though she 
may be able to tell something through the devil, for it will be harmful, and all will be 
poisonous which cometh from him, and all his followers shall perish in the end. Some 
men are so blinded that they bring their offerings to an earth-fast stone, and eke to 
trees, and to well-springs, even as witches teach, and will not understand how foolishly 
they act, or how the dead stone or the dumb tree can help them, or give them health, 
when they never stir from the place.309 

He goes on to warn: 

Likewise some witless women go to cross-roads, and draw their children through the 
earth, and thus commit themselves and their children to the devil ... Some of them 

                                                   
308 For a description of this manuscript see H. O. Coxe, Catalogus codicum manuscriptorum, vii.14; N. R. Ker, ‘Sir John 
Prise’, The Library 5.1 (1955), pp. 1–24, esp. pp 14, 19, 21, and Medieval Libraries of Great Britain and Ireland, no. 99, and 
Gameson, Manuscripts of Early Norman England, no. 774. 
309 ‘Ne sceal se cristena befrinan þa fulan wiccan be his gesundfulnysse, þeahðe heo secgan cunne sum ðincg þurh 
deofol, forðan þe hit bið derigendlic, and eall hit bið ættrig þæt him of cymð, and eall his folgeras forfarað on ende. 
Sume men synd swa ablende, þæt hi bringað heora lac to eorðfæstum stane, and eac to treowum, and to wylspringum, 
swa swa wiccan tæcað, and nellað under-standan, hu stuntlice hi doð, oððe hu se deada stan, oððe þæt dumbe treow 
him mæge gehelpan, oððe hæle forgifan, þone hi sylfe ne astyriað, of ðære stowe næfre.’ Ælfric, De auguriis, ll. 124–
135, in W. W. Skeat (ed.), Lives of Saints: Being a Set of Sermons on Saints’ Days Formerly Observed by the English Church, EETS 
O.S. 76 (London, 1881), pp. 372–375. 
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devise drinks [philtres] for their wooers, or some mischief, that they may have them in 
marriage.310 

Ælfric may have included these prohibitions and admonitions specifically because he 

disapproved of female medical practitioners, or at least lay-women being involved in healing. 

The examples of healing practices that Ælfric mentions are all divergent from either Christian 

healing prayers or the standard medical recipes, and Ælfric seems to associate these additional 

healing methods with the ‘foul witch’ (fulan wiccan), and ‘witless women’ (gewitlease wif), as he uses 

gendered language to describe the practitioners. Audrey Meaney pointed out that wiccan is used 

by Ælfric to refer to both males and females in this sermon, but in this particular instance, the 

heo of the next line requires a female-only reading of wiccan at this point in the text, a detail that 

Meaney overlooks in her otherwise excellent discussion of the passage.311 Ælfric may have 

included that specific material because he did not think any of the abovementioned behaviours 

conformed with ‘correct’ Christian mores, but it may not be the case that he was warning 

against contemporary practices. 312  Ælfric frequently used (unattributed) quotations from a 

variety of other writers in his own compositions, and so when reading his works, one cannot 

always take his observations to be commentary on contemporary belief and behaviour.313 The 

first quotation above is derived from the writings of Caesarius of Arles314  and the second 

quotation above is almost entirely derived from the anonymous Penitential of pseudo-

Ecgbert. 315 Ælfric may have included these examples of lay-healing practices because they 

matched his own experiences, but I agree with Audrey Meaney's assessment of Ælfric's use of 

sources in this sermon that Ælfric was ‘in firm intellectual control of all his material’ –he used 

these sources because they helped him to create a particular mood and tone in order to convey 

the message of the sermon more effectively.316 The sermon, De auguriis is about the avoidance 

of superstition and fortune-telling in general and Ælfric may have used these particular 

quotations because he liked the lexis of the source, or the potential for metrical syntax, rather 

                                                   
310 ‘Eac sume gewitlease wif farað to wega gelætum, and teoð heora cild þurh ða eorðan, and swa deofle betæcað hi 
sylfe, and heora bearn ... Sume hi wyrcað heora wogerum drencas, oððe sumne wawan, þæt hi hi to wife habbon.’ 
Ælfric, De auguriis, ll. 147–150, 157–158, in Skeat, Lives of Saints, pp. 374–375. 
311 A. Meaney, ‘Ælfric's Use of his Sources in his Homily on Auguries’, English Studies 6 (1985), pp. 477–495, esp. pp. 
486, 495. 
312 Meaney has written extensively on late Anglo-Saxon attitudes to idolatry and heathenism, see also A. Meaney, 
‘Ælfric and Idolatry’, Journal of Religious History 13.2 (1984), pp. 119–135; and ‘“And we forbeodað eornostlice ælcne 
hæðenscipe”: Wulfstan and Late Anglo-Saxon and Norse “Heathenism”’, in M. Townend (ed.), Wulfstan, Archbishop 
of York: The Proceedings of the Second Alcuin Conference (Turnhout, 2004), pp. 461–500. 
313 See M. R. Godden, ‘Ælfric's Library’, in R. Gameson (ed.), The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain (Cambridge, 
2011), pp. 679–684 for a brief description of the sources Ælfric may have had access to at Eynsham. 
314 Meaney, ‘Ælfric's Use of his Sources’, p. 486; Fontes Anglo-Saxonici C.B.1.3.18.019.01, 
http://fontes.english.ox.ac.uk/data/content/astexts/source_details.asp?source_ref=C%2EB%2E1%2E3%2E18%
2E019%2E01.  
315 Meaney, ‘Ælfric's Use of his Sources’, pp. 486–488; Fontes Anglo-Saxonici C.B.1.3.18.023.01, 
http://fontes.english.ox.ac.uk/data/content/astexts/source_details.asp?source_ref=C%2EB%2E1%2E3%2E18%
2E023%2E01. 
316 Meaney, ‘Ælfric's Use of his Sources’. 
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than because the source precisely matched his own feelings or experiences. It is obviously 

significant and worthy of our attention that Ælfric selected these textual fragments, just as the 

element of selection is an important part of the study of the medical recipes recorded in non-

medical manuscripts, but because Ælfric so often uses quotations from other sources, it is 

impossible to use the above quotations to say that in doing so, he was providing an entirely 

accurate commentary on his own experience of syncretism, paganism, and female healing 

practice. 

Medical practitioners in the Historia Ecclesiastica of Bede 

In the Historia Ecclesiastica (HE) of Bede there are twenty-two chapters that include at least one 

account of healing not including the stories where the agents of healing are solely the relics of a 

deceased saint.317 Many of the non-relic stories are still miraculous with patients being healed 

through prayer. 318  Even though it is necessary to bear in mind Bede's understanding of 

rhetorical style and topos, there are still important contemporary details about the practice of 

medicine that can be gleaned from the healing miracles that he recounts in the Historia 

Ecclesiastica. A small number of those stories also include references to medical practitioners, 

usually designated in the Latin as medici. Bede tells the story of a young man of the monastic 

community at Dacre, Penrith who had a swelling on his eyelid.319 Bede says that he heard this 

story from the man it happened to, i.e. the man with the eyelid swelling, who told him that: 

[t]he doctors tried to cure it by applying medicinal poultices to soften it, [but] they were 
not successful. Some instructed that it should be cut away, while others opposed this 
through fear of doing greater harm. 320 

There is much to tease out of those two sentences. The monk was seen by more than one 

physician (medici), but Bede does not tell us if they were members of the monastic community at 

Dacre, physicians from another regular or secular house, or lay physicians. According to the 

patient at Dacre, the physicians used medicinal poultices (adpositis pigmentorum fomentis) to try to 

ease the affliction. One of the most common types of prescription in the larger Anglo-Saxon 

medical compendia is a recommendation to mix particular ingredients together in order to 

create a poultice or ointment, and this is also the case with the corpus of medical recipe in non-

                                                   
317 Bede, HE, i.18, 19, 21; ii.2; iii.11, 13, 27; iv.8, 9, 14, 16, 19, 22–24, 32; v.2–6. See Bolotina, ‘Medicine and 
Society’, esp. ch. 1 and Appendix 1 who also discusses this material and includes lists of healing miracles in both 
Bede and the anonymous lives of Saint Cuthbert. 
318 A great deal has been written on this topic, but good summaries include the following items: B. Colgrave, ‘Bede's 
Miracle Stories’, in A. H. Thompson (ed.), Bede: His Life, Times, and Writings (Oxford, 1935), pp. 201–229; J. T. 
Rosenthal, ‘Bede's Use of Miracles in “The Ecclesiastical History”’, Traditio 31 (1975), pp. 328–335; and W. D. 
McCready, Miracles and the Venerable Bede, Studies and Texts (Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies) 118 (Toronto, 
1994). 
319 Bede, HE, iv.32, pp. 446–449, ‘adulescens, cui tumor deformis palpebram oculi fedauerat.’ 
320  Bede, HE, iv.32, p. 448, ‘[C]urabant medici hunc adpositis pigmentorum fomentis emollire, nec ualebant. 
Quidam abscidendum esse docebant, alii hoc fieri metu maioris periculi uetabant.’ My translation. 
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medical manuscripts. To return briefly to Chapter 1, the recipe from Bald's Leechbook that was 

the focus of the MRSA study, involved the preparation of an ointment to treat swellings on the 

eye.321  

 

At least one of the medici at Dacre suggested attempting surgery ([q]uidam abscidendum esse 

docebant). Surgical procedures are mentioned very infrequently in Anglo-Saxon literature, 

although there is one medical item (BLB.xiii) that describes how to mend a harelip (hær scearde) 

by sewing it closed with silk, although as the procedure repairs soft-tissue there is no 

archaeological evidence to confirm that such interventions were performed in Anglo-Saxon 

England.322 The sentence also shows that the physicians who treated the monk with the swelling 

on his eye knew that surgery was dangerous and could potentially increase the patient's 

complications rather than reducing them; indeed Bede says that it seemed that ‘no human aid 

could cure it.’323 The point of the story for Bede, however, was that these doctors were relieved 

of their patient by the helpful intercession of the relics of St Cuthbert: nevertheless, this story is 

particularly important, and somewhat overlooked in the history of medicine in Anglo-Saxon 

England, considering the remoteness of the monastery, the multiple physicians, the suggestion 

of surgery, and the debate about the best interests of the patient. 

 

Another story, that of the injury and recovery of the monk Herebald is designed to demonstrate 

the united holy power of John, bishop of Beverley, and God working through him. Bede 

recounts this story in the first person, as if taking dictation, or using an account written by 

Herebald. In the tale, Herebald fell from a horse, suffered a serious injury, and recovered thanks 

to the vigil and prayers of John. Herebald says that when it became clear that he was going to 

live, John: ‘called a doctor, and ordered him to set and bind up my fractured skull.’324 It is not 

clear from the story whether the doctor was part of John's retinue of ‘mainly layfolk’ (maxime 

laici) that was travelling with him when the accident happened, or if he was a member of the 

clerical community at Hexham, or if he was a lay person local to the abbey, as Herebald only 

says that he was 'carried home' (ferorque domum) to recuperate after the accident. In any case, the 

off-hand comment about the doctor raises a number of questions including what additional (or 

different) training he might have undergone to receive such a title, and what the act of ‘closing’ 

the head wound would have involved – perhaps stitching, packing, or dressing the wound before 

                                                   
321 Harrison, et al., ‘A 1,000-Year-Old Antimicrobial Remedy’. 
322 BL Royal 12 D xvii, ff. 20v–21r. Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 56–57. On surgery in Anglo-Saxon England see 
Banham and Voth, ‘Diagnosis and Treatment of Wounds’. See also C. A. Roberts, ‘Surgery’, and M. L. Cameron 
‘Medical Literature and Medicine’, in M. Lapidge, et al. (eds.), The Blackwell Encyclopedia of Anglo-Saxon England (Oxford, 
2001), pp. 304–305, 430–431. 
323 Bede, HE, iv.32, pp. 448–449, ‘neque inminens oculo exitium humana manus curare ualeret.’ 
324 Bede, HE, v.6, pp.468–469, ‘Vocauit autem medicum, et dissolutam mihi emicranii iuncturam conponere atque 
alligare iussit.’ 
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bandaging it. It is also interesting that John recognised that the wound needed specific attention 

and separated the medical processes into two steps: closing, and then bandaging the wound, 

which itself suggests that he took an interest in the practicalities of care for the sick in addition 

to the spiritual aid that he was able to offer.    

 

Among the other references in HE to individual healers, Bede tells us that when Æthelthryth of 

Ely was taken ill from the swelling in her throat, her community of fellow nuns sent for a doctor. 

Æthelthryth's doctor is one of the few Anglo-Saxon medical practitioners whose name has 

survived. The doctor's name was Cynifrith and Bede writes that he attended to Æthlthryth by 

puncturing the swelling in her neck and draining away the poison inside it.325 Bede does not tell 

us that there was anything unusual about the community sending for a male doctor to help 

Æthelthryth, or that there was anything particularly remarkable or unusual about Cynefrith's 

method of treatment, but that is not particularly surprising as the purpose of the account was 

to describe the apparent sanctity of Æthelthryth, and so a full account of the circumstances 

pertaining to her medical care would have been irrelevant.326 Another physician is present in 

the story of John's cure of the mute boy – the boy was known to John as he had previously 

received alms from him – once John had fixed the boy's speech impediment he directed him 

into the care of a physician who was able to cure the boy's scabbed head.327 John as a bishop 

was a member of the secular clergy, and Bede does not tell us whether the unnamed physician 

in the story was from the bishop's household, a layman not connected with the bishop's 

household or a member of a monastery. 

 

 

The Leechbook of ‘Bald’ 

In order to understand the type of person who might have been interested in collecting medical 

recipes we should consider the Bald whose name is associated with one of the recipe collections 

preserved in BL Royal 12. D. xvii. The scribe who worked on the original compilation for Bald 

names himself in a colophon: ‘Bald is the owner of this book which he ordered Cild to 

compile.’328 There are several English verbs which might serve as a suitable translation for 

conscribere including ‘collate’, ‘collect’, ‘compose’, ‘copy’, and ‘write’, each of which involve a 

different amount of intellectual activity on the parts of Cild and Bald. For example, Bald may 

have collected lots of material and asked Cild to make a more organised version of his notes, 

                                                   
325 Bede, HE, iv.19, pp. 390–397. 
326 Bede, HE, iv.19, pp. 390–397. 
327 Bede, HE, v.2, pp.  
328 BL Royal 12 D xvii, f. 109v: Bald habet hunc librum Cild quem conscribere iussit. My edition and translation. See also 
Nokes, ‘Several Compilers’ for a discussion of the collection and curation process that might have taken place in 
order to produce Bald's Leechbook.  
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Bald may have dictated the material to Cild with Cild acting as his amanuensis, or Bald may 

have commissioned Cild to do all of the research and simply awaited the final text. Whatever 

the roles of Bald and Cild in producing the ur-text of the item we now know as Bald's Leechbook 

it is obvious that without the intervention of Cild, the text would look very different to us, if 

indeed it would exist at all. Cild does not tell us that Bald was a physician, but it seems 

reasonable to assume that the day-to-day life of Bald involved the care of the sick and that Bald 

required (or simply desired) a large and organised collection of recipes in order to improve the 

breadth or the depth of his medical knowledge. 

 

Within the text of Bald's Leechbook there are two references to specific medical practitioners, Oxa, 

and Dun, and there are also several references to a wider medical community. In BLBI.xlvii, 

the composer of this chapter tells the reader twice ‘Oxa taught this medical recipe’ (Oxa lærde 

þisne læcdom).329 Dun appears in a similar capacity in BLBII.lxv where the reader is informed 

that ‘for sickness in the lungs, Dun taught ...’ ([w]iþ lungen adle læcedom Dun tæhte...).330 Oxa and 

Dun were presumably medical practitioners of some kind and they may have been known to 

(at least) the very first people to write these specific recipes down. Both Debby Banham and 

Christine Voth have suggested that it is possible that Bald may have been a student of Oxa 

and/or Dun and that their pedagogical relationship is why the text names them personally 

rather using a more depersonalised reference to læcas.331In BLBI.lxxxii, the word læcas ‘leeches’ 

is used three times: ‘the leeches that were the wisest taught’ (OE: læcas lærdon þa þe wisoste wæron); 

‘also leeches say’ (OE: eac secgeaþ læcas); ‘leeches taught also’ (OE: læces læraþ eac).332 As with ‘Oxa 

taught’ and ‘Dun taught’ the læcas who taught these medical recipes are being invoked to give 

authority to these particular texts. The generalised appeal to the authority of the anonymous 

læcas and their lessons indicates that in the mind of the composer of these texts, there existed a 

group of people who could be distinguished in his mind by their interest and skill in the 

treatment of illness. 

 

Additional sources  

If we think about where else we might expect to find references to medical practitioners, then 

we might turn our attention towards manuscript illustrations, some of which contain monastic 

and secular vignettes. There are, however, no contemporary Anglo-Saxon depictions of medical 

                                                   
329 BL Royal 12 D. xvii, f. 45v. ‘Oxa taught this leechdom’. Nokes (trans.), ‘Several Compilers’, p. 59. 
330 BL Royal 12 D. xvii f. 106v–107r, ‘[A] leechdom Dun taught against lung disease’. My translation. 
331 See Banham, ‘Dun, Oxa and Pliny’, p. 68; Voth, ‘An Analysis’, p. 169.  
332 BL Royal 12 D. xvii, f. 55r. Nokes (trans.), ‘Several Compilers’, pp. 59–60. 
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treatments in any of the surviving manuscripts.333 Only two of the surviving copies of the 

Herbarium are illustrated i.e. BL Cotton Vitellius C. iii and Bod. Lib., Hatton 76. The purpose 

and utility of the depictions of the plants in the illustrated herbaria is enigmatic. Anne Van 

Arsdall has suggested that we should not see the plant illustrations as having ever being intended 

to allow an otherwise untrained novice to go into a garden or field and differentiate between 

plants, rather that the illustrations were intended as aides-memoire for people who could 

already recognise the plants independently. 334 The survival of multiple herbarium manuscripts 

that were deliberately completed without illustrations supports this, as it indicates that some 

medieval users thought the text alone was valuable and comprehensible.  

 

One copy of the Herbarium, London, British Library, Cotton Vitellius C. iii, ff. 11–85, which 

dates from s. xi1/4, has two ‘group-portrait’ illustrations, which do not directly depict medical 

practice, but which both preserve material relevant to this discussion. The image on f. 19r is of 

a group of three figures, and a contemporary caption names them as: Escolapius, Plato, Centaurus. 

The figures are outside and are surrounded by abundant plants and animals, i.e. the primary 

sources of medicinal ingredients.335  

                                                   
333 There are cautery diagrams in DCL Hunter 100 (c. 1100–1128), including depictions of irons being heated and 
applied on f.119r. See also M. Collins, Medieval Herbals: The Illustrative Traditions, British Library Studies in Medieval 
Culture (London, 2000) which includes several plates showing illustrations of plants and medical practice from 
western Europe before c. 1400. 
334 See A. Van Arsdall, ‘The “Old English Herbarium” in a New Context’ (unpubl. PhD dissertation, University of 
New Mexico, 2001), esp. p. 142. See also Collins Medieval Herbals; H. Grape-Albers, Spätantike Bilder aus der Welt des 
Arztes Medizinische Bilderhandschriften der Spätantike und ihre mittelalterliche Überlieferung (Wiesbaden, 1977); L. Voigts, 
‘Review’, Speculum 57.4 (1984), pp. 893–895, which discusses the Grape-Albers book and also expands on the general 
discussion of the purpose or utility of the plant illustrations in herbaria.  
335 For a discussion of this image see Voigts ‘A New Look’, and see also, Banham, ‘Dun, Oxa and Pliny’. 
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Image 26: London, British Library, Cotton Vitellius C. iii, f. 19r. 

 

The illustration on f. 11v is the other ‘group portrait’ in the manuscript, and again it consists of 

three male figures although unlike the image on f. 19r, the figures are not named. D'Aronco 

and Cameron identified in the image a tall man spearing an animal (possibly a lion) next to a 

man with a shield and a tonsured man presenting a book.336 The composition of the image has 

some features in common with depictions of the motif of ‘Christ over the beasts’, a subject 

derived from Psalm 90:13 ‘[t]hou shalt walk upon the asp and the basilisk: and thou shalt 

trample under foot the lion and the dragon.’337 The motif appears infrequently in early medieval 

western European art; the most famous example is the 6th-century depiction in the 

Archbishop's Chapel in Ravenna, but it also appeared on the Bewcastle and Ruthwell stone 

crosses, and on the ivory book covers of the Lorsch Gospels and Bod. Lib. MS Douce 176, as 

well as in manuscript art. In earlier depictions, Christ usually holds a book and a cross-staff and 

stands on the beasts, but in some later depictions he both stands on the beasts and holds a spear 

                                                   
336 D'Aronco and Cameron, Old English Illustrated Pharmacopoeia, esp., p. 14. 
337 Ps 90 (91):13, ‘Super aspidem et basiliscum ambulabis et conculcabis leonem et draconem.’ 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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that pierces a beast through the mouth, e.g. BNF MS Lat. 12274, a tenth century manuscript 

from Corbie; and on an eleventh-century walrus ivory Tau-cross in the British Museum.338   

 

The Vitellius image has some features in common with the ‘presentation images’ that can be 

found in other medieval manuscripts.339 Anglo-Saxon presentation images typically include a 

large central figure, more often than not a saint or Jesus Christ, and a proportionally smaller 

representation of a scribe or the donor. The scribe or donor typically offers a book to the central 

figure, with the book in the presentation image being a meta-illustration of the manuscript that 

the viewer holds. 

 

It is possible that the illustration on f. 11r of Vitellius C. iii was composed by a scribe who used 

depictions of Christ over the beasts as the inspiration for his composition, even though it does 

not appear as though the final image was intended to be an explicit representation of that motif. 

In the Vitellius C. iii illustration on f. 11r there are some features that set the image apart from 

contemporary depictions of Christ over the beasts, and which discourage overly simplistic 

interpretations of the piece. In the Vitellius illustration the central figure is proportionally larger 

than the other figures, but he lacks the halo typically found in contemporary depictions of 

Christ. Furthermore, the central figure only stands on one beast, although all of the other 

examples that explicitly depict Christ-over-the-beasts have Christ standing on two separate 

animals. The identity of the central figure is uncertain: he appears be untonsured and may be 

in the vestments of a priest, but he does not seem to be Christ or any identifiable man.  

 

The other two figures in the illustration also present difficulties in their interpretation. The right-

most figure stands on a decorative red spiral decoration; this feature has a similar disposition to 

depictions of serpents in other deliberate representations of Christ-over-the-beasts, but here it 

is just a decorative spiral. The right-most figure is small, tonsured, wears monastic robes, and 

holds a book out towards the central figure in the hunched posture typical of donors in 

manuscript presentation images. The figure on the left is also small, and holds a shield and 

possibly a smaller curved blade(?). Damage to the image means that it is not clear whether the 

left figure is tonsured, but the presence of a shield makes the tonsure slightly less likely. 

                                                   
338 BNF MS Lat. 12274, f. 99r, and BM 1903,0323.1. 
339  On donor portraits in Anglo-Saxon England see: C. E. Karkov, The Ruler Portraits of Anglo-Saxon England, 
Cambridge Studies in Anglo-Saxon England 3 (Woodbridge, 2004) and E. H. Kantorowicz, ‘The Quinity of 
Winchester’, The Art Bulletin 29 (1947), pp. 73–85. 
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Image 27: London, British Library, Cotton Vitellius C. iii, f. 11v. 

 

The scene on f. 11v seems to be a meta-illustration of the presentation of the Vitellius C. iii copy 

of the Herbarium after it had been completed. Peter Stokes determined that the script of Vitellius 

C. iii, ff. 11–85 is ‘entirely consistent with products of Christ Church [Canterbury] or its orbit’, 

which raises the possibility that the Herbarium was copied for a particular member of the Christ 

Church community who was responsible for the care of the sick in the early portion of the 

eleventh century. 340 If such a figure existed, his name is no longer known, but the tradition of 

presentation images, and the specific creation of the Leechbook for Bald, permit such a 

consideration of this image. 

 

Between study and practice 

As we saw in Cynehard's letter to Lull discussed earlier in this chapter, it seems probable then 

that in Winchester in the mid-8th century there was a culture of attempting to treat the sick using 

the standard classical medical texts, but as Cynheard presumably discovered, it was difficult to 

adhere precisely to medical recipes of Mediterranean origin using the native vegetation of 

Anglo-Saxon England.341  The disconnect between theory and practice when studying the 

classical medical texts is presumably one of the contributing factors that led to the compilation 

                                                   
340 Stokes, English Vernacular Minuscule, pp. 126–127. 
341 See fn. 271 and Banham, Food and Drink for a survey of what edible and potable ingredients are likely to have been 
available in Anglo-Saxon England. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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of medical recipe collections in Old English that more-often-than-not rely on ingredients more 

readily available in Anglo-Saxon England.342 That same disconnect may also have influenced 

the vernacular translation of the Herbarium Pseudo-Apuleii, which in its Old English incarnation 

is a text more suited to the botanical landscape of early medieval England.343 

 

The Colloquies of Ælfric Bata (fl. 1005) describe a monastic orchard with over twenty different 

varieties of tree and shrub growing in it: the list of trees is based on the Glossary of Ælfric the 

Grammarian (fl. 975–1010).344 The Colloquies were designed to introduce thematic vocabulary 

to monastic oblates and so cannot be taken to represent the arboreal abundance available on 

the lands at either Ælfric or Ælfric Bata's monastic houses. However, among the incidental 

details in the orchard colloquy of Ælfric Bata is a short biography of a member of the 

community: ‘[t]he gardener of the monastery, our abbot's doctor’ ([h]ortulanus monasterii et medicus 

senioris nostri).345 The actors in the colloquium describe a man responsible for the trees and plants 

in the orchard, and also for making medicines and ointments (antidota et ungenta facit).346 The 

actors discuss how the doctor will make his medicines and ointments for anyone who asks (qui 

eum rogat), which probably means anyone within the religious house, but which does not exclude 

trade with the local lay community if such interactions were permitted to him.347 

 

The actors discuss the nationality of the gardener-doctor, and the audience learns that the 

medicus of which they speak is not English or Greek, but Frankish: 

‘Est Angligena siue Grecigena?’ 
‘Non, sed Francigena.’348 

The inquiry as to the nationality of their doctor, and the specific information that he is Frankish 

suggests that part of this scene may be drawn from Ælfric Bata's life experiences; otherwise the 

detail is odd and superfluous. It is particularly interesting that it is plausible that the doctor was 

                                                   
342 An excellent discussion of this phenomenon is found in Banham, ‘England Joins the Medical Mainstream’, esp. 
p. 346. See also, Meaney, ‘Practice of Medicine’ and Bolotina, ‘Medicine and Society’. 
343 See Rusche, ‘Translation of Plant Names’; D’Aronco, ‘Botanical Lexicon’; de Vriend, Old English Herbarium; E. 
Kesling, ‘Translation Style in the Old English Herbarium’, pp. 9–14; Voigts, ‘A New Look’. 
344 Ælfric Bata, Coll. xxv. Ælfric was a member of the communities of Eynsham and Winchester, but Ælfric Bata’s 
communities have not been definitely identified although Eynsham, Winchester, and Abingdon have all been 
suggested as possibilities. Ælfric Bata describes Ælfric as ‘my teacher’ (meus magister) in the preface to one copy of his 
Colloquia preserved in Oxford, St Johns College, 154, f. 204 so they must have been part of the same Benedictine 
community for at least some portion of Ælfric Bata's youth. See S. Gwara, and D. Porter (eds.), Anglo-Saxon 
Conversations: The Colloquies of Ælfric Bata (Woodbridge, 1997) esp., pp. 2–3, and n. 6, 7, 9 and 136–159. See also C. 
E. Hohler, ‘Some Service Books of the Later Saxon Church’, in D. Parsons (ed.), Tenth Century Studies: Essays in 
Commemoration of the Millennium of the Council of Winchester and Regularis Concordia (London, 1975), pp. 60–83; and C. L. 
White, Ælfric: A New Study of his Life and Writings (Boston, 1898), esp. p. 122.  
345 Ælfric Bata, Coll.. xxv, in Gwara and Porter, Anglo-Saxon Conversations, esp. pp. 156–157. 
346 Ibid., pp. 156–157. 
347 Ibid., pp. 156–159. 
348 Ibid., pp. 156–157. 
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of Greek nationality, since the only other monks known to have been in Anglo-Saxon England 

who had any connection with Greece were Theodore and Hadrian who were at Canterbury in 

the seventh century.  

 

The Colloquium scene then takes a turn in order to discuss the good and bad plants of many 

varieties that are always growing in the garden ([m]ultae herbae ualde boni generis et mali ac diuersi 

semper crescunt in nostro uiridario).349 This line of dialogue is the introduction to another vocabulary 

list largely derived from the Glossary of Ælfric. The list is divided into plants that can be eaten 

almost every day if they are cooked ([i]bi crescunt promitus illa holera, quae pene cotidie mandi possunt, 

si erunt cocta): cabbage, parsley, mallow, thyme, celery, garlic, mint, dill, and savory,350 which is 

interesting as the list of monastic sign language, the monasterialies indicia also make a distinction 

between vegetables that were to be eaten cooked and those that could be eaten raw.351 The 

monasterialia indicia are preserved in BL Cotton Tiberius A iii, ff. 97r–101v, a manuscript that 

also contains a bilingual copy of the Regularis concordia, and which may have been owned by 

Ælfric Bata himself as his name appears on what may have been the original frontispiece, now 

f. 117r.352After that initial list of plants that can be eaten every day if they have been cooked, 

there follows a much longer list of plants that have been excluded from the first part of the list 

either because they are not eaten every day, or because they do not have to be eaten cooked.353  

Although we do not have much direct evidence for Anglo-Saxon gardens and how and where 

medicinal plants might have been grown, it is believed that Ely and Thorney abbeys had 

flourishing gardens for much of the Anglo-Saxon period, and both may have even had 

vineyards.354 The Domesday records mention thirty-eight vineyards in England in addition to 

those belonging to the king, and so if it was possible to grow grapes in Anglo-Saxon England, 

which require a relatively warm and stable climate, then many other fruits, vegetables, and 

                                                   
349 Ibid., pp. 158–159. On Anglo-Saxon gardens see D. Banham, ‘Lectun and Orceard: A Preliminary Survey of the 
Evidence for Horticulture in Anglo-Saxon England’, in G. R. Owen-Crocker, and B. W. Schneider (eds.), The Anglo-
Saxons: The World Through Their Eyes (Oxford, 2014), pp. 33–48. 
350 ‘caula uel magudaris, petrocilinum, malua, cerpillum, apium, algium, menta, anetum, saturagia’. Ælfric Bata, 
Coll. xxv, in Gwara and Porter, Anglo-Saxon Conversations, pp. 158–159. 
351 D. Banham, Monasteriales Indicia: The Anglo-Saxon Monastic Sign Language (Middlesex, 1991), pp. 32–33, nos. 57–58. 
352 ASMABH, no. 363. On the rearrangement of the leaves see T. A. Cooper, Monk-Bishops and the English Benedictine 
Reform Movement: Reading London, BL, Cotton Tiberius A. iii in its Manuscript Context (Toronto, 2015), esp. p. 263. 
353  The lists of plants in the colloquium are very similar to the idealised horticultural descriptions from three 
Carolingian sources: the plan of St Gall, the Capitulare de Villis, and the Hortulus poem of Wilfrid Strahbo. 
354 On viticulture in Anglo-Saxon England see D. Banham, ‘The Knowledge and Uses of Food Plants in Anglo-
Saxon England’ (unpubl. PhD dissertation, Cambridge, 1990); D. Hooke, ‘A Note on the Evidence for Vineyards 
and Orchards in Anglo-Saxon England’, Journal of Wine Research 1 (1990), pp. 77–80; T. Unwin, ‘Saxon and Early 
Norman Viticulture in England’, Journal of Wine Research 1 (1990), pp. 61–75; L. Voigts, ‘Anglo-Saxon Plant Remedies 
and the Anglo-Saxons’, Isis 70.2 (1979), pp. 250–268, esp. pp. 262–265; F. Crisp, Medieval Gardens (New York, rpr. 
1966), p. 95; and D'Aronco, ‘Botanical Lexicon’, esp. p. 31. 
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herbs should have been well within the green-fingered reach of an Anglo-Saxon monastic 

gardener.355 

 

The actor in the Ælfric Bata plant colloquium whose speech includes this list of plants concludes 

his list with the information that there are a lot of other plants that he does not know the name 

of in (Old) English (et cetera multa holera, que tibi anglice non possum edicere).356 This line of dialogue 

ties into the larger phenomenon of monolingual and bilingual plant glossaries from Anglo-

Saxon England, the translation of large medical recipe compendia such as the Herbarium of 

pseudo-Apuleius into Old English, and the glossing of some of the recipes within my corpus. The 

recipes on the flyleaf of CCCC 223 are in Latin and were added when the book was in Saint 

Bertin (where it was copied). Once the manuscript arrived in England the second of those flyleaf 

recipes received glosses in Old English to the plant components of the recipe except betony 

perhaps because the Latin betonica or uetonica is glossed with three entirely different plants in Old 

English attorlaþe, bisceopwyrt, and betonice and the glossator may either have thought it was the 

obvious cognate betonica or he may have been just as confused as modern readers as to which 

plant was intended by the Latin uetonica. The other ingredients such as pepper and wine are not 

glossed. The other recipes on the page are unglossed, which might mean that once the 

manuscript arrived in England, someone tried to use that particular potion for a swelling (potio 

in apostema), but not the recipe for incense (confectio timiamatis), the other recipe to treat an abscess 

(decoctio ad apostoma), or the headache recipe (potio ad capitis dolorem) that also appear on the page. 

The recipe added to Brussels Bib. Royale 1828–30, f. 119r, a flyleaf also contains a single plant 

gloss. The recipe is in Latin, but either the Bib. Royale 1828–30 scribe or a scribe responsible 

for his/her exemplar inserted a gloss to the plant poleium adding id est hylwyrt. The identification 

of poleium and hylwyrt is not without difficulty, especially when all of their possible glosses are 

concatenated, and it is possible that the gloss was inserted in order to ensure that readers would 

select the correct plant.357 

 

Conclusions 

The corpus of medical recipes in non-medical manuscripts supplies substantial evidence for a 

general interest in medical recipe texts in the latter half of the Anglo-Saxon period. Even 

considering these additional recipes, the focus of our work on the study and practice of medicine 

                                                   
355 See Voigts, ‘Anglo-Saxon Plant Remedies’, p. 262. For a list of English medieval vineyards see W. Younger, Men 
and Wine (London, 1966), pp. 466–468. The medieval climate in England was probably slightly warmer than the 
present – for a good summary of the evidence see H. H. Lamb, ‘Our Changing Climate, Past and Present’, in H. H. 
Lamb (ed.), The Changing Climate (London, 1972), pp. 1–20. 
356 Ælfric Bata, Coll. xxv, in Gwara and Porter, Anglo-Saxon Conversations, pp. 158–159. 
357 See DoOEPN [poleium:hylwyrt], and Bierbaumer, Der botanische Wortschatz II, p. 151 [hyl-wyrt] – i.e. pennyroyal. 
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in early medieval England must remain, necessarily, very narrowly focused on the monastic 

experiences of and interests in medical recipes as this is by far the most well attested subject in 

the primary sources. We have seen that some high-ranking members of the clergy took at least 

a passing interest in medical recipes and wished to have particular subsets of recipes to hand, 

but we have also tried to build the best possible picture of all of the anonymous monks who may 

have copied, studied and practiced medicine in early medieval England. The next chapter will 

examine in more detail the circulation of the Old English medical recipes in the corpus, and 

the palaeographical and codicological contexts of the recipe texts and their manuscript 

containers: both of these questions relation to the development of the technology of the written 

word in Anglo-Saxon England, but in this chapter we have concerned ourselves more with the 

plants, people, and spaces that created the environment in which those little annotations and 

notes could grow. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: MEDICINE AND MANUSCRIPTS 

The purpose of this chapter is to explore my corpus in terms of its relationship to the history of 

the book in early medieval England. The quotation below is taken from one of the colloquia of 

Ælfric Bata; it is from a scene that is designed to introduce its audience to Latin vocabulary for 

talking about reading and writing, but the questions that Ælfric Bata wrote for his novice actors 

are applicable to this study, and in particular to this chapter. 

 

Who wrote this? Who wrote this script? Who wrote this book? Who wrote this volume? 
Who wrote this page or this line or this alphabet or these words or these letters? Is the 
man who wrote all this still alive? The one who wrote all this was a good scribe and had 
a fine hand.358 

The intention of this chapter is to think about levels of literacy and the types of literate culture 

that led to the preservation of the medical recipes in my corpus. The first part of this chapter 

discusses the recipes in my corpus that are preserved elsewhere in the Anglo-Saxon medical 

corpus and explores the textual networks that might have existed in order to support these 

additional copies of the recipe texts. The second part of the chapter focusses on the 

palaeographical and codicological features of my recipes by examining the manuscript-locations 

of the recipes and the scribal performances. The final part of the chapter draws both of the 

earlier topics together by asking why these manuscripts were selected and used to record medical 

recipes. My corpus is not a corpus because of a single unified vision or purpose of a particular 

individual, but because it encapsulates two identifiable phenomena in relation to the history of 

the book within the early medieval world. The first of these is the idea of manuscripts as 

permeable objects, where the medium of parchment superseded the overall message, and 

secondly because it demonstrates the mechanics of collection, collation and excerption as people 

used the technology of the codex to both supplement and replace personal memory. 

 

Booklets, Books and Margins  

We continue in this chapter with monasteries and what my corpus might tell us about who had 

access to books in an Anglo-Saxon religious house and how those books might have been used. 

We must remove from our minds both the bibliothecae of the Classical world and the scholastic 

abundance of the later middle ages. The much smaller number of textual items encompassed 

                                                   
358 ‘Quis scripsit hoc? Aut quis scripsit scripturam hanc? Aut quis scripsit librum hunc? Aut quis scripsit uolumen 
istud? Aut quis scripsit paginam hanc aut lineam istam aut alphabetum hoc, aut uerba haec aut litteras has? Viutine 
homo ille, qui omnia ista scripsit? Bonus scriptor fuit, et bonas manus habuit is, qui uniuersa haec scripsit.’ Ælfric 
Bata, Coll. xxiv, in Gwara and Porter, Anglo-Saxon Conversations, pp. 134–135. 
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by early medieval book collections is the biggest difference between libraries in religious houses 

in Anglo-Saxon England and the libraries of the previous and later periods.359 The smaller size 

does not just mean that a medieval Callimachus could have finished his cataloguing in little 

more than an afternoon, it changes what the concept of a ‘library’ might have meant to our 

early medieval monks, and in turn how we must understand the circulation and preservation of 

text and the permeability of text-storage technology, i.e. manuscripts. Libraries before and after 

the early medieval period were rooms, capable of enclosing not just books, but people too, and 

large enough to permit at least one or two people to study the volumes in close proximity to 

where they were kept.360 The term ‘library’ in relation to early medieval England is probably 

more appropriately applied to collections of codices rather than to a designated space: an early 

medieval library in England did not need a room to or for itself, and consequently we need to 

work within a different paradigm when thinking about book storage and use in early medieval 

England.361 

 

BOOK PRODUCTION AND STORAGE 

There is no strong literary or archaeological evidence for the existence of scriptoria (that is 

rooms dedicated to the copying of manuscripts) in Anglo-Saxon England, although writing 

paraphernalia has been recovered from early-medieval archaeological contexts at Barking, 

Flixborough, Jarrow, Whitby, and Winchester.362 Some of the manuscripts and recipes in the 

corpus of medical texts in non-medical manuscripts support and enhance the theory of complex 

manuscript production and dispersed manuscript storage in religious houses because many of 

the recipes are entered on flyleaves, which might mean that they were entered on the only clean 

parchment ‘to hand.’ The earliest definite reference to a scriptorium in England dates from 

shortly after the conquest during the time of Abbot Paul (c. 1077–1093), when the monks of St 

Albans planned to build a separate space to house the lay scribes who were being contracted to 

help assist with the monastery's increased copying needs.363 Manuscripts may have been copied 

in a variety of locations in a religious house according to space and light levels – a scriptorium 

at this time may not have been a room as much as an intention – and so even the houses that 

                                                   
359 R. Gameson, ‘From Vindolanda to Domesday’; and ‘Anglo-Saxon Scribes and Scriptoria’, in R. Gameson (ed.), 
The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain (Cambridge, 2011), pp. 94–120. 
360 Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Library; and R. Gameson, ‘The Medieval Library (to c. 1450)’, in E. Leedham-Green, and 
T. Webber (eds.), The Cambridge History of Libraries in Britain and Ireland: Vol 1 to 1640 (Cambridge, 2006) pp. 13–50. 
361 Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Library; and D. Ganz, ‘Anglo-Saxon England’, in E. Leedham-Green, and T. Webber (eds.), 
The Cambridge History of Libraries in Britain and Ireland Vol. 1 to 1640 (Cambridge, 2006), pp. 91–108. 
362 Gameson, ‘Anglo-Saxon Scribes and Scriptoria’, esp. p. 95. See also M. Biddle (ed.), Object and Economy in Medieval 
Winchester (Oxford, 1990), pp. 729–759; L. Webster, and J. Backhouse (eds.), The Making of England: Anglo-Saxon Art 
and Culture AD 600–900 (London, 1991), nos. 65, 66r–t, 67i–k, 69v, 105d, and 107c–e. 
363 R. Gameson, ‘Anglo-Saxon Scribes and Scriptoria’, p. 99; ‘The Archaeology of the Anglo-Saxon Book’, in D. A. 
Hinton, S. Crawford, and H. Hamerow (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of Anglo-Saxon Archaeology (Oxford University Press, 
2011), pp. 815–841. 
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had (relatively) substantial material for the purposes of reading and writing, may have had quite 

dispersed literary practices based on physical space and individual preference.364 

 

Similarly, there is no definitive library-space that survives in either a contemporary Anglo-

Saxon description or the archaeological record. Ælfric Bata's chatty monks recite a list of 

monastic buildings in one of his colloquia, but neither a library nor a scriptorium is mentioned 

in the list of places: 

“Tell me now, boys, what kinds of buildings are in your monastery?” 
“The dormitory, refectory, hospice, vestiary, cellar, barn, mill, tower, chamber, 
kitchen, bakery, bathhouse, privy, storehouse, speaking place, a number of garrets, the 
latrine, forge and others.”365 

Whether we take the list as a specific reflection of Ælfric Bata's own monastic environment or a 

more generalised list, it is striking that neither a library nor scriptorium is mentioned particularly 

when many of the colloquies discuss pens and ink and books and various activities relating to 

reading and writing.366 

 

Dating from slightly after the period covered in this thesis, the blueprints for a new plumbing 

and waterworks system to be added to Christ Church, Canterbury, drawn c. 1165, show neither 

a library nor a scriptorium in the extensive and detailed plans of the monastic site.367 Even 

accounting for the fire of 1067, Christ Church probably had one of the largest manuscript 

collections in eleventh-century England, so it is surprising that the site plans do not note the 

location of either of these rooms. The absence of a dedicated library or copying space may 

mean that such rooms or buildings did not exist at Christ Church at the time, or perhaps it was 

because (then, as now), books and water do not mix terribly well and so there was no need to 

enter those buildings on an aquatic plan. 

                                                   
364 Ibid., and Parkes, Their Hands Before Our Eyes. 
365Dicite nun, pueri, mihi, quales domus sunt edificate in monasterio uestro? Dormitorium, refectorium, hospitium, 
uestiarium, cellarium, horreum, molendium, turris uel turres, triclinium, coquina, pistrinum, balnearium, 
ypodromum, promptarium (hoc est cubiculum), sermociniarum, solaria multa, latrina atque officina, et cetera alia. 
Ælfric Bata, Coll. xxvii, in Gwara and Porter, Anglo-Saxon Conversations, pp. 162–163. ‘Hospice’ in the translation 
should really be ‘guest house’ (particularly as it is glossed ‘aula’) to avoid the implication that the Latin describes an 
infirmary of some kind. 
366 See in particularly Ælfric Bata, Coll. xiv and xxiv in Gwara and Porter, Anglo-Saxon Conversations. 
367 Cambridge, Trinity College, R 17 1, ff. 284v–5r. See F. Woodman, ‘The Waterworks Drawings of the Eadwine 
Psalter’, in M. T. Gibson, T. A. Heslop, and R. W. Pfaff (eds.), The Eadwine Psalter: Text, Image, and Monastic Culture in 
Twelfth-Century Canterbury (London, 1992), pp. 168–177. 
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Image 28: London, British Library, Royal 12 C. xxiii, f. 99r. De Arca Libraria 

 

What little evidence there is indicates that if books were being stored in an Anglo-Saxon 

religious house (rather than being used or displayed) then they may have been kept in arca or 

chests. One of Aldhelm's riddles, which has the title arca libraria in an Anglo-Saxon copy of the 

text discusses this item of furniture:368 

Now my innards are filled with divine words, 
And all my insides bear holy books, 
Nevertheless, I am unable to learn anything from them, 
Unhappy, I am deprived by fate of such a gift,  
When the ill-omened ones carry off the illuminating books.369 

Although many small caskets and reliquaries have survived from Anglo-Saxon England, this 

has not been the fate of any wooden chests large enough to contain even a single manuscript, 

so it is not possible to speculate about the dimensions of an individual chest, how many chests 

might have been in use in a religious house, or where they might have been kept.370  

 

If books were kept in arca rather than armaria, and there are very few references to either in 

Anglo-Saxon writing, then it is possible that books that were in daily use might not have been 

stored in a chest. The evidence for the dispersal, storage, and ownership of manuscripts in an 

Anglo-Saxon religious house lacks too many details to enable a satisfactory summary, but there 

are still problems that are worth consideration, such as whether medical books might have been 

stored separately, and whether the storage and situation of the non-medical manuscripts under 

discussion here may have anything to do with the medical recipes that were added to them. 

                                                   
368 London, British Library, Royal 12 C. xxiii, f. 99r. See also ASMABH, no. 478. 
369 ‘Nunc mea divinis complentur uiscera uobis, / Totaque sacratos gestant praecordia biblos; / At tamen ex isdem 
nequeo cognoscere quicquam: / Infelix fato fraudabor munere tali, / Dum tollunt dirae librorum lumina Parcae.’ 
Aldhelm, ‘Enigma lxxxix’, in Ehwald, Aldhelmi Opera, p. 138. My translation. 
370 Lapidge edits and expands upon thirteen inventories that are lists of Anglo-Saxon book-holdings in Lapidge, 
‘Surviving Booklists’, pp. 33–90. See also Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Library; and Ker, Medieval Libraries of Great Britain and 
Ireland. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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There is no clear answer to the first question, but in a later-medieval catalogue from Leicester 

that lists the books stored in the infirmary (1477–1494), the six volumes are all liturgical, and 

the c.80 medical manuscripts belonging to that abbey were all kept elsewhere, and possibly with 

the rest of the reference collection.371 A number of the items in my corpus are single or small 

groups of recipes copied onto the flyleaf of a manuscript already dedicated to a particular 

function by dint of its main texts, e.g., the recipe on a flyleaf of BL Royal 15 A. xxxiii, which is 

a copy of Remigius of Auxerre's Commentarium in Martianum Capellam, an exegetical text, or the 

recipe added to BL Cotton Domitian A. i, which contains encyclopedic material, but nothing 

else that directly addresses the care of the sick. If we assume for a moment that the religious 

houses that owned these books also had infirmary spaces (which may not have been the case at 

all), then in any case these particular books are unlikely to have been stored in the infirmary or 

with the person(s) responsible for providing medical care, because their main texts were not 

dedicated to such a purpose. In the case of the medical recipes in my corpus, the defining feature 

of their not being in medical manuscripts means that their scribes had weighed the value of 

recording that material against the recipe's position and manuscript context, as well as the 

regular storage and location of the particular manuscript, and in all of these instances, they had 

found it better to write than not to write. 

 

PAGES AND FLYLEAVES 

Thinking about the storage and distribution of manuscripts in an Anglo-Saxon religious houses 

is important because it leads to another area of enquiry, that is, access to clean parchment. 

Parchment was a product with a significant material, time, and labour cost, and which required 

both skill and practice to ensure that only the smallest number of hides would be wasted.372 

Younger animals, and animals with lighter hair would produce a more even-toned and flexible 

page than older animals or those with darker hairs. Animals had to be thoroughly bled 

immediately after slaughter otherwise the capillaries near the skin would be permanently 

stained. Sanguine staining can be seen in multiple places in Oxford, Jesus College 37, which 

has multiple signs of poor parchment preparation including visibly stained blood-vessels despite 

it having the initial appearance of a relatively deluxe manuscript on account of its size and the 

quality of the calligraphy. 

 

                                                   
371 Oxford, Bodleian Library, Laud Misc. 623. See T. Webber, and A. G. Watson, The Libraries of the Augustinian 
Canons, Corpus of British Medieval Library Catalogues 6 (London, 1998), esp. pp. 104–109, 388.  
372  See R. Reed, The Nature and Making of Parchment (Leeds, 1975) and P. Rück, Pergament: Geschichte, Struktur, 
Restaurierung, Herstellung, Historische Hilfswissenschaften 2 (Sigmaringen, 1991). 
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Image 29: Oxford, Jesus College MS 37, f. 35r. 

 

Leather was also an important manufactured product in the Anglo-Saxon world and so the 

skills to complete at least some of the steps necessary for parchment-making are likely to have 

been represented in every large settlement. Nevertheless, animals would have had to be 

allocated for the production of parchment, and their skins would have had to be processed 

quickly and efficiently, and in relatively large quantities in order to ensure that a religious house 

had an adequate supply of parchment. Richard Gameson has discussed the practicalities of 

creating the Codex Amiatinus (and its two sister pandects) and although they are by no means 

representative of the norm in terms of Anglo-Saxon book production, his case study is an 

excellent description of the organisation and planning that Anglo-Saxon religious houses were 

capable of and the resources that wealthier houses may have had at their disposal.373 

 

All of this becomes important if we think about how much 'spare' parchment there might have 

been in an Anglo-Saxon religious house or consider what resources might have been available 

if someone wanted to write a shorter text, such as a group of medical recipes, down. The novices 

sketched out by Ælfric Bata in his Colloquia call for parchment scraps or scrolls (schedula) among 

the many other tools that they require in their cascade of codicological vocabulary, but even 

scraps may not have been available in a house with no active scriptorium, which must have 

been the case at many smaller religious houses (for further discussion, see below).374 Scraps of 

parchment would not always have been an appropriate place to store longer texts, and they 

may not have been considered a safe enough place to store and retrieve texts that a scribe 

deemed to be important, at which point, the best alternative source of spare parchment might 

have been the unused space in an already complete manuscript. 

                                                   
373 R. Gameson, ‘The Cost of the Codex Amiatinus’, Notes & Queries 237 (1992), pp. 79–91. 
374 Ælfric Bata, Coll xiv, in Gwara and Porter, Anglo-Saxon Conversations, pp. 110–126. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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In the corpus under discussion in this essay, seven of the manuscript items had medical recipes 

added to their flyleaves: CCCC 223, CCCC 356, Domitian A. i, Vespasian D. xx, Royal 15 A. 

xxxiii, Jesus 37, and Brussels, Bib. Royale 1828–1830. Another CCCC 41, had recipes added 

to its margins. Three items in the corpus have medical recipes in body text spaces: Galba A. 

xiv, Otho B. xi, and Titus D. xxvi. Three items in the corpus – Wellcome 46, the Omont leaf, 

and Harley 55 – have a more complex codicological presentation: both Wellcome 46 and the 

Omont leaf are orphaned leaves and although it is possible to form hypotheses about their 

Anglo-Saxon production context, it is impossible to be completely certain about their previous 

binding or lack thereof. Harley 55 is a small codicological unit that lacks the sort of staining or 

folding that is suggestive of having always been a single-quire booklet without any additional 

covers or protection, and so I think it is more likely that it was a set of blank leaves in an 

otherwise complete and bound manuscript, but the possibility that it was always a separate 

booklet is worth considering even if we ultimately reject such a view. 

 

Of the seven non-medical manuscripts that have had medical recipes added to their flyleaves, 

CCCC 356, Domitian A. i, and Brussels Bib. Royale 1828–1830 have had a single recipe added 

to one of their final flyleaves, and Royal 15. A. xxxiii had a single recipe added to one of the 

opening flyleaves. Vespasian D. xx had two scribes working together at least a century after the 

main text had been copied, and those scribes added a medical charm and a medical recipe to 

one of the final leaves. CCCC 223 and Jesus 37 both have four medical charms and recipes on 

a single flyleaf, CCCC 223 at the beginning of the manuscript and Jesus 37 at the end. 

 

Travel backwards in time to the moments at which the decisions were made to copy these recipe 

texts is not possible, but the results of those decisions can be seen in my corpus and the 

palaeographical and codicological features of the recipes have left some clues as to whether the 

recipes are where they were because those manuscripts were the only spare parchment 

available, or if there were any other factors that inspired a link between these texts and 

manuscripts. The case for some clergy being able to offer informal medical assistance, but not 

representing themselves as, or being recognised as doctors has been made in Chapter Four and 

while I do not believe the medical material in Vespasian D. xx is conclusive evidence of that 

phenomenon, the purpose of treating my corpus items either individually or collectively is to 

ask why these recipes are in these spaces. In a religious house that lacked spare parchment but 

had supplies of ink and pens, the blank leaves at the beginning and the end of a manuscript 

might have been the only prepared writing surfaces that were available. The penitential and 

confessional material in Latin and Old English that fills ff. 2r–92v of Vespasian D. xx was copied 

in the mid-tenth century, but the medical recipe and charm added to f. 93r, was not added until 
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the mid-to-late eleventh century, around a century after the main texts had been copied. The 

penitential material in Vespasian D. xx was probably intended for the use of men in religious 

orders, but penance was a sacrament that was theoretically open to and certainly recommended 

for all, and so the manuscript could have been acquired and used by secular or regular religious 

communities of men or women of any degree of size or wealth, and which may have lacked the 

means and equipment for manuscript production.375 If Vespasian D. xx belonged to a secular 

house that did not have the appropriate materials for scribal activity, or indeed, dedicated 

scribes, then that may explain why the Vespasian D. xx recipe writers were still using a relatively 

'old' book, and why they did not, or were not able to copy their medical material anywhere else. 

An alternative answer is to take a thematic approach to the addition of the healing texts: the 

penitential material is part of the sacrament intended for the regular care of the soul, and it may 

have been the case that the scribes of the medical material may have found it useful to be able 

to offer care for the body alongside the sacramental penance and general pastoral ministry that 

could be enacted with the aid of that manuscript.376  

 

The flyleaf recipe on BL Royal 15 A. xxxiii has received very little attention, probably because 

although the manuscript has been in England for over a millennium, it was not copied in 

England or written in Old English.377 The medical recipe is one of many brief additions to 

Royal 15 A. xxxiii's flyleaves, which are in multiple hands and provides a glimpse of the Rheims 

community interacting with the manuscript and repurposing those leaves as communal jotting 

pages. The medical material on the flyleaves of CCCC 223 and Jesus 37 is a mixture of medical 

recipes strictu sensu and also related material. In both cases, the same scribe wrote all four of the 

items onto the flyleaf, although one of the CCCC 223 recipes also received a partial gloss in a 

later hand, and the page itself also received a short list of plant names, copied in another hand. 

The mise-en-page of the Jesus 37 recipes suggests that those medical texts were all copied in 

one stint by the scribe as they are arranged in a neat block with consistent line justification. The 

recipes on p. 2 of CCCC 223 are more spaced out and have slightly different incipit styles, 

which may mean that the scribe was not copying those four recipe texts directly from a single 

source, or that he may have added some of the recipes to the page in more than one stage. Both 

                                                   
375  S. Hamilton, The Practice of Penance, 900–1050, Royal Historical Society Studies in History New Series 
(Woodbridge, 2001). Some parts of the Vespasian manuscript have received extensive glossing to make the text 
suitable for a female audience for the text. On the possibility of women prescribing penance see S. R. I. Foot, Veiled 
Women, Studies in Early Medieval Britain, 2 vols. (Aldershot, 2000) and D. B. Schneider, ‘Anglo-Saxon Women in 
the Religious Life: A Study of the Status and Position of Women in an Early Mediaeval Society’ (unpubl. PhD 
dissertation, Cambridge, 1986). 
376 On penance in Anglo-Saxon England see also A. J. Frantzen, The Literature of Penance in Anglo-Saxon England (NJ:New 
Brunswick, 1983); B. M. Bedingfield, The Dramatic Liturgy of Late Anglo-Saxon England, Anglo-Saxon Studies 1 
(Woodbridge, 2002); C. Cubitt, ‘Bishops, Priests and Penance in Late Saxon England’, Early Medieval Europe 14.1 
(2006), pp. 41–63; H. Foxhall Forbes, Heaven and Earth in Anglo-Saxon England: Theology and Society in an Age of Faith, 
Studies in Early Medieval Britain (Farnham, 2013). 
377 See Esposito, ‘Irish Commentaries on Martianus Capella’. 
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the CCCC 223 recipes and the Jesus 37 medical material are suggestive of collection and 

collation on the part of their scribes. Even the copying of a single recipe into a non-medical 

manuscript is an act of preservation, but the pages that preserve groups of recipes might signify 

parchment being intended to replace the human brain as even temporary storage medium for 

these texts: when there is too much to easily remember through an act of conscious effort to 

retain the information, then that mnemonic labour can be redirected into the physical labour 

of copying the texts and then remembering the location of the information rather than the 

information itself. 

RECIPES ADDED TO BODY-TEXT SPACES 

Three manuscripts in the corpus have at least one medical recipe incorporated into their main 

textual spaces. The first set of recipes in Galba A. x (on f. 118r) and the recipe in Titus D. xxvi 

have relatively similar codicological contexts: in both cases the manuscripts are perhaps best 

described as ‘miscellanies’ or ‘handbooks’ and both have recipe texts incorporated among the 

charms, prayers, liturgical, and computistical excerpts that make up these manuscripts. In both 

cases, multiple scribes contributed to these manuscripts: Günzel counts up to 11 scribes active 

in Titus D. xxvi. Muir does not supply a count of an exact number of scribes in Galba A. xiv, 

but I believe I can distinguish at least five hands in the volume, and I am sure that more would 

be revealed if the codex were the subject of an intensive palaeographical study.378 

 

Although Titus D. xxvi was written for Ælfwine (see Chapter Four), as so many scribes 

contributed to that manuscript it is not possible to say whether the single recipe for þa blegene 

was added at his explicit direction, or thanks to the initiative of the scribe who copied the recipe. 

I agree with Günzel's assessment that a single scribe wrote the texts on the opening ff. 16v–17r, 

that is, that a single scribe copied a prayer in Latin (with Old English rubric) for cleansing the 

hands and eyes, and then immediately followed it with the recipe in Old English to treat þa 

blegene, and I also agree that that scribe did not copy any other texts into the manuscripts.379 It 

is not easy to answer why that scribe should only have been responsible for that double-page 

opening, although, as there is relatively little Old English in the manuscript one possibility is 

that the scribe who copied ff. 16v–17r was considered to have the ‘nicest’ Old English hand and 

so was nominated for that stint. The scribe's hand is idiosyncratic in aspect both because of the 

letterforms and the use of a very thin pen, but to offer a modern and subjective judgement, it is 

an attractive performance. 

 

                                                   
378 Günzel, Ælfwine’s Prayerbook, pp. 6–11; Muir, A Pre-Conquest English Prayer-Book, pp. xiii–xiv. 
379 Günzel, Ælfwine’s Prayerbook, esp. pp. 10–11 and nos. 69–70. 
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Image 30: London, British Library, Cotton Titus D. xxvi, f. 17r, ll. 7–10. 

 

Galba A. xiv has two recipes for general bodily health in Old English that were copied in 

between prayer texts and collect incipits. In terms of placement within the manuscript, and 

indeed, why these particular texts might have been included in the programme of copying, it 

should be noted that the medical recipes contain prayer-elements and are described as for 

‘maintaining the health of the body through the Lord's grace’ (mid drihtnes gyfe), and that some 

of the recipe ingredients are heady with biblical symbolism including myrrh (mirran) and 

frankincense (hwit recels). Galba A. xiv was very badly damaged in the Cotton fire, but it is 

possible to see that there was also an extract from an otherwise unattested variant of De liber 

taxone on the current ff. 136r, 139rv although these pages are so badly damaged that only a few 

words can be read.380 What sets these two manuscripts apart from the rest of the corpus is that 

although they are not medical manuscripts, the medical material was undoubtedly included 

during the main copying stint: all of the other items have their recipes on flyleaves and margins, 

in palaeographically later hands, or in now-orphaned leaves or booklets that render their 

codicological histories at least partially obscure. These two items show that material for the care 

of the body could have a relevant place among a diverse programme of texts, as well as being 

something curated in larger collections (e.g. the Leechbooks) or copied onto a ‘spare’ piece of blank 

parchment rather than not be copied at all. 

 

The recipes in Otho B. xi have a more ambiguous codicology than those in Galba A. xiv and 

Titus D. xxvi. Otho B. xi was almost entirely destroyed in the Cotton fire, but Lawrence Nowell 

made a copy of it before the fire and his copy is now BL Add. 43703. The recipes are the final 

item in Add. 43703, so they could have been added after the main programme of copying had 

been completed, but even if that were the case, the amount of material copied represents a 

relatively large portion of time being used for the purpose of creating a copy of these recipe 

                                                   
380 See Hollis, and Wright, ‘Remedies in British Library MS Cotton Galba A.xiv’, pp. 146–147. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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texts. The content of Otho B. xi is somewhat similar to that of Harley 55, which contains the 

recipes, law codes, and a record of a land dispute, as among the other texts is a copy of Bede's 

Historia ecclesiastica, a recension of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and some law codes, and, as discussed 

in Chapter Three, in both cases, the medical recipe texts are otherwise unattested portions of 

Bald's Leechbook.  

RECIPES ADDED TO MARGINS 

The manuscript CCCC 41 preserves something relatively unusual among the surviving 

manuscripts written or known in England before 1100 as multiple lengthy texts have been 

added to its margins. 

 
Image 31: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS 41, p. 326. 

 

The main text of CCCC 41 is a handsome copy of Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica in the Old English 

translation, in a plain but deluxe manuscript on account of its large size and competent 

palaeography. The generous margins of the manuscript attracted a number of additional texts 

including sermons, poems, prayers, medical charms and a medical recipe.381 The marginal texts 

often follow on from one another without a break and they can fill the top, bottom and outer 

margins of a double page opening and continue for several pages, before pausing and 

reappearing again a few pages later. The Old English Historia Ecclesiastica text was copied with 

spaces left for minor decorated initials to be inserted later, but other than pp. 207–307, most of 

those spaces remain unfilled. Thomas Bredehoft noticed that the longest stretch of marginal 

additions falls within the section to which the minor decorated initials had been added, as if the 

marginal scribe had considered what else might need to be added to the volume, and so he or 

she wrote in the most complete section of the manuscript before perhaps he or she realised that 

the other initials would not be added and so filled the other margins as well.382 

 

The recipe on p. 208 for eye pain was copied into the bottom margin by a scribe with a neat 

hand who uses a mid-brown ink considerably lighter than the ink of the main-text. There is 

                                                   
381 On the marginalia in CCCC 41 in general see Keefer, ‘Margin as Archive’; Bredehoft, ‘Filling the Margins of 
CCCC 41’. 
382 Bredehoft, ‘Filling the Margins of CCCC 41’. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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nothing in the portion of Historia Ecclesiastica on p. 208 to link the recipe to the main text, nor is 

it likely that either of the two main-text scribes are the marginal scribe. Although the hand of 

the recipe on p. 326 appears to be visually distinct from the hand on p. 208, the marginalia in 

CCCC 41 are generally thought to be the work of a single scribe, and the relatively large 

variations in style are attributed to the cramped space and the scribe's efforts to use different 

scripts for Old English and Latin texts.383 As with the recipe on p. 208, there is nothing to 

obviously link the content of the marginal recipe on p. 326 to the main text it abuts. The amount 

of material added to the margins of CCCC 41 means that it is extremely unlikely that the 

marginalia were added in just one or two days, so it is possible that the margins of the 

manuscript were being treated as a proto-compendium-manuscript for an extended period of 

time.384 Bredehoft identifies (very convincingly) various features which he thinks might point to 

an ‘early’ or ‘late’ entry, but what sets the medical recipes in CCCC 41 apart from the rest of 

my corpus is that the recipe texts and all of the other texts were added as part of a longer 

programme of planning and copying by a single scribe.385 Based on his analysis, Bredehoft 

believes that the earliest material added to the margins of CCCC 41 was actually the recipe on 

p. 208 and the charms on pp. 206–8, 272, 326, 329, and 350–353 based on the colour of their 

ink, their ruling patterns and their marginal position: indeed recipes and charms are the only 

types of text that he assigns to ‘Stage 1.’386 The execution of the medical additions in many of 

the other manuscripts under discussion here could have been the spontaneous work of a few 

minutes that in some cases could have been completed without significant planning or 

preparation, but the CCCC 41 texts, including the medical recipes, show a different relationship 

between a scribe and a manuscript and how that manuscript might be used once the main text 

had been completed. 

ORPHANED LEAVES AND BOOKLETS 

Three of the items in the corpus have become separated from their original Anglo-Saxon 

manuscript contexts. Two items, Wellcome 46, and the Omont Leaf are now single-leaf 

documents and the third, Harley 55 is a booklet that based on its lack of folds or staining was 

probably protected in some way, if not part of a larger codex during the Anglo-Saxon period. 

 

                                                   
383 See Ker, Catalogue, no. 45 who describes the marginalia as ‘probably all in one unusual angular hand’. See also 
Grant, ‘Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 41’, ASMMF 11 (2003), 1–27, who also describes the marginalia as being 
written by ‘a single scribe’. 
384 See Bredehoft, ‘Filling the Margins of CCCC 41’, esp. p. 721, who discusses the phenomenon of later-eleventh 
century miscellany manuscripts as described in Gneuss, ‘Liturgical Books in Anglo-Saxon England’; and Keefer’s 
description of an ‘impulse . . . towards collecting diverse liturgical texts into single volumes’, S. L. Keefer, ‘Margin as 
Archive’, pp. 149–150. 
385 Bredehoft, ‘Filling the Margins of CCCC 41’, pp. 724–729. 
386 Ibid., p. 729. 
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The Omont Leaf is the oldest item in the corpus and probably dates from the late-ninth or early 

tenth-century, roughly the same period that the original version of Bald's Leechbook is presumed 

to have been copied.387 The recto of the leaf contains eleven recipes in Old English for paralysis 

and maladies relating to the lower body, and the verso contains pen trials and a fragment of 

verse.388The precise location of its copying is unknown although Schauman and Cameron 

decided upon ‘a scriptorium where Mercian conventions of writing were observed’, based on a 

thorough assessment of the orthography and morphology of the text.389 

 

Ker thought that the Omont Leaf was ‘perhaps a flyleaf’, which is plausible as the verso of the 

leaf is blank save for pen trials and fragments of text, but whether it was an isolated single flyleaf, 

or one of a group used for additional texts and scribbles is a more complicated proposition.390 

Leechbooks I and II (which together constitute Bald's Leechbook) and Leechbook III are organised in 

top-to-toe order and all of the recipes on the Omont Leaf are for treatments of the lower body 

(and paralysis, which is addressed more extensively in Leechbook II) so there may have been a set 

of upper body treatments on (at least) the previous page that we have lost, and if that were the 

case, then the Omont Leaf might have been a mini-compendium of medical recipes, more like 

those found in the twelfth century albums of science DCL Hunter 100, and Oxford, St John 

17.391 

 

If we take the ‘recto’ and ‘verso’ designations as correct, then we encounter some codicological 

difficulties that we must address, particularly as Neil Ker says that the leaf is ‘probably from the 

end of a manuscript.’392 The recto of the Omont Leaf is the hair side of the leaf as extensive 

speckling can be seen all over the page, and so the verso is the flesh side. Insular codices 

prepared before c. 1000 are almost always arranged HFHF, which means that in the latter half 

of any gathering the flesh side is the recto, and the hair side is the verso.393 If we follow Neil 

Ker's idea that the Omont Leaf is ‘probably from the end of a manuscript’ then would make 

the side with the recipes the outer leaf at the back of the gathering, and it would also mean that 

there were no preceding recipes, as the current verso would precede the current recto. The 

codicological situation could have been similar to that of Domitian A. i where main text 

concludes on f. 54v and the last folio of the manuscript, f. 55, has been left blank on the recto, 

and the additions, including the medical recipe, were only added to f. 55v. Alternatively the leaf 

                                                   
387 ASMABH supplies dates for the leaf as ‘s. ix ex or x in’ and Ker dates it to ‘s. x in’ in Ker, ‘A Supplement’, pp. 
121–131, no. 417. 
388 The best description of this item is Schauman and Cameron, ‘A Newly Found Leaf’.  
389 Ibid., esp. pp. 302–312. 
390 Ker, ‘A Supplement’, p. 126. 
391 DCL Hunter 100, ff. 102r–113r. 
392 Ker, ‘A Supplement’, p. 126. 
393 R. Gameson, ‘The Material Fabric of Early British Books’, in R. Gameson (ed.), The Cambridge History of the Book 
in Britain: Volume 1 c. 400–1100 (Cambridge, 2011), pp. 11–93, esp. pp. 34–41. 
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might have been from a manuscript with several blank flyleaves at the beginning, and the 

Omont Leaf could have been one of those, with a scribble page to buffer the end of the recipes 

and the beginning of the ‘main’ text like CCCC 223, although the buffer page, p. 3, is not part 

of the same leaf as the recipe page, p. 2. Schauman and Cameron's article has even more points 

to be considered in relation to the codicology of the leaf, notably a possible quire-mark or even 

folio-mark on the recto of the leaf, and some erased (washed) text on the verso that appears to 

be continental half uncial of the seventh or eighth century and they do not even mention the 

hair and flesh sides in their codicological assessment.394 Nevertheless, although the previous 

codicology of the Omont Leaf is obscure and seems to point in several different directions, it is 

interesting that people in the late ninth and early tenth centuries were able to create curated 

groups of vernacular medical recipes. 

 

Wellcome 46 is another loose leaf, which like the Omont Leaf, probably belonged to a larger 

codicological unit during the Anglo-Saxon period as it lacks folds or staining in a pattern that 

would suggest it was either folded or loose for an extended period of time.   

There are five medical recipes in Old English on the recto of this leaf. The medical recipes 

describe treatments for: heart pain (‘wið heorte æce’); sickness in the lungs (‘wiþ lungen adle’); 

swellings or tumors (‘wyrcean þe sylf wenn sealfe’); again, swellings or tumors (‘wiþ wennas sealf’); and 

sickness in the liver (‘wiþ lifer adle’). The Wellcome 46 recipes do not contain any information as 

to whether they might have been lone recipes in other manuscripts rounded up and put into 

one place, favourite recipes extracted from a larger collection, or recipes from the heads of the 

scribes being preserved on a particular leaf – i.e. whether the Wellcome 46 leaf was intended to 

be their final storage space, or whether they would be recopied later with other material. 

 

Neil Ker described Harley 55, ff. 1–4 as: ‘four half-sheets, perhaps from the end of a manuscript 

[...],’ but this observation does not seem to me to be supported by any compelling codicological 

evidence.395 The leaves are two bifolia, folded to form their own quire unit and so it is impossible 

to be sure whether anything has been ‘lost’ before (or indeed after) if the leaves were, 

hypothetically, formerly part of a larger manuscript. The palaeographical evidence is also 

weakly suggestive of Harley 55 ff. 1–4 having been a separate booklet as, although there is no 

incipit or rubric at the top of f. 1r, there is a littera notabilior: the scribe began the first word on 

the page with a double-height Ƿ, a decorative touch that is not repeated or exceeded anywhere 

                                                   
394 Schuman and Cameron, ‘A Newly Found Leaf’, esp. pp. 297–299. Ker does not mention the continental half 
uncial in his description of the leaf, see Ker, ‘A Supplement’, p. 128. The only other Anglo-Saxon manuscript  that 
I am aware of with folio marks rather than quire signatures is Oxford, Bodleian Library, Hatton 93, ASMABH, no. 
635, an early ninth century exposition of the Mass written in Mercia, whereas quire signatures are a little more 
common, although if the recto was not one of the ‘outer cover’ leaves it is difficult to understand why it would need 
a quire signature. 
395 Ker, Catalogue, no. 225. 
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else on the leaves. The lower halves of f. 1r and f. 4v (so the ‘front’ and ‘back’ covers if the leaves 

were ever a separate unit during the Anglo-Saxon period), are also slightly more heavily stained 

than any page in the range ff. 1v–4r: the staining however is not excessive, and it is mostly 

confined to the lower halves of the pages. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Auct. F. 4. 32, ff. 10–18 

was a discrete booklet during the Anglo-Saxon period and its pages are greasy and heavily 

stained, particularly f. 18v, which was probably the outer ‘cover’ during the Anglo-Saxon period 

as one can still see the creases where the booklet was formerly folded into quarters.396 The pages 

of Harley 55, ff. 1–4 lack fold marks even though the pages are almost 300mm high, and the 

distribution of the staining does not point conclusively to the section having been a separate 

booklet or to it having been the final few leaves in a larger manuscript unit during the eleventh 

century. There are many examples of Anglo-Saxon manuscripts, including several under 

discussion here, whose flyleaves have become repositories for additional texts, with the additions 

frequently being added in later generations, or in visually distinct scribal styles, so Ker's 

suggestion is (obviously) sensible, but I do not think he has settled the history of the leaves. It is 

not that I dispute that Harley 55 ff. 1–4 could have once been the final few leaves in a larger 

manuscript unit, rather that I think that this possibility should not be treated as a certainty when 

the current unit is self-contained, begins with a littera notabilior, and lacks excessive staining and 

fold marks. 

 

Both the recipes and the law codes in Harley 55 are extracts of much longer texts, so the scribes 

of Harley 55 must have copied their selections with a particular editorial purpose. The 

combination of medical and bureaucratic texts preserved by this small booklet suggests to me 

that for the person (or people) who had access to the booklet, the necessity of creating a copy of 

these texts was more important than genre or juxtaposition. This in turn gives the impression 

that, despite the quality of the scribal hands, this booklet was never intended to be used by 

multiple readers but as rather a personal item for someone who felt a particular need to study 

and even use this recipe selection. As discussed above, Audrey Meaney has compared the 

accuracy of the medical material in Harley 55 with Royal 12 D. xvii (Bald's Leechbook) and notes 

that ‘the language of the text in Harley 55 appears to be virtually identical with that of Royal, 

even though it was copied some fifty years later.’397 We cannot know for certain if what we are 

looking at in Harley 55, ff. 1–4 merely reflects a scarcity of parchment; the selected texts of a 

particular person (perhaps Wulfstan); if it shows the idiosyncratic interests of three successive 

unconnected scribes; or if it captures the intention to preserve favourite or ‘useful’ excerpts to 

update or correct longer versions elsewhere – but it is not impossible to see these bifolia as the 

                                                   
396 For a discussion of Anglo-Saxon booklets see Robinson, ‘Self-Contained Units’; and ‘Format of Books’. See also 
Wilcox, ‘Ælfric in Dorset’. 
397 Meaney, ‘Variant Versions’, p. 240. 
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notebook of a person in religious orders in urgent need of a particular subset of medical recipes, 

a smattering of Anglo-Saxon law, and willing to argue about land-holdings at a moment’s 

notice.  

 

Palaeography 

This part of this chapter is the next step on our quest to understand how and why the medical 

recipes in non-medical manuscripts came to exist. We have discussed where manuscripts might 

have been stored in an Anglo-Saxon religious house and we have seen that the best research 

efforts place the books in a few chests or niches that may have been kept all in one place or 

dispersed among the rooms and buildings where they were most frequently consulted.  

 

A palaeographical exploration of my recipe corpus is important because, for the most part, early 

medieval English handwriting conformed to particular trends and styles, and samples of script 

that either conform to or deviate from those norms can provide additional information about 

the context in which a text was written. In particular, although my corpus contains several 

examples of standard Anglo-Saxon minuscules executed with a good deal of regularity, there 

are also samples of unusual or inconsistent scripts that suggest that the scribe might not have 

been in the habit of writing regularly. The somewhat inconsistent scribal hands within my 

corpus are extremely interesting as the resultant textual performance introduces the possibility 

that the scribe was not used to writing regularly, which in turn leads to questions about why 

that person in particular was so keen to preserve a particular medical text, and also about the 

division of scribal labour in an Anglo-Saxon religious house.398 

 

The Rule of St Benedict does not discuss the division of labour among a community in detail, but 

RSB 48:22 describes the amount of work that was proper on Sundays and says that monks 

should read unless they have been ‘assigned various duties’.399 The Rule of St Benedict probably 

represented an ideal of manual labour rather than a reality, but the division of labour would 

have been an important administrative task in monasteries of every size in early medieval 

Europe no matter their particular Rule.  Bede, in his History of the Abbots tells us that when abbot 

Ceolfrið set off on his journey to Rome with the beautiful pandect that was to be a present for 

the pope (the 'Codex Amiatinus') he departed a community of some six hundred brothers at 

                                                   
398 For degrees and kinds of literacy see Gullick, ‘An Eleventh-Century Bury Medical Manuscript’; Godden, ‘Literacy 
in Anglo-Saxon England’; S. Gwara, ‘Anglo-Saxon Schoolbooks’, in R. Gameson (ed.), The Cambridge History of the 
Book in Britain (Cambridge, 2012), pp. 507–24; and Lendinara, ‘World of Anglo-Saxon Learning’. 
399 ‘Dominico item die lectioni uacent omnes, excepto his qui uariis officiis deputati sunt.’ CPL 1852, and T. Fry 
OSB (trans.), Regula Benedicti (Collegeville, MN, 1981), ch. XLVIII.22. 
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Wearmouth and Jarrow.400 David Rollason points out that ‘[s]ome of these may have been 

labourers, the equivalent of later Cistercian lay brothers’, but even so, we must bear in mind 

that some religious houses were capable of supporting relatively large communities, and thus 

would have required a high level of organisation and division of labour.401 Whether everyone in 

an Anglo-Saxon religious house wrote on a regular basis as part of the house's program of 

copying manuscripts if they even had such a thing, is much harder to prove. Logistically, it 

seems unlikely that all 600 members of the twin monasteries of Sts. Peter and Paul at 

Wearmouth and Jarrow took their turn at copying texts, even though we know that the 

monasteries produced several manuscripts and amassed a considerable collection of material 

from mainland European libraries.402  

 

Members of a monastic community may have been selected for scribal work at the end of their 

novitiate on the basis of the quality of their handwriting, or their skill at illustration. Ædiluulf, a 

presbiter of a Northumbrian monastery in the early ninth-century, wrote a poem celebrating the 

previous abbots of that house, and in the poem praised an Irish scribe, Ultán for his skill in 

writing.403 The colophon of the Lindisfarne Gospels not only names the author of the Old 

English gloss and colophon (Aldred, a presbiter of Chester-le-Street) but also names the bishop, 

Eadfrith, who wrote and illustrated the book, apparently alone, before handing it over to other 

members of the community to be bound and decorated.404  

 

One of the few possible indications that there were professional scribes in Anglo-Saxon 

England, or at least, religious houses with a commercial interest in the copying of books can be 

found in the Colloquia of Ælfric Bata. Colloquium xxiv contains a negotiation between two brothers 

in the monastic setting that Ælfric Bata uses for all of his pedagogical texts.405 One brother asks 

a second, who he addresses as scriptor (scribe) to copy a book for him and says that does not mind 

whether it is ‘a psalter or hymnal, or an epistolary or troper, or a missal or a good itinerary or 

capitulary’, as long as it is ‘well composed and laid out, properly written and corrected.’406The 

patron-monk offers to give the scribe ‘good pay’ and offers a trade ‘in gold or silver, or in horses 

                                                   
400 ‘... et abiit, relictis in monasteriis suis fratribus numero ferme sexcentorum.’ Bede, ‘Historia abbatum’, ch. xvii, in 
Plummer (ed.), Uenerabilis Baedae Opera Historica, I. 382.  
401 D. Rollason, Northumbria, 500–1100: Creation and Destruction of a Kingdom (Cambridge, 2003), p. 164. 
402 On the surviving products of the scriptorium at Wearmouth-Jarrow in the abbacies of Ceolfrið and Hwætberht 
see M. B. Parkes, ‘The Scriptorium of Wearmouth-Jarrow’, Jarrow Lecture (1982), pp. 3–32.  
403 Æthelwulf, De abbatibus, ch. viii, in A. Campbell (ed.), Æthelwulf: De abbatibus (Oxford, 1967), pp. 19–23. See also 
Gameson, ‘Anglo-Saxon Sribes and Scriptoria’, p. 94. 
404 London, British Library, Cotton, Nero, D. iv, f. 259r. The colophon is edited, translated and discussed in Nees, 
‘Reading Aldred's Colophon’. 
405 Ælfric Bata, Coll. xxiv, in Gwara and Porter, Anglo-Saxon Conversations, pp. 130–137. 
406 ‘unum psalterium aut hymnarium aut unam epistolarium uel unum tropiarium seu unum missale librum aut 
unum bonum itinerarirum siue capitulariam unam bene digestam et ordinatam et recte scriptam et emendatam.’ 
Ælfric Bata, Coll. xxiv, in Gwara and Porter, Anglo-Saxon Conversations, pp. 134–135. 
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or mares, or oxen, sheep, swine, goats, clothing, wine, honey, grain or beans.’407 All of the items 

the patron-brother offers for the manuscript are relatively high value or high status items, none 

of which should have personally belonged to a member of regular orders, but even if the 

conversation was make-believe and the patron-brother was only pretending to be rich, his list 

of trade-goods is suggestive of the high value apportioned to manuscripts. The scribe-brother is 

only interested in a monetary reward and tells the patron-brother that: 

 [I]f you don't want it, somebody else will. This is an expensive thing and somebody 
else should buy it more dearly than you.408 

The scribe-brother's sharp-witted retort is suggestive of an environment where monks were used 

to negotiating a high price for their scribal labour, at the very least, neither brother treats 

someone trying to buy a book, even a liturgical book as an aberration.409 One priest who was 

handsomely rewarded for his scribal efforts was a priest called Goding, who was granted land 

by Bishop Oswald of Worcester on the condition that he wrote ‘many books’ although it is not 

clear if Goding was even a member of the Worcester community, or if he were an itinerant 

professional scribe who had previously been ordained.410 

 

The medical recipes in my corpus have been copied by scribes with a relatively large range of 

competency in the act of writing. Although the concept of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ scribes is not always 

helpful, particularly when discussing private notes, marginalia and more informal textual 

practice, it is still informative to pay attention to the consistency and competence of the scribe 

according to basic palaeographical and codicological conventions. The ability to write a 

consistent minuscule, to follow a pre-ruled line, or to write neatly without any such ruling are 

all skills that are far more likely to pertain to a person writing regularly, than to someone unused 

to holding a pen. The type of textual practice that prompted some Anglo-Saxons to copy recipes 

into non-medical manuscripts particularly those recorded on flyleaves, or in margins and 

booklets, i.e. the copying stints with an obvious codicological awareness that this was not part 

of the main text, may have prompted a more relaxed, or less stylish scribal performance. Even 

supposing that an otherwise experienced scribe may not have felt the same pressure when 

adding an interesting note to a flyleaf as when copying a decorated liturgical manuscript in 

                                                   
407 ‘ego bonam mercedem reddam tibi ... in auro seu in argento ceu in equis aut equabus siue in bobus aut in ouibus 
uel in porcis aut in hedis uel uestementis aut in uino siue in melle aut in grano uel in legumine.’ Ælfric Bata, Coll. 
xxiv, in Gwara and Porter, Anglo-Saxon Conversations, pp. 134–135. 
408 ‘[S]i tu non uis, alius aliquis uult. Kare ualet hoc, et alius aliquis debet illum emere karius quam tu.’ Ælfric Bata, 
Coll. xxiv, in Gwara and Porter, Anglo-Saxon Conversations, pp. 134–135. 
409 The conversation is in contravention of RSB ch. lvii which instructs monks not to let avarice (auaritiae) guide their 
business decisions and that monks should always try to sell something a little cheaper than men of the world 
(saecularibus), see Fry, Regula Benedicti. 
410 S 1369. F. Tinti, Sustaining Belief: The Church of Worcester from c. 870 to c. 1100 (Farnham, 2010), p. 34. See also 
Gameson, ‘Anglo-Saxon Scribes and Scriptoria’, p. 99. 
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Latin, it should still be possible to detect competence and confidence or a lack thereof in some 

of these more private scribal performances. 

 

For example, the scribe of the recipes in BL Harley 55 (Scribe 1) writes a confident and 

calligraphic English Vernacular Minuscule that Ker calls ‘rather large and handsome.’411  

 

 
Image 32: London, British Library, Harley 55, f. 1r, ll. 1–5. Scribe 1 wrote all of the medical 
recipes on ff. 1r–3r. 

 

The Harley scribe writes with a relatively thick pen and is able to produce a script that uses the 

contrast between thick and thin strokes to great aesthetic effect. The Harley 55 recipe scribe is 

replaced on f. 3v a second scribe who copies parts of the Laws of Edgar, in a consistent book-

hand with a very different aspect. 

 

 
Image 33: London, British Library, Harley 55, f. 3v, ll. 1–5, opening of the Laws of Edgar. 

 

Both the Harley 55 recipe scribe and lawcode scribes went to some effort in their copying stints 

despite writing their material into a neglected gathering that was possibly a separate booklet or 

possibly some empty flyleaves in an otherwise complete manuscript. The recipe scribe chose to 

cut his pen nib relatively thick, which would have slowed down his writing, but which must 

                                                   
411 Ker, Catalogue, no. 226. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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have been a conscious decision to enhance the aesthetic quality of his work. The recipe scribe 

uses quite a lot of pen-lift and turned his pen quite a lot in order to achieve clear letter separation 

and well-rounded curves in the bowls of many of his letters, e.g. a, b, g, s. Both the pen-lift and 

the exaggerated turning while writing with a thick nib are not choices that are made if one is 

writing with only speed and personal note-taking in mind. The lawcode scribe, who copied the 

Laws of Edgar and wrote with a much finer nib than the recipe scribe added a decorated opening 

initial and small serif-flourishes to his ascenders (see above), but his hand is not as calligraphic 

as that of the recipe scribe.  

 

The final significant scribe of Harley 55 copied statements about land-holdings in the 

archbishopric of York onto f. 4v.412 This hand is not as decorative as either Scribe 1 or 2, but it 

is neat and consistent, with a good sense of top-line. All three scribes that copied material into 

Harley 55 ff. 1–4v were clearly used to writing regularly, and to copying Old English as well as 

Latin, as the æ, (insular) g, ð, and þ letterforms are all written neatly and without any obvious 

hesitation or awkwardness. What is particularly interesting about Harley 55 is the range of texts 

that the gathering attracted: an excerpt from a medical compendium that deals with serious 

medical incidents such as fainting, paralysis, or stroke, an excerpt from a law code, and a land 

ownership document. Whether Harley 55 was a temporary repository for texts that were 

important to their copyists, or whether all three scribes were directed to copy these items by a 

single person into his or her own personal 'notebook', it is an unusual collection of material to 

be found in such close proximity. 

 

In contrast to the scribal performance of the Harley 55 recipe copyist, the two recipe-scribes of 

Vespasian D. xx, f. 93, the recipe-scribe of Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 356, and the 

scribe of the Omont Leaf are much less competent. The Latin healing prayer and recipe in 

Vespasian D. xx were added to the manuscript by two scribes working together at least a century 

after the penitential handbook and confessional prayer had been copied. Neither scribe writes 

a particularly consistent or confident book-hand and it seems likely to me that neither Vespasian 

D. xx Scribe 1 or 2 was in the habit of writing regularly.  

 

Scribe 1 in particular produced a writing sample which shows evidence of very poor pen control, 

as the ascenders and descenders are slanted at inconsistent angles, the ‘forking’ on the ascenders 

is naive and scratchy, and as can be seen in the image below, the words are not anchored to the 

baseline. Scribe 2 takes over from Scribe 1 in line 7 at the word stare, which is not even at a 

syntactic pause. All of this taken together suggests to me that the circumstances that led to the 

                                                   
412 For the material relating to the landholdings of the archbishopric of York (S 1453) see Robertson, Anglo-Saxon 
Charters, pp. 110–113, no. 54. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy 
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preservation of these Latin texts were very far from the organised conditions that are necessary 

for the production of high-quality manuscripts and texts. 

 
Image 34: London, British Library, Cotton Vespasian D. xx, f. 93r, ll. 6–7. 

 

 Vespasian D. xx contains a number of penitential texts and it may have been the case that the 

only clean parchment available to the two recipe scribes was f. 93, particularly if they were not 

regular scribes with access to a house-supply of prepared vellum, although they did manage to 

find and prepare ink for themselves. Vespasian D. xx was at least 50, and maybe closer to 100 

years old at the time the two scribes set to work on f. 93r, and one wonders then if this relatively 

old manuscript was the only writing surface available to them at the time. If you were not a 

regular scribe, or if perhaps, your religious house was so small that it lacked the facilities and 

materials for the regular copying of manuscripts, then the preservation of notable or interesting 

textual fragments might have had to take place in otherwise unlikely places.413 

 

Another item in my corpus which suggests that the desire to preserve particular material in this 

case medical material, could overcome adverse palaeographical and codicological conditions is 

the medical recipe in CCCC 356. The scribe who wrote the recipe on the last leaf of CCCC 

356 was working with what seems to have been a very poor parchment surface as the ink has 

bled in many places. The CCCC 356 scribe cut his pen too thick for the pre-ruled page and so 

his hand looks cramped with many of the smaller rounder letters such as a, c, e, o lacking in 

definition; he also sometimes struggled to write a smooth and straight descender stroke, but it 

is not clear whether that is due to the surface of the parchment or a lack of pen control. 

 

                                                   
413 See Gameson, ‘Anglo-Saxon Scribes and Scriptoria’, pp. 116–120 for a discussion of the possible provision of 
manuscripts by larger religious houses for smaller ones. 
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Image 35: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS 356, f. 151v. 

 

The Omont Leaf, written around the time that King Alfred lamented the poor quality of 

education in England, is, it has to be said, not the most calligraphic manuscript to have been 

produced in Anglo-Saxon England. The letter forms are undecorated and lack consistent 

wedging or serif features and although the leaf had been ruled, the scribe was not able to anchor 

his writing to the ruled lines. The overall appearance is of a relatively unskilled scribe, rather 

than one copying a text in haste. 

 

 
Image 36: Louvain-la-Neuve, Archives de l'Universite Catholique de Louvain, Fragmenta H. 
Omont 3, f. 1r, ll. 1–5. 

 

The handwriting on the flyleaf Wellcome 46 is important paleographically not because of the 

quality of the script, but because of the degree of collaboration that led to the preservation of 

the recipes, and because of the variety in the script styles on the page that must have been 

produced by scribes who were contemporaries of one another and working in the same religious 

house. 

 

Three scribes copy the five recipes, Scribe 1 copied recipe 1; Scribe 2 copied recipes 2, 4, and 

5; Scribe 3 copied recipe 3. The hands on the recto are contemporary with one another and 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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can be dated to s. x/xi based on the intermingling of the scribes, and the admixture of 

handwriting styles. Peter Stokes described the performances of scribes 2 and 3 as being part of 

his Style-II English Vernacular Minuscule group, and although he does not assign an exact 

location of production to the leaf based on any of its palaeographical features (indeed, he 

includes it in a discussion of ‘unlocalised hands’),414 he nevertheless remarks that most of the 

rest of the Style-II manuscripts with a traceable origin are from ‘Canterbury or its orbit’.415 

 

As Wellcome 46 has received far less attention than the other items in the corpus, I have 

provided more extensive commentary on this particular item. Scribe 1 writes recipe 1 in a 

relatively large hand; the recipe is fifty-five words long over five lines.416 Scribe 1 writes an 

English vernacular minuscule with a mixture of ‘square’ and ‘Caroline’ influenced forms. The 

letters f and tall s are mostly written with the descender sitting on the base line, or only dropping 

a millimetre or two below it. The first stroke of the character r usually descends a little lower 

below the baseline than f and tall s, although there is some variation depending on which 

characters it is adjacent to, and the second minim of the r rarely descends all the way to the 

baseline. The character y is always dotted and has a short tail. The characters i, m, n and u 

usually have wedging or ‘clubbing’ at the top of the (first) minim for stylistic effect, but the long 

ascenders on h, l and Þ exhibit very little wedging when compared to the work of Scribes 2 and 

3. The character s always appears as the continental ‘walking-stick’ minuscule form ſ, and has 

a small ‘shoulder’ or wedge half way down the descender stroke which is often seen in Caroline 

influenced scripts. Caroline and insular a are both used by the scribe, Caroline a appearing six 

times and insular a fifteen times excluding the character æ. The text sits between the ruled lines 

rather than being anchored to the baseline. The scribe's familiarity with Caroline features 

suggests that he had experience copying Latin texts; however, the slight irregularity of some of 

the characters and the confusion of script styles suggests he was not a top-tier scribe.  

 
Image 37: London, Wellcome Library for the History and Understanding of Medicine, MS 46, f. 
1r. Scribe 1, recipe 1. 

                                                   
414 Stokes, English Vernacular Minuscule, p.152. 
415 Ibid., p. 162. 
416 Scribe 1 is assigned the catalogue number G 523.1 in Stokes, ‘English Vernacular Script’.  

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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Scribe 2 writes recipes 2, 4 and 5 in a cramped hand of elongated proportion that most closely 

resembles the general character of English Vernacular minuscule.417 The three recipes comprise 

one hundred and forty-nine words over eleven-and-a-half lines. The character a shows no 

evidence of Caroline influence, it is either the flat-topped square form, or the standard English 

Vernacular minuscule teardrop shape. The character d is flat-backed, the ascender is practically 

horizontal and extends beyond the left-hand edge of the rounded portion of the letter. The 

character f has a horn and the descender goes well below the baseline, the descenders of r, þ, 

ƿ and y also drop well below the baseline, y having either a straight or curled descender. The 

character s appears in both the straight-backed ſ and curved forms s, the straight-backed form 

having a shoulder. There is some attempt at wedging or clubbing on the ascenders, but it is not 

pronounced. Scribe 2 also makes the greatest use of suspensions, ligatures and abbreviations of 

the three scribes.  

 

 
Image 38: London, Wellcome Library for the History and Understanding of Medicine, MS 46, f. 
1r. Scribe 2, recipe 4. 

 

The first line and a half of recipe 4 (copied by Scribe 2) is notable as the aspect more closely 

resembles that of Scribe 3. Scribe 2's writing appears larger and the wedges on the ascenders 

are more pronounced and stylised. The wedges on h and l in particular resemble scribe 3's hand 

far more in those one and a half lines than Scribe 2's anywhere else on the leaf. Scribe 2 and 

Scribe 3 were working so closely together that Scribe 2 may have even borrowed Scribe 3's pen 

in order to write the first part of recipe 4 before changing back to a pen with a smaller nib (akin 

to the size he used for recipe 2). Alternatively, Scribe 2 may have been influenced by the scale 

and general aspect of Scribe 3's recipe and so he may have begun to write at a slightly larger 

scale for the first line of recipe 4 on account of a desire (conscious or not) for some form of script 

continuity.  

 

                                                   
417 Scribe 2 is assigned the catalogue number G 523.2 in Stokes, ‘English Vernacular Script’ 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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Scribe 3 writes recipe 3 in a large and regular hand.418 The recipe is sixty-eight words long over 

seven lines. The character a is either the flat-topped square minuscule form, or the rounded 

Insular form. The character d is curve-backed at a 45–60º angle. The character f sits on the 

baseline, r, ſ, ƿ, and y (straight-limbed and dotted) descends below it. The character ſ has a 

pronounced shoulder. There are strong wedges on the ascenders of b, l and ƿ. The hand is very 

regular with consistent letterforms and distinct spaces between the words.  

 
Image 39: London, Wellcome Library for the History and Understanding of Medicine, MS 46, f. 
1r. Scribe 3, recipe 3. 

 

The mixture of palaeographical features on the recto of Wellcome 46 mean that it was probably 

copied c. 1000 as that was when the square minuscule script was gradually being replaced by 

the English vernacular minuscule forms when writing Old English. Neil Ker observed that ‘all 

the hands are influenced by the square form of Anglo-Saxon minuscule.’419 Square minuscule 

was developed in England in the late ninth and early tenth century and was characterised by 

the notional cue-height exerting stylistic pressure on characters underneath it, leading to a 

flattened or ‘square’ aspect in the script.420 The practice of writing a as a u with a horizontal 

line connecting the two minims is a particular diagnostic feature of square minuscule.421  

 

While all three hands exhibit features of square minuscule, they also show an awareness of 

Caroline letterforms and an aspect closer to the script which has become known as English 

vernacular minuscule. David Dumville described the transition from Square to English 

vernacular minuscule in the following way:  

                                                   
418 Scribe 3 is assigned the catalogue number G 523.3 in Stokes, ‘English Vernacular Script’  
419 Ker, Catalogue, p. 139. 
420 Dumville, ‘English Square Minuscule Script: The Background’, pp. 147–179� 
421 Ibid., p. 153.� 
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[T]he laterally compressed form of Insular minuscule seen in so many eleventh-century 
English vernacular manuscripts, lacking both the proportions and the characteristic 
forms of Square minuscule, is not seen (save in charters' boundary-clauses) in dated or 
datable tenth-century manuscripts, although some forms which become common in the 
eleventh-century script are identifiable randomly in the most informal specimens of 
Square minuscule from the mid-tenth century onwards.422 

David Dumville went on to say that no example of square minuscule ‘need be dated after AD 

1000’. 423  The judgments both David Dumville and Peter Stokes were able to make after 

surveying the tenth and eleventh century vernacular material can be used to place Wellcome 

46 in the small overlapping period between the decline of Square minuscule and the rise of 

English vernacular minuscule, s. xex/s. xiin. Placing the manuscript much earlier than s. xiin 

would make the English vernacular minuscule features earlier than any of the firmly dated 

examples of the script that we have, and to place it much later would make it unlikely that 

scribes familiar with square minuscule would still be alive and writing.424 The variation in the 

hands on Wellcome 46 is evidence that three scribes who may have been a generation apart, 

and thus at very different stages of their monastic careers, were all interested in preserving 

medical recipe texts. Once Scribe 1 had copied recipe 1, scribes 2 and 3 must have learned that 

the recipe for heort æce (‘heart ache’) was being stored on that leaf either through direct contact 

with Scribe 1, or by reading the manuscript in which Scribe 1 had stored the recipe. Scribes 2 

and 3 were clearly working together as their stints have a similar layout, and Scribe 2 returned 

to write recipes 4 and 5 after Scribe 3 had written recipe 3. Something similar, but on a larger 

scale is found in DCL Hunter 100, where the final double-page text opening ff. 117v–118r has 

been filled with unorganised medical recipes (in contrast to a multi-page a capite ad calcem 

collection of Latin medical recipes on ff. 102r–113r) that were written by multiple scribes, some 

of whom returned to add another recipe after another scribe or scribes had added medical texts 

of their own.  

 

Conclusions 

Taken as a whole, the corpus of Anglo-Saxon medical recipes in non-medical manuscripts 

represents almost the full spectrum of scribal capability in early medieval England (and France). 

The majority of the texts in my corpus have been copied in formal bookhands by competent if 

not excessively calligraphic scribes, although the relative lack of decorative features probably 

                                                   
422 Dumville, ‘Beowulf Come Lately’, Archiv für das Studium der Neueren Sprachen und Literaturen 225 (1988), p. 54. 
423 Ibid. 
424 Both Dumville and Stokes have written extensively about the development of script styles in England in the ninth 
to the eleventh centuries. In particular see: Dumville, ‘English Square Minuscule: The Background’; ‘English Square 
Minuscule Script: The Mid-Century Phases’; English Caroline Script; ‘Beowulf Come Lately’; and Stokes English 
Vernacular Minuscule. 
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reflects their codicological situations and the nature of the texts, both of which proscribe any 

significant decoration. A small number of the items in my corpus, such as Vespasian D. xx and 

the Omont Leaf, preserve examples of scribal work of a type that has not survived in many 

other manuscripts from Anglo-Saxon England, that is the pen-work of a novice or poorly-

trained writer. The answer to why some people with what seems to be relatively little scribal 

experience should have been moved to copy these particular texts seems to be, in the absence 

of any autobiographical notes, that the desire to preserve the recipe text was greater than the 

implicit codicological customs and behaviours that might have ordinarily prevented such 

writing from taking place. These recipes were important to the people who copied the texts, 

and to them, these unrelated manuscripts really were the best place to store that information: 

this conclusion seems inevitable when looking at some of the most informal scribal stints in the 

corpus, but because of their codicological and thematic placement it is implicit in even the most 

practiced stints and in the body-text recipes. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This project has argued that the medical recipes in non-medical manuscripts add more to our 

understanding of the study of medicine in Anglo-Saxon England than the prospect of previously 

overlooked content. What is clear is that the medical recipes preserved in non-medical 

manuscripts written or known in England up to A.D. 1100 can and should be used as important 

sources for the histories of both Anglo-Saxon medicine and scribal practice in monastic houses, 

as the existence of these medical recipes speaks to the concerns, interests, and epistemological 

frameworks of their creators. There are no easy answers to many of the questions that have 

directed this project, but simply defining the puzzles and asking ‘why are these texts here?’ has 

allowed for richer discussions of medicine, and manuscripts in early medieval England.  

 

One of the reasons for undertaking this project was to study Old English and Latin medical 

recipes known in Anglo-Saxon England together, as so much of the previous scholarship (often 

for very valid reasons) has approached these texts in a way that prioritised language over 

content. By surveying in Chapters 1, 2, and 4 the whole corpus of medical texts in Latin and 

Old English and then focussing on the Latin and the Old English medical recipes in non-

medical manuscripts it was possible to determine that medical recipes specifically (rather than 

treatises) were coming into Anglo-Saxon England in Latin throughout the early medieval 

period, but it was only in the later-eleventh and into the twelfth century that English scribes 

started to deliberately accumulate Latin medical recipes. The majority of the medical recipes 

in my corpus are in Old English and the practice of recording medical recipes in non-medical 

manuscripts persisted from the late-ninth century and continued up to 1100 and indeed well 

into the twelfth century. 

 

Another key part of this project was the nature of the textual connection of my corpus to the 

recipes preserved in the larger vernacular receptaria, which was prompted by Audrey Meaney's 

survey of the material although it developed her idea into a looser interlace pattern from her 

tighter focus on medical recipes that duplicated material in the Royal manuscript.425 Chapter 3 

found that there is no evidence for a direct parent-child copying relationship between the 

recipes preserved in the major contemporary receptaria and the recipes in my corpus, and as 

such invites us to consider the missing in-between manuscripts and texts. There may have been 

many more excerpted collections along the lines of those in Harley, Otho, Wellcome and 

Omont alongside the lost exemplars of the Royal manuscript and Lacnunga. The collection and 

collation processes for the large vernacular recipe collections that have survived is somewhat 

                                                   
425 Meaney, ‘Variant Versions’. 
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obscure. We know some of the starting points and have the end points, but we do not always 

know all of the routes that the scribes and collators took to arrive at their final texts. The recipes 

in my corpus represent different textual journeys: some that start out from the vernacular 

compendia ‘end points’ and others that have branched off at earlier landmarks or represent 

views of the same settlement (or settled text) from multiple different approaches. 

 

Manuscripts in Anglo-Saxon England were copied almost exclusively by those consecrated to a 

life devoted to the Church, and so at a very basic level, when we examine any text copied in 

Anglo-Saxon England, we also encounter the ecclesiastical environment that approved of or 

saw interest or utility in a particular text. In the background of this thesis have been the monks 

and nuns themselves, and their communities. The recipes in my corpus are a cross-section of 

scribal competency in the early medieval west – some of the scribes examined throughout this 

thesis, and discussed in particular in Chapter 5, were able to write competent calligraphic 

minuscules and by their appearances in other surviving manuscripts evidently wrote regularly 

on behalf of their community. Some of the scribes discussed here however, produced minuscules 

that exhibited very little pen control or basic understanding of mise-en-page; these scribes were 

probably not accustomed to writing on a regular basis, which makes it all the more important 

to examine the texts that they preserved. The recipes in my corpus are a reminder that there 

were far more regular readers than writers in Anglo-Saxon England, even if the total number 

combined is dwarfed by the number of people who could do neither. 

 

One of the aims of this thesis, beyond a historico-medical analysis of these texts has been to 

scrutinise how their manuscript containers were used and imagined and understood. The 

recipes that have been studied in this project prompt considerations of how and why people 

wrote and preserved and planned in early medieval England, and in what that might mean for 

how we imagine the storage of and access to manuscripts, parchment, ink and pens in an Anglo-

Saxon religious house.  I have argued that the situation of these recipes indicates selection and 

curation on the part of the scribe or the person directing the copying and I have suggested that 

the precision of parchment memory and the convenience of having these texts ‘to hand’ were 

the primary causes of the preservation of these texts. Something that this thesis has not been 

able to show is that the recipes in my corpus are evidence for people using medical recipes in 

Anglo-Saxon England to provide medical treatment, but at the very least the recipes in my 

corpus are evidence of people reading and studying medical recipes and trying to retain that 

information in a way that was both accessible and accurate.  
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Further Research 

 

This thesis has shown the importance of the medical recipes copied into non-medical 

manuscripts by contributing to current research questions relating to the study and practice of 

medicine in England up to A.D. 1100, but it is also a starting point for further investigations 

and research. The speed of technological developments hopefully means that within not too 

much time it will be financially viable to build larger datasets analysing skeletal remains both 

from new sites and on sites previously studied. A project analysing the transmission of Latin 

medical texts and manuscripts between England and mainland Europe pre-1100 would be very 

useful, as would more work on the Latin sources for the Old English medical recipe texts. 

 

In terms of palaeography and the history of the book, there are two related themes and research 

questions that have been a part of this study, but which present appealing prospects for further 

research. The first of these would be to conduct a study of the concept of manuscripts as 

‘permeable objects’ in Anglo-Saxon England by studying material added to manuscripts after 

the main copying stint had ended. My thesis has looked at a sub-class of this additional material 

by focussing on the medical recipe texts, but this research has raised a number of questions 

about scribal culture and behaviour that could be answered more fully by a different project 

predicated on the history of manuscripts rather than the history of medicine. A related, but 

more conceptual project would be to undertake an examination of the codex as a technology in 

early medieval England by examining how the Anglo-Saxons adapted and developed the 

format, script, and decorative techniques associated with the production of manuscripts to suit 

their own needs, and to improve the function of codices as decorative, instructive, and 

mnemonic objects.
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STATEMENT OF EDITORIAL DECISIONS  

The intention when producing the editions (and translations) of these texts has been to produce 

readable surrogates of the textual information contained on the manuscript page rather than to 

produce diplomatic editions. 

The following editorial conventions have been observed: 

1. Word division has been standardised. 

2. Punctuation has been modernised. 

3. Abbreviations have been expanded and the expansions have been indicated by 

underlining the supplied letters. 

4. Suprascript corrections and insertions have been indicated \like this/ in the 

critical apparatus and subscript features have been indicated /like this\ in the 

critical apparatus. Unless otherwise indicated it was not possible to determine 

whether suprascript additions had been made by the original scribe. 

5. Damage to the manuscript and unclear readings have been enclosed in [square 

brackets]. 

6. Damage to the manuscript where it is possible to reconstruct a suggested reading, 

e.g. for the endings of words lost to tight bindings or later trimmings have been 

included in (round brackets). 

Notes On Individual Glyphs 

a The various forms of the letter a are all represented as a. 
æ The character æ has been used in Old English texts where this character appears 

in the manuscripts, otherwise ae has been used. 
g The character g has been used to represent both insular and caroline g. 
r ꞃ  The various forms of the letter r including ꞃ ‘insular’ r are all represented as r. 
s ſ  The various forms of the letter s including ſ ‘tall’ s are all represented as s.  
ð and þ Both ð and þ (and Ð and Þ) are represented exactly as they appear in the 

manuscripts. 
u v Every attempt has been made to represent u and v as they appear in the 

manuscript, although there are numerous ambiguous cases. 
w ƿ The character ƿ is represented as w throughout. 
y ẏ The character ẏ is represented as y throughout. 
& The character & has been expanded to et throughout in order to standardise its 

treatment when it is used in the middle of a word rather than as a symbol for the 
conjunction. 

7 The character 7 (L: et, OE: ond, MnE: and) has been expanded throughout. 
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Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 41 

Edition 
[P. 208, lower margin] 

 
CCCC41 1.1 Wið eah wærce426 genim læfre neoðowearde cnuwa ond wring ðurh hærenne 

clað ond do sealt to wring þonne in þa eagan, ond427  
 
 
Translation 
 
CCCC41 1.1 For eye pain: take the lower part of a bulrush, crush it and wring it through a 

hair-cloth, add salt, and then squeeze it into the eye, and [.] 
 

                                                   
426 w\æ/r ce MS.  
427 reliqua desunt. 
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Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 223 

Edition 
[P. 2, body text] 

 
1H CONFECTIO TIMIAMATIS 
1.1 Gotzumber, uncias  iii; gumfitim, unciam i; aloa, unciam i; cynamomum, denarios ui; 

spica, denarius ui; girofilo, denarius ui; tus, denarius ui; camphora, denarius unus; 
musico, denarius  iii; storace calamitis, denarius ui. 

 
2H POTIO IN APOSTEMA 
2.1 marrubia428 , uettonica, nepita429 , senicion430 , tenaceta431 , satureia432 , poleium433 , 

apium434, fenuculum, plantagine435 lanciolata436 [d]e unoquoque manipulum i, piper 
grana c, mel calicem dimidium, de uino calices uiiii, et accipiat ieiunus cum adipe 
calidum calicem i, et post caenam frigidum calicem i, et frequenter lac caprinum 
calidum usitare debet. 

 

2.2 Item decoctio ad apostoma.  
De feniculo de racina [manipulum i], uuis malua de racina manipulum i, apium 
[manipulum de racina i, mater erbarum manipulum i, marrubium] de folia manipulum 
i, uetonica de folia manipulum i, ruda de folia manipulum i, centaurea manipulum [?], 
de uino sextarium i, [?][?], de melle staupum i, et alium de butiro, de piperi granas c. 
Istas erbas, et uinum, et mel, et butirum, tantum quoques simul in una olla noua usque 
ad unum sextarium. 

 
3H POTIO AD CAPITIS DOLOREM 
3.1 uetonica, ruda, abrotomum, solsequia, sauina, edera437 terrestria. 
 
4.1 æþelferðingwyrt438, hindheleþe439,  garclife, gearwe, medowyrt, henep. 
 
Translation 
 
1H RECIPE FOR INCENSE 
1.1 Cozumber,440 three ounces; gum, one ounce; aloes, one ounce; cinnamon, six denarii; 

spikenard, six denarii; clove carnation, six denarii; frankincense, six denarii; camphor 
one denarius; musk, three denarii; calamite storax, six denarii. 

 
2H POTION FOR A SWELLING.  
2.1 One handful of each: horehound, betony, nepita, 441  groundsel, tansy, savory, 

pennyroyal, celery, fennel, greater plantain, hound's tongue. [Mix with] 100 pepper 
                                                   
428 gloss. super l. harun MS. 
429 gloss. super l. nefte MS. 
430 gloss. super l. cicenamete MS. 
431 te\a/naceta MS, gloss. super l. helde MS. 
432 gloss. super l. ðrige MS. 
433 gloss. super l. organa MS. 
434 gloss super l. merce MS. 
435 gloss. super l. wegbræde MS. 
436 gloss. super l. undestunce MS. 
437 EDera, MS. 
438 æþelferðing wyrt, James, CatCCC, pp. 522–523. 
439 hind hele þe, James CatCCCC, pp. 522–523, usu. hind-heoloþe, sed vid., Durham, Cathedral Library Hunter 100, 
f. 82va. 
440 A type of incense. 
441 Either catnip or catmint, see DoOEPN: [nefte]. 
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corns; half a cup of honey; nine cups of wine. One who has fasted should have one cup 
hot with rich food, and after dinner, one cup cold, and he should often take hot goats' 
milk. 

 

2.2 For the same, a decoction for a swelling 
Of fennel, one handful from the root, mallow one handful from the root, celery one 
handful from the root, mugwort one handful (from the root?), one handful of 
horehound leaves, one handful of betony leaves, one handful of rue leaves, [?] handful 
of centaury, one sester of wine, [?] [?], one cup of honey and another [cup] of butter, 
[and] 100 peppercorns. [Put] these herbs together in such a way in a new pot and [add] 
wine, honey and butter until [you have] one sester. 

 
3H POTION FOR HEAD PAIN 
3.1 betony, rue, southernwood, solsequia,442 savin juniper, ground ivy. 
 
4.1 æþelferþingwyrt, hind-heoloþe,443 agrimony, yarrow, meadowsweet, hemp 
 

                                                   
442 This is a calque on heliotrope and is possibly marigold. See DoOEPN [solsequia:golde]. 
443 This is either hemp agrimony or wood sage. See DoOEPN [hind-heoloþe] and Bierbaumer Der botanische Wortschatz 
des Altenglischen, vols. I–III. 
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Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 356, pt. iii 

Edition 
[F. 151v, body text] 

 
1.1 Ad omnes tumores uentris, renium, lumborum, coxarum, brachiorum, crurum, et ad 

ydropem, et uel ad444 omnes tumores, uel ad aquas subcutaneas: emplastrum conficis 
sic. Rasura quam corias ii decorio radunt colligis eandemque postea coques tamdiu 
quamdiu in modum malaginatis uel glutis efficiatur hoc postea panno inductum, tumori 
adponis. Citatissimum atque efficicissimum remedium445  est. Dicitur autem, glutis 
taurina446 

 
Translation 
 
1.1 For all swellings of the stomach, kidneys, loins, hips, arms, legs and for dropsy and 

either; for all swellings or for water under the skin: make this poultice. The shavings 
which they shave from a skin: gather two skins and cook them afterwards until they 
turn to the consistency of a poultice or a glue, then apply it, wrapped in a cloth, to the 
swelling. It is the quickest and the most effective remedy. However it is said that bull's 
glue ... 

 

 

                                                   
444 et \uel/ ad MS. 
445 re\me/dium MS. 
446 Reliqua desunt. 
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London, British Library, Cotton Domitian A. i - medical recipe 

Edition 
[F. 55v, body text] 

 
Do 1.1 Þas wyrta sceolon to wensealfe: elene, garleac, cearfuille,447 rædic, næp, hremnes fot, 

hunig ond pipur. Cnucige ealle ða wyrta ond wringe þurh clað, ond wylle þonne on 
þam hunig(e). 

 
Translation 
 
Do 1.1 These plants are to be made into a salve for blemishes: elecampane, garlic, chervil, 

radish, turnip, lesser celandine, honey and pepper. Crush all the plants and wring 
[them] through a cloth, and boil them in the honey. 

 
  

                                                   
447 ce\a/r\f/uille MS. 
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London, British Library, Cotton Galba A. xiv 

Edition 
[F. 118r, body text] 

 
Ga 1.1  To gehealdenne lichoman hælo mid drihtnes gyfe þis is æþele læcedom: genim mirran 

ond gegnid on win, swylc sye tela micel steap ful, ond þige on niht nestig; þonne restan 
wille, þæt gehealdeð wundorlice lichoman hælo ond hit eac deah wið feondes yflum 
constungum. 

 
Ga 1.2  Þonne is eft se æðelesta læcedom wið þam ylcan: Genim myrran, ond hwit recels, 

sauinan, ond saluian, ond wurman, ond þæs rycelses ond myrran sy mæst, ond þa oþere 
syn awegene þæt þara efenfela; ond ætsomne on mortere ond gegnide to duste, sette 
under weofod þonne Cristes tid sy, ond gesinge man þreo mæssan ofer þa þry dagas oð 
midne winter ond æt Sancte Stephanes tide ond Sancte Iohannes euangelista ond on 
þa þry dagas þige on wine on niht nihstig ond þæt þær to lafe sie þæs dustes hafa ond 
heald. Hit  

 
[F. 118v body text] 
 
mæg wiþ eallum fær untrymnessum ge wið fefre ond wið lecten adle ge[...] ge wið attre 
ge wið yfelre lyfte. Gewritu eac secgaþ se þone læcedom begæð þæt he hine mæge 
gehealdan .xii. monað wiþ ealre untrymnessa frecenissum. 

 
Translation 
Ga 1.1 For maintaining the health of the body through the Lord's grace, this is an excellent 

recipe: take myrrh and grind into wine, as much as a large cupful, and consume during 
a night fast; then [again] when he will rest, that wonderfully sustains the health of the 
body and it is also effective against the temptations of the devil.  

 
Ga 1.2 This is also an excellent treatment for the same: take myrrh and white frankincense, 

and savine, and sage, and wurman,448 and let there be the greatest quantity of the 
frankincense and the myrrh, and let the others be weighed so that they are of equal 
quantities; and put them together in a mortar and grind them to dust, place them under 
the altar when it is Christmas, and let someone sing three masses over them for the 
three days at Christmas, and at St Stephen's feast and St John the Evangelist's, and on 
those three days consume in wine after a night fast, and what is left of the powder keep 
and hold. It is powerful against all sudden illnesses: against fever, and against spring 
disease, against poison, and against evil airs. Writings also say that anyone who uses 
this recipe, that he shall have twelve months free from all dangerous illnesses. 

 
 

Notes and Parallels 

This recipe has also been printed in Bernard J. Muir, A pre-Conquest English Prayer-Book: (BL MSS 
Cotton Galba A xiv and Nero A.ii (ff.3-13)), Henry Bradshaw Society 103 (Woodbridge, 1988), pp. 
150–151, [???]. This edition closely follows Muir's work. Muir also identified an analogue to the 
Galba A xiv, ff. 118rv recipes in BLBII.lxv.3–4 which is printed below: 
 

BLBII.lxv.3 To gehealdanne lichoman hælo mid drihtenes gebede, þis is ÆÞele læcedom: 
genim myrran ond gegnid on win  swilce sie tela micel steap ful ond þicge on niht nestig, 

                                                   
448 This is either marjoram or madder. See DoOEPN [wurma]. 
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ond eft þonne restan wille þæt gehealdeþ wundorlice lichoman hælo ond hit eac deah 
wið feondes costungum yflum. 

 
BLBII.lxv.3 Þonne is eft se æþelesta læcedom to þon ilcan: genim myrran ond hwit recels 

ond safinan ond saluian ond wurman ond þæs recelses ond myrran sy mæst, ond þa 
oþre syn awegene þara sien emfela ond ætsomne on mortere gegnide to duste sette 
under weofod þonne cristes tid sie ætsomne on mortere gegnide to duste sette under 
weofod þonne cristes tid sie ond gesinge mon .iii. mæssan ofer þa .iii. dagas on midne 
winter ond æt stefanes tide ond Sce Iohannes euanglista ond þa þry dagas þicge on wine 
on neaht nestig ond þæt þær to lafe sie þæs dustes hafa ond geheald; hit mæg wiþ eallum 
fær untrymnessum, ge wiþ fefre, ge wiþ lencten adle, ge wiþ atre, ge wiþ yfelre lyfte. 
Gewritu eac secgeaþ se þe þone læcedom bega þæt he hine mæge gehealdan .xii. monaþ 
wiþ ealru untrymnessa frecenesse.449 

 

 

Liber de taxone 

The material on ff. 136rv, 139r is almost totally illegible, but from the fragmentary textual 
remains it is clear that the pages once contained medical material. Wanley printed the incipit 
as ‘Ðas cræftas syndon be þam deore þe we urum geðeode Broc hatað.’450 Stephanie Hollis and 
Michael Wright identified the missing text as an otherwise unknown variant of the Old English 
translation of Liber de taxone which forms part of the standard Medicina de quadrupedibus 
collection.451 
 

                                                   
449 Cockayne, Leechdoms II, pp. 294–297. 
450 Wanley, Librorum Veterum Septentrionalium Catalogus (rpr. Menston, 1971), p. 231. 
451 Hollis, and Wright, ‘Remedies in British Library MS Cotton Galba A.xiv’. 
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London, British Library Cotton Otho B xi, and London British Library, Add. 43703, 

ff. 261r–264v 

Edition 
 
[f. 261r, body text] 

 
1H To wen sealfe ond wen bylum. 
1.1 Wirc hie of neoþoweardre netlan, ond of hemlican, ond of þære clufihtan wenwyrte, 

do þære smalan mucwyrte, welle ealle feower in butran ond in sceapes smerowe oðþæt 
genoh sie gecnua eft þa ylcan wyrte on ðære sealfe ond sciptero ond garleac ond 
cropleac, ond secgleac ond sealt gemeng uuel do in clað wyrm to fyre swiþe smire mid. 

1.2 Wensealf: ontre, cærssan, reade netele, wærmod, 452  twa wenwyrtu, ellen rinde, 
wægbræde, sure, bios, croppwyrt, bulut, niþoweard smeorowyrt, sealt, scyptero, ond 
sceapes smeoro. 

2H Wiþ pocce. 
2.1 Wiþ pocce on eagum genim wad ond ribban ond hleomocan well in meolce, in butran 

is betere, ond wyrc beþinge. 
2.2  Wyl hleomoc, ond gearran, ond wudu ceruillan in mealcum. 
3H Wiþ breost wærce. 
3.1 Genim þa lytlan curmealan, ond cymed, wyl in hlutrum ealaþ supe ond drince. Genim 

dweorge453 dwostlan, ond gyþrifan cyntean wel on hlutrum ealað drince scenc fulne on 
neahtnestig. 

3.2 Wyl in ealuþ 
 
[f. 261v, body text] 
 

wiþ þon finulan, marubian, betonican ond drince. 
3.3 Genim rudan hunan, ond abrotanum454 gegnid tosomne smale in mortere455 meng wiþ 

hunig ond þry dagas ælce dæge ær mete þry cuceleras fulle geþicge. 
4H Wiþ heort wærce. 
4.1  Rudan gelm seoð on ele ond do aluwan to456 ane yntsan smire mid þy þæt stilleð þam 

sare. 
4.2 Gif him on innan heard heort weorc sie, þonne him weaxeð wund on þære heortan, 

ond hine þegeð þurst ond byþ unmeahtiglic. Wirc him þonne stan bæð, ond or þon ete 
suþerne redic mid sealt Þu sceal bion se wund gehæled.  

4.3 Eft genim gyþrifan seoð on miclum drincan six dagas. 
4.4 Eft nioþoweard eoforfearn gyðrinan weg brædan wel tosomne sele drincan. 
4.5 Eft genim pipor, ond cymen, ond cost, gegnid in beor oþþe in wæter sele drincan. 
5H Wið ut syhte. 
5.1 Nim galluc niþweardne gefyl in457 þeorfum meolcum sup gemet hat. 
5.2 Nim swegles458 æppel do in meolc sele drincan nim nioþwerde liðwyrt grene wel in 

beore oþþe in þeorfum meolcum supe þæt ond drince swiþe. 
6H Wið ut syhte. 

                                                   
452 wþærmod MS. 
453 It is unusual to have an -e suspension like this at the end of a word following a g: usually -e suspension following 
a g only occurs for the OE prefix ge-. 
454 aportoman MS. 
455 monstre MS. 
456 Nowell has placed ‘strike’ marks above these two words (not specifically above the -uw- of aluwan) to indicate a 
problem in the text, but the problem itself is not clear to me. 
457 Voth, ‘An Analysis’, p. 183 suggests flyne might be a better reading here.   
458 wregles MS. 
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6.1 Nim gesodene haran ete wiþ þon wið ut syhte. 
 
[f. 262r, body text] 

 
6.2  Nim rudan smeorowyrte in ealoð459 sele drincan. 
7H Gyf utgong forseten sy. 
7.1a Nim henne ægero þone geolocan ond lybcorna þryttig ond hwites sealtes godne dæl 

ond wahmeolo ... 
8H Wið flea. 
8.1 Haran geallan do wearmne on ymb twa nyht hio floweð of þæm eagum. 
9H Wið flea. 
9.1 Genim on þære slan þæt seaw ond wring þurh clað in þæt eaga sona gæð on þrym 

dagum of gif sio sla biþ grene. 
10H Wið flea. 
10.1 Eceð ond gebærned sealt ond beren melo gemeng togadore do in þæt eage hafa lang 

hwile þine hand on. 
10.2 Wið þon ilcan. Wið flea eag sealf celeþonian sæd genim of þæm wyrttruman ... 
7.1b … men(g) eal to somne do in æges460 scylle sete on gleda do ealoð ænne sopan to sup 

swa hat. 
11H Gif utgong forseten sie. 
11.1 Genim grunde swelgian, ond ellen rinde berynde, utan wel þon swiþ in ealoð asioh 

þurh clað nim þonne .vi. ond xxx. lybcorna gnid smaele do wæter hwon in geot innon 
þone drenc do butran ondringe swa hat swa he hattost mæge ond þonne stande ond 
gange þær hine ne cæle. 

 
[f. 262v, body text] 

 

12H Wiþ eagena miste. 
12.1 Genim celeþonian seau oþþe blostman gemeng wiþ dorena hunig gedo in æren461 fæt 

wlece listum in wearmum gleadum oþþæt hit gesoden sie þis. 
13H Wiþ eagena miste. 
13.1 Eft celeþonian seaw oþþe þara blos(t)mana gewring ond gemeng wiþ dorena hunig 

gedo in æren462 fæt wlece þonne listum in wearmum gledum oððe in æstan463 oðþæt hit 
gedon sie þæt byþ anspilde lyb wiþ eagena dimnesse. 

13.2 Sume þæs seawes anlypies nyttiað ond þa eagan þi smiriað. 
13.3 Eft eorþifiges seaw ond finoles gedo bega efenfeala ond in ampulan dryge þonne in 

hatre sunnan ond þa eagan inanweard mid þy smirige. 
13.4 Eft wiþ eagena myste: eorþgeallan seaw, þæt is hyrdewyrt, smire in þa eagan sio sien 

biþ þy sceappre. Gif þu hunig tu dest þæt deah. Genim þonne þære ilcan wyrte godne 
gelm gedo in ceac fulne wines ond geseoð oþþe nete ær iii dagas. Ond þonne hio 
gesoden sie awring þa wyrt þurh clað of ond þæs woses geswettes mid huni(g)e, gedrince 
ælce dæge niht nistig bollan fulne. 

14H Wiþ eare werce ond wið464 deafe. 
14.1 Hundestunge ond fenminte ond cellendre ge 
 

[f. 263r, body text] 
 

cnuwa in wine oþþe on ealoþ asioh in eare 

                                                   
459 mealoð MS. 
460 imæges MS. 
461 mæren MS. 
462 mæren MS. 
463 mæstan MS. 
464 wid MS. 
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14.2 Genim ele genim eac gose rysele geot in þonne gewiteð þæt sar on weg. 
14.3 Genim eac belenan seawu gewlece ond þonne in eare gedryp þon gestilleð þæt sar. 
14.4 Genim garleac ond cipan465 ond gose risele gemilte togædere wring in eare. 
14.5 Gif earen willen adeafian an oþþe yfel hlist sie, genim eofores geallan, fearres geallan, 

buccan geallan, gemenge wiþ hunig ealra efenfeala dryp in þæt eare. 
14.6 Eft ribban seaw ond gewlecced ele togædere gemenged drype in wunderlic hæleð.  
15H Gif wyrmas in earan sind. 
15.1 Genim grenes eorþ geallan seawu oþþe hunan seaw oþþe wermodes seaw swelce þara 

an swilce þu wille geot þæt seaw in þæt eare þæt tihþ þone wyrm ut. 
15.2 Wyrc earsealf – gecnuwa synfullan, ond lioþuwyrt, ond pipor gedo þonne in glæsen fæt 

mid ecede ond þurh clað awring drype in þæt eare. 
15.3 Gif earan dinian genim ele do on mid eowocigre ond fordytte þæt eare mid þære wulle 

þon þu slapan wille ond do eft of þonne þu on wæcne. 
15.4 Eft wermod gesodene in þat eare in niwum cytele do of heorþ mid þære wyrt siþþan 

hig gegan sie. 
15.5 Wiþ ear wiggan genim þæt micele greate  
 

[f. 263v, body text] 
 

windel streow twi ecge þæt on worðinum weaxeð ceow in þæt eare he biþ of sona. 
16H Wiþ wlættan. 
16.1 Þæm men þe hine ne liste metes ne lyþes oþþe in magan untrum sie oþþe bytere ræce 

eorþan gealla ond pipor drince on wearmum wætere .iii. bollan on neaht nestig. 
16.2 Eft wiþ wlatunge rudan, wermod, bisceopwyrt, marubian wel in ealoþ swiþ geswet mid 

hunige liohtlice gedrinc swa hates swa þine blod sie scenc fulne do swa þonne þe þearf 
sie. 

17H Wiþ fotece. 
17.1 Betonican georman leaf, finul ribban,466 ealra efenfeala gemenge mioloc wiþ wæter ond 

þæt to swollenne lim from þære uferan healfe beþe þy lesse swile in gewite – genim 
þonne galloc gesodene lege on. 

18H Wið poc adle. 
18.1 Wið poc adle onræd hamwyrt, nioþeweard feldmoru, niþoweard onrædes efenfala ond 

þara oþera twega feldmoran healfe læsse þonne hamwyrt – cnua swiþe to sumne do in 
hluttur eala þæt þa wyrta ofer styge, læt stonden þrio niht, sele scenc fulne on morgene. 

18.2 Wið poc adle wel wæter on croccan do hunig in fleot symble þæt fam of oð þæt hit  
 

[f. 264r, body text] 

ne fylle ma fæman – sup þonne ond drinc oft ond gelome swa þu hatost mæge ond mid 
þy hunige smyre þær hit ut slea on þone poc ne biþ sona nan teona. 

18.3 Wið poc adle sealfe wel in buteran, singrenan, ond geearran, giþrifan, readre netlan, 
crop. 

18.4 Wiþ þon ilcan drenc bisceopwyrt, attorlaþe, spring wyrt, clatan nioþewearde on ealuþ. 
18.5 Wiþ poccum swiþe sceal man blud letan ond drincan amelt butran bollan fulne – gyf 

hie utslean ælcre mon sceal aweg adelfan mid þorne ond þonne win oþþe alordrenc – 
drype in man ne beoð hie na gesine wyrc him sealf þus. 

19H Wið wambe coþe. 
19.1 Of cwicum swefle wyrc sealfe ond of blacum pipore, ond of ele, gnide mon smale ond 

menge togadere ond weax ealra efenfeala wexes læsse. 
19.2 Gif sio adl sie to þon strong þæt þas lecedomas ne onnime, gif se mon sie giong ond 

strong, læt him blod of innan earm of þære micelan ædre. 

                                                   
465 cipar MS. 
466 rubban MS. 
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19.3 Wyrc þus sealfe ond smire þa saran stowa; seoþ rudan on ele do petrosilian to gif þu 
hæbbe ond ricsa wyrttruman ond popig467 siþþan eal gesoden sie do þonne weax in þæt 
þætte þæt eall weorþe to hnescum weax hlafe þæt hit  

 
[f. 264v, body text] 

sie hwæþere swi þust geþuht sealf smire þa stowa þær hit sie mid þy swiþust þone 
bæcþearm. 

19.4 Be þær coðe hu mon listeð utgan ond þonne ne mæg. Sum coþu is þære wombe þæt 
þone seocan monnan listeð ut gonges ond ne mæg þonne he ute ontyne biþ – wiþ þon 
sceal mon naedran æsmeogo, syþþan in ele, oþþe in butran, oþþe in wine in tynenum 
fætte ond smire þe wombe mid þy. 

20H Gif monnes feax fealle. 
20.1 Wyrc him sealfe þone micelan þung nim þu ond haran specel, ond eawyrte niþewearde, 

ond færwyrte wyrc of þære wyrte ond of wirum eallum þa sealfe ond of þære buteran 
þe nænig wæter on cwome. 

21H Gif feax fealle. 
21.1 Awille eburfean ond beþe mid þæt heafod þy swa wearmum. 

 
Translation 
1H For a wen salve and for wen boils 
1.1 Make the [salve] from the lower part of nettle, and from hemlock, and from the cloved 

lesser-celandine, use468 the small mugwort, boil all four in butter and sheep grease, until 
it is enough. Grind the same plants again into the salve in ship tar and garlic and cropleac 
and secgleac and salt, mix well, put in a cloth, warm through at the fire, and smear the 
[wen] with [it]. 

1.2 A wen salve: radish, cress, red nettle, wormwood, the two lesser celandines, elder bark, 
greater plantain, sorrel, bios, croppwyrt, bulut, the lower part of smeorowyrt, salt, ship tar, 
and sheep grease. 

2H For pustules/ulcers 
2.1 For pustules on the eye, take woad, and ribwort plantain, and brooklime, boil in milk, 

[although] in butter is better, and make a lotion. 
2.2 Boil brooklime, and yarrow, and wood chervil in milk. 
3H  For chest pain 
3.1 Take the lesser centaury, and cumin,469 boil in clear ale, let [the patient] sip and drink. 

Take pennyroyal, and a bunch of corncockle,470 boil in clear ale and let [the patient] 
drink a cup full after fasting at night. 

3.2 Boil in ale for the [same]: fennel, horehound, betony and drink. 
3.3 Take rue, horehound, and southernwood, grind together well in a mortar, mix with 

honey, and for three days, each day before food, let [the patient] eat three spoonfuls. 
4H  For heart pain 
4.1 Simmer a handful of rue in oil and add an ounce of aloe to it, rub [the chest] with that, 

it eases the soreness. 
4.2 If there is a hard heart pain inside him, then a wound is growing inside the heart for 

him, and thirst troubles him and he is weak. Make [for] him then a stone bath, and 
before that eat a southern radish with salt. By that the wound will be healed. 

                                                   
467 porag MS. 
468 The verb don is usually translated into MnE as ‘do, make, cause’, but it is not possible to render a meaningful 
translation into MnE with any of those options. I think that the Otho text is corrupt here, and the BLBI.lviii.1 reading 
of ond is better.  
469 See DoOEPN [cymen (1)]. See also Banham, ‘Knowledge and Uses of Food Plants in Anglo-Saxon England’, p. 
246. 
470 See DoOEPN [cynce]; and Bosworth and Toller, OE: cynce, MnE: ‘bundle; bunch’. Cockayne translates this as 
‘artichoke’, presumably because of the slight phonological similarity to OE: aceocian ‘to choke’, but I read cyntean (or 
kyncean as it is in BLBI.xvi.1) with gyþrifan as there is no ond separating gyþrifan from the subsequent cyntean/kyncean and 
so have followed the DoOEPN. 
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4.3 Also, take corncockle, simmer in milk, drink for six days. 
4.4  Also, the lower part of eoforfearn, gyðrinan, greater plantain, boil together and give to [the 

patient] to drink. 
4.5 Also, take pepper, and cumin, and costmary, grind in a fruit-drink or in water, give to 

[the patient] to drink. 
5H For diarrhoea 
5.1 Take comfrey, the lower part softened in skimmed milk,471 sip a measure [of the drink] 

hot. 
5.2 Take swegles æppel, put in milk, give to drink. Take the lower part of young goat’s rue, 

boil in a fruit-drink, or in unfermented milk, sip that and drink it often. 
6H For diarrohoea 
6.1 Take boiled hare, eat for that, for diarrhoea. 
6.2 Take rue, smeorowyrt, put in ale, give to drink. 
7H If evacuation is obstructed 
7.1a Take the yolk of hen's egg and thirty caper spurge seeds, and a good deal of white salt, 

and fine meal ... 
8H For eye disease 
8.1 Hare's gall, put it [in the eye] warm for around two nights. It flows from the eye. 
9H For eye disease 
9.1 Take the juice of on þære472 sloe, and wring through a cloth in that eye. It goes away 

immediately in three days if the sloe is green. 
10H For eye disease 
10.1 Vinegar and burned salt, and barley-meal, mix together, put in that eye, hold your 

hand over [the eye] for a long while. 
10.2 For the same. For eye disease, an eye salve: celandine seed, take some of the root ...473  
7.1b ... mix all of them together, put in an egg shell and set [that] in embers. Add in ale. One 

sip to drink while hot. 
11H If evacuation is obstructed 
11.1  Take groundsel, and a strip of the outer bark of the elder tree, boil quickly in ale, strain 

through a cloth. Then take thirty-six caper spurge seeds, grind finely, put a little water 
into the potion. Put in butter. [Let the patient] drink it as hot as he can, and then stand 
and walk where he will not be cold. 

12H For eye dimness 
12.1 Take greater celandine juice or blossom, mix with bumble bee's honey. Put into a brass 

vessel, soften as you wish in warm embers until it is cooked. 
13H For eye dimness 
13.1 Again greater celandine juice, or wring the blossoms, and mix with bumble bee's honey. 

Put into a brass pot, soften as you wish in warm embers, or ashes until it is done. This 
is an outstanding medicine for dimness of the eyes. 

13.2 Some use the juice alone, and they treat the eyes with that. 
13.3  Again, ground ivy juice and fennel [juice] put in both in equal amounts and into a glass? 

pot, dry in the hot sun, and anoint the inside of the eyes with that. 
13.4 Again for dimness of the eye: centaury juice, that is hyrdewyrt, smear in the eyes. The 

sight will be the sharper [for it]. If you [add] honey to that, it is useful. Then take a 
good handful of the same plant, put in a jug full of wine and cook for three days before 
you need it.474 And when it is cooked, wring the plants through a cloth, and drink a 
bowlful of the juice sweetened with honey, each day after a night fast. 

                                                   
471 I have followed Voth's emendation to the Old English to translate this clause, but my translation does not agree 
with hers entirely, see Voth ‘An Analysis’, p. 187. 
472 Voth translates this as ‘a sloe prepared in advance’, in Voth ‘An Analysis’, p. 188, which is a close translation of 
the Otho material. I think the BLBI.ii.14 reading is helpful here too as I think onwære ‘unripe’ is probably the correct 
original reading for on þære as the letters thorn and wynn can be easily confused and I think the comment about the 
particular value of ‘green’ sloes reinforces the translation of an unripe sloe. 
473 The recipe is incomplete. 
474 The Old English is oþþe nete in Otho and of nete in Royal, but neither reading produces a clear translation of the 
passage. See Voth ‘An Analysis’, pp. 188–189.   
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14H For ear pain and for deafness. 
14.1 Houndstongue, and watermint, and coriander, grind into wine or into ale, strain into 

the ear. 
14.2 Take ale, also take goose fat, pour in[to the ear] then the pain will go away. 
14.3 Again, take the warm juice of henbane and drip it into the ear, it soothes the pain. 
14.4 Take garlic, and onion, and goose fat, melt together, wring into the ear. 
14.5 If the ears are deaf, or instead if the hearing becomes bad, take boar's gall, ox gall, 

buck's gall, mix with honey in equal amounts and drip into that ear. 
14.6 Take lambstongue juice and warmed ale mixed together, drip in, this heals wonderfully. 
15H If there are worms in the ear. 
15.1 Take fresh common centaury juice, or horehound juice, or wormwood juice, whichever 

one you wish. Pour that juice in that ear, this draws the worm out. 
15.2 Make an earsalve – grind houseleek and goat's rue, and pepper, put [the ground plants] 

then in a glass vessel with vinegar and wring through a cloth, drip in that ear. 
15.3 If ears ring, take oil, put it on ewe's wool and plug the ear with that wool when you wish 

to sleep and take [it] out when you wake. 
15.4 Again, boiled wormwood in that ear. [Boil it] in a new cauldron, take it off the hearth. 

[Steam the ear and block it] with the plants after the [steam] has gone in.475 
15.5 For earwigs. Take that great big windel straw with two edges that grows in gardens(?), 

chew, [put] in that ear, it will soon be out. 
16H For nausea 
16.1 For one that does not desire food nor drinks, or if there is a sickness in the stomach, or 

a bitter retching: common centaury, and pepper in warm water, drink three bowls after 
the night's fast. 

16.2 Again for nausea: rue, wormwood, marsh mallow, white horehound, boil in ale, 
sweeten lightly with honey. Drink it as how as your blood is, a cup full, do so when you 
need it. 

17H  For foot ache 
17.1 Mix betony, common mallow, fennel, lambstongue in equal amounts with milk and 

water, and bathe the swollen limb from the upper portion in case the swelling goes 
inward – take then boiled comfrey, lay [it] on. 

18H  For a disease with eruptions 
18.1 For a disease with eruptions, onræd, the lower part of houseleek, the lower part of wild 

carrot, equal parts of onræd and the other two, half less of the wild carrot – pound the 
plants well together, put into clear ale so that it covers the plants, let it stand three 
nights, give a cup full in the morning. 

18.2  For a disease with eruptions: boil water in a pot, put in honey. Continually skim the 
foam off of [the top of] it until there is no more foam – then sip and drink often and 
continually, as hot as you can, and smear with honey there where it bursts out in pocks. 
There will be no hurt at once. 

18.3 For a disease with eruptions, a salve: boil in butter lesser periwinkle, and yarrow, 
corncockle, red nettle clusters. 

18.4 For the same drink, bisceopwyrt, cyclamen, springwyrt, the lower part of greater burdock 
 in ale. 
18.5  For a disease with eruptions: one should let a lot of blood, and drink a bowl full of 

melted butter. If they break out, one should dig each one out with a thorn and then 
drip wine or an alder-drink in, then they will not be seen. Work him a salve thus. 

19H For pain in the stomach 
19.1 Make a salve from living-sulphur, and from black pepper, and from oil. One should 

finely grind and mix [the ingredients] together, and [add] wax – even amounts of each, 
less of the wax. 

19.2 If the disease is so strong that remedies do not take hold, if the person is young and 
strong, let him [be] bled from the inner arm from the big vein. 

                                                   
475 This translation has been informed by the text of BLBI.iii.12. 
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19.3 Make a salve thus and apply it to the sore places; boil rue in oil, add parsley to it if you 
have it, and the roots of rush and poppy. After they are all cooked, add wax to it all so 
that it becomes a soft wax loaf, that is however the cleverest salve. Anoint the places 
where it is [sore], especially the back [and] the arm. 

19.4 Concerning that disease where one desires to pass a bowel movement, and then cannot. 
There is a certain stomach sickness when the sick person wants to pass a bowel 
movement, but he cannot [for] he is restricted on the outside – for that one should skin 
an adder, boil [it] in oil, or in butter, or in wine in a tin vessel and anoint the stomach 
with that. 

20H  If a man's hair falls out 
20.1  Make him a salve: you take the large poisonous plant, and viper's bugloss, and the lower 

part of eawyrte, and færwyrte, make the salve from all of those plants and from wirum and 
from butter that no water has touched. 

21H If hair falls [out] 
21.1  Boil eburfearn and bathe the head with it while it is warm. 
 
Notes 
This text has also been edited and translated in Christine Bobbitt Voth, ‘An analysis of the 
tenth-century Anglo-Saxon manuscript London, British Library, Royal 12. D. xvii’ (unpubl. 
PhD dissertation, Cambridge, 2015), pp. 181–190. 
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London, British Library, Cotton Titus D. xxvi (‘Ælfwine's Prayerbook’), ff. 16v–17r 

Edition 
[f. 16v, body text] 

 
Ti 1.1  Wið þa blegene genim nigon ægra ond seoð  
 

[f. 17r, body text] 
 
hig fæste ond nim þa geolcan ond do þæt hwite aweg, ond smera476 ða geolcan on anre 
pannan ond wring þæt wos ut þurh ænne clað, ond nim eall swa fela dropena wines swa 
ðæra ægra beo ond eall swa fela dropena unhalgodes eles477 ond eall swa fela huniges 
dropena, ond of finoles more eall swa fela dropena, genim þonne ond gedo hit eall to 
somne ond wring ut þurh ænne clað ond syle þam menn etan him byð sona sel. 

 
 

Translation 
 
Ti 1.1 Against blegene take nine eggs and cook them hard and take the yolks, and throw the 

white away, and spread the yolks on[to the base of?] a pan, and wring out the liquid 
through a cloth, and take as many drops of wine as there are eggs, and as many drops 
of unconsecrated oil, and as many drops of honey, and from fennel-root as many drops, 
then take [them] and put it all together and wring out through a cloth and give it to the 
person to eat and he will soon be well. 

 

Notes 
This edition and translation is my own work, but it has been checked against the work of Beate 
Günzel, Aelfwine's Prayerbook B.L. Cotton Titus D. xxvi + xxvii, Henry Bradshaw Society 108 
(London, 1993), no. 70, p. 157. 
 

 

                                                   
476 mera MS. 
477 eall swa fela dropena unhalgodes eles cum Coc., Leechdoms I, p. 380] eall fela dropena unhalgodes eles MS. 
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London, British Library, Cotton Vespasian D. xx, f. 93r 

Edition 
[f. 93r, body text] 

 
Ve 1.1 Ad dentium dolorem.  

Petrus sedebat super petram et manus suas tenebat ad maxillas suas. 
Et dixit Iesus: “Petre quid tristis sedes?” 
“Domine uermes [...] in me. Fac mihi benedictionem quam fecisti Lazaro quem 
resuscitasti478 de mortuis479 in nomine patris et filii et spirtu sancti. AMEN.” 

 
“Adiuro te migrane480 per patrem et filium et spiritum sanctum, ut tu amplius non 
possis481 stare nec in faucibus482 nec in dentibus nec in capite483 tuo. In nomine patris 
et filii et spiritus sancti. amen.” 
 

Ve 1.2 Accipe saxifraga484 id est grumin, et petrosino, et ambrosiana, et apia, et tanesia, et 
mitte simul, et de[co]quo485 eas, cum uino in olla noua ita ut tribus uicibus486 suffundes 
eas de uino, ut ad medietatem perueniat,487 et postea da infirmum bibere. 

 
Translation 
 
Ve 1.1 For tooth pain.  

Peter was sitting on a rock and he was holding his hand to his jaw. 
And Jesus said to Peter: “Why do you sit sadly?” 
“Oh Lord there are worms [...] in me. Give to me the blessing with which you raised 
Lazarus from the dead in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. 
AMEN.” 
 
“I adjure you, migraine, by the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit that you may no 
longer be able to stay in your throat, or teeth, or head. In the name of the Father and 
the Son and the Holy Spirit, Amen.” 

 
Ve 1.2 Take saxifrage (that is) gromwell, and parsley, and artemisia, and celery, and tansy and 

put them together, and cook these with wine in a new pot, you need to steep these in 
the wine as much as three times, so that it goes down to half, and afterwards give it to 
the patient to drink. 

 

Notes: 

This text has been edited by Storms, who treated it as one item, but the Vespasian text is actually 
a combination of the Petrus sedebat super petram charm and a medical recipe that begins [a]ccipe 
saxifraga.488 In this instance, the medical recipe has been selected to accompany the charm 
because of all the plant names that refer to stones and rocks, but the charm, more often than 

                                                   
478 resciscitasti, Storms, ASM. 
479 demo rtumtto, MS. 
480 migranea, Storms, ASM, migranus MS. 
481 Scribe 1 cessit. 
482 facibus, MS. 
483 eapite, Storms, ASM. 
484 saxafriga, MS. 
485 de quo MS. 
486 uitibus MS 
487 proveniad, Storms, ASM. 
488 Storms, Anglo-Saxon Magic, pp. 288–90. 
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not, circulated without this particular recipe text, and even without any plant-based 
preparations at all. 
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London, British Library, Harley 55, ff. 1–4 

Edition 
[F. 1r body text] 

 
Ha 1.1  Wið þære healf deadan adle ond hwanon seo cume, seo adl cymð on þa swiðran healfe 

þæs lichoman, oððe on þa wynstran, þær þa sina to slupað ond beoð mid slipigre ond 
þiccere wætan yfelre ond yfelre þiccere ond mycelre.  

 
Ha 1.2 Þa wætan man scæl mid blodlæsum ond drencum ond læcdomum. On weg adon, 

þonne seo adl cume ærest on ðone mannan þonne on tyne þu his muð sceawa his 
tungan, þonne bið heo on þa healfe hwittre þe seo adl on beon wile, lacna hine þonne 
þus: gefere þæne mannan on swiðe fæstne cleofan ond wearmne, gereste him swiðe wel 
hleowe þær ond wearme gleda bere man gelome inn.  

 
Ha 1.3 Onwreoh hine þonne ond sceawa his handa georne, ond swa hwæþre swaðu cealde 

finde, læt him sona blod on þære cealdan ædre. Æfter þære blodlæse, hu hwega ymb 
.iii. niht, sele him wyrt drenc ut yrnende do giðcorna swa feala swa læcas witon þæt to 
wyrt drence sculon ond swa gerade wyrta.  

 
Ha 1.4 Hwilum alwan æfter hire rihte him mon scæl sellan, hwilum scamoniam. Hwilum eft 

æfter wyrt drencum, þonne he gerest sy, læt eft blod on ædre swa þu on fruman dydest, 
hwilum þu teoh mid glæse oððe mid horne blod of þam sarun stowum adeadodum. 

 
[F. 1v, body text] 

 
Ha 2.1  Wið þære healfedeadan adle: beþe hwilum þa saran stowe æt heorðe oððe be gledum, 

ond smere mid ele, ond mid halwendum sealfum, ond gnid swyðe þæt þa sealfa in 
besincen. Wyrc to sealfe ealdne rysle sealtne, heortes mearh, gose rysle oððe hænna, 
ond do gode wyrta to beðe þa saran stowe æt fyre. 

 
Ha 2.2 Hwilum onlege ond onbind pic, ond weax, pipor, ond smeru, ond ele togædere 

gemilted. Hwilum on þa saran sinua ond asweollenan lege on ond bind on gate tyrdelu 
gemenged wið hunig, oððe on ecede gesoden, þonne þwinað þa aslapenan ond þa 
aswollena sina.  

 
Ha 3.1  Wyrc him wyrt drenc þe ne bið utyrnende, ne spiwol ac to drifð ond lytlað þa yfelan 

wætan on þam seocum men, þe bið swa swa horh oððe risoda oððe gillistre. 
 
Ha 3.2 Genim huniges þis lytle pund do þonne to þan gebeate[n] ond asift pipor, syle þonne 

to þicganne þam untruma men. Eft ymbe þreo niht syle him on þam ilcan gemete oððe 
mare, ond swa ymb feower niht. 

 
Ha 4.1 Wið þære healf489 deadan adle: do þu hwilum sealtes cucler mæl, to menge wið hunig 

ond eft pipor. Cunna swa ægþer ge on þisum læcedome ge on oðrum þæm þe ic eac 
write, hu hit on niman wolde: gif þæt lic heard si utan, lege on þane læcedom þe þæt 
heard forði hwelige ond þæt yfel ut teo. 

 

Ha 4.2 Teoh him blod of gif þæt neb oððe þæt heafod sar si on þam hnescan, ond  
 

[F. 2r, body text] 

                                                   
489 Wið þære hea\l/f MS. 
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nytta þara490 læcedoma þe þane horh of þam heafde teo oþþe þurh muð, oððe þurh 
nosu, ond þonne he þa miht hæbbe gedo þæt he gelome gefnese. Syle him þa mettas 
þe syn eaðmylte, ond god seaw hæbben, ond he fram þam mettum mæg smaligan. Þæt 
syn gesodene wyrta,  wyll, geote man þæt æreste wos ond þæt æftere on weg, do þonne 
god wos to, ond syle to þycganne. Do lytel sealt, ond ele, ond merce, to ond porr, ond 
þæm gelice. Heald þonne georne þæt se mete si gemylt ær he him eft gyfe, forðan þe se 
ungemylta mete him wyrcð mycel491 yfel. Scires wines drince æt hwæga gif he ma wille, 
drince hat wæter. Healde hine georne wið bæð, ond hwilum þonne he hit geþrowian 
mæge læte him blod on innan earme ond scearpige þa scancan. Æþele læcdome. 

 
Ha 5.1  Ond hu seo healf deade adl, ær feowertigum oððe fiftigum wintra næfre on men ne 

becume. 
 
Ha 5.2 Sume bec lærað wið þære healf deadan adle þæt man pintreow bærne to gledum, ond 

þonne þa gleda sette toforan þam seocum, ond þæt he þonne on tyndum eagum ond 
opene muþe þane rec swelge þa þrage þe he mæge, ond þonne he ma ne mæge 
onwende his neb aweg lythwon, ond eft wende to ond onfo þam steme, ond swa do 
ælce dæge oð þæt se dæl þæs lichoman þe þær adeadod wæs ond gelewed to þære ærran 
hælo becume. 

 
[F. 2v, body text] 
 
Ha 5.3 Soðlice seo adl cymð on monnan æfter feowertigum oððe fiftigum wintra: gif he bið 

cealdre gecyndo þonne cymð æfter feowertigum elcor cymð æfter fiftigum wintra his 
gærgetales. Gif hit gingran men gelimpe þonne bið þæt eaðlæcnere, ond ne bið seo ylce 
adl, þeah þe ungleawe læcas wænan þæt þæt seo ylce healfe deade adl si. Hu gelic adl 
on man becume on geogoðe on sumum lime, swa swa healfdeade adl on yldo deð. Ne 
bið hit seo healf deade adl, ac hwilc æthwega yfel wæte bið gegoten on þæt lim þe hit 
on gesit, ac bið eaðlæcnere, ac seo soðe healfedeade adl cymð æfter fiftigum wintra. 

 
Ha 6.1 Gif mon sy þære healfe deadan adle seoc, oððe bræc seoc, wyrc him oxumelli, suðerne 

eced drenc, ecedes, ond huniges, ond wæteres gemang. 
 
Ha 6.2 Nim ecedes anne dæl, huniges twegen dælas wel geclæsnodes, wæteres feorðan, seoð 

þonne oð þæt þriddan dæl þære wætan, oððe feorðan, ond fleot þæt fam ond þæt rot 
symle492 of oðþæt hit gesoden si. Gif þu wille þone drenc strengran wyrcan, þonne do 
þu swa mycel þæs ecedes swa þæs huniges ond nytta þæs læcedomas ge wið þisse adle 
ge wið ælcere ful neah. Nim simble þæs eceddrences, swa geworhtes, swa mycel swa þe 
þince.  

 
Ha 6.3 Do wið þissum adlum rædic on þæt seaw þæs drences, læt beo nihterne 
 
[F. 3r, body text] 

 
on, syle þonne on morgenne þam seocum men neahtnestigum þane rædic swa 
geseawne to þicganne swa he swyðust mæge, ond þæt þu þanne læfe þæs seawes syððan 
se rædic of sy,493 geot hat wæter on syle drincan þam seocum men tofylle. And þonne 
ymbe anes dæges hwile stinge him mon feþere on muð oððe finger nede hine to 
spwianne.  

                                                   
490 ni\y/tta, corr. in MS. 
491 him wyr\c/ð mycel corr in MS. 
492 þæt rot smyle MS. 
493 se rædic ofe sy MS. 
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Ha 6.4 Nim eft eles anne dæl, wearmes wæteres twegan, sealtes twegan cucleras fulle494 meng 
togædere, syle to drincanne ceac fulne ond þanne stinge finger on muð bæde to 
spiwanne, læt þanne spiwan on þane ylcan ceac þe he ær of dranc, ge sceawa þonne 
hwæðer þe spiwða sy swa mycel swa he ær gedranc. Gif he mara sy tyla his swa, gif he 
emmicel si þam495 þe he ær gedranc, syle eft on ða ilcan wisan oðþæt he ma spiwe þanne 
he gedrince ær. Þis sceal swiðust wið blæddran adle ond þæm stanum þe on blæddran 
syn. 

 
Ha 7.1 Wið þære healfdeadan [adle]: nim þæt wæter þe pyosan wæran ongesodene oferwilleda 

syle drincan swiðe þonne wecð þæt þone innoð ond clænsað.  
 
Ha 7.2 Eft synfullan leaf on win gegniden þæt clænsað þane innað. 
 
Ha 7.3 Wið þan ilcan eft, ellenes blosman genim, ond gegnid, ond gemenge wið hunig ond ge 

do on box, ond þonne þearf si genim bollan fulne hluttres geswettes wines gemenge wið 
þæt ond aseohhe: syle drincan.  

 
Ha 7.4 Wið þan ilcan betan mid hire wyrtruman seoð on wætere, butan sealte, syle þonne þæs 

wæteres bollan fulne to drincanne. 
 
 
Translation 
 
Ha 1.1 For the half-dead disease and and where it comes from. The disease comes on the right 

side of the body, or on the left, where the sinews are powerless and are [overcome] with 
a slippery and thick humour – evil, thick, and great. 

 
Ha 1.2 The humour must be removed with bloodlettings and [medical] drinks and medical 

preparations. When the disease first comes upon the patient then open his mouth [and] 
look at his tongue, then it is whiter on the side that the disease will be on then take care 
of him like this: carry the person to a very close and warm room, let him rest very well 
in the shelter there and let warm embers be carried in often. 

 
Ha 1.3  Then unwrap him and look at his hands carefully, and whichever [one] that you find 

[to be] cold, let some blood out of that cold vein. After the bloodletting, somewhere 
around three nights, give him a purging plant-drink and put in as many spurge-laurel 
berries as doctors know must be put into a plant-drink, and [other?] suitable plants. 

 
Ha 1.4 At intervals aloes must be given to him according to the proper method, and scamony 

at intervals. At intervals after the plant-drinks, when he is resting, let blood again from 
the vein where you did it at first, at intervals take blood with a glass or with a horn from 
the sore deadened places. 

 
Ha 2.1 For the half-dead disease: at intervals, warm the sore places at the hearth or by using 

embers, and smear with oil, and with healing salves, and massage firmly so that the 
salves may be absorbed. Make into a salve some old salt grease, horse marrow, goose 
fat or hens', and add good plants [and?] warm the sore places at the fire.  

 
Ha 2.2  At intervals, apply pitch, and wax, and pepper, and grease, and oil melted together and 

wrap [it]. At intervals lay on and bind on the sore and swollen sinews goat faeces mixed 
with honey or saturated with vinegar, then the paralysed and swollen sinews [will] 
reduce. 

                                                   
494 twegan cuceles fulle MS. 
495 emmicel si þane MS. 
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Ha 3.1 Make him a plant-drink that is not a purgative or an emetic, but which drives off and 
reduces the evil humour in the sick man, which is moistness, or phlegm, or mucus. 
 

Ha 3.2  Take a small pound of honey and add it to ground and sieved pepper, then give it to 
the sick person to eat. Again, [after] around three nights give it to him in the same 
quantity or more, and also around four nights [after that]. 

 
Ha 4.1  For the half-dead disease: at intervals, apply a spoonful of salt, mix it with honey and 

with pepper. Try both in this medical recipe and in others that I also write, how it will 
hold: if the body is hard on the outside, apply the recipe-preparation so that the hard 
part will come to a head as a result and can draw out the evil.  

 
Ha 4.2 Draw blood from him if the face or the head is sore in the tender areas, and make use 

of these medical recipes, which can draw the bad humour out of the head through the 
mouth, or the nose, and then when he has the power, make it so that he sneezes often. 
Give him the foods which are easy to digest, and have a good succulence, and he will 
become smaller from the foods. [Give him] steeped plants, boil them, pour away the 
first and the second infusion, then add a good juice and give it to him to drink. Add a 
little salt, and oil, and celery, and leek, and things like that. Wait carefully then until the 
food is fully digested before you give him [some] again, because the undigested food 
will cause him a great deal of difficulty. Let him drink some clear wine, and if he wants 
more, give hot water. Hold back carefully from bathing, and at intervals, when he can 
stand it, let blood from the inner part of his arm, and scar the shins. A noble medical 
recipe. 

 
Ha 5.1  And how the half-dead disease never appears in a person before the age of forty or fifty 
 
Ha 5.2  Some books teach that for the half-dead disease, that you should burn a pinetree to 

embers, and then place the embers before the sick man, and that he then with eyes 
closed and mouth open should swallow the smoke [incense?] for as long as he can, and 
when he can do [that] no longer, he should turn his face away a little, and then 
afterward turn it to [the embers] and inhale the smoke, and do that every day until the 
part of the body that was dead and injured is returned to its former health. 

 
Ha 5.3  Indeed the disease comes upon a person after forty or fifty winters: if he is if a cold 

nature then it comes after forty otherwise it comes after fifty years. If it happens to a 
younger person then it is easy to treat, and it is not the same disease, although unwise 
doctors think it is the same half-dead disease. How similar is a disease that happens to 
a young person in one limb, to the half-dead disease that happens in old age. It is not 
the half-dead disease, but some or other evil humour that has got into the limb at the 
site of the harm, but it is easier to treat, for the true half-dead disease comes after fifty 
years. 

 
Ha 6.1  If a person is sick with the half-dead disease, or is epileptic, make him oxymel - a 

southern vinegar-drink, a mixture of vinegar, and honey and water. 
 
Ha 6.2 Take one part vinegar, two parts of well-cleansed honey, a fourth part of water, then 

reduce to the third or the fourth part of the liquid, and skim the foam and the debris 
off continually until the mixture is fully cooked. If you wish to make the drink stronger, 
then put [in] as much vinegar as honey, and use this medical recipe for this disease, or 
for almost any other. [You should] always take this vinegar-drink, made in this way, as 
much as you think. 
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Ha 6.3 For these disorders, put a radish into the drink-liquid, let it stand for a night, and then 
in the morning, give the steeped radish to the sick person to eat after his night's fast as 
well as he can, and then in the leftover liquid after the radish is gone, add hot water 
and give to the sick person to drink until he is full. And then after about the interval of 
a day, have someone poke a feather into his mouth or a finger so that he may vomit. 

 
Ha 6.4 Also take one part oil, two parts warm water, two spoonfuls of salt, mix them together, 

give a jug full to drink and then poke a finger into his mouth to make him vomit, make 
him vomit into the same jug that he drank from before, then examine whether he 
vomited as much as he drank before. If it is more, then attend to him, if it is the same 
amount as he just drank, give him the same thing again until he vomits more than he 
drank before. This is mostly [to be used] for bladder disease, and for bladder stones. 

 
Ha 7.1 For the half-dead [disease]: take water in which peas have been soaked and over-boiled, 

give [to the patient] to drink, this quickly wakes up and cleanses the insides. 
 
Ha 7.2 Also leek leaves crushed in wine, that is an internal cleanse 
 
Ha 7.3 Also for the same, take elder-blossoms and grind, and mix with honey, and put into a 

box, and then if you need take a bowl full of clear, sweet wine, mix with that [blossom 
mix] and strain: give to drink 

 
Ha 7.4 For the same boil beet with its roots in water, but without salt, then give [the patient] a 

bowl full of the water to drink. 
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London, British Library, Royal 15 A. xxxiii 

Edition 
[F. 3v, l. 6 seq., body text] 

 
Roy 1.1  Potio contra ficum. Celedonia manipulum .i. Acero .iii. Acrimonia .iii. 

Corsana 496  .iii. Peloseta 497  [...] Ueruena .i. nepta .i. Cerfolium .i. Ruta 498  .i. 
Gamandreia .i. Mentastro albo .i. Ungula caballina .i. Cressone aquestro .i. lancolata 
.i. Quinquefolia .i. edera terrestria .i. De rumice .i. De plantagine .i. Grana iuniperi 
ampullam maximam . Ex pipere grana .c. Mel bene coctum quantum sufficit . hanc 
facias potionem ex uno sextario uini et bibat per uiiii dies unum calicem mane et 
alterum mane et sanaberis. 

 
Translation 
 
Roy 1.1  Potion against haemorrhoids: a handful of celandine, three of maple, 

three of agrimony, three of corsana, [...] of peloseta, one of vervain, one of catnip, one of 
chervil, one of rue, one of gamandreia, one of white mint, one of colt's foot, one of 
watercress, one of hound's tongue, one of fiveleaf, one of ground ivy, one of bramble, 
one of greater plantain, one large ampulla of juniper seeds, one hundred grains of 
pepper [and] as much well-cooked honey as is enough. You take this potion with one 
sester of wine and drink it for nine days, one cup in the early morning, and on the 
following morning you will be well. 

 
Notes 
An edition of this text has been published in M. Esposito, ‘Irish Commentaries on Martianus 
Capella’, Zeitscrift für celtische Philologie 9.1 (1913), pp. 159–163, transcribed for the author by a 
Mr Wyatt. My edition was compiled independently and then checked against Wyatt's 
transcription. 
 

                                                   
496 Betsana, Esposito. 
497 pelosota, Esposito. 
498 Rutea, Esposito. 
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London, Wellcome Library for the History and Understanding of Medicine, 46 

Edition 
[F. (1)r, body text] 

 
W46 1.1 Wið heort æce: genim brade bisceopwyrt, ond feldbisceopwyrt, ond greate 

wyrt, ond galluc, ond gagul, ond hindehæleþan, ond organan, ond æþelferþincwyrt, 
ond harehunan, ond saluian, ond hofan, ond garcliuan, ond fifleauan, ond hamerwyrt, 
ond fęrwyrt, ond mucgwyrt, ond suðerne wudu; ond cnuca ealle tosomne, ond do ealu, 
drinc þonne ðe þearf si; 

 
W46 2.1 Wiþ lungen adle hennebelle moran, ond harehunan, betonican: wylle on ealoþ 

ond drince þa hwile þe him þearf si. Supe syþþan ane hennescille fulle gemyltere 
buteran wreo hine syþþan wearme, ond beo him syþþan stille; 

 
W46 3.1 Hat wyrcean þe sylf wenn sealfe: man sceal niman clæne hunig swylc man to 

blacan briwe deþ ond wyllan hit neah briwes þicnesse, ond niman rædic ond elenan, 
fillan ond hrefnes fot, næp,499 cnocian swa man betst mæge, ond wringan þonne þa 
wyrta ond geotan þæt wos þær to ond þonne hit beo forneah gewylled cnucian godne 
dæl garleaces ond don þærto ond piperian swaswa þe þince 

 
W46 3.2 + Wiþ wennas sealf. hwerhwettan500 moran ond ane handfulle sperewyrte, ond 

wildne næp, ond wuduwexan moran. Wylle on mealt ealoþ wringe þurh linenne claþ, 
wylle on hunig teare, nime þonne clænne lengten bere, ond grinde on handcwyrna. 
Nime seþþan mæderan, ond drige on handcwyrna, ond grinde reades caules sædes ane 
handfulle on piporcwyrna, wylle hit eal togædere na to hearde, þyge on wucan þriwa. 
Swa him betsþ to onhagige, þeos sealf deah wiþ wennas, ond wiþ þone flowendan fic, 
þeah heo styriende sy ne onscunige he hi for þam. 

 
W46 4.1 Wiþ lifer adle nim liferwyrt, ond bere hi man ham onder cneowe, ond wylle on 

anes hiwes cumeolce mengge buteran to. 
 
Translation 
 
W46 1.1 For heartache, take (broad) mallow,  wild mallow, greate wyrt,501 comfrey, gale, 

hindehæleþan,502 marjoram, æþelferþincwyrt, white horehound, sage, ground-ivy, greater 
stitchwort, cinquefoil, black hellebore, fȩrwyrt, mugwort, southern wormwood; grind 
[them] all together; and put in ale, drink it when you need to. 

 
W46 2.1 For lung disease, black henbane, white horehound, betony; boil in ale and [let 

him] drink while he has the need. Let him take afterwards a hen's eggshell-full of melted 
butter; then wrap him warmly and then let him rest. 

 

W46 3.1 For the same, to have an ointment for blemishes made: a person shall take clear 
honey as one does for the black503 porridge, boil it to almost the thickness of porridge; 
and take radish, elecampane, chervil, lesser celandine, turnip, grind them as well as you 

                                                   
499fot \næp/ MS. 
500 h\w/erhwettan MS. 
501 This may be tassel hyacinth, meadow saffron, or cowslip. See DoOEPN [greate-wyrte]. 
502 This is wood-sage or hemp agrimony. See DoOEPN [hind-heoloþe]. 
503 This may be from blāc, MnE: ‘pale’, ‘shining’, ‘bleak’, rather than blæc, blac, MnE: ‘black'. See The Dictionary of Old 
English Online <https://tapor-library-utoronto-ca.ezphost.dur.ac.uk/doe/?E02146> and <https://tapor-library-
utoronto-ca.ezphost.dur.ac.uk/doe/?E02721>. 
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can; and then strain the plants and pour in the juice; and when it is nearly boiled crush 
a good amount of garlic and add it - pepper as you think. 

 

W46 3.2 + A salve against blemishes: cucumber roots and one handful of gladden, wild 
turnip, furze; boil in malt-ale and squeeze through a linen-cloth, boil in honey-dripped-
from-a-comb; then take clean spring-barley, grind [it] in a hand-mill; then take madder, 
dry it in a hand-mill; grind a handful of red-cabbage seed in a peppermill; boil all 
together, not too fiercely. Use it three times a week, just as it seems best for him. This 
salve is good for tumours and for bleeding haemorrhoids. Even though it is disturbing 
[to the digestion?], he should not avoid it for that reason. 

 
W46 4.1 For liver disease, take liverwort, let it be carried home under your knee; boil it 

in milk from a cow of one colour and mix butter with it. 
 
Notes 
This text has previously been edited by E. A. Napier in ‘Altenglische Miscellen’, Archiv für das 
Studium der neueren Sprachen 84 (1890), pp. 323–326, and translated by F. N. L. Poynter, ‘An 
Anglo-Saxon medical MS.; and news from three countries’, Illustrated London News, (1956) p. 
1066. My edition and translation have been made without reference to either work. 
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Oxford, Jesus College 37 

Edition 
[F. 156r, body text] 

 
Je 1.1 Ad mulierem que partu laborat. Maria genuit Christum, Elisabeth peperit Iohannem 

baptistam, Cilina peperit Remigium. Sic et haec mulier .N. pariat sine dolore. In 
nomine patris, et filii et spiritus sancti. Lazare ueni foras Christus te uocat. Anna peperit 
Mariam. Maria autem peperit christum dominum. Pater noster .iii.  

 
Je 2.1 Item. Ad uomitum504 restringendum. Semen feniculi tritum cum aqua dabis bibere. 
 
Je 3.1 Ad cancrum. Accipe sal et piper et musces505 et atramentum. Equis ponderibus et tere 

et simul cum acceto distempera, et liga cum corio in uulnus, usque ad diem tertium.506 
Celedoniam tere et distempera cum urina nigri bouis et super uulnus pone. 

 
Je 3.2 Item alia. Pro cunctis malannis. Accipe plumbum et arde usque ad puluerem et mel, et 

oleum ȩqualiter simul misce et liga cum corio caprolino in loco ubi malum est. 
 
 
Translation 

Je 1.1 For a woman who is labouring in childbirth. Mary gave birth to Christ, Elisabeth gave 
birth to John the Baptist, [from] Cilina gave birth to Remigius. And so let this woman 
.N. give birth without pain. In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy 
Spirit. Lazarus, come out: Christ is calling you. Anna gave birth to Mary, and Mary 
gave birth to our Lord Christ. Three ‘Our Fathers’. 

 
Je 2.1 Again. To restrict vomiting. Grind fennel seeds with water and give to drink. 
 
Je 3.1 For an ulcer. Take salt and pepper and musk and black dye: an equal weight and grind 

and at the same time mix with vinegar, and bind with animal skin over the wound for 
three days. Grind greater celandine and mix with the urine of a black cow and put over 
the wound. 

 
Je 3.2 Again for the same. For all boils. Take lead and burn to a powder, and honey and oil 

in equal amounts and mix together and bind with goatskin on the place where the 
problem is. 

 

                                                   
504 A\d/ uomitum MS. 
505 nusces MS. 
506 tercium MS. 
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Brussels, Bibliotheque Royale, 1828–30 (185), ff. 36–109 

Edition 
[F. 109r, ll. 17–26, body text] 

 
BR 1.1 Quisquis uult fieri sanus. Bibat una die has herbis: .u.foliam, betonicam, plantaginem. 

Secunda die poleium, id est hylwyrt, centauream, marrubium. Tertia die, rutam, 
saluiam, sauinam. Bibat has herbis frequenter sanum corpus possidebit per Christum. 

 
Translation 
BR 1.1 Anyone who wishes to be healthy. Let him drink on one day these herbs: creeping 

cinquefoil, betony, plantain. On the second day pennyroyal that is hylwyrt, centaury, 
horehound. On the third day, rue, sage, savine. Let him drink these herbs frequently; 
he will have a healthy body in Christ. 
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Louvain-la-Neuve, Archives de l'Universite catholique de Louvain, Fragmenta H. 

Omont 3, “The Omont Leaf” 

Edition 
[F. (1)r, body text] 

 
1.1 Wið yflum ond miclum footsuilun: cnua beolonan moran suiðe, lege on ða foet, hiæ 

geðuinað ond alne ðone ece wundurlice afirrað. 
1.2 Eft to ðon ilcan: genim ðære læssan mucgwyrte moran, cnua wel, gemæng suæ calde 

wið hunig. Ete ðæt gemong on marne, ond ðonne he restan welle: ðæs ilcan lecedom 
mæg wið ðehwærce. 

1.3 Gif foet, oððo sconcan, oððo cnio suellen, genim neodowarde beolonan oððo eolectran. 
Gecnua suite, mængc wiþ smale hwætemeolowe;507 gecneed to dage. Clæn on ðæt 
asuoln limm. Wrið on næhterne; on mærne bið se suile geðuinen. Sio duæning dæg 
ðaeh ðe hio on neate sie.  

2.1 Wyrc god dust to rotigendum dolge: nim acrinde ond slahðornes wyrtrum(an) rinde 
innewarde. Adryg, wyrc to duste. Ðæt bið god in dolg to scædenne.  

2.2 Ðis dust is good to scedenne gif men foet suellen ond ða tan cinen. Ne weet ðu ða foet 
ond hie sie stille ðendon ðu hine lecnige. 

3.1 Wið foet adle. Wyrc scoas of seles felle. Do on ða foet, ond hiæ biað sona soel. 
3.2 To ðon ilcan ... 
4.1 Wið lendwærce: wyrc gyrdels of seles felle, gyrd mið ond he bið hal. 
5.1 Wið ðehæci, wyrc drenc: nim eofordrotan, walwyrt, do in win, oððo in god waelcalo. 

Drince on naehtnistig bollan fulle.  
5.2 Wyrc him aec god bæð, eapuldorn, slahðorn, aesc, cuiicbean, aac, eofordrote, 

aescðrote, eolone, biscopwyrt, ifign, betonica, ribbe, rædic. Waelle ðis all in wætre, ond 
ðis is god baeð wið ðehæci. 

6.1 Wið aslepnum lic: genim neoðowardne seecg, waell in wætre. Lege hatne stan in. Let 
rican on ðæt liic ðær hit aslepne sie.  

6.2 Wyrc him aec gode salfe: genim ða readan netlan ond hræfnesfot. [Wæ]ll508 in suines 
smeorue509 ond scepes, ond in butran ond scipteorwe. [Smir]e mið ða salfe ðæt lic ðær 
hit aslepen510sie.  

6.3 [Aec swi]lce is oðer god salf to ðon ilcan: peopor, hwitcudu, [swegles e]apol, suefl, cost, 
ecid, oele. 

 
Translation 
1.1 For severe and great swellings of the foot: pound henbane root a great deal, lay on the 

feet. They will shrink and remove all of the aches wonderfully. 
1.2 Again, for the same: take the root of lesser-mugwort, pound well, mix it cold with 

honey. Eat the mixture in the morning and when he wishes to rest. The same recipe is 
good, works for thigh pain. 

1.3 If feet, or shanks, or knees swell: take the lower part of henbane or lupin. Pound a great 
deal. Mix with fine wheat-meal, knead into a dough. Wipe on the swollen limb. Wrap 
[it] for the night; in the morning the swelling will be reduced. The reduction works even 
if it is [used] on an animal. 

2.1 Make a good powder for a rotting wound: take oak-bark, and the inner rind of 
blackthorn root. Dry and make into a powder. That is good to sprinkle into the wound. 

                                                   
507 Gecnua suiðe wið smæng wið maelum hwætemeolwe, MS. See also Lac. 79. 
508 ll, MS. 
509 smeome, MS. 
510 alepen MS. 
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2.2 This powder is good to sprinkle if a man's feet swell and if the toes crack. Do not wet 
the feet and they should be still while you treat them. 

3.1 For foot disease. Make shoes from sealskin. Put on the feet and they will soon be better. 
3.2 For the same, 
4.1 For loin pain. Make a girdle from sealskin. Wrap him with it and he will be well. 
5.1 Make a drink for thigh ache. Take carline thistle, wallwort, put in wine or in good 

Welsh ale. Drink a bowl full after a night's fast.  
5.2 Also, make him a good bath: crabapple, sloethorn, ash, quickbeam, oak, carline thistle, 

vervain, elecampane, bishopwyrt, ivy, betony, ribwort, radish. Boil all this in water and 
this is a good bath for thigh ache. 

6.1 For a paralysed body: take the lower part of sedge, boil in water. Lay a hot stone in [it]. 
Let it steam on the body where it is paralysed. 

6.2 Also make him a good salve: take the red nettle and raven's foot. Boil in pig fat and 
sheep's, and in butter and in pitch. With the salve, smear the body where it is paralysed. 

6.3 Similarly there is another good salve for the same: pepper, mastic, heaven's-apple, 
sulphur, costmary, vinegar, oil. 
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London, British Library, Royal 12 D. xvii, f. 12v 

 

 
Harrison et al. 
BLBI.ii.16 Ƿyrc eaȝsealf ƿiþ ƿænne: ȝenim cropleac 7 ȝarleac beȝea emfela, ȝecnuƿe ƿel 

tosomne, ȝenim ƿin 7 fearres ȝeallen beȝean emfela ȝemenȝ ƿiþ þy leaces, do þonne 
on arfæt læt standan niȝon niht on þæm arfæt aƿrinȝ þurh claþ 7 hlyttre ƿel, do on 
horn 7 ymb niht do mid feþre on eaȝe; se betsta læcedom.511 

 

Suggested transcription 
BLBI.ii.16 Wyrc eagsealfe wiþ wænne: genim cropleac 7 garleac begea emfela, gecnuwa 

wel tosomne, genim win 7 fearres geallan begea emfela gemeng wiþ þy leace, do þonne 
on arfæt læt standan nigon niht on þam arfate, awring þurh claþ 7 gehlyttre wel, do on 
horn, 7 ymb niht do mid feþere on þæt eage: se betsta læcedom. 

 

Translation 
BLBI.ii.16 Make an eyesalve for a wen: take cropleac and garlic both in equal amounts, 

pound well together, take wine and bull's gall both in equal amounts, mix with the leeks 
[the other alliums listed above], put this in a brass vessel, let it stand for nine nights in 
the brass vessel, wring through a cloth and strain well, put [the liquid] in a horn and at 
night apply to the eye with a feather: [this is] the best medicine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
511 Harrison, et al., ‘A 1,000-Year-Old Antimicrobial Remedy’, fig. 1. Note that the Harrison et al. paper uses the 
character ȝ (yogh) to represent the insular-g letterform, even though they are not analogous. Harrison et al., may be 
following Cockayne's typography here, if not his readings. 

Image 40: London, British Library, Royal 12 D. xvii, f. 12v, ll. 8–15. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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London, British Library, Cotton Domitian A. i, f. 55v, ll. 1–3, 

 ‘Colophon’ 

 
Image 41: London, British Library, Cotton Domitian A. i, f. 55v, ll. 1–3. 

 

Edition  
[F. 55v, body text] 

 
Dm 1. 1 Hicque ymnos Christi zabulus defigere karpit 
Dm 2.1  Penna quiesce modo iam manibus trade quiȩtem 
Dm 2.2  Te rutilis Christus meritis in calce coronet 
 
Translation 
 
Dm l. 1  And here the devil gathers hymns of Christ to curse [them]. 
Dm 2.1  Now rest, O pen, grant rest to the hands, 
Dm 2.2  May Christ crown you at the end with shining merits.512 
 

Notes 

In addition to the recipe text on f.55v discussed above, the page also contains two fragmentary 

Latin texts on lines 1–3 (see image above), as well as the famous booklist which begins Þis syndon 

ða bec þe æþestanes wæran.513  

 

The catalogue entry in Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts: A Bibliographical Handlist, passes over these 

fragmentary texts entirely, as the entry reads: 

 'Bede, Versus de die iudicii [CPL 1370] (s. xmed.); medical recipe (s. x2); booklist (s. x2 or 
x/xi).'514  

The online catalogue entry on the website of the British Library describes the items on f. 55v in 

the following way:  

                                                   
512 I owe particular thanks to Helen Foxhall Forbes and Sigbjørn Sønnesyn for their help in interpreting these texts. 
All mistakes remain my own. 
513 Printed in Lapidge, Anglo-Saxon Library, pp. 133–134. 
514 ASMABH, no. 326. 

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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‘[v]arious entries: a Latin colophon of three hexameters, a recipe in Old English 
beginning “Þas wyrta sceolon to wensealfe” and a list of books.’515 

The description of the first three lines of text on f. 55v as ‘a Latin colophon of three hexameters’ 

is incorrect. The first three lines of text are not a single item, but comprise two texts rather than 

one: the first textual fragment on the first line, and the second on lines 2–3. The separate nature 

of the texts can be distinguished on palaeographical and literary grounds: they are in different 

hands and do not make sense grammatically when read together. 

 

Scribe 1 writes the first line Hicque ... karpit, and Scribe 2 writes lines 2–3 Penna ... coronet. T. A. 

M. Bishop identified the scribe of ll. 2–3 with the scribe of BL Royal 8 C. iii, ff. 2–19r, another 

scientific miscellany that Bishop was able to link to St Augustine's Canterbury after he identified 

a group of interconnected scribes.516  Scribe 2, who wrote the colophon in Domitian A. i does 

not seem to me to appear elsewhere in the manuscript, so it is not clear whether he deserves to 

partake in the prayerful celebration of having finished a stint of manuscript copying.517 

 

 
Image 42: London, British Library, Royal 8 C. iii, f. 6r, ll. 6–11. 

The first line [h]icque ymnos appears to be a fragment of a curse, and does not make a great deal 

of sense: the text is unknown beyond the portion preserved here. The couplet on lines 2–3 is a 

variation of a ubiquitous medieval colophon. 

 

 

                                                   
515 <http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Cotton_MS_Domitian_A_I> 
516 ASMABH, no. 475; Bishop, ‘Notes on Cambridge Manuscripts, Part IV’, p. 335. 
517 The absence of the colophon scribe from the rest of BL Cotton Domitian A i was also noticed by T. A. M. Bishop 
in Bishop, ‘Notes on Cambridge Manuscripts, Part IV’, p. 335.  

This image has been removed by the author in order to satisfy copyright requirements.
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A comparison of Lawrence Nowell's Transcription of the Otho B. xi medical recipes 

and their Bald's Leechbook counterparts 

This table was compiled using the concordance table in Audrey Meaney's ‘Variant Versions’, 

Cockayne's edition of Bald's Leechbook, and my own edition of the Nowell transcription of Otho 

B. xi.  

 

Otho 
no. 

Otho Text BLB no. BLB Text 

1H To wen sealfe ond wen bylum. BLBI.lviii.1 To wensealfe ond wen bylum  
1.1 Wirc hie of neoþoweardre 

netlan, ond of hemlican, ond of 
þære clufihtan wenwyrte, do 
þære smalan mucwyrte, welle 
ealle feower in butran ond in 
sceapes smerowe oðþæt genoh 
sie. Gecnua eft þa ylcan wyrte 
on ðære sealfe ond sciptero ond 
garleac ond cropleac, ond 
secgleac ond sealt, gemeng 
uuel, do in clað, wyrm to fyre 
swiþe smire mid. 

BLBI.lviii.1 Wyrc hie of nioþoweardre 
netlan, ond of hemlice, ond of 
þære clufihtan wenwyrte, ond of 
þære smalan morwyrte wyl ealle 
feower on buteran ond on 
sceapes smerwe oþþæt genoh sie 
gecnua eft þa ilcan wyrta on þære 
sealfe ond scip tearo ond garleac 
ond cropleac ond secgleac ond 
sealt meng wel do on clað wyrm 
to fyre swiðe518 smire mid. 

1.2 Wensealf: ontre, cærssan, reade 
netele, wærmod,519 twa 
wenwyrtu, ellen rinde, 
wægbræde, sure, bios, 
croppwyrt, bulut, niþoweard 
smeorowyrt, sealt, scyptero, 
ond sceapes smeoro. 

BLBI.lviii.1 Wensealf: ontre, cersan, read 
netlan, wermod, twa wenwyrta, 
ellen rinde, wegbræde, suran, 
bisceopwyrt, bulot, niðeweard 
smere wyrt, sealt, sciptearo, ond 
sceapen smera. 

2H Wiþ pocce. BLBI.ii.22 Wiþ pocce on eagum 
2.1 Wiþ pocce on eagum, genim 

wad, ond ribban, ond 
hleomocan, well in meolce, in 
butran is betere, ond wyrc 
beþinge.  

BLBI.ii.22 [G]enim wad ond ribban ond 
hleomocan wyl on meolce, on 
buteran is betere, ond wyrc 
beþinge.  

2.2 Wyl hleomoc, ond gearran, ond 
wudu ceruillan in mealcum. 

BLBI.ii.22 Wyl hleomoc ond gearwan ond 
wudu cearfillan on meolcum. 

3H Wiþ breost wærce. BLBI.xvi.1 Wiþ breost wærce 
3.1 Genim þa lytlan curmealan, 

ond cymed, wyl in hlutrum 
ealaþ, supe ond drince. Genim 
dweorge520 dwostlan, ond 
gyþrifan cyntean, wel on 
hlutrum ealað drince scenc 
fulne on neahtnestig.  

BLBI.xvi.1 [G]enim þa lytlan culmillan ond 
cymed wyl on hluttrum ealaþ 
supe ond drince. Eft genim 
dweorge dwostlan ond gyþrifan 
kyncean welle on hluttrum ealað 
drince scenc fulne on neaht 
nestig. 

                                                   
518 swið MS. 
519 þærmod MS. 
520 It is unusual to have an -e suspension like this at the end of a word following a g: usually -e suspension following 
a g only occurs for the OE prefix ge-. 
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3.2 Wyl in ealuþ wiþ þon finulan, 
marubian, betonican ond 
drince.  

BLBI.xvi.2 Wyl on ealað wiþ þon ilcan: finul, 
marubian, betonican ond drinc.  

3.3 Genim rudan, hunan, ond 
aportoman gegnid tosomne 
smale in mortere521, meng wiþ 
hunig, ond þry dagas, ælce 
dæge ær mete, þry cuceleras 
fulle geþicge. 

BLBI.xvi.2 Wiþ breost wærce genim rudan, 
hunan ond aprotanan gegnid 
tosomne smæle on mortere meng 
wið hunig ond þry dagas ælce 
dæg ær mete þrie cucler fulle 
geþicge. 

4H Wiþ heort wærce. BLBI.xvii.1 Wiþ heort wærce 
4.1 Rudan gelm seoð on ele, ond do 

aluwan to522 ane yntsan, smire 
mid þy, þæt stilleð þam sare.  

BLBI.xvii.1 [R]udan gelm feoþ on ele ond do 
alwan ane ynstan to smire mid þy 
stilð þam sare. 

4.2 Gif him on innan heard heort 
weorc sie, þonne him weaxeð 
wund on þære heortan, ond 
hine þegeð þurst ond byþ 
unmeahtiglic. Wirc him þonne 
stan bæð, ond or þon ete 
suþerne redic mid sealt Þu sceal 
bion se wund gehæled. 

BLBI.xvii.1–2 Wiþ heort ece gif him on innan 
heard heort wærc sie þonne him 
wyxþ wind on þære heortan ond 
hine þegeð þurst ond biþ 
unmehtiglic. Wyrc him þonne 
stan bæð ond on þam ete suþerne 
rædic mid sealte þy mæg wesan 
sio wund gehæled. 

4.3 Eft genim gyþrifan seoð on 
miclum drincan six dagas. 

BLBI.xvii.2 Wið heorot ece eft genim 
giþrifan seoþ on meolce sele 
drincan .vi. dagas. 

4.4 Eft nioþoweard eoforfearn, 
gyðrinan, wegbrædan, wel 
tosomne sele drincan. 
 

BLBI.xvii.3 Eft nioþeweard eforfearn, 
gyþrifan, wegbræ(dan) wyl 
tosomne sele drincan. 

4.5 Eft genim pipor, ond cymen, 
ond cost, gegnid in beor oþþe in 
wæter sele drincan. 

BLBI.xvii.3 Wið hiorot ece eft genim pipor, 
ond cymen, ond cost, gegnid on 
beor oþþe on wætre sele drincan. 

5H Wið ut syhte. BLBII.lvi Lacuna 
5.1 Nim galluc, niþweardne 

gefylm 523  þeorfum meolcum 
sup gemet hat. 

BLBII.lvi Lacuna 

5.2 Nim wregles æppel, do in 
meolc, sele drincan. Nim 
nioþwerde liðwyrt grene, wel in 
beore oþþe in þeorfum 
meolcum supe þæt ond drince 
swiþe. 
 

BLBII.lvi Lacuna 

6H Wið ut syhte. BLBII.lvi Lacuna 
6.1 Nim gesodene haran ete wiþ 

þon wið ut syhte. 
BLBII.lvi Lacuna 

6.2 Nim rudan smeorowyrte in 
ealoð524 sele drincan. 

BLBII.lvi Lacuna 

7H Gyf utgong forseten sy. BLBII.lvi Lacuna 
7.1a Nim henne ægero þone 

geolocan ond lybcorna þryttig 
BLBII.lvi Lacuna 

                                                   
521 monstre MS. 
522 Nowell has placed ‘strike’ marks above these two words (not specifically above the -uw- of aluwan) to indicate a 
problem in the text, but the problem itself is not clear to me. 
523 Voth suggests flyne might be a better reading here, see Voth ‘An Analysis’, p. 187. 
524 mealoð MS. 
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ond hwites sealtes godne dæl 
ond wahmeolo ... 

8H Wið flea. BLBI.ii.14 Wiþ flie 
8.1 Haran geallan do wearmne on 

ymb twa nyht. Hio floweð of 
þæm eagum. 

BLBI.ii.14 [H]aran geallan do wearmne on 
ymb twa niht flihð of þam 
eagum. 

9H Wið flea. BLBI.ii.14 Wiþ flie 
9.1 Genim on þære slan þæt seaw 

ond wring þurh clað in þæt 
eaga. Sona gæð on þrym dagum 
of gif sio sla biþ grene. 

BLBI.ii.14 [G]enim onwære slah þæt seaw 
ond wring þurh clað on þæt eage 
sona gæð on þrim dagum of gif 
sio slah biþ grene. 

10H Wið flea. BLBI.ii.14 Wiþ flie 
10.1 Eceð, ond gebærned sealt, ond 

beren melo, gemeng togadore, 
do in þæt eage hafa lang hwile 
þine hand on.  

BLBI.ii.14 [E]ced ond gebærned sealt ond 
beren mela gemeng togæd(e)re 
do on þæt eage hafa lange hwile 
þine hand on.  

10.2 Wið þon ilcan. Wið flea, eag 
sealf: celeþonian sæd, genim of 
þæm wyrttruman ... 

BLBI.ii.15 Wiþ flie eahsealf celeþonian sæd 
genim on þam wyrttruman gnid 
on eald win ond on hunig do 
pipor to læt standan neahterne 
be fyre nytta þonne þu slapan 
wille. 

7.1b … men(g) eal to somne do in 
æges525 scylle sete on gleda. Do 
ealoð. Ænne sopan to sup swa 
hat. 

BLBII.lvi Lacuna 

11H Gyf utgong forseten sie. BLBII.lvi Lacuna 
11.1 Genim grunde526 swelgian, ond 

ellen rinde berynde utan, wel 
þon swiþ in ealoð asioh þurh 
clað. Nim þonne .vi. ond xxx. 
lybcorna gnid smaele, do wæter 
hwon in geot innon þone drenc. 
Do butran. Ondringe swa hat 
swa he hattost mæge ond þonne 
stande ond gange þær hine ne 
cæle. 

BLBII.lvi Lacuna 

12H Wiþ eagena miste. BLBI.ii.1 Læcedomas wiþ eagna miste 
12.1 Genim celeþonian seau oþþe 

blostman, gemeng wiþ dorena 
hunig. Gedo mæren fæt, wlece 
listum in wearmum gleadum 
oþþæt hit gesoden sie þis. 

BLBI.ii.1 Genim celeþian seaw oþþe 
blostman gemeng wið dorena 
hunig gedo on æren fæt wlece 
listum on wearmum gledum 
oþþæt hit gesoden sie – þis bið 
god læcedom wiþ eagna 
dimnesse. 

13H Wiþ eagena miste. BLBI.ii.10 Wiþ eagna miste 
13.1 Eft celeþonian seaw, oþþe þara 

blos(t)mana gewring, ond 
gemeng wiþ dorena hunig, 
gedo mæren fæt wlece þonne 
listum in wearmum gledum 

BLBI.ii.10 [E]ft celeþonian seaw oþþe þara 
blostmena gewring ond gemeng 
wið dorena hunig gedo on æren 
fæt wlece þonne listum on 
wearmum gledum oþþe on 
ahsan oþ þæt hit gedone sie – 

                                                   
525 mæges MS. 
526 grund\e/ MS.  
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oððe in æstan 527  oðþæt hit 
gedon sie þæt byþ anspilde lyb 
wiþ eagena dimnesse. 

þæt bið anspilde lyb wiþ eagena 
dimnesse. 

13.2 Sume þæs seawes anlypies 
nyttiað ond þa eagan þi smiriað. 

BLBI.ii.11 Sume þæs seaws anlipiges nyttiað 
ond þa eagan mid þy smiriað 

13.3 Eft eorþifiges seaw ond finoles 
gedo bega efenfeala ond in 
ampulan, dryge þonne in hatre 
sunnan, ond þa eagan 
inanweard mid þy smirige. 

BLBI.ii.11 Wiþ eagena miste eft eorðifies 
seaw ond finoles seaw, gedo 
begea em fela on ampullan drige 
þonne on hatre sunnan ond þa 
eagan inneweard mid þy smire. 

13.4 Eft wiþ eagena myste: 
eorþgeallan seaw, þæt is 
hyrdewyrt, smire in þa eagan 
sio sien biþ þy sceappre. Gif þu 
hunig tu dest þæt deah. Genim 
þonne þære ilcan wyrte godne 
gelm gedo in ceac fulne wines 
ond geseoð oþþe nete ær iii 
dagas. Ond þonne hio gesoden 
sie awring þa wyrt þurh clað of 
ond þæs woses geswettes mid 
huni(g)e, gedrince ælce dæge 
niht nistig bollan fulne. 

BLBI.ii.11 Wiþ eagena miste eft eorðgeallan 
seaw þæt is hyrdewyrt smire on 
þa eagan sio syn biþ þy scearpre. 
Gif þu hunig to dest þæt deah, 
genim þonne þære ilcan wyrte 
godne gelm gedo on ceac fulne 
wines ond geseoþ of nete ær þry 
dagas, ond þonne hio gesoden sie 
awring þa wyrt of ond þæs woses 
geswettes mid hunige gedrinc 
ælce dæge neaht nestig bollan 
fulne. 

14H Wiþ eare werce ond wið 528 
deafe. 

BLBI.iii.2 Wiþ earwærce ond wið deafe 

14.1 Hundestunge, ond fenminte, 
ond cellendre, gecnuwa in wine 
oþþe on ealoþ asioh in eare. 

BLBI.iii.2 [H]undes tunge ond fenminte 
ond cellendre gecnuwa on win 
oþþe on eala aseoh do on eare. 

14.2 Genim ele, genim eac gose 
rysele, geot in þonne gewiteð 
þæt sar on weg. 

BLBI.iii.2 [G]enim ele, genim eac gose 
rysele geot on þonne gewit þæt 
saer aweg.529 

14.3 Genim eac belenan seawu 
gewlece ond þonne in eare 
gedryp, þon gestilleð þæt sar. 

BLBI.iii.3 [G]enim beolonan seaw gewlece 
ond þonne on eare gedryp – 
þonne þæt sar gestilð. 

14.4 Genim garleac, ond cipan 530 , 
ond gose risele, gemilte 
togædere, wring in eare. 

BLBI.iii.4 [G]enim garleac ond cipan ond 
gose rysele gemylte togædere 
wring on eare. 

14.5 Gif earen willen adeafian an 
oþþe yfel hlist sie, genim eofores 
geallan, fearres geallan, buccan 
geallan, gemenge wiþ hunig 
ealra efenfeala dryp in þæt eare. 

BLBI.iii.6 [G]if earan willan adeafian oþþe 
yfel hlyst sie, genim eofores 
geallan, fearres geallan, buccan 
geallan, gemeng wiþ hunig ealra 
em fela drype on þæt eare. 

14.6 Eft ribban seaw ond gewlecced 
ele togædere gemenged, drype 
in, wunderlic hæleð. 

BLBI.iii.8 Eft ribban seaw ond gewlecedne 
ele togædere gemenged drype on 
wundorlice hælð. 

15H Gif wyrmas in earan sind. BLBI.iii.11 Gif wyrmas on earan syn 
15.1 Genim grenes eorþ geallan 

seawu, oþþe hunan seaw, oþþe 
wermodes seaw, swelce þara an 

BLBI.iii.11 [G]enim eorð geallan grenes 
seaw, oþþe hunan seaw, oþþe 
wermodes seaw swilc þara an swa 

                                                   
527 in mæstan MS. 
528 wid MS. 
529 Note that Otho 14.1 and 14.2 are continuous in the manuscript, but in Royal, there is an additional short recipe 
between them: Wið þon ilcan, genim hænne rysele gemylte ond þonne gedo wlaco on eare gedrype on. 
‘For the same, take hen fat, melt it, and then put it lukewarm onto the ear – drip it on.’ 
530cipar MS. 
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swilce þu wille. Geot þæt seaw 
in þæt eare þæt tihþ þone 
wyrm ut. 

þu wille geot þæt seaw on þæt 
eare þæt tihð þone wyrm ut. 

15.2 Wyrc earsealf – gecnuwa 
synfullan, ond lioþuwyrt, ond 
pipor, gedo þonne in glæsen fæt 
mid ecede ond þurh clað 
awring, drype in þæt eare. 

BLBI.iii.11 Wyrc sealfe – gecnuwa sinfullan, 
ond leoþowyrt, ond por gedo 
þonne on glæs fæt mid ecede ond 
þurh clað awring drype on þæt 
eare. 

15.3 Gif earan dinian, genim ele do 
on mid eowocigre ond fordytte 
þæt eare mid þære wulle þon þu 
slapan wille ond do eft of þonne 
þu on wæcne. 

BLBI.iii.11 Wiþ þon gif earan dynien, genim 
ele do on mid eowocigre wulle 
ond fordytte þæt eare mid þære 
wulle þonne þu slapan wille ond 
do eft of þonne þu onwæcne. 

15.4 Eft wermod gesodene in þat 
eare in niwum cytele do of 
heorþ mid þære wyrt siþþan hig 
gegan sie. 

BLBI.iii.12 Eft wiþ þon ilcan wermod 
gesodenne on wætere on niwum 
cytele do of heorðe læt reccan 
þone steam on þæt eare ond 
fordyte mid þære wyrte siþþan 
hit ingegan sie. 

15.5 Wiþ ear wiggan. Genim þæt 
micele greate windel streow twi 
ecge þæt on worðinum weaxeð, 
ceow, in þæt eare he biþ of 
sona. 

BLBI.iii.12 Wiþ earwicgan, genim þæt micle 
greate windel streaw twyecge þæt 
on worþium wixð ceow on þæt 
eare he bið of sona. 

16H Wiþ wlættan. BLBI.xix.1 Wiþ wlættan 
16.1 Þæm men þe hine ne liste metes 

ne lyþes, oþþe in magan 
untrum sie, oþþe bytere ræce: 
eorþan gealla ond pipor drince 
on wearmum wætere .iii. bollan 
on neaht nestig. 

BLBI.xix.1 [Þ]am men þe hine ne lyst his 
metes ne liþes oþþe on magan 
untrum sie, oþþe bitere hræce: 
eorð geallan, ond pipor drince on 
wearmum wætere þry bollan 
fulle on niht nestig. 

16.2 Eft wiþ wlatunge: rudan, 
wermod, bisceopwyrt, 
marubian, wel in ealoþ, swiþ 
geswet mid hunige liohtlice. 
Gedrinc swa hates swa þine 
blod sie scenc fulne do swa 
þonne þe þearf sie. 

BLBI.xix.1 Eft wiþ wlatunge rudan wermod 
bisceopwyrt, marubian wyl on 
ealað swiþe geswet id hunige 
leohtlice, gedrinc swa hates swa 
þin blod sie scenc fulne do swa 
þonne þe þearf sie. 

17.H Wiþ fotece. BLBI.xxvii.1 Wiþ fot ece. 
17.1 Betonican, georman leaf, finul 

ribban, 531  ealra efenfeala 
gemenge mioloc wiþ wæter ond 
þæt to swollenne lim from þære 
uferan healfe beþe þy lesse swile 
in gewite – genim þonne galloc 
gesodene, lege on. 

BLBI.xxvii.1 [B]etonican, geormenleaf, finul, 
ribban, ealra emfela gemeng 
meoluc wiþ wæter ond þæt 
toswollene lim fram þære uferran 
healfe bete þy læsse swile 
ingewite – genime þonne galluc 
gesodenne lege on.  

18H Wið poc adle. BLBI.xl.1 Wiþ poc adle 
18.1 Wið poc adle, onræd, hamwyrt 

nioþeweard, feldmoru 
niþoweard, onrædes efenfala 
ond þara oþera twega 
feldmoran healfe læsse þonne 
hamwyrt – cnua swiþe to 

BLBI.xl.1 Wiþ poc adle onred hamwyrt, 
nioþoweard feldmore, 
niþeweard onredes emfela ond 
þara oþerra twegea feldmoran 
healfe læsse þonne hamwyrte – 
cnuwa swiðe to somne do hluttor 
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sumne, do in hluttur eala þæt þa 
wyrta ofer styge, læt stonden 
þrio niht, sele scenc fulne on 
morgene. 

ealu þæt þa wyrta oferstige, læt 
standan þreo niht sele scenc fulne 
on morgen. 

18.2 Wið poc adle: wel wæter on 
croccan do hunig in. Fleot 
symble þæt fam of oð þæt hit ne 
fylle ma fæman – sup þonne 
ond drinc oft ond gelome, swa 
þu hatost mæge, ond mid þy 
hunige smyre þær hit ut slea on 
þone poc. Ne biþ sona nan 
teona. 

BLBI.xl.1 Drenc wið poc adle: wyl wæter 
on croccan do hunig on fleot 
simle þæt fam of oþ þæt hit nelle 
ma fæman – sup þonne ond drinc 
oft ond gelome swa þu hatost 
mæge ond mid þy hunige smire 
þær hit utslea on þone poc ne biþ 
sona nan teona. 

18.3 Wið poc adle, sealfe: wel in 
buteran, singrenan, ond 
geearran, giþrifan, readre 
netlan crop. 

BLBI.xl.1 Sealf wiþ poc adle wyl on 
buteran, singrenan, gearwe, 
gyþrife, readre netelan crop. 

18.4 Wiþ þon ilcan drenc 
bisceopwyrt, attorlaþe, 
springwyrt, clatan nioþewearde 
on ealuþ. 

BLBI.xl.1 Drenc wiþ poccum: bisceopwyrt, 
attorlaþan, springwyrt, clatan 
nioþewearde on ealað geworht. 

18.5 Wiþ poccum swiþe sceal man 
blud letan, ond drincan amelt 
butran bollan fulne. Gyf hie 
utslean, ælcre mon sceal aweg 
adelfan mid þorne ond þonne 
win oþþe alordrenc drype in 
man ne beoð hie na gesine. 
Wyrc him sealf þus. 

BLBI.xl.1 Wiþ poccum swiðe sceal mon 
blod lætan ond drincan amylte 
buteran bollan fulne – gif hie 
utslean ælcne man sceall aweg 
adelfan mid þorne ond þonne 
win oððe alor drenc – drype on 
innan þonne ne beoð hy gesyne. 

19H Wið wambe coþe. BLBII.xxxii.1 Wyrc him sealfe þus wið wambe 
coþum 

19.1 Of cwicum swefle wyrc sealfe 
ond of blacum pipore, ond of 
ele. Gnide mon smale ond 
menge togadere, ond weax –
ealra efenfeala wexes læsse. 

BLBII.xxxii.1 [O]f cwicum swefle ond of 
blacum pipore, ond of ele gnide 
mon smæle ond menge togædere 
ond weax ealra emfela. Weaxes 
þeah læst. 

19.2 Gif sio adl sie to þon strong þæt 
þas lecedomas ne onnime, gif se 
mon sie giong ond strong, læt 
him blod of innan earm of þære 
micelan ædre. 

BLBII.xxxii.1 [g]if sio adle sie to þon strang þæt 
þas læcedomas ne onnime, gif se 
mon sie geong ond strang, læt 
him blod of innan earme of þære 
miclan ædre þære middle ædre 

19.3 Wyrc þus sealfe ond smire þa 
saran stowa; seoþ rudan on ele 
do petrosilian to gif þu hæbbe 
ond ricsa wyrttruman ond 
popig 532 . Siþþan eal gesoden 
sie, do þonne weax in þæt þætte 
þæt eall weorþe to hnescum 
weax hlafe, þæt hit sie hwæþere 
swiþust geþuht sealf. Smire þa 
stowa þær hit sie mid þy swiþust 
þone bæc þe arm. 

BLBII.xxxii.1 Wyrc þus sealfe ond smire þa 
saran stowa; seoþ rudan on ele 
do petersilian to gif þu hæbbe 
ond ricsa wyrttruman, ond popig 
siþþan eal gesoden sie do þonne 
weax on þæt ele þætte þæt eall 
weorðe to hnescum weaxhlafe 
þæt hit sie hwæþre swiþust 
geþuht sealf smire þa stowa þæt 
hit sie sar mid þy, swiþost þone 
bæcþearm. 
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19.4 Be þær coðe hu mon listeð 
utgan ond þonne ne mæg. Sum 
coþu is þære wombe þæt þone 
seocan monnan listeð ut gonges 
ond ne mæg þonne he ute 
ontyne biþ – wiþ þon sceal mon 
naedran æsmeogo, syþþan in 
ele oþþe in butran, oþþe in wine 
in tyneum533 fætte ond smire þe 
wombe mid þy. 

a) 
BLBII.xxxii. 
contents 
Læcedomas 
wið þære 
frecan coðe 
b) 
BLBII.xxxii.1 

a) ... be þære coðe hu man lyste 
utgan ond ne mæg ...  
b) Sum coþu is þære wambe þæt 
þone seocan monnan lysteð 
utganges ond ne mæg þonne he 
ute betyned bið – wiþ þon sceal 
mon nædran æsmogu, seoþan on 
ele, oððe on buteran, oþþe on 
wine on tinum fæte ond smire þa 
wambe mid þy. 

20H Gif monnes feax fealle.  BLBI.lxxxvii.1 Gif mannes feax fealle  
20.1 Wyrc him sealfe þone micelan 

þung nim þu ond haran specel, 
ond eawyrte niþewearde ond 
færwyrte, wyrc of þære wyrte 
ond of wirum eallum þa sealfe 
ond of þære buteran þe nænig 
wæter on cwome. 
 

BLBI.lxxxvii.1 [W]yrc him sealfe, nim þone 
miclan þung ond haran sprecel 
ond eawyrte nioþowearde, ond 
ferdwyrte, wyrc of þære wyrte 
ond of þisum eallum þa sealfe 
ond of þære buteran þe nan 
wæter on ne come. 

21H Gif feax fealle. BLBI.lxxxvii.1 Gif feax fealle 
21.1 Awille eburfean ond beþe mid 

þæt heafod þy swa wearmum. 
BLBI.lxxxvii.1 [A]wylle eoforfearn ond beþe 

þæt heafod mid þy swa 
wearmum. 
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